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1Introduction
This chapter introduces and motivates the (wider) context of this thesis, establishes and sum-
marises its contribution, and provides an outline of the following chapters.
1.1. Introduction and Motivation
Scientific Computing is the field of research within applied and numerical mathematics that is
concerned with the development, analysis and efficient realisation and implementation of state-
of-the-art numerical algorithms on computer systems. In practice, it is very interdisciplinary in
nature, because it constitutes an integral part of computational science and engineering (CSE),
which bridges the gap between (numerical) mathematics and computer science on the one hand,
and on the other hand, all kinds of engineering disciplines. In the context of this thesis, contin-
uum mechanics is of particular interest, i. e., fluid dynamics and solid mechanics. Nonetheless, in
academia and in the industry alike, a wide range of application domains are encountered in CSE,
ranging from computational chemistry and computational biology (molecular dynamics, genome
sequence alignment, drug design) over geophysics (seismic wave propagation, earthquake pre-
dictions) to computational finance (risk assessment and trade predictions), to name just a few.
Computational science adds simulation as the third pillar to science and engineering, between
theoretical analysis and experimental verification: Computer systems are used to analyse, to gain
understanding and to solve problems from a wide range of application domains. Numerical sim-
ulations are often used for economical reasons (when exhaustive experimental analysis is too ex-
pensive), or to study phenomena which cannot be accessed in other ways, for instance for the
analysis of hazardous substances when experiments are impossible.
In continuum mechanics, natural phenomena are modeled with fundamental physical conser-
vation laws (e. g., conservation of mass, energy and momentum), expressed mathematically as
(systems of) partial differential equations (PDEs) with initial and boundary conditions that stem
from experimental measurements or theoretical analysis. The first step in the numerical simu-
lation is the selection of a suitable mathematical model for the problem at hand, for instance the
Navier-Stokes equations in the case of fluid flow. Starting from this initial model and an associated
set of parameters, a discretisation process is applied to transform the problem from a continuous
representation to a finite approximation, in both space and time. After a solution of the discrete
problem has been computed, features of interest are extracted either from a visualisation of the
results, or by computing characteristic parameters from the solution. Examples in the scope of
this thesis include von Mises stresses in solid mechanics (which are an important measure for pre-
dicting material failure), or drag and lift coefficients in fluid dynamics. These parameters are then
used to refine the initial model, and the process is repeated iteratively.
The wide variety of numerical techniques to solve PDEs is clearly beyond the scope of even
these generic introductory paragraphs. In the context of this thesis, it suffices to state that many
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techniques boil down to linear equation systems that need to be solved repeatedly, and this task
is often the most computationally demanding one in the course of a simulation. This is true
for instance in the case of implicit time discretisation techniques, or in the case of the Newton-
Raphson scheme as an exemplary algorithm for the linearisation of nonlinear problems. We only
consider grid-based discretisations like finite elements, differences and volumes, and owing to
their strictly local support, the system matrices of these linear systems are very sparse, i. e., only
a very small number of entries per row is nonzero.
It is obvious that the computational demands of CSE workflows of this kind are insatiable.
It is not uncommon to face linear systems with billions of unknowns, that need to be solved
for thousands of timesteps. Due to the sheer size of the problems, a parallel solution on large
supercomputer systems is often unavoidable. Efficiency is of utmost importance, in all stages of
the solution process:
• Numerical efficiency affects both the discretisation and the solution. Here, we only elaborate
upon efficiency aspects of spatial discretisations and the solution of sparse linear systems.
Finite element methods are advantageous over finite difference or finite volume approaches
in terms of flexibility and accuracy. Furthermore, finite element techniques provide a com-
plete and well-understood theoretical framework which for instance enables rigorous a pos-
teriori error control and thus adaptivity: Less overall unknowns have to be invested for
a given target accuracy. For the linear systems of equations encountered throughout this
thesis, (geometric) multigrid methods are the most efficient solvers (see Section 2.2): They
combine the smoothing properties of inexpensive iterative methods with corrections on a hi-
erarchy of nested coarser grids (coarser representations of the discretised domain), and they
converge asymptotically optimal: Computing the solution requires a linear amount of cal-
culations in the number of unknowns, and the convergence rates are provably independent
of the mesh width h and thus of the problem size. When equipped with powerful smoothing
operators, convergence rates of 0.1 are common, which means that only a small amount of
iterations are needed to compute the solution. These favourable theoretical properties should
be preserved in practice, no matter if the computation is carried out serially or in parallel.
In the latter case, the domain is partitioned into a number of subdomains, and multilevel
domain decomposition methods are often applied: For an ideal parallelisation, the conver-
gence rates should be independent of the partitioning of a given domain into subdomains,
see Section 2.3.
• The term parallel efficiency refers to how well a given algorithm can be parallelised: In
the scope of this thesis, three levels of parallelism are encountered, the coarse-grained par-
allelism between the nodes in a compute cluster, the medium-grained parallelism between
the CPU cores in each node, and the fine-grained parallelism within many-core processors.
Each level of parallelism has its own associated communication model, from message pass-
ing between distributed memories over (explicit or implicit) locks and mutexes on shared
data in global off-chip memory, down to blocks of concurrent threads synchronising via
small, on-chip memories. Two important aspects in this context are weak and strong scal-
ability of an algorithm. The former means that when doubling the problem size and the
number of compute resources, the time to solution should not change, and the latter means
that doubling the amount of resources but leaving the problem size unchanged should lead
to a halving of the solution time, i. e., the parallel speedup is linear in the amount of added
compute resources. Different levels of parallelism exhibit different communication char-
acteristics, and for perfect both strong and weak scalability, communication must be fully
overlapped with independent computations. One may argue that weak scalability can be
identified, in terms of convergence rates rather than time to solution, with parallel (numeri-
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cal) efficiency: Doubling the number of subdomains and the number of compute nodes but
refining each subdomain by the same amount should not change convergence rates.
• Finally, good hardware efficiency requires highly optimised implementations, with the goal
to extract a significant fraction of the peak performance of modern computer architectures:
Hardware efficiency affects both the single-processor performance and the communication
characteristics of a given architecture on all levels of parallelism. In practice this means that
high performance computing techniques, efficient data structures, data layouts and blocking
techniques adapted to the memory hierarchy of each architecture must be developed and
applied: Different strategies are required for different computer systems and different levels
of parallelism.
In practice, these three aspects of efficiency are often mutually exclusive. Algorithms that
maximise the numerical efficiency do not necessarily scale well in parallel, and solution tech-
niques exhibiting good strong scaling may converge too slowly for reasonable weak scaling. Dif-
ferent tradeoffs must be taken into consideration for different levels of parallelism, and if hardware
efficiency is also taken into account, the search space for an optimally suited algorithm becomes
very high-dimensional. Throughout this thesis, we often use the term computational efficiency
to refer to parallel and hardware efficiency simultaneously. In our group, this field of study is
termed hardware-oriented numerics, and we discuss its importance in the outset of this thesis in
Section 1.1.1.
Obviously, these considerations imply that the different aspects of computational science are
strongly interwoven, and scientific computing constitutes more than the sum of its parts from (nat-
ural) sciences, computer science, computer architecture and (applied and numerical) mathematics.
Consequently, this thesis is also interdisciplinary in nature, and it contributes techniques to im-
prove not only one aspect of efficiency, but techniques to (simultaneously) maximise numerical,
parallel and hardware efficiency. In the remainder of this section, we present several instructive
examples that help us to motivate the concrete contributions of this thesis which are presented in
Section 1.2.
1.1.1. Hardware-Oriented Numerics
Hardware-oriented numerics is, broadly speaking, the combination of high performance numerics
and high performance computing, and therefore a subset of scientific computing. We consider a
very important example—the solution of a Poisson problem in two space dimensions—to illustrate
the core idea of hardware-oriented numerics to simultaneously maximise numerical and computa-
tional efficiency. This scalar elliptic PDE is a fundamental prototype for all problems encountered
and examined in the (wider) scope of this thesis: Poisson problems are encountered in fluid dy-
namics (pressure-Poisson problem in operator splitting approaches) and solid mechanics (Lamé
equations discretised with separate displacement ordering), but for instance also in electrostatics
(potential calculations). They are known to be hard to solve, because the condition number of
the corresponding discrete linear system depends on the mesh width of the discretisation, which
means that they are harder to solve the finer the discretisation becomes (the more accurate the
continuous PDE is approximated).
To emphasise the importance of asymptotics, a simple back-of-the-envelope calculation is very
instructive; it should of course be taken with a grain of salt: Let us consider a Poisson problem,
discretised with bilinear finite elements for a problem size of 1.28 billion (1.28 · 109) unknowns
(this is the largest problem solved in this thesis). If one used standard Gaussian elimination to
solve the linear system resulting from the discretisation of this problem, and if the system ma-
trix were stored densely, then approximately 1.4 ·1027 floating point operations would be needed
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for the concrete example at hand: Gaussian elimination to solve a dense linear system with N
unknowns executes asymptotically 2N3/3+ O(N2) floating point operations. The RoadRunner
system installed at Los Alamos National Laboratory has been the world’s first supercomputer to
break the petaflops barrier, it is capable of achieving 1.105 PFLOP/s (1015) floating point opera-
tions per second in the Linpack test.1 Even with this tremendous level of performance, it would
still take more than 40 175 years to solve the problem using Gaussian elimination. The fastest
multigrid solver we present for this problem in Chapter 6, which furthermore exploits the sparsity
pattern of the system matrix, computes the solution in less than one minute.
In the following, we consider a prototypical situation that can easily be computed with a con-
ventional, serial code. In Section 2.3 we discuss the aspects of parallel hardware-oriented numer-
ics that are related to distributed memory clusters in detail. Figure 1.1 depicts the (unstructured)
coarse grid of this test problem comprising eight elements, and the numerical solution computed
on a refined grid. Bilinear quadrilateral conforming finite elements are employed for the discreti-
sation, and uniform refinement is applied so that a refinement level L corresponds to N = (2L+1)2
unknowns: For L= 10, the problem size considered in the following, the linear system to be solved
has eight million unknowns.
Figure 1.1: Test domain and coarse grid (L = 0, left) and computed solution (right) for a simple
experiment to demonstrate the ideas of hardware-oriented numerics.
This experiment has been performed in joint work with fellow PhD students [137], and two
software packages are evaluated, FEAT and FEAST.2 FEAT is an established and actively used fi-
nite element analysis software package primarily aiming at numerical flexibility and efficiency [27].
FEAST is a next-generation toolkit that prototypically implements many concepts of hardware-
oriented numerics. Both packages are actively being developed in our group, and the author of
this thesis has contributed significantly to FEAST during the pursuit of this thesis.
To solve the problem depicted in Figure 1.1, FEAT assembles a global matrix and right hand
side, the matrix is stored in the standard compressed sparse row (CSR) format,3 which involves
indirect memory accesses to iterate over the nonzero entries. We consider two numbering schemes
for the unknowns, a lexicographical enumeration first along the x-axis and then along the y-axis
(denoted as ‘XYZ’), and a fully stochastic enumeration. The latter is often used to emulate com-
putations on fully adaptive, highly unstructured grids. We refer to the underlying technical re-
port [137] and to Turek [224] for more details on different numbering schemes, and to the textbook
by Saad [191] for a discussion of various sparse matrix storage formats. In contrast, FEAST uses
a block-structured approach with (sub-) matrices that correspond to each refined coarse element,
1See http://top500.org/lists/2008/11 for details.
2see http://www.featflow.de and http://www.feast.tu-dortmund.de
3In the literature, this format is often also referred to as compact row storage, compressed sparse row and other
acronym permutations thereof.
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and a linewise numbering in each of these patches (see Section 2.3). The benefit of this approach
is that every submatrix has a banded structure, and this special structure is exploited in the design
and implementation of numerically and computationally efficient data structures, preconditioners
and other operations from numerical linear algebra. In particular, each band is stored as an individ-
ual vector, and matrix-vector multiplication does not require ‘pointer chasing’ through memory.
Furthermore, blocking to efficiently exploit cache hierarchies and other aspects of modern proces-
sors is enabled by FEAST’s approach. In summary, FEAST’s discretisation technique is designed
around locally structured, globally unstructured grids (which does not prevent adaptivity per se),
and we refer to Section 2.3 for more background on FEAST.
Two different solvers are evaluated, conjugate gradients as a representative of simple Krylov
subspace schemes, and multigrid, which is asymptotically optimal for this elliptic problem. In
both cases, we employ either a Jacobi preconditioner (labeled simple), or the most numerically
and computationally efficient preconditioner available. For the CSR matrices that can incorpo-
rate changes of the nonzero pattern easily, preconditioners based on incomplete LU factorisations
(ILU) are commonly considered to be most efficient, at least among the techniques that have
some kind of black-box character. Preconditioners that maintain the computationally favourable
band format are harder to design, and we choose an alternating direction implicit combination of
Gauß-Seidel and line-relaxation (ADITRIGS, see Section 2.3 for details). All measurements are
obtained on a single core of a compute server equipped with Opteron 2214 processors and fast
DDR2-667 memory, a machine that is used frequently throughout this thesis.

























Figure 1.2: Relative performance improvement obtained by hardware-oriented numerics for a
Poisson problem, normalised timings. The y-axis uses a logarithmic scale.
Figure 1.2 illustrates the performance results; as only relative improvements are relevant for
the argument in this introductory section, all measurements are normalised to the slowest config-
uration. The data point for the conjugate gradient solver using an advanced preconditioner for the
banded data layout is estimated, because at the time these tests have been performed, a symmetric
advanced preconditioner has not been available in FEAST. We first observe that the data layout and
the data access patterns are of great importance for the efficiency of algorithms running on modern
computer hardware. A simple reordering of the unknowns improves performance by a factor of 3
without changes to the data layout, and better data layouts can gain a factor of 10–30. Very ‘bad’
data layouts (e. g., stochastic numbering) let the performance drop to a mere 1% of the theoretical
peak floating point throughput of the Opteron processor. The technical report lists all numbers
in detail [137]. On the other hand, it is essential that the structure of the mathematical problem
does not get lost in the design of the solvers. Utilising a hierarchical solver that exploits multi-
grid structures quickly pays off and may lead—in combination with the ‘correct’ data layout—to
a speedup by a factor of 1 300 and even more in computation time compared to a straightfor-
ward implementation of a simple numerical scheme. An extremely tuned implementation of a
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numerically poor algorithm is easily outperformed by a more advanced numerical scheme, so the
importance of advanced numerical methodology clearly dominates all implementational aspects.
But on the other hand, advanced algorithms implemented without awareness of the underlying
machine architecture exhibit degrading performance, as we demonstrate below.
Consequently, our hypothesis is that in the field of high performance finite element simula-
tions, significant performance improvements can only be achieved by maximising computational
and numerical efficiency simultaneously: Numerical and algorithmic foundation research must
accompany (long-term) technology trends; and prospective hardware trends must enforce research
into novel numerical techniques that are in turn better suited for the hardware. This view is shared
by many other researchers: Keyes [126] and Colella et al. [50] survey trends towards terascale
computing for a wide range of applications including finite element software and conclude that
only a combination of techniques from computer architecture, software engineering, numerical
modelling and numerical analysis will enable a satisfactory scale-out on the application level, see
also the bibliography of work related to FEAST in Section 2.3. The following observation, which
motivates hardware-oriented numerics, thus summarises the context of this thesis:
Substantial performance improvements can only be achieved by hardware-oriented
numerics, i. e., by simultaneously maximising numerical and computational efficiency.
While these examples and conclusions are all based on serial code, the same line of argument
holds for large-scale parallel computations executing on distributed memory clusters. This is an
important aspect in view of the contribution of this thesis, but to keep this introduction concise,
we do not argue along these lines. The interested reader is referred to the introductory chapters
of previous theses on FEAST for motivations which focus on this aspect [15, 130, 242], and to
Section 2.3 and the references therein for an overview of FEAST.
1.1.2. The Memory Wall Problem
The sustained bandwidth and the latency to access data in off-chip memory is much more impor-
tant for grid-based codes than the raw compute performance, as the discretisation process leads
to large, but very sparse matrices. The arithmetic intensity, defined as the ratio of floating point
operations per memory access, of computations involving such matrices is very low, commonly
less than one. This is problematic, because an access to off-chip memory can cost hundreds of
clock cycles, while modern processors are able to execute several arithmetic operations per cycle
in their vector units: Computing is cheap, and data movement is expensive. This problem is known
as the memory wall problem, and is further aggravated by the fact that peak processor performance
continues to increase at a much faster pace than peak memory bandwidth: Over the past decade,
processor speed has been improving at 60% per year (this is not to be confused with Moore’s
Law), whereas DRAM access is only getting faster by 10% anually [97, 134].
The common approach in computer architecture and processor design to alleviate the memory
wall problem is to employ ever larger hierarchies of fast, on-chip cache memories. In order to
exploit these caches, data reuse must be maximised on the software side. In view of hardware-
oriented numerics, techniques like temporal and spatial blocking have been developed to keep data
in-cache for as long as possible. In combination with vectorisation techniques, efficient block-
memory transfers that better exploit the available bandwidth are enabled. Similarly, current pro-
cessors support asynchronous prefetching of data between different memory levels. Section 2.3
provides references to early and recent work on the topic. These observations lead to the second
fundamental motivation for the work presented in this thesis:
Memory performance and memory performance optimisations are much more impor-
tant than (peak) compute performance for sparse codes.
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1.1.3. Multicore Architectures
Software development for finite element problems, driven by the mathematical community, is tra-
ditionally focused on the improvement of the numerical methodology. For instance, adaptivity
techniques, higher order discretisations, and a wide range of stabilisation approaches are being
used, developed and refined. Hardware aspects used to play only a minor role, since codes auto-
matically ran faster with each new generation of processors during the past decade. This trend has
come to an end, because physical limitations have led to a paradigm change in processor architec-
tures: Aggressively optimising circuits, deep processor pipelines and in particular large on-chip
cache memories have increased the power requirements and consequently the heat dissipation
beyond acceptable scales, both for supercomputing architectures and for commodity processors.
Furthermore, leaking voltage in high-end chip designs has become a problem that is increasingly
hard to alleviate. These aspects are commonly summarised with the term power wall, hardware de-
signers are able to put more transistors on a chip than they can afford to turn on. As a consequence,
frequency scaling is limited to ‘natural frequency scaling’ by process shrinking; the reduction in
feature size is, roughly speaking, proportional to the number of admissible transistors under a
fixed power budget. Performance can no longer be improved by simply increasing the CPU clock
frequency. On the other hand, ever wider superscalar architectures with more aggressive out-of-
order execution have reached their limits as well, the hardware is no longer able to extract enough
instruction-level parallelism to hide latencies (ILP wall). An important consequence is:
Together, the power wall, the memory wall and the ILP wall form an ‘impenetrable
brick wall’ for serial legacy codes [8].
Processor manufacturers have begun to migrate towards on-chip parallelism in the form of
chip multiprocessors (CMP), these designs are more commonly known as multicore architectures:
The (approximately) doubled amount of transistors per chip generation (Moore’s Law) is invested
into a doubling of processing cores. This trend has reached the mass market in 2005, when both
AMD and Intel introduced commodity multicore CPUs with their Athlon 64 X2 and Pentium D
chips. At the time of writing, quadcore processors are standard, and the first six- and eight-core
designs are appearing. As a consequence, the performance of each individual core is remaining
constant or even degrades, which leads us to the next important motivation of this thesis:
Single-threaded legacy codes no longer run faster automatically.
We illustrate this important observation based on FEATFLOW [225], a CFD solver built on top
of FEAT which has already been used for the experiment presented in Section 1.1.1. FEATFLOW
draws its strength from state-of-the-art numerical techniques and a flexible design to facilitate the
straightforward addition of novel finite-element related functionality, but its implementation is
‘typical’ for the mathematical community in the sense that it does not include hardware-specific
optimisations at all: Standard data structures like CSR to store sparse matrices are employed,
and all optimisations are left in the responsibility of the compiler. In addition, FEATFLOW is
strictly single-threaded. Since the early days of its development 15 years ago, FEATFLOW con-
tained a suite of well-defined CFD benchmarks, and the project website4 lists timing results on
workstations constituting the state of the art during these years. Figure 1.3 depicts the relative
performance gain based on this benchmark data. In the covered time frame from 1993 to 2008,
hardware progress (and associated improvements in compiler technology) delivered a speedup by
a factor of 80, essentially for free. While this number is indeed impressive, CPU peak performance
in these 15 years increased more than 1 000-fold. The reason for this discrepancy is the memory
4http://www.featflow.de
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wall problem, see Section 1.1.2. However, the important observation in the outset of this thesis
is that the free performance gain has begun to stagnate with the advent of multicore processors.
We observe this postulated consequence in an established code already, and not in (artificially
constructed) microbenchmarks.

















Figure 1.3: Normalised performance of the single-threaded FEATFLOW benchmark, 1993–2008.
The bars labeled ‘best’ represent the fastest machine up to a given year, and the bars labeled
‘average’ correspond to the averaged performance of all machines evaluated in one year. The
y-axis uses a logarithmic scale.
Consequences for Numerical Codes
This development shifts most of the responsibilities to maximise efficiency and, more importantly,
scalability and usability of a given software on future hardware generations from the hardware
architects and the compiler community to the software developer: Task and data parallelism must
be exploited not on the level of coarse grained parallelism (compute nodes in a distributed memory
cluster), but explicitly at a finer scale:
The evolution towards on-chip parallelism is evident, and exploiting it is in the re-
sponsibility of the software developer.
Multicore designs significantly increase the peak compute performance from one hardware
generation to the next, because the number of cores increases exponentially. At the same time,
memory performance continues to improve at a significantly slower rate. Due to pin limits (the
limited amount of physical data paths to move data from off-chip memory to the processing cores),
the memory wall problem is even worsened by multicore architectures: With memory controllers
moving on-chip and core counts increasing rapidly, more and more parallel computations have
to compete for the limited bandwidth to off-chip memory, which often scales with the number
of sockets per compute node rather than the number of cores per processor [241]. In addition,
memory access speed becomes increasingly non-uniform, as on-chip cache memories used for
fast data exchange between cores are not shared by all cores, and on-chip memory controllers
maintain only their local portion of main memory. This leads us to the final observation to be
taken into account in the work presented in this thesis:
In conventional general-purpose architectures, the trend towards on-chip parallelism
aggravates the memory wall problem and prevents future scalability of legacy finite
element codes.
In high-performance computing, innovations stemming from research on symmetric multipro-
cessing (SMP) shared memory systems during the last decade have lead to the development of
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libraries and programming environments to exploit the parallelism within a compute node, the
most prominent example is OpenMP.5 OpenMP enables the programmer to declare parallelism by
explicitly inserting certain preprocessor statements into the code. Many current research efforts
aim at bridging the gap between SMP and CMP systems, in particular in view of the non-uniform
memory characteristics mentioned above. It is important to note that at the time of writing, com-
piler support to automatically parallelise a given finite element code using threads is still in its
infancies because this task requires global knowledge of the data flow, which is hard to extract by
compilers acting locally on the instruction stream. Efficient autoparallelisation is not expected in
the medium term [8].
1.1.4. Emerging Many-Core Architectures
In this thesis, we go one step further and do not consider multicore CMP parallelism, but rather the
massively fine-grained parallelism exposed by unconventional yet promising emerging manycore
architectures. Currently available multimedia processors such as the Cell BE processor and—in
particular—graphics processing units (GPUs) have gained increasing interest in view of the above
mentioned trends and issues. In fact, they are considered as forerunners of these trends, and are
commonly labeled emerging many-core architectures, a nomenclature we follow throughout this
thesis. This observation makes these chip designs very attractive outside their traditional appli-
cation domains, for general-purpose and (in the scope of this thesis) high performance numerical
computations. The author of this thesis has actively researched the potential of these architecture
for finite element computations since 2005, see also Section 1.2. GPUs in particular alleviate many
of the issues by their fundamentally different processor design, because they exploit parallelism
to a much greater extent than conventional CPUs, and because they are optimised for maximising
throughput of a given computation rather than latency of an individual operation. This is achieved
by massive hardware multithreading, in combination with a parallel memory subsystem.
As a concrete motivation, we list several important features of the NVIDIA GeForce GTX 280
graphics accelerator, the most powerful GPU employed throughout this thesis: Its 30 so-called
multiprocessors (‘cores’) and its 512 bit interface to main memory result in rather impressive peak
numbers of over 1 TFLOP/s raw compute performance and 140GB/s of bandwidth to fast off-chip
memory, at least an order of magnitude higher than conventional designs. A single such graphics
board consumes 236W under full load, and costs less than 400 Euro, placing it at the ‘bleeding
edge’ not only in raw peak numbers, but also in increasingly important metrics such as perfor-
mance/Watt and performance/Euro. In view of the memory wall problem, it still costs approxi-
mately 600 clock cycles to access data in off-chip memory, but these GPUs can ‘hide’ this latency
via a very efficient lightweight thread scheduling mechanism implemented directly in hardware,
keeping more than 30 000 threads ‘in-flight’ simultaneously. For comparison, HyperThreading
technology in current quadcore CPUs maintains two threads per core. Stalled threads waiting
for memory transactions are suspended, and automatically resumed once the data is available. In
essence, GPUs are specialised for high throughput rather than minimisation of latencies for ran-
dom access, they excel at data-parallel computations. It is worth noting that the multi-billion
dollar market of video games entails rapid evolution and superlinear performance improvements
across chip generations at comparatively low acquisition costs, in contrast to more specialised
solutions aiming at the HPC market alone.
In the next section, we describe how the development towards fine-grained parallelism lead to




The main contribution of this thesis, in view of the paradigm shift outlined in Section 1.1, is to
demonstrate that GPUs as current representatives of emerging many-core architectures are very
well-suited for the fast and accurate solution of PDE problems, in particular for the solution of
large sparse linear systems of equations on large compute clusters: We report on at least one
order of magnitude speedup over highly-tuned conventional CPU solutions, without sacrificing
neither accuracy nor functionality. This improvement in performance is achieved over an already
highly optimised, numerically and computationally efficient implementation that follows the con-
cept of hardware-oriented numerics, see Section 1.1.1. Speedups of this order are highly relevant
in practice, because the asymptotical ‘free’ speedup for bandwidth-limited codes is a mere 10%
per year [97], see also Section 1.1. This contribution is achieved by combining techniques from
numerical mathematics and computer science to design algorithms and data layouts that efficiently
exploit fine-grained parallelism, and to design numerical schemes that scale perfectly with thou-
sands of concurrently active threads. Consequently, this thesis as a whole is interdisciplinary in
nature.
The individual contributions of this thesis are summarised thematically below. In addition,
we provide pointers to later sections which explain the results in detail. Section 1.3 presents
our contributions in a chronological fashion by listing the (peer-reviewed) articles and conference
proceedings that have been published in the pursuit of this thesis to disseminate results and novel
contributions in a timely manner. Finally, Section 1.4 provides a linear sorting of the topics covered
in this thesis. We summarise this thesis at three different angles to make the contents as accessible
as possible.
1.2.1. Mixed Precision Iterative Refinement
Floating point arithmetic on computer systems provides finite, limited precision, and computa-
tional precision and result accuracy are related in a highly unintuitive, ‘nonlinear’ way. An impor-
tant theoretical result states that the condition number of a linear system essentially determines the
(minimally) required computational precision to deliver an accurate result. Due to truncation and
cancellation errors, this theoretical result however does not tell the whole story. For all problems
considered in this thesis, i. e., for the prototypical Poisson problem, for linearised elasticity and for
stationary laminar flow, the condition number of the system matrix depends on the discretisation
mesh width, and thus deteriorates with increasing problem size. We demonstrate that already for
simple test cases that do not involve complex geometries, anisotropic and/or locally adapted grids,
standard single precision floating point arithmetic may be insufficient and lead to wrong solutions,
see Section 4.5.
Mixed precision methods have been known for more than 100 years already. They have gained
rapid interest with the arrival of computer systems in the 1940s to 1960s. At that time, floating
point computations had been much more expensive than memory accesses. The idea of these
methods is to iteratively improve a solution computed in low precision, by using a high precision
defect correction loop: The majority of the computations are carried out in cheaper low preci-
sion. To maximise efficiency, one obviously wants to execute as many operations as possible in a
floating point format that is natively supported in hardware. If the problem at hand is ‘not too ill-
conditioned’ in low precision, iterative refinement provably converges to high precision accuracy.
Not natively available higher precision formats can also be emulated in software, for instance with
the so-called double-single technique (native pair arithmetic), which uses only natively available
arithmetic operations.
Since that time, mixed precision iterative refinement has received little attention in the commu-
nity. The commonly applied procedure has become, in the past 20 years, to execute all computa-
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tions entirely in double precision, the highest precision natively available in commodity hardware.
This is an immediate consequence of the fact that, for a wide range of practical problems, double
precision yields sufficient accuracy.
However, double precision may not be available on some hardware, or may be significantly
slower. In view of the memory wall problem, using single precision is also advantageous, because
the bandwidth requirements are halved, and twice the amount of data can be stored at each level
of the memory hierarchy. In this thesis, we therefore revisit these techniques from a memory
performance perspective, which has not commonly been done in the past years. Chapter 4 is
dedicated to this contribution: The theoretical foundation of mixed precision methods is based on
the exact solution of the auxiliary low precision problems, which is not possible in our context
where approximate, iterative methods for the large, sparse systems have to be employed. After
reviewing related work and the theoretical background, we present a mixed precision iterative
refinement framework that is specifically designed for this situation: An outer iterative refinement
loop is preconditioned with an inner multigrid or Krylov subspace solver.
We thoroughly analyse our method with a wide range of numerical experiments in a variety
of different contexts in Sections 5.6–5.8 and Sections 6.3–6.5. In particular, we demonstrate the
following important findings: Even for severely ill-conditioned problems (condition numbers on
the order of 1015), our mixed precision solvers always compute the same result as if computing
entirely in double precision. This is not the case when using an emulated precision format based
on the unevaluated sum of two native single precision values. When employing multigrid to ap-
proximately solve the auxiliary problems to no more than two digits accuracy, we obtain a speedup
of 1.7–2.1 over executing entirely in double precision, on CPUs and on GPUs. The combination
of these two results means that mixed precision iterative refinement, executing hybridly on the
CPU and on accelerators that do not support double precision at all, is the only viable approach to
exploit the performance of such hardware without sacrificing accuracy for the problems examined
in this thesis. Reducing the residuals further is, in contrast to theory that is based on exact solu-
tions, not beneficial because the inner solvers converge to wrong solutions in single precision or
may not converge at all. The speedup is in line with the bandwidth considerations outlined above,
and underlines the increased efficiency of our solvers.
Furthermore, even though we do not examine this aspect in detail, the mixed precision ap-
proach is very beneficial for problems that are too ill-conditioned even for (native) double preci-
sion. A higher-precision format has to be emulated expensively in software, and analogously to the
case of double and single precision examined in this thesis, minimising the amount of arithmetic
work performed in the expensive format is beneficial for the overall execution time.
1.2.2. Co-Processor Acceleration of Existing Large-Scale Codes
The parallelisation and specialisation of resources as observed in many-core processor designs re-
sults in a major challenge for the programming model, in particular for clusters and supercomput-
ers where the coarse-grained parallelism (handled by message passing among distributed memory
nodes) must interact with the fine-grained parallelism in co-processors and the increasing hetero-
geneity (and medium-grained parallelism) within each compute node. In Section 6.1 we argue that
re-implementations of codes for each emerging new architecture are prohibitively expensive.
In view of these challenges, an important contribution of this thesis is a minimally invasive
method to incorporate unconventional and emerging hardware into the existing large-scale finite
element toolkit FEAST, which we consider typical in this context (even though it is, at this point,
‘only’ a research code). This contribution bridges the gap between numerical mathematics and
software engineering. FEAST [15] comprises more than 100 000 lines of code in its core mod-
ules already; Section 2.3 describes its design and implementation in detail. It is designed around
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a multilevel, multilayer domain decomposition approach called SCARC [130] and executes on
large commodity based clusters and supercomputers. In two other theses, FEAST has been ex-
tended by applications for the challenging large-scale solution of solid mechanics [242] and fluid
dynamics [44] problems.
The core idea of our approach is to take advantage of the multilayer SCARC scheme that
clearly separates the ‘outer’ MPI layer from the ‘inner’ local layer: We offload the entire local
work of the Schwarz preconditioner onto co-processors, and leave the ‘outer’ layer unchanged.
The proposed methodology is described in Chapter 6, and has two important advantages: First,
it encapsulates the heterogeneities within each compute node so that MPI sees a globally homo-
geneous system; and second, applications built on top of FEAST benefit from the acceleration
through (unconventional) fine-grained parallel co-processor hardware without any code changes.
We have implemented this approach, prototypically using GPUs as co-processors (see also
the next Section 1.2.3). The resulting ‘FEASTGPU’ extension of FEAST enables the execution
of large-scale computations on heterogeneous GPU-enhanced clusters. We present substantial
performance improvements (in terms of time to solution and energy efficiency) for the proto-
typical Poisson problem, and the two FEAST applications FEASTSOLID and FEASTFLOW (cf.
Sections 6.3–6.5), for computations on clusters ranging from 4 to 160 GPUs. Furthermore, we
analyse hybrid solvers that simultaneously perform work on the CPUs and the GPUs. Excel-
lent weak scalability is demonstrated on a cluster of 160 GPU-enhanced nodes. We show that the
mixed-precision two-layer SCARC scheme, analogous to the small-scale experiments summarised
in Section 1.2.1, is faster and delivers exactly the same accuracy as if computing in double preci-
sion alone, for large-scale computations with up to one billion unknowns for challenging problems
from linearised elasticity. As we only accelerate portions of the entire solver, the speedup is limited
by the fraction of time spent in the unaccelerated parts. Depending on the concrete configuration,
we accelerate between 50 and 90% of the entire solution scheme, so the total speedup is bounded
between factors of 2 and 10. We develop an analytical model similar to Amdahl’s Law to pre-
dict the total speedup based on this accelerable fraction (which is a property of the unmodified
CPU-based code) and the local speedup (which can be measured in local solver benchmarks, see
Section 1.2.3), and show that the predicted values are recovered in the experimental results.
1.2.3. GPU-Based Multigrid Solvers on Generalised Tensor Product Domains
The third contribution of this thesis is concerned with scalable fine-grained numerical and compu-
tational parallelisation techniques for emerging many-core architectures. We develop algorithms
to efficiently solve sparse linear systems using multigrid and Krylov subspace methods on GPUs,
specifically tailored to finite element discretisations on generalised tensor product domains. These
solvers constitute the main building block in the scope of our minimally invasive co-processor
acceleration outlined in the previous section. The presented techniques are not limited to finite
element based discretisations, but rather applicable for similar grid-based techniques like finite
differences or finite volumes.
Many of the required operations parallelise in a straightforward manner, at least after suitable,
nontrivial reformulations, or by applying reduction techniques. We describe these algorithms for
both the ‘legacy’ GPU programming model of using graphics APIs, and for the ‘modern’, more
powerful NVIDIA CUDA architecture. However, numerically strong preconditioners and multi-
grid smoothing operators, which are required for challenging problems and high degrees of mesh
or operator anisotropy, exhibit recursive, inherently sequential data dependencies, and their par-
allelisation is thus very challenging. In Section 5.4 we contrast (exact) wavefront with (inexact)
multicolouring techniques to parallelise such preconditioners. Only the latter are well-suited for
the GPU architecture in our case because they exhibit a sufficient amount of independent paral-
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lelism. We develop a favourable renumbering technique for Gauß-Seidel type preconditioners that
alleviates many of the disadvantages induced by the lesser degree of coupling inherent to multi-
colouring. Furthermore, we present an efficient implementation of cyclic reduction for parallel
line relaxation preconditioning (the solution of tridiagonal linear systems).
We thoroughly analyse the numerical and computational efficiency of these solvers in Sec-
tions 5.5–5.8, in combination with mixed precision iterative refinement methods. Our most im-
portant results are: Multicolouring reduces the numerical efficiency of a multigrid solver, but our
favourable renumbering scheme almost recovers the convergence rates of the sequential case. For
‘simple’ preconditioners, we achieve speedup factors of at least one order of magnitude over op-
timised CPU code, and in many cases, the speedup is even 20- to 40-fold. F and in particular
W cycle multigrid reduces the achievable speedup significantly, due to the amount of time spent
on coarser levels of refinement where simply not enough independent parallelism is available to
saturate the GPU. We concisely summarise our findings by comparing (well-known) CPU perfor-
mance characteristics and guidelines with the GPU case in Section 5.9.
1.2.4. A Short History of GPU Computing
During the pursuit of this thesis since early 2005, the view of GPUs as many-core processors has
changed frequently, and the underlying programming model to exploit fine-grained parallelism has
been continuously adapted to technological advancements. When the author started his venture
into GPU computing (also known as general purpose computations on GPUs (GPGPU)), this field
of research had been obscure, and only few researchers had driven it forward. In these days, GPU
computing was commonly identified with a rather ad-hoc, ‘hacky’ approach and a general ‘proof
of concept’ attitude, mostly because fundamental algorithmic research had to be ‘hidden’ behind
using graphics APIs to indirectly program the device. Nonetheless, GPU computing has gained
significant momentum since these early days, and has evolved into an established research area.
Hardware vendors have recognised the benefits of GPU computing and have provided high-level
programming environments to express parallelism more efficiently. GPU computing is nowadays
no longer restricted to academia; commercial products and applications are beginning to appear.
A noteworthy contribution of this thesis is thus our historical survey of the evolution of GPU
hardware and GPU computing in Chapter 3, with a special focus on the numerical simulation
of PDE problems and sparse problems in general. In this chapter, we also explain architectural
differences between CPU and GPU processor designs, and discuss why GPUs are a well-suited
architecture for data-parallel numerical computations.
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1.3. List of Publications
During the pursuit of this thesis, the author has published and contributed to a number of peer-
reviewed book chapters and journal articles, and intermediate results have been presented at inter-
national conferences and published in peer-reviewed proceedings volumes. As GPU computing
evolved rapidly during the pursuit of this thesis, early dissemination of novel contributions has
been and remains very important. In the following, we list these publications chronologically,
ordered by publication type, and link them to the various sections (and covered topics) of this
thesis.
The author of this thesis is convinced that research (in scientific computing and elsewhere) is
fostered only by group efforts, and consequently, all publications listed below have been written in
close collaboration with a number of co-authors. This is particularly true for large-scale software
projects like FEAST, which involve a large amount of cooperative programming effort: Differ-
ent publications concerning different aspects and features take different angles, and the order in
which authors are listed varies. Lead-authorship in each of the publications below implies that the
main novel contribution is attributed to the author of this thesis. But, and this is very important,
without the preceeding and joint work within the FEAST group (Susanne Kilian, Christian Becker,
Sven Buijssen and Hilmar Wobker) and the collaborations with colleagues (Robert Strzodka, Ja-
maludin Mohd-Yusof and Patrick McCormick, and Dimitri Komatitsch, Gordon Erlebacher and
David Michéa), most of the publications would not have been possible at all. We owe gratitude to
all collaborators, and their contribution is gratefully acknowledged.
Book Chapters
In an upcoming textbook tentatively titled Scientific Computing with Multicore and Accelera-
tors and scheduled for publication in late 2010, one chapter will describe FEAST and the GPU-
acceleration of FEAST developed by the author of this thesis (see Chapter 6). This chapter has
been co-written by the entire currently active FEAST group at TU Dortmund: Stefan Turek, Sven
Buijssen, Hilmar Wobker and the author of this thesis [234]. A second chapter, co-authored with
Robert Strzodka [81], describes fine-grained parallelisation techniques for numerically strong pre-
conditioners in mixed precision multigrid solvers. The contents of this chapter can best be sum-
marised as a ‘didactically enhanced’ version of Section 5.4 of this thesis.
Journal Articles
At the time of writing, five journal articles have been published, and three additional ones have
been accepted but have not been published yet.
Our first journal article appeared in the International Journal of Parallel, Emergent and Dis-
tributed Systems in early 2007, co-authored with Robert Strzodka and Stefan Turek. It surveys
hardware accelerators, and evaluates native, emulated and mixed precision iterative solvers for
sparse linear systems [85]. It constitutes a significantly extended and expanded update of our very
first conference proceedings paper [82] which has been, to the best of our knowledge, the first
publication that reported on double precision accuracy on GPUs that natively only support single
precision (at that time), with a significant speedup over double precision on the CPU. Chapter 4
and several sections in Chapter 5 are concerned with an update of this publication.
Our concept of the minimally invasive integration of hardware accelerators into FEAST (see
Chapter 6) has been published in a series of three articles. The first one, in the International
Journal of Computational Science and Engineering [87], presents the general concept, and its
evaluation for the prototypical Poisson problem. The second one appeared in Parallel Computing
in 2007 and extends the analysis to weak scalability and energy efficiency on a cluster of 160
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GPUs [84]. Due to delays in the publication process, this paper finally appeared before the first
one. The third paper in the series, again in the International Journal of Computational Science and
Engineering [90], applies our concept to the acceleration of FEASTSOLID, an application built on
top of FEAST for the simulation of large-scale solid mechanics problems (developed by Wobker
[242]). These articles have been co-authored with Robert Strzodka, Hilmar Wobker, Jamaludin
Mohd-Yusof, Patrick McCormick and other members of the FEAST group.
The author of this thesis also contributed significantly to another journal paper by the FEAST
group, which emphasises the concepts of hardware-oriented numerics and compares the perfor-
mance of FEAST on supercomputers and GPU-accelerated clusters. This article is accepted for
publication in Concurrency and Computation [233]. Software design issues in heterogeneous
high performance computing with accelerator hardware have been pursued in the HONEI project
at TU Dortmund, the design approach and preliminary results have been published in Computer
Physics Communications [236].
Our efficient implementation of cyclic reduction for the parallel solution of tridiagonal systems
(cf. Section 5.4), co-developed with Robert Strzodka, has been written up for publication in the
IEEE Transactions on Parallel and Distributed Systems, and recently got accepted [80].
The results from recent joint work with Dimitri Komatitsch, Gordon Erlebacher and David
Michéa on accelerating a finite element seismic wave propagation simulation on a large cluster of
192 GPUs have been accepted for publication in the Journal of Computational Physics in April
2010 [136].
Conference Proceedings
The early dissemination of intermediate results at international conferences, and the resulting dis-
cussions with expert practitioners in the field, is extremely important. Highlights during the pursuit
of this thesis include:
The very first paper by the author of this thesis, presented at a small conference in Germany,
has been to the best of our knowledge the first to achieve double precision accuracy on single
precision GPUs by revisiting mixed precision iterative refinement methods from a performance
perspective [82]. This work has gained quite some interest in the community, and as a conse-
quence, we have been invited to present our work in a minisymposium held in conjunction with
the renowned ACM/IEEE Supercomputing conference in November 2006.
The minimally invasive co-processor acceleration, applied to the solution of large-scale lin-
earised elasticity problems, has been accepted as a poster presentation a year later [86].
A submission to the International Conference on Supercomputing (ISC) in 2008 reporting on
hardware-oriented numerics as implemented in FEAST and applied to our approach to integrate
GPU acceleration (co-authored by the entire FEAST group), has received the PRACE award 6
which recognises contributions of young researchers towards petascale computing.
Our development of mixed precision schemes has been recognised by NVIDIA, and we have
been able to experiment on early engineering samples of their first GPU architecture that supports
double precision natively in hardware [79]. The results have been presented in an invited talk at
their first NVISION conference on visual computing.
In a contribution to the IEEE High Performance Computing & Simulation conference in 2009,
we have explored the limitations of our minimally invasive integration approach by applying it to
the acceleration of stationary laminar flow simulation, i. e., by accelerating the application FEAST-
FLOW [88].
Finally, the SIAM Computational Science and Engineering Conference 2009 is worth noting




This thesis is written so that all chapters are self-contained, i. e., each chapter provides its own
motivation and summary. Nonetheless, the chapters all build on each other. In the following, we
provide a high-level overview of each chapter, and refer to their respective introductory sections
for a more detailed outline.
In Chapter 2 we summarise the necessary background. Section 2.1 presents, exemplarily for
the Poisson problem, the core ideas of finite element discretisation. Section 2.2 introduces iter-
ative solvers for sparse linear systems of equations, in particular Krylov subspace and multigrid
methods. FEAST as the current prototypical implementation of a wide range of concepts from
hardware-oriented numerics is described in detail in Section 2.3.
Chapter 3 provides an overview of GPU hardware and GPU computing. We take up a historical
perspective and present the (concurrent) evolution of the hardware and the programming model in
detail. Section 3.1 is concerned with the ‘legacy GPGPU’ approach to program graphics hardware
through graphics APIs, while Section 3.2 covers ‘modern GPGPU’ through dedicated compute
APIs such as NVIDIA CUDA or AMD Stream. In these sections, we present both hardware and
software aspects; and furthermore provide a bibliography of related work which underlines the
evolution of GPU computing, with a special focus on the solution of PDE problems, since its early,
obscure beginnings. In Section 3.3 we discuss GPUs in terms of parallel computing taxonomies
and parallel programming models. The chapter concludes with an outlook on future programming
APIs, future graphics architectures and the convergence of CPU and GPU designs in Section 3.4.
Chapter 4 is concerned with native, emulated and mixed precision methods. Section 4.1 moti-
vates their use and briefly revisits floating point arithmetic, using a number of instructive examples
that highlight common pitfalls in floating point computations. Section 4.2 explains techniques to
emulate high precision formats using only (native) low precision data and operations, and thus
techniques that are required when no native high precision format is available. Section 4.3 presents
mixed precision methods from a historical and numerical perspective, and provides the necessary
theoretical background and a bibliography of related work. Here, we also introduce our mixed pre-
cision iterative refinement solver tailored to the solution of large sparse linear systems of equations.
Mixed and emulated precision techniques are discussed from a hardware efficiency and hardware
design point of view in Section 4.4. Finally, we exemplarily analyse the precision requirements
for the accurate solution of Poisson problems (prototypical for all applications considered in this
thesis) in much detail in Section 4.5.
In Chapter 5, we describe, analyse and evaluate our GPU implementation of efficient linear
solvers specifically tailored to systems stemming from the discretisation of scalar PDEs on gen-
eralised tensor product grids. These meshes correspond to individual subdomains in FEAST, and
furthermore, the solvers we present and evaluate in this chapter constitute the local solvers (parts
of the Schwarz preconditioner) of the two-layer SCARC approach in FEAST. We are interested
in gaining insight into GPU performance characteristics for iterative linear solvers and sparse
equation systems in contrast to conventional CPU implementations, the various tradeoffs in par-
allelism and the performance improvements of GPUs over CPUs. Section 5.1 provides a detailed
overview of the various contributions of this chapter. In Section 5.2 and 5.3 we describe the ef-
ficient implementation of numerical linear algebra operations and multigrid solver components,
both in terms of ‘legacy GPGPU’ programming techniques based on graphics APIs and for the
CUDA architecture. Section 5.4 is then devoted to the efficient parallelisation of preconditioners
and multigrid smoothers specifically tailored to systems stemming from generalised tensor prod-
uct patches. Sections 5.5–5.8 present thorough numerical experiments, we evaluate performance
and accuracy of our solvers in detail. Special focus is placed on the numerical performance of
mixed precision methods in case of very ill-conditioned problems. In Section 5.9 we conclude
with a list of guidelines for GPU performance characteristics, in contrast to CPUs.
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Chapter 6 is devoted to our minimally invasive integration of hardware accelerators into FEAST.
Section 6.1 summarises this chapter, and provides a detailed motivation of the two different ap-
proaches, acceleration and re-implementation, to adapt software packages to novel hardware ar-
chitectures. Our integration procedure and the possibility to execute two-layer SCARC solvers
hybridly on CPUs and GPUs are described in Section 6.2. In Section 6.3 we analyse and evaluate
our approach with detailed numerical experiments. We consider the Poisson problem as an im-
portant building block, and discuss the accuracy and efficiency of the accelerated mixed precision
two-layer SCARC solvers. We are interested in performance, speedup, weak scalability and en-
ergy efficiency of computations executing on large-scale GPU-enhanced clusters. Here, we also
develop an analytical performance model to assess and predict how the local speedup achieved in
the portions that are offloaded to accelerator hardware translate into global speedup of the entire
solver. Section 6.4 and Section 6.5 assess the applicability and performance of the minimally in-
vasive integration technique, using the two applications FEASTSOLID and FEASTFLOW. Again,
our focus is on performance and accuracy, and we present benchmark computations for various
ill-conditioned problems from the field of solid mechanics, for instance a cantilever beam config-
uration, and for laminar flow simulations. This chapter concludes with a summary and a critical
discussion including preliminary experiments that examine the feasibility of several avenues for
future work, in Section 6.6.
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2Mathematical Background
This chapter covers the mathematical background of this thesis. Section 2.1 briefly outlines the
most important concepts of finite element discretisations, using the Poisson problem as an exam-
ple. Section 2.2 explains iterative solution techniques for sparse linear systems of equations, in
particular Krylov subspace methods and the multigrid algorithm. Finally, Section 2.3 explains
FEAST, the finite element and solver toolkit that the author of this thesis has significantly con-
tributed to, and based on which all implementations for this thesis have been performed.
2.1. Finite Element Discretisation
From an engineering and mathematical point of view, finite element (FE) methods are well-suited
and very favourable for the numerical treatment of PDE problems in solid mechanics and fluid
dynamics, due to their flexibility and accuracy. As a thorough introduction to the field is clearly
beyond the scope of this thesis, we restrict ourselves to the discretisation of the two-dimensional
Poisson equation with conforming bilinear quadrilateral finite elements, an important model prob-
lem which we also examine in many numerical tests throughout this thesis. We refer to the text-
books by Donea and Huerta [61] and Löhner [151] for more detailed, practically oriented intro-
ductions to the topic.
Given a domain Ω ⊂ R2 with boundary Γ, the Poisson equation with homogeneous Dirichlet
boundary conditions reads:
−∆u = f in Ω, u = 0 on Γ
2.1.1. Variational Formulation of the Poisson Problem
In contrast to finite difference methods which require pointwise validity, the idea of finite element
methods is to formulate an equivalent variational equation, also termed weak formulation, which
is required only to be valid in some mean. The method of weighted residuals is used to con-
struct this integral formulation by multiplying the residual of the strong form with a test or weight
function w and integrating over the domain (x ∈Ω):
(w,−∆u− f ) = 0 ∀w ∈V ⇔ −
Z
Ω
w ∆u dx =
Z
Ω
w f dx ∀w ∈V
As a minimal requirement to the space of test functionsV , the inner product has to exist. The weak
formulation imposes less regularity restrictions on the involved data, and we refer to the literature
















That is, one derivative is shifted from u to w and an additional boundary integral emerges, n
denoting the outer normal unit vector of Γ. We assume zero boundary conditions for simplicity,















So far, the space of test functionsV is infinite dimensional. The next step is to seek an approximate
solution only, by restricting V to a finite dimensional subspace Vh ⊂ V with N := dimVh < ∞.
For instance, Vh may be the space of all (piecewise) polynomials up to a certain degree. The
approximate weak formulation then reads:
Z
Ω
gradwh graduh dx =
Z
Ω
whfh dx ∀wh ∈ Vh (2.1.1)
As Vh is finite dimensional, it has a finite basis Φ := {φi ∈Vh, i = 1, . . . ,N}:




wiφi(x), wi ∈ R}
Taking into account the linearity of the operators and the right hand side data f , Equation (2.1.1)
is equivalent to: Z
Ω
gradφi graduh dx =
Z
Ω
φi f dx, i = 1, . . . ,N

















φi f dx, i = 1, . . . ,N (2.1.2)
The functions {φi} are referred to as trial functions or ansatz functions. As the test and trial spaces
are identical, we actually describe the Galerkin weighted residual method. Equation (2.1.2) is in
fact a linear system of equations of the formAu= bwith the unknowns u= (u1, ...,uN), the matrix
entries ai j =
R
Ω gradφi gradφ j dx and the right hand side b = (
R
Ω φ1 f dx, . . . ,
R
Ω φN f dx).
In the following, we discuss the remaining open questions, namely, the choice of the trial
functions φi, the subdivision of the domain Ω into actual elements, and finally in Section 2.2 the
efficient solution of the arising linear system. We do not present details on numerical quadrature
to evaluate the integrals needed in the assembly of the matrix and right hand side, as they are
typically covered in any undergraduate level textbook on numerical mathematics.
2.1.2. Choice of Basis Functions and Subdivision of the Domain into Elements
In approximation theory, global trial functions are widely used, for instance Fourier series or
Legendre polynomials. However, global trial functions exhibit a number of severe drawbacks:
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First, determining an appropriate set of trial functions is very challenging except for the simplest
geometries in two or three space dimensions. The resulting system matrix A is dense, and can
easily become ill-conditioned except when using strongly orthogonal polynomials. Finally, the
matrix coefficients have no physical significance.
The finite element method circumvents these difficulties by switching from global to local trial
functions that commonly exhibit the following useful properties:
• Interpolation property: φi(x j) = δi j, that is, at the discrete location i all but the i-th trial
function vanish.
• Constant sum property: The trial functions form a partition of unity.
• Conservation property: The sum of all derivatives of all trial functions at any given location
in the element vanishes as a direct consequence of the constant sum property.
The domain Ω is subdivided into a set of nonoverlapping subdomains Ωi, Ω =
S
Ωi. The
Ωi are called elements or cells, and their entire collection grid or mesh. A multitude of different
geometric shapes of the elements are conceivable, like triangles or quadrilaterals in two space
dimensions, or tetrahedrals, hexahedrals, prisms or pyramids in three space dimensions. The
grids can be cartesian (i. e., all elements are orthogonal, uniformly structured grids), structured
(i. e., comprise only one element type and the same connectivity for all inner elements, say for
a quadrilateral grid, four elements meet at each inner grid point), or unstructured (i. e., element
types may be mixed, and connectivity varies).
The approximate solution uh and hence the test and trial functions are then defined on each
element separately. Additionally, certain transition conditions between neighbouring elements are
imposed to guarantee global properties like a continuous solution.
Concrete elements are characterised by their geometry, and the number, location and type
parameters of the ansatz functions φi. This information is called degrees of freedom, based on
the roots of the finite element method in mechanics. As an example of the ‘zoo’ of elements, we
consider the quadrilateral bilinear conforming element in two space dimensions. The degrees of
freedom for this element coincide with the vertices, meaning that on the reference element, the













The i-th function takes the value 1 at the i-th vertex and zero at the other vertices. Requiring a
continuous transition between neighbouring elements in the vertices (and due to the linearity on
the entire edge) results in the finite element space Q1. In practice, elements are often transformed
to the reference element via a suitable bijective mapping.
2.1.3. Mesh Refinement and Error Analysis
The goal of refinement of a given finite element grid is to achieve successively better approxima-
tions, with the goal that uh → u for h→ 0. Starting from a single Q1 element (refinement level
L = 0, mesh width h = 1), finer grids are iteratively created by subdividing each element into four
new ones with mesh width h/2. In regular refinement, this is achieved by connecting opposing
edge midpoints with new edges. Figure 2.1 shows a grid hierarchy for refinement levels L= 1,2,3.
An alternative possibility that we occasionally make use of in this thesis is anisotropic refinement
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in x and y direction, e. g., to accurately resolve boundary layers or singularities. We refer to Sec-
tion 2.3 for examples and the thesis by Kilian [130] for a formal definition. The refinement level
L and the total number of unknowns N are related via N = (2L + 1)2, for a scalar problem. Ob-
viously, refinement implies a natural hierarchy, which is exploited in geometric multigrid solvers
(see Section 2.2.3).
Figure 2.1: Mesh hierarchy for refinement levels 1,2 and 3.
Due to the local support of the trial functions, each inner grid point is coupled with itself and
the eight vertices of its surrounding four elements, see Equation (2.1.2). The resulting system
matrix is thus very sparse, containing nine entries for each row corresponding to an inner degree
of freedom, and less for boundary vertices. Section 2.3 explains how a linewise numbering of the
degrees of freedom within each refined element leads to a band-structured matrix, which can be
exploited in the implementation of numerical linear algebra operations to improve performance.
A common approach to assess the correctness of computed solutions uh, also extensively used
thoughout this thesis, is to use an analytical function v, and its derivatives to construct a test
problem with analytically known solution: The analytical Laplacian of v is used to define a Poisson
problem −∆u = f with f := −∆v, by evaluating the analytical formula in each grid point during
the assembly of the right hand side. The absolute and relative approximation errors eabs and erel of
a computed solution uh of this Poisson problem against the analytically known solution v are then




(uh− v)2 dx erel =
√R
Ω (uh− v)2 dx√R
Ω v
2 dx
In this norm, the error reduces by a factor of four in each refinement step (i. e., halving of the mesh
width h), as the approximation order of the Q1 element space is O(h2).
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2.2. Iterative Solvers for Sparse Linear Systems
For the large sparse linear systems of equations we encounter in this thesis, direct methods are pro-
hibitively expensive due to their asymptotically cubic runtime. This section briefly reviews two
classes of iterative solution schemes, conjugate gradients as a representative of Krylov subspace
methods, and multigrid as our favourite and highly efficient defect correction scheme. We restrict
ourselves to the necessary algorithmic aspects of the schemes, and refer to the literature in par-
ticular for all convergence proofs. Recommended reading material includes the ‘classic’ textbook
by Barrett et al. [13] on which most of our notation is based, and the textbooks by Saad [191],
Hackbusch [103] (an English version is also available [104]) and Wesseling [238].
2.2.1. Basic Stationary Defect Correction Methods
The starting point for all defect correction methods (relaxation methods) to solve a linear system





Replacing the inverse of A with a suitable approximation, formulating the scheme in terms of an
iteration, and adding a damping parameter (relaxation parameter) ω leads to the basic precondi-
tioned Richardson method:
x(k+1) = x(k) +ωC−1(b−Ax(k))
The choice of C, the so-called preconditioner, is crucial. On the one hand, its inverse should be
a (spectrally) good approximation to the inverse of A, optionally with amenable properties that A
lacks. On the other hand, it should be much easier to invert than A. Here, we list only the most
basic choices, writing the coefficient matrix as a matrix sum of its diagonal and lower and upper
triangular parts: A = L+D+U.
The Jacobi method couples each unknown only with itself, in more formal notation, C is the
diagonal of A:
CJAC := D
The application of the Jacobi preconditioner reduces to a simple scaling of the current defect
with the inverse of the main diagonal. The order in which the equations in the linear system are
examined is irrelevant, and the iteration is independent of the underlying numbering of the un-
knowns. In contrast, the Gauß-Seidel method examines them one at a time, in sequence, meaning
that computed results are used as soon as they are available. The application of the Gauß-Seidel
preconditioner is thus the inversion of the lower triangular part of the system matrix:
CGS := (L+D)
The Gauß-Seidel method is not independent of the numbering scheme; depending on the ordering,
families of Gauß-Seidel preconditioners with different numerical properties can be constructed.
The SOR (successive overrelaxation) method uses an additional relaxation parameter ω˜ only for
the lower triangular part, its optimal value can be determined in some special cases.
CSOR := (ω˜L+D)
In practice, the Gauß-Seidel method typically needs half the number of iterations than the Jacobi
method. All three methods however converge much too slow to be used as stand-alone solvers,
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their convergence rates depend on the mesh width h, and an optimal choice of the damping param-
eter ω is impossible in practice. Their main purpose (and practical relevance) stems from being
suitable preconditioners in advanced methods such as Krylov subspace schemes, and in particular
as smoothers in multigrid solvers.
2.2.2. Krylov Subspace Methods
Given a linear system Ax = b, an initial guess x(0) and the initial residual r(0) = b−Ax(0), the
Krylov subspace is the m-dimensional vector space span{r(0),Ar(0), . . . ,Am−1r(0)}. All Krylov
subspace methods iteratively construct such a vector space based on A-orthogonalisation.
Conjugate Gradients
The basic idea of the conjugate gradient (CG) scheme is to construct anA-orthogonal or conjugate
basis {p j} of RN iteratively:
Api ·p j = δi j ∀i, j = 1, . . . ,N






the coefficients η j can be explicitly calculated due to the A-orthogonality:
η j =
b ·p j
Ap j ·p j j = 1, . . . ,N
This basis is constructed via orthogonalisation, in fact, two coupled two-term recurrences suffice.
The search directions computed in these recurrences are chosen to minimise the energy norm
(x(k)− xˆ)TA(x(k)− xˆ). For the unpreconditioned CG variant, this minimum is guaranteed to exist if
the coefficient matrix is symmetric and positive definite. For the preconditioned variant, in addition
the preconditioner is required to be symmetric and positive definite. The steplength parameter is
computed so that it minimises r(k)
T
A−1r(k) for the current residual r(k) = b−Ax(k). Figuratively
speaking, the algorithm computes (locally) optimal search directions towards the exact solution,
and follows them for an optimal distance. Hence, assuming exact arithmetic, the CG algorithm
computes the exact solution in at most N iterations, i. e., once the entire A-orthogonal basis has
been constructed. The pseudocode for the resulting algorithm is given in Figure 2.2.
The CG solver involves one matrix-vector product, three vector updates and two dot products
per iteration, not taking into account the application of the preconditioner. In general, the number
of iterations required until convergence can be bounded by the square root of spectral condition
number of C−1A.1 For the Poisson problem discretised with a mesh width h (cf. Section 2.1), this
means that the number of iterations is proportional to h−1, see also Section 4.5.1. Consequently,
each refinement step of a local tensor product patch (see Section 2.3.1) incurs approximately a
doubling of iterations. The scheme requires, in addition to a few scalars, storage for the four
auxiliary vectors r,z,p and q.
Biconjugate Gradients Stabilised
In practice, the requirements of the conjugate gradient algorithm are often not satisfied, in partic-
ular the symmetry condition. As a remedy, several advanced and less constrained methods have
1Here we assume that C is one of the elementary, symmetric preconditioners presented in Section 2.2.1.
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Compute r(0) = b−Ax(0) for some initial guess x(0)
Loop over k = 1,2, . . .














x(k) = x(k−1) +αkp(k)
r(k) = r(k−1)−αkq(k)
Check convergence: ‖r(k)/r(0)‖< ε
Figure 2.2: The preconditioned conjugate gradient algorithm.
been devised. In this thesis, we make use of the biconjugate gradients stabilised (BiCGStab)
method, which uses two short-term recurrences and works well for unsymmetric systems. The al-
gorithm needs six auxiliary vectors, and performs two preconditioning steps per iteration. Roughly
speaking, one BiCGStab step corresponds to two CG steps. We refer to the literature for a formal
description, in particular to the textbook by Barrett et al. [13].
2.2.3. Geometric Multigrid Solvers
Multigrid (MG) methods belong to the most efficient solvers for sparse linear systems arising in
the discretisation of (elliptic) partial differential equations (see Section 2.1). In this thesis, we only
consider geometric multigrid methods, i. e., solvers acting on an existing hierarchy stemming from
mesh refinement as discussed in Section 2.1.3.
Illustrative Motivation
Detailed Fourier analysis of the basic relaxation schemes reveals, that high frequency error com-
ponents are annihilated quickly and efficiently, in only a few iterations. In contrast, low frequency
components are more persistent and consequently determine the overall slow convergence of the
basic relaxation schemes. If the error is already sufficiently smooth (i. e., it comprises low fre-
quency components only), then the differences between nodal values associated with neighbouring
vertices are small. All relaxation schemes act locally as they basically average neighbouring val-
ues in some order, which, figuratively speaking, explains the slow convergence: Many iterations
are needed to propagate corrections through the entire grid.
Assuming that all high frequency error components have been ‘smoothed out’ already, then the
remaining low frequency components on the current, fine grid appear much more oscillating on a
coarser scale; where they can again be smoothed efficiently: Low frequency errors on a fine scale
are high frequency errors on a coarser scale. Applying this concept on a sequence of successively
coarser grids leads to a relatively small problem, which can be solved exactly in very little time
using a tuned direct method like sparse LU decomposition. Obviously, the smoothing is cheaper
the coarser the grid becomes. Each of the original low frequency components of the error can be
reduced efficiently in this process, always at the appropriate scale.
The second phase then comprises transferring the computed correction term back to the orig-
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inal fine grid where it is used to update the previous iterate. On each intermediate scale, the
corrected approximations are again smoothed, to eliminate high frequency error components intro-
duced by the transfer operations. The whole procedure is called a multigrid cycle, more precisely,
a V cycle; and is repeated until some convergence criterion holds. It has been shown that the con-
vergence behaviour of the algorithm is independent of the mesh width h, called h-independency,
and that the convergence rates of the multigrid algorithm are typically very good, given a suffi-
ciently strong smoothing operator. Due to the hierarchical nature, the entire scheme has optimal
linear complexity in the number of unknowns, with a reasonably small constant: Depending on
the exact problem definition, dimensionality and discretisation, estimations in the literature vary
between 100 and 2 000 floating point operations per unknown for a standard Poisson problem.
In summary, the core idea of multigrid solvers is: Defects are smoothed on consecutively
coarser grids, at some point, an exact defect correction is computed, which is pushed back through
the hierarchy to advance the solution on the original, finest grid. In other words, the multigrid
method is a sequence of defect correction methods on meshes with different resolutions, and can
thus be interpreted as a defect correction method on its own. We refer to the textbooks by Hack-
busch [103, 104]) and Wesseling [238] for more details, and in particular, for all convergence
proofs we intentionally omit.
Multigrid Algorithm
In contrast to many textbooks, we present the multigrid algorithm in its non-recursive form. This
has several advantages: First, we are convinced that the challenges in an efficient implementation
are more pronounced, an important aspect in the scope of this thesis.2 Second, the presentation
becomes much clearer; in particular, the notation is formally correct without reverting to long
parameter lists in the otherwise commonly used recursive subroutine formulation.
The multigrid algorithm has the following input parameters:
• A(L), . . . ,A(1): system matrices individually assembled on the L levels, A(L) := A
• b(L) := b: right hand side vector on the finest level
• x(L) := x: initial guess on the finest level, and solution after completion of the multigrid
algorithm
Furthermore, four sets of auxiliary vectors are required, allocated on all levels of refinement:
iteration and correction vectors x(L−1), . . . ,x(1) and c(L), . . . ,c(1); and right hand side and defect
vectors b(L−1), . . . ,b(1) and d(L), . . . ,d(1). In our case (see Section 2.1.3), a full ‘hierarchical’
vector only requires 4/3 of the storage than on the finest refinement level alone, the same holds
true for the matrices. Similarly, the factor is 8/7 for a Q1 discretisation in three space dimensions.
So the storage requirements are small compared to other iterative schemes like Krylov subspace
solvers, as long as the smoother does not require too much additional memory. Figure 2.3 depicts
the multigrid algorithm in pseudocode.
Multigrid Solver Components
Grid transfer operators are commonly referred to as restriction (from fine to coarse) and prolon-
gation (from coarse to fine). Previous experience has shown that even for severely anisotropic
(local) grids, the error introduced by using bilinear interpolation with constant coefficient weights
for the entire grid can be neglected during grid transfers [225]. Consequently, it is not necessary
to store a matrix representation of the transfer operators, the corresponding stencil values suffice.
2Also, long chains of recursive subroutine calls are less efficient per se, due to contexts being pushed onto stacks.
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Compute initial defect: d(L) = b(L)−A(L)x(L)
Compute initial norm for convergence control: d = ‖d(L)‖
Loop until convergence or up to a maximal admissible number of iterations:
Set current level: Lc = L
Loop until Lc = 1 (restriction loop)
Presmoothing: smooth A(Lc)c(Lc) = d(Lc) with initial c(Lc) = 0
x(Lc) = x(Lc) + c(Lc)
Compute new defect: d(Lc) = b(Lc)−A(Lc)x(Lc)
Restrict d(Lc) to d(Lc−1)
Copy d(Lc−1) to b(Lc−1)
Set current level: Lc = Lc−1
Solve coarse grid problem A(1)x(1) = d(1) with initial x(1) = 0
Loop until Lc = L (prolongation loop)
Set current level: Lc = Lc +1
Prolongate x(Lc−1) to c(Lc)
Apply homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions to c(Lc)
Add correction to current solution: x(Lc) = x(Lc) + c(Lc)
Postsmoothing: smooth A(Lc)x(Lc) = b(Lc)
Compute final defect: d(L) = b(L)−A(L)x(L)
Perform convergence control with d and ‖d(L)‖
Figure 2.3: Geometric multigrid algorithm.
This significantly increases performance, as grid transfer operations are reduced to efficient vec-
tor scaling, reduction and expansion operations as shown in Figure 2.4. We continue to use this
approach throughout this thesis.
Figure 2.4: Grid transfer operations and corresponding weights: Restriction (left) and prolonga-
tion (right).
The restriction step is essentially a gather operation; for each coarse mesh point, the contribu-
tions from the neighbouring fine mesh points are summed with appropriate weights for direct and
diagonal neighbours. In contrast, prolongation is a natural scatter operation, values from coarse
mesh points are copied to the coinciding fine points, and accumulated for the mesh points not
present in the coarse grid. On CPUs, both transfer operators can be implemented efficiently, with-
out conditionals, using sequences of strided axpy-operations. In Section 5.2.3 we reformulate the
prolongation as a gather operation which is executed independently for each fine point. This is an
example of specifically re-formulating an operation for data-parallel architectures.
Formally, smoothers—denoted as Sh—are operators on the ansatz spaceVh (see Section 2.1.1)
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that fulfil the fixed point property for the exact solution uˆh (i. e., Shuˆh = uˆh) and are stable (i. e.,
‖uh− Shvh‖ ≤ c‖uh− vh‖ for a constant c > 0 and an arbitrary test function vh). The constant
c may depend on the mesh width h. In practice, smoothers are not necessarily defined in closed
form, but as relaxation schemes configured to perform a fixed number of iterations. The Jacobi
and Gauß-Seidel schemes, as defined above in discrete form, are frequently used. We present
parallelised variants of smoothing operators tailored to the generalised tensor product structure of
the mesh in Section 5.4. Presmoothing denotes the smoothing of the defect in the restriction phase,
postsmoothing treats the correction term after prolongation. The practical efficiency depends to a
great extent on the choice of the smoothing operator, which should be tailored to the problem at
hand, in particular due to the ill-conditioning induced by anisotropies in the differential operators
and the underlying mesh.
To solve the problems on the coarsest grid level, either a direct or an iterative solver can be
used. In this background section, it suffices to view the coarse grid solver as a black box tool that
computes an exact solution (or a reasonably well-converged approximation to it). The coarse grid
problem is also sparse, which is typically exploited in ‘sparse LU decomposition’ based methods
such as multifrontal techniques [57], that exhibit superlinear, but significantly less than quadratic
runtime in the number of unknowns. We discuss the exact implementation in the presentation
of FEAST (see Section 2.3) and in the discussion of our numerical experiments in Chapter 5 and
Chapter 6.
Figure 2.5: Multigrid cycle types V , F andW on five refinement levels. • denotes smoothing and
 coarse grid corrections.
The order in which the mesh hierarchy is traversed is determined by so-calledmultigrid cycles.
In the algorithmic description above, we described aV cycle, which traverses the hierarchy exactly
once from fine to coarse and back. More powerful cycles are distinguished by the order in which
they visit coarser levels repeatedly to increase robustness and to reduce the overall number of
iterations until convergence, see Figure 2.5 for an illustration of the three cycle types V , F and
W . For the advanced cycles, the majority of additional work is spent on coarser refinement levels,
e. g., aW cycle is asymptotically twice as expensive as a V cycle.
Cycle control can be implemented efficiently into the non-recursive algorithm by keeping track
of the ‘direction’ in which to proceed after each prolongation on intermediate levels.
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The numerical solution of elliptic PDEs is one of the most common, yet most challenging tasks in
many practical scenarios. Examples of elliptic problems considered in this thesis are the Poisson
equation and the equations of linearised elasticity for compressible material. Similarly, in the
treatment of saddlepoint problems such as the (linear) Stokes and the (nonlinear) Navier-Stokes
equations in fluid dynamics, or the elasticity equations for (nearly) incompressible materials in
solid mechanics, elliptic subproblems have to be solved repeatedly, i. e., in each outer or nonlinear
iteration, and this step often constitutes the most time-consuming subtask in the course of an entire
simulation. It is not uncommon to be faced with linear systems comprising billions of unknowns
from the spatial discretisation, and for instance for transient flows, such subproblems need to be
solved in each timestep. The solution on large-scale distributed memory computer systems is
inevitable.
Efficiency is thus of utmost importance in this situation, as motivated in the introduction. For
elliptic PDEs, multilevel methods are obligatory from a numerical point of view. FEAST (Finite
Element Analysis and Solution Toolkit) is our parallel finite element solver toolkit for the solution
of these kinds of problems on HPC systems, actively developed at TU Dortmund under the su-
pervision of Prof. Turek. FEAST and its underlying solution strategy SCARC (Scalable Recursive
Clustering) realise many concepts of hardware-oriented numerics to simultaneously maximise nu-
merical and computational efficiency, as motivated in Section 1.1.1. FEAST and SCARC have been
presented in a number of PhD theses already [15, 98, 130, 242] (a fifth one is in preparation [44]),
and we only briefly summarise the most relevant aspects for this work. Additional information
can be found in book chapters [81, 234], journal articles [80, 84, 85, 87, 90, 228–230, 233] and
conference proceedings [2, 16–20, 45, 82, 83, 86, 88, 131, 227, 231]. The author of this thesis has
contributed to a significant amount of the more recent publications, and to the actual implementa-
tion. All numerical and computational experiments in Chapters 5 and 6 have been realised in the
FEAST framework.
2.3.1. Separation of Structured and Unstructured Data
FEAST covers the computational domain with a collection of m quadrilateral subdomains. These
patches form an unstructured coarse mesh (cf. Figures 2.6 and 2.7), and each subdomain is refined
in a regular, generalised tensor product fashion so that Nloc grid points per patch are arranged
in an M×M grid, M = √Nloc. Adaptive refinement strategies, that maintain the local tensor
product property of the mesh, are realised via grid deformation techniques (r-adaptivity, see also
Figure 2.7, right), anisotropic refinement within each subdomain to, e. g., capture boundary layers
in CFD (Figure 2.6, top left), hanging nodes on subdomain edges (patchwise adaptivity), and any
combination thereof. We refer to the thesis by Grajewski [98] for more details on adaptivity in the
FEAST context. The resulting mesh is used to discretise the domain with finite elements, currently
only the bilinear conforming Q1 element is supported.
This approach caters to the contradictory needs of flexibility in the discretisation and efficient
implementation: Instead of keeping all data in one general, homogeneous data structure, FEAST
stores only local finite element matrices and vectors (corresponding to subdomains, as usual for
parallel approaches) and thus maintains a clear separation of structured and unstructured parts of
the domain. In short, FEAST grids are locally structured and globally unstructured. The latter is
extremely important, as in realistic configurations, a globally structured grid is simply not feasible
due to its enormous storage requirements, especially in three space dimensions. The tensor product
property of the local meshes is crucial to achieving good performance in two ways, affecting both
linear algebra and optimised multigrid components.
From a domain decomposition point of view, global computations are performed by a series
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Figure 2.6: TUX example geometry. Important features of FEAST’s discretisation approach are
highlighted: globally unstructured, locally structured grids (bottom left, bottom right); anisotropic
refinement (microscopic anisotropies, top left); boundary adaptation during refinement (bottom
left); and coverage of large regions of minor interest with large, regularly refined subdomains
(macroscopic feature size variations, bottom right).
of local operations on matrices representing the restriction of the ‘virtual’ global matrix on each
subdomain. Local information is exchanged only over boundaries of neighbouring subdomains,
with a minimal overlap. Several subdomains can be grouped together and treated within one MPI
process. Details of this general sketch are explained in the following.
Figure 2.7: Left: Globally unstructured, locally structured mesh and corresponding banded matrix
structure for one subdomain (macro). Right: Deformed patch that maintains the tensor product
property.
Exploiting the Tensor Product Property in Linear Algebra Components
Fully adaptive, highly unstructured grids entail maximum flexibility in resolving singularities or
quantities of interest in the domain. However, the resulting basic linear algebra components such
as sparse matrix vector multiply (SPMV) perform very poorly on modern computer architec-
tures [137]. The reason for this is that the corresponding matrices exhibit an unstructured, in the
limit case even stochastic distribution of the nonzero entries. A multitude of storage techniques
and data structures for such matrices have been proposed, we refer to the books by Barrett et al.
[13] and Saad [191] for a comprehensive overview and only mention the compressed sparse row
(CSR3) format as a well-known example.
Common to all these formats is that they generate coherency in the matrix entries due to
3In the literature, this format is often also referred to as compact row storage, compressed sparse row and other
acronym permutations thereof.
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the contiguous storage, but accesses to the coefficient vector are performed indirectly, requiring
pointer chasing through caches and main memory. Even with established resorting techniques
such as Cuthill-McKee renumbering, it is still challenging to achieve more than 1–5% of the
processor’s peak performance, let alone peak memory bandwidth of the machine [93, 137]. This
is particularly true in multi-threaded implementations as demonstrated by Frigo and Strumpen [75]
and Williams et al. [241].
On the other hand, FEAST’s regular refinement and the patchwise approach allow a linewise
numbering of the unknowns, cf. Figure 2.7 (left). Consequently, the nonzero pattern of the local
matrices enables a highly efficient DIA-like [191] storage format in which only the matrix bands
containing nonzero entries are stored as individual vectors. Offdiagonal bands are zero-padded
so that all bands have equal size, and the bands are stored contiguously in memory, ordered from
bottom left to top right, with the historical exception of the main diagonal being stored first, as
in the DIA format. It is instructive to note that no single variant of the DIA format is part of the
established BLAS or LAPACK libraries except the special case of tridiagonal matrices. Banded
matrices in the BLAS context are always less storage-efficient, storing all elements up to the matrix
bandwidth; and in general, little standardisation exists for FE codes and data structures.
In Sections 5.2–5.4 we return to these questions, taking up the more general position of de-
signing parameterised algorithms for many-core architectures. As part of his thesis, Becker [15]
implemented optimised linear algebra components in the FEAST context, and collected the result-
ing routines in the SBBLAS (‘sparse banded BLAS’) library.
The work by Douglas, Rüde, Hu and others, in particular in the earlier years of the DiME4
project, provides an excellent overview of cache-oriented multigrid solver components, and we re-
fer to the overview article by Douglas et al. [63] and the references therein. Similarly, Sellappa and
Chatterjee [195] present many performance experiments for low-level tuning of common smooth-
ing operators, down to the level of blocking for the TLB. Kowarschik and Weiß [138] summarise
general cache optimisation techniques such as loop transformations, blocking and data structure
rearrangements with a more hands-on approach.
Exploiting the Tensor Product Property in Multigrid Components
The second aspect in exploiting locally structured parts affects the design and implementation of
grid transfer and smoothing operators within the multigrid solvers. As explained in Section 2.2.3
on page 26, the linewise numbering reduces grid transfer operators to the application of a stencil-
based interpolation. This approach does not lead to interpolation errors that affect the convergence
of the entire multigrid cycle.
The starting point to construct numerically efficient smoothing operators is a formal decom-
position of the system matrix into its nine bands, see Figure 2.7 for notation:
A = (LL+LC+LU)+(CL+CC+CU)+(UL+UC+UU)
Adopting this notation, the JACOBI- and GSROW smoothers, i. e., the preconditioners of the
corresponding basic iteration scheme (cf. Section 2.2.1), read:
CJAC := CC CGSROW := (LL+LC+LU+CL+CC)
The suffix ‘row’ is used to indicate that the smoothers correspond to a linewise numbering of the
unknowns. The TRIDIROW smoother applies the inverse of the centre tridiagonal matrix:
CTRIDIROW := (CL+CC+CU)
4Data Local Iterative Methods for the Efficient Solution of Partial Differential Equations, http://www10.
informatik.uni-erlangen.de/Research/Projects/DiME
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The TRIGSROW smoother combines the TRIDIROW and GSROW smoothers:
CTRIGSROW := (LL+LC+LU+CL+CC+CU)
Due to the rowwise numbering, the dependencies within each row (TRIDIROW), and to the
left, right and bottom (TRIGSROW) of the underlying mesh are implicit (i. e., the application of the
smoother involves formally inverting a system) but other dependencies are explicit. The same idea
can be formulated for a columnwise numbering, so that the dependencies along the columns are
implicit, resulting in the elementary smoothers TRIDICOL and TRIGSCOL. Alternating between
which of the directions is treated implicitly leads to the class of alternating direction implicit (ADI)
methods [179], and we denote the resulting elementary smoothers by ADITRIDI and ADITRIGS.
We refer to the Diploma thesis by Altieri [1] for a more detailed derivation.
We finally note that these operators have been implemented very efficiently on commodity
processors in the SBBLAS library. On data-parallel architectures however, the inherent recursion
of these powerful, specifically tailored smoothers pose nontrivial challenges, and we return to this
topic in Section 5.4.
2.3.2. Parallel Multilevel Solvers
The parallelisation of multigrid/multilevel solvers is in general a very challenging task:
• All prerequisites regarding computational efficiency and single-processor performance as
developed in the previous section must be maintained.
• For parallel methods in general, scalability is essential. Strong scalability means that a
doubling of resources (i. e., processors, compute nodes etc.) should result in a halving
of execution time. Weak scaling on the other hand means that simultaneously doubling
resources and problem size should not change the execution time. All parallel multigrid
solvers must scale well, and both aspects of scalability are equally important in practice.
• Communication in parallel (HPC) compute clusters is much slower than computation. Net-
work technology is rapidly improving, in particular, Infiniband technology delivers more
bandwidth and less latency than standard ethernet interconnects. Improvements however
proceed much slower than those of peak processor and even memory capabilities [97],
which adds an additional layer of complexity to the memory wall problem: For instance,
the USC cluster on which several experiments presented in this thesis have been performed
employs 4x DDR Infiniband interconnects with a measured bandwidth of only 1/10 of avail-
able bandwidth between main memory and the CPUs, and latency even worse. This is the
best interconnect of all clusters we have used. Furthermore, in practice, interconnects are
often cascaded (for instance in a fat-tree topology), as extremely wide full bandwidth cross-
bar switches add significantly to the acquisition costs of HPC installations. To achieve good
scalability, (global) communication obviously has to be minimised, and all locality require-
ments as outlined in the previous section apply.
• The numerical capacities of a serial multigrid scheme should be transferred to the corre-
sponding realisation in parallel. This includes the independence of the convergence rates
of the refinement level, the invariance of (local and global) anisotropies given a sufficiently
robust and powerful smoothing operator, and of course the independence of the convergence
behaviour from the partitioning of the domain into subdomains.
To alleviate these conflicting goals, SCARC, the solver concept at the core of FEAST, gen-
eralises techniques from multilevel domain decomposition (MLDD) and parallel multigrid (MG);
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combining their respective advantages into a very robust, and (numerically and computationally)
efficient parallel solution scheme for (scalar) elliptic PDEs.
A thorough presentation of the differences between these parallelisation techniques is clearly
beyond the scope of this work, and we refer to the textbooks by Smith et al. [201] and Toselli and
Widlund [223] for detailed coverage. The survey article by Xu [245] presents a general framework
for MLDD and parallel MG methods which enables a number of fundamental convergence proofs.
Minimal Overlap
In domain decomposition, two separate classes are distinguished, overlapping Schwarz methods
and non-overlapping Schur complement or substructuring techniques. The latter schemes typi-
cally involve solving dedicated interface problems to transfer information between subdomains,
while the former have to perform communication between neighbouring subdomains to synchro-
nise shared data due to overlapping subdomains. When designing the SCARC scheme, Kilian
thoroughly evaluated different overlaps, and we refer to her thesis for an in-depth comparison in
the context of finite element simulations [130]. She concludes, in line with Smith et al. [201], that
aminimal, nonzero overlap is the necessary minimum from a numerical point of view, while larger
overlaps typically incur worse scalability.
The decomposition as realised in the SCARC solvers works as follows: Geometrically speak-
ing, the local grids on each subdomain are extended by one element layer from the neighbouring
subdomains. In the limit case of identically shaped neighbouring subdomains, this approach re-
duces to commonly applied ghost cell or halo techniques. In the more practically relevant case of
shape changes between subdomains, the approach is actually much better, because it incorporates
anisotropies from neighbours that affect even orthogonally-shaped subdomains, as illustrated in
Figure 2.8. The local refined grids on the subdomains are always true subsets of the global refined
grid and consequently invariant to the decomposition into subdomains.
Figure 2.8: Minimal overlap, highlighted for the bottom left subdomain, refinement level 3.
In FEAST (as in all distributed memory schemes), global data exist only ‘virtually’, and op-
erations involving global matrices or vectors are realised by combining the corresponding local
contributions via communication of the overlapping data. Once the topological information of
the overlapping element layer has been communicated in a preprocessing stage, the actual overlap
reduces to few shared degrees of freedom, typically much less data than that associated with the
entire element layer, e. g. cubature points etc. In case of the Q1 element, only data associated with
grid points on subdomain edges actually need to be shared. Additionally, the concept of minimal
overlap does not create artificial discontinuities on subdomain boundaries, which constitutes a sig-
nificant advantage in terms of global solver convergence: The solution on a subdomain is always
a subset of the global solution.
During the assembly of the local matrices (see Section 2.1.1 on page 19), it makes no differ-
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ence if a given degree of freedom lies in the interior of the domain or on a subdomain boundary,
integration is always performed over all adjacent elements. For true geometric borders, the corre-
sponding boundary conditions are included in the matrix as usual. On inner boundaries however,
the respective local matrices contain the full entries of the virtual global matrix. Thus, no bound-
ary conditions are prescribed, nor does the matrix correspond to a pure Neumann matrix as it
would be the case if integration was performed only over the local elements, a technique used
for instance in substructuring Neumann-Neumann methods [201]. Rather, the local matrix cor-
responds to a fictitious Dirichlet matrix on the extended element layer termed extended Dirichlet
boundaries, realised by prescribing homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions on the extended
boundary and immediately removing the resulting unit rows and columns. As a consequence of
this construction process, which becomes important in Section 2.3.3, the local matrices are always
invertible.
In the SCARC framework, the terminology of full entries (or local state) is used to denote this
fact. In order to perform global operations, the matrices are switched to their global state, which
means that matrix entries corresponding to subdomain boundaries only include local element con-
tributions, cf. Figure 2.9. In the global state, the (formal) sum of all subdomain matrices thus
yields the global matrix.
Figure 2.9: Illustration of global matrix state, contributions from the local matrices sum up to the
virtual global matrix.
A similar distinction is made for vectors. (Pointwise) global vector-vector operations do not
change the state, whereas global matrix-vector multiplications with a matrix in global state and a
vector in local state yield a vector in global state, which has to be transformed (via communication
with neighbouring subdomains) back to local state for subsequent global operations, at the latest
prior to the next matrix-vector multiplication.
This distinction between the local state (full entries, regular matrix) and the global state (ad-
ditive construction of the global matrix) constitutes an exact approximation and not just a mere
median calculation on subdomain boundaries, because each patch knows exactly as much informa-
tion from its neighbours as necessary. In view of the memory wall problem, the concept ofminimal
overlap thus exhibits perfect locality, as only a minimal amount of data has to be communicated.
In summary, the invariance to the decomposition transfers from the grid to the matrices and
vectors, by keeping track of the state of the data. Becker [15] has implemented this coupling
of subdomains very efficiently into the FEAST toolkit. His code stores both states of the subdo-
main matrices and allows for switching states in zero time and without communication at the cost
of O(M) increased storage requirements. In the case of vectors, only communication between
neighbouring subdomains is required to exchange and perform averaging of quantities to keep the
values on subdomain boundaries synchronised. In any case, only O(M) data is communicated,
i. e., the data associated with subdomain edges, which can be transferred in one block, alleviating
the latency aspect of the memory wall problem for interconnects. The approach is slightly more
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difficult to implement efficiently for subdomains that do not share an entire edge but only meet at
a single grid point due to the increased bookkeeping requirements, but conceptually identical.
In view of the conflicting goals listed above, the described concept ofminimal overlap balances
numerical (as the approach constitutes an exact approximation over subdomain boundaries) and
scalability (as communication is never global except for global reductions such as norms and
dot products) requirements. The (theoretical) property of perfect scaling for operations requiring
only communication between neighbouring subdomains (e. g., matrix-vector and vector-vector
operations) is also achieved in practice due to a carefully tuned implementation. Section 6.3.4
and Section 6.4.3 present scalability experiments on up to 160 nodes of a commodity based GPU-
enhanced cluster, for the Poisson problem and a linearised elasticity solver.
Multilevel Domain Decomposition
In multiplicative domain decomposition methods, information is passed between subdomains as
soon as it is available, so that local updates on one subdomain can immediately be used to advance
the solution on other subdomains. This is typically achieved by incorporating available updates
into the right hand sides prior to advancing to the next subproblem. In contrast, additive techniques
treat all subdomains order-independently, and synchronisation is only performed once after all
subdomains have been processed.
The dominant drawback of standard Schwarz methods is that their convergence depends on the
number of subdomains, due to the nature of elliptic problems where the solution in an interior point
depends on all boundary values: Information can only travel ‘one subdomain at a time’ but has
to pass at least once through the entire domain. This drawback can be overcome by introducing
a second, coarser grid and by solving the problem also on this grid, combining the solutions
again either in a multiplicative or additive way via suitably defined prolongation and restriction
operators. It can be shown that the resulting two-level Schwarz method converges independently
of the number of subdomains [201]. Applying this idea recursively in case the coarser grid is still
too large leads to multilevel Schwarz methods.
FEAST is rooted in serial geometric multigrid and each subdomain comprises (2L+1)2 degrees
of freedom for scalar equations and the Q1 element, L denoting the level of refinement. Hence, a
natural hierarchy of different mesh resolutions and matching grid transfer operations are readily
available.
In parallel, the strong recursive character of ‘numerically optimal’ serial multigrid smoothers
such as incomplete LU decomposition (ILU(k)) leads to impractically high communication re-
quirements. Consequently, the global smoothing is usually relaxed to a blockwise application of
the smoothing operator. A blockwise treatment means that the smoother is applied on each subdo-
main independently either in a Jacobi or Gauß-Seidel fashion, and synchronisation is achieved by
computing global defects intermittently, and in case of the Gauß-Seidel coupling, by incorporating
updates into the local right hand sides as soon as they become available. As Smith et al. [201] point
out, such a blocked approach is—in terms of domain decomposition—in fact an additive or multi-
plicative Schwarz preconditioner with zero overlap. In the literature, the terminology block-Jacobi
and block-Gauß-Seidel, or parallel subspace correction and successive subspace correction is also
commonly encountered [245].
In SCARC, smoothing is applied in an additive patchwise manner, exhibiting global block-
Jacobi character in the sense that macroscopic anisotropies have potentially significant impact on
the numerical efficiency of the parallel solver [130, 201]. As a remedy, the global multigrid is
not used as a standalone solver, but as a preconditioner inside a global Krylov subspace iteration.
Combined with the coarse grid problem, this provides additional global coupling of the unknowns
and together with ‘optimal step lengths’ that are calculated within the Krylov-space method, helps
to alleviate the negative effects of macro anisotropies inherent to the block-Jacobi approach. The
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resulting scheme is thus significantly more robust [15, 130]. As a consequence the number of
global iterations decreases, which typically more than outweighs the additional computation and
communication requirements, in particular the global communication needed to compute global
dot products within the Krylov scheme.
In summary, we denote that SCARC is strictly speaking a hybrid multilevel domain decom-
position method, or (slightly less exact, but more intuitive) a generalised domain decomposition
multigrid method, trying to combine the respective advantages in view of the challenges listed at
the beginning of this section. The coupling between the different mesh resolutions is realised in
a multiplicative way via prolongation and restriction operators specifically tailored to the under-
lying tensor product meshes, while the smoothing and preconditioning is performed additively in
a block-Jacobi fashion (with minimal instead of zero overlap, see previous paragraph). In short,
SCARC is multiplicative ‘vertically’ and additive ‘horizontally’.
Solving Coarse Grid Problems
In FEAST, the global coarse grid problems are solved on a master process, while all compute
processes are idle. This approach is generally prone to suffer from Amdahl’s Law, which basically
states that the maximum attainable speedup of any parallel method and consequently its (strong)
scalability is limited by its sequential portion.
FEAST either uses a Krylov subspace scheme or the highly optimised sparse LU decomposition
implementation from the UMFPACK library [57] to solve the coarse grid problems, algebraic
multigrid or a parallel solver on few compute nodes have not been implemented yet. Using the
Q1 element, the size of the global coarse grid problems is approximately K := m(2Lc +1)2 where
m denotes the number of subdomains in the initial grid and Lc the truncation level of the input
mesh.5 Lc is typically chosen so that the resulting problem sizeK and the solution with UMFPACK
is executed faster than setting Lc = 1 and suffering from the poor communication to computation
ratio of the parallel multigrid scheme on comparatively ‘tiny’ problem sizes. In practice, on current
commodity based architectures, K = 20000 unknowns is a good heuristic setting. We refer to the
thesis by Wobker [242] for detailed numerical experiments.
He also measures the cost of the application of the LU decomposition for the sparse matrices
arising in FEAST, which is performed multiple times in the iterative solution process, to range
between O(K logK) and O(K log logK), which is clearly more efficient than the quadratic runtime
for dense matrices. The initial construction of the LU decomposition is performed in the assembly
phase of the matrices, and analogously, takes less time than the asymptotically cubic complexity
for dense matrices.
The global problem size is approximately m(2L + 1)2 for a refinement level L and m subdo-
mains. In practice, L is often in the range of 8–10, rendering the local problem size orders of
magnitude greater than m. Consequently, the serial execution of the global coarse grid problems
does not impair the scalability of the SCARC solvers as long as the number of subdomains remains
relatively small compared to their refinement level.
Other researchers come to the same conclusion: Rüde et al. pursue an approach similar to ours,
using patchwise multigrid smoothers and a decomposition concept termed hierarchical hybrid
grids [23, 24]. A recent publication [96] reports good weak scalability for a 3D Poisson problem
on a regularly refined unit cube domain for up to 9 170 processor cores. They conclude that even
for this huge computation with 307 billion degrees of freedom, the coarse grid solver does not
become the bottleneck in terms of Amdahl’s Law (or rather Gustanfson’s Law) in weak scaling
scenarios.
5Here, we assume a scalar equation, for vector-valued problems, this number is multiplied by the number of com-
ponents. See Section 2.3.4 for details on the treatment of multicomponent equations in FEAST.
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2.3.3. Two-Layer ScaRC Solvers
Due to the elliptic character of the underlying equations, even strongly localised effects influence
the convergence of the global schemes, as essentially, the number of iterations needed until con-
vergence is determined by the ‘worst’ local irregularity [130]. This is not an academic problem,
these kinds of irregularities in both the meshes and the differential operators are abundant in prac-
tical situations. Such local effects and singularities can be resolved by adaptive mesh deformation
based on some error estimation procedure, we refer to Grajewski [98] for a discussion of FEAST’s
adaptivity concepts. To alleviate this problem, the design goal of two-layer SCARC as introduced
by Kilian [130] is to hide these local irregularities as much as possible from the outer solver. This
is achieved by modifying the Schwarz smoother of the global multilevel scheme: Instead of the
blockwise application of elementary local smoothers (see Section 2.3.1, last paragraph), two-layer
SCARC employs full multigrid solvers acting locally on the individual subdomains (generalised
domain decomposition multigrid method).
The local multigrid solvers only ‘see’ local (microscopic) anisotropies and are perfectly well
suited to treat them: The locality allows for the application of powerful recursive smoothers as in
the serial case, no additive blocking is necessary. In particular, the tensor product property of the
local meshes in FEAST can be exploited optimally, see Section 2.3.1. Iterating these local solvers
until converge to the exact solution on the patch would of course be beneficial for the global
multigrid scheme, as the smoothing returns an exact solution for the local subproblem. However,
in practice, this is much too expensive in terms of arithmetic operations, so the solver is typically
configured to compute an approximate solution only, e. g., gaining one digit. Consequently, all
subdomains are ‘smoothed equally well’ from the point of view of the global, outer multigrid
solver. This is not the case when employing elementary smoothers: On a subdomain exhibiting
strong local anisotropies, the application of a fixed number of steps of a standard Gauß-Seidel
smoother, for instance, reduces the errors much less than on a more regular, ‘simple’ subdomain,
leading to a much more inhomogeneous smoothing of the outer multigrid solver. In practice
however, this approach of solving locally leads to potentially significant imbalances in the load
distribution among the compute nodes of a cluster executing two-layer SCARC solvers, an issue
which has not been addressed yet in FEAST. In the absence of global anisotropies, the two-layer
approach thus renders the global problem isotropic even in case of severe local anisotropies, as
shown by Kilian [130]. In terms of numerical efficiency, the additive block-Jacobi character of the
global SCARC scheme is then entirely alleviated.
The entire approach is highly beneficial in terms of parallel efficiency, as the global ratio of
computation and communication is increased significantly [15, 130]: First, all additional work is
performed locally, without any communication. Second, the two-layer SCARC scheme in many
situations makes the employment of cheap V cycles in the global multigrid feasible. This cycle
type performs much less work on small global problem sizes than the more powerful F and W
cycles, see Section 2.2.3, and hence, alleviates the low ratio of computation and communication for
smaller levels of refinement. Third, as shown by Kilian [130] and revisited by Wobker [242], the
two-layer SCARC scheme does indeed reduce the amount of global iterations and hence improves
the global convergence rates.
Analogously to the standard case (see previous section), enclosing the global multigrid solver
in a Krylov subspace iteration is highly beneficial to compute optimal steplength parameters.
Wobker [242] extends this idea and implemented the possibility of using intermediate Krylov
solvers also between the global and the local multigrid. Furthermore, he added support to op-
tionally replacing the elementary smoother of the inner multigrid by few steps of such a Krylov
scheme, which is in turn preconditioned by the elementary smoother. The benefit in both cases is
that the Krylov iterations compute optimal damping parameters for the smoothing results, render-
ing the entire scheme significantly more robust.
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Global Anisotropies
Obviously, the two-layer SCARC approach only helps indirectly in the presence of global aniso-
tropies, as it only ‘unburdens’ the global solver from having to deal with local irregularities: The
global (additive) block-Jacobi character of the SCARC scheme is not changed in this situation.
As a remedy, Becker [15] in his thesis presents three-layer SCARC and clustering of subdomains.
The former is motivated by the memory hierarchy inside HPC computer systems: Communication
between subdomains residing on the same compute node is typically much faster than commu-
nication between nodes, a factor of ten is a good estimate for fast Infiniband interconnects, even
higher for high-latency ethernet networks. Three-layer SCARC introduces an intermediate multi-
grid solver that couples all subdomains (within one MPI process) that reside on one node. Clus-
tering of subdomains works similarly: Several subdomains within one MPI process are grouped
into one generally unstructured matrix block. The grouping is performed so that the decompo-
sition of the entire domain into new, larger subdomains is ‘more isotropic’. On the clustered
matrix block, strong smoothers like ILU can be applied. Becker performed extensive numerical
tests and concludes that the improved numerical behaviour is in most cases outweighed by the
increased total time to solution due to the resulting unstructured matrices and the loss of the local
tensor product property, and in case of three-layer SCARC, by the additional amount of arithmetic
work. Consequently, we do not use the concepts of clustering or three-layer SCARC in this thesis.
It would however be interesting to evaluate the concept of clustering combined with a standard
SCARC solver as an alternative to two-layer SCARC, as Becker based all his experiments on top
of two-layer SCARC. This is however clearly beyond the scope of this thesis.
Adaptive Coarse Grid Correction
As mentioned previously, the matrices on the individual subdomains are always invertible if set to
their local state, and consequently, the local systems which are treated by local multigrid solvers
are well-defined. By construction, the minimal overlap however leads to a potentially serious
problem: The grids on different refinement levels are not nested as illustrated in Figure 2.10, and
thus, the local multigrid scheme is nonconforming. This is not an issue for the global scheme by
construction of the minimal overlap.
Figure 2.10: Illustration of non-nested grids for the bottom left subdomain. Left: refinement level
2. Right: refinement level 3.
In his thesis, Wobker [242] suggests to apply an adaptive coarse grid correction as a remedy,
and demonstrates the efficiency by extensive numerical tests. After prolongation, the coarse grid
correction c stemming from a coarser grid ‘does not match’ the current grid and thus, the current
iterate x. The idea now is to damp the correction with a steplength factor α (we omit the indices
denoting the current refinement level):
x← x+αc.
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This damping parameter is chosen in such a way that the updated vector x minimises the energy
norm
(x− xˆ)TA(x− xˆ),





where d := b−Ax is the current defect. Apparently, the calculation of the optimal damping factor
is comparatively cheap and involves only local data. In this thesis, we apply the adaptive coarse
grid correction in all numerical tests.
Summary
The two- and three-layer SCARC schemes and the clustering concept have been proven beneficial
in all numerical experiments performed so far and all (theoretical) advantages like robustness,
convergence etc. have been (numerically) confirmed [15, 130, 242].
However, this only translates to a reduction in total runtime if the additional local work that
has to be spent is performed fast enough, which in the aforementioned theses is not always the
case. This work constitutes an important step forward in this aspect by reducing the time needed
for the local solves by one order of magnitude or more.
We conclude our presentation of two-layer SCARC schemes with a general template SCARC




global multilevel (V 1+1)
additively smoothed by
for all Ωi: local multigrid
coarse grid solver: UMFPACK
Figure 2.11: Template two-layer SCARC solver.
2.3.4. Vector-Valued Problems
The guiding idea to treating vector-valued6 problems with FEAST is to rely on the modular, highly
optimised and fully tested core routines for the scalar case in order to formulate robust schemes for
a wide range of applications, rather than using the best suited numerical scheme for each applica-
tion and repeatedly optimising it for new architectures. In particular, the benefit of this approach is
that all ongoing and future improvements of FEAST’s scalar solvers directly transfer to the solvers
for vector-valued systems. Examples include the addition of better multigrid components (e. g.,
more robust local smoothers such as ADITRIGS), or especially algorithmic and burdensome im-
plementational adaptations tailored to dedicated HPC architectures such as the vector machine
NEC SX-8 [20, 45], and hardware co-processors as pursued in this thesis. So to speak, we do
not want to ‘re-implement the wheel’ every time a new application or a new target architecture
is added. The treatment of vector-valued problems has been introduced into FEAST by Wobker
6We synonymously use the terms vector-valued, multi-variate and multi-component problems.
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[242], and we refer to his thesis for a detailed description. Here, we only illustrate the relevant
aspects in the scope of this work.
The observation at the core of the approach is that many vector-valued PDEs, in particu-
lar those arising in the application domains of solid mechanics and fluid dynamics, allow for an
equation-wise ordering of the unknowns. This rearrangement results, after discretisation, in dis-
crete equation systems consisting of disjunct blocks that correspond to scalar subequations.
This special block-structure is exploited in two ways: On the one hand, all standard linear alge-
bra operations on the vector-valued system (e. g., matrix-vector operations, defect computations,
dot products) can be implemented as a series of operations for scalar entities, taking advantage
of the existing tuned linear algebra components: As the discretisation is performed on the same
underlying locally structured grids, the existing routines exploiting the tensor product property
can be simply called, avoiding code duplication. On the other hand, the process of solving the
vector-valued equation systems can be brought down to the treatment of auxiliary scalar subsys-
tems which can be efficiently solved by scalar SCARC schemes. This procedure is facilitated by
the use of special preconditioners that shift most of the overall work to such inner iterations.
SCARC is from now on interpreted as its generalisation to vector-valued problems, which
means that the domain decomposition is handled by Schwarz smoothers (see Section 2.3.2) and
retains the block-Jacobi character, while the disjunct blocking of the equations is realised by the
aforementioned block preconditioner, which can be applied either in a block-Jacobi or in a block-
Gauß-Seidel fashion. Consequently, generalised ScaRC provides great flexibility in tuning the
linear solution schemes to the given problem: The restriction of the global vector-valued system to
scalar blocks of equations or to subdomains or simultaneously to both can be performed at any time
during the solution process. Concrete examples of solvers are presented in the evaluation of our
minimally invasive co-processor integration into FEAST, see Section 6.4.1 (linearised elasticity)
and Section 6.5.1 (stationary laminar flow).
Example: Matrix-Vector Multiplication
A matrix-vector multiplication y = Ax with the following block structure is a good example to













As explained above, the multiplication is performed as a series of operations on the local finite
element matrices per subdomain Ω¯i, denoted by superscript square brackets. The global scalar
operators, corresponding to the blocks in the matrix, are treated individually as demonstrated in
Figure 2.12.
For j = 1,2, do
















3. Communicate entries in y j corresponding to the bound-
aries of neighbouring subdomains.
Figure 2.12: Matrix-Vector multiplication for block-structured systems.
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2.3.5. Linearised Elasticity in FEAST
The application FEASTSOLID, built on top of FEAST, provides support for solving problems from
solid mechanics. In this thesis, we restrict ourselves to a subset of FEASTSOLID’s functionality,
namely the fundamental model problem of linearised elasticity and compressible material, i. e.,
the small deformation of solid bodies under external loads. FEASTSOLID is developed by Hilmar
Wobker, and constitutes a large part of his thesis [242].
Theoretical Background
A two-dimensional body is identified with a domain Ω¯ = Ω∪ ∂Ω covering it, where Ω denotes
the interior and Γ = ∂Ω its boundary. The boundary is split disjunctly into two parts, the Dirichlet
part ΓD where displacements are prescribed and the Neumann part ΓN where surface forces can be
applied. Furthermore the body can be exposed to volumetric forces such as gravity. In this thesis,
we only consider the simple, but nevertheless fundamental, model problem of elastic, compressible





of a material point x ∈ Ω¯ are the only unknowns in the
equation.










, i, j = 1,2, de-
scribing the linearised kinematic relation between displacements and strains. The material prop-
erties are reflected by the constitutive law, which determines a relation between the strains and the
stresses. Hooke’s law for isotropic elastic material is used, σ = 2µε + λ tr(ε)I , where σ denotes
the symmetric stress tensor and µ and λ are the so-called Lamé constants, which are connected to







The basic physical equations for problems of solid mechanics are determined by equilibrium
conditions. For a body in equilibrium, the inner forces (stresses) and the outer forces (external
loads f ) are balanced:
−divσ = f , x ∈Ω.
Using Hooke’s law to replace the stress tensor, the problem of linearised elasticity can be expressed
in terms of the following elliptic boundary value problem, called the Lamé equation:
−2µ divε(u)−λ graddivu = f , x ∈Ω (2.3.2a)
u = g, x ∈ ΓD (2.3.2b)
σ(u) ·n = t , x ∈ ΓN (2.3.2c)
Here, g are prescribed displacements on ΓD, and t are given surface forces on ΓN with outer normal
n. For details on the elasticity problem, see for example the textbook by Braess [34].
Solution Strategy
In order to solve vector-valued linearised elasticity problems with the general strategy outlined in
Section 2.3.4, the equations are reordered according to the unknowns u = (u1,u2)T representing
the displacements in x and y-direction, respectively. This technique is called separate displacement
















The domain Ω¯ is partitioned into a collection of several subdomains Ω¯i as explained in Sec-
tion 2.3.1, each of which is refined to a logical tensor product structure. The weak formulation of
Equation (2.3.3) is considered to apply a finite element discretisation with conforming bilinear el-
ements of the Q1 space, the only element supported in FEAST at the time of writing. The resulting
linear equation system can be written as Ku = f. Corresponding to representation (2.3.3) of the













where f = (f1, f2)T is the vector of external loads and u = (u1,u2)T the (unknown) coefficient
vector of the finite element solution. The matrices K11 and K22 of this block-structured system
correspond to scalar elliptic operators (cf. Equation (2.3.3)), hence the generalised SCARC solvers
are applicable.
Note, that the scalar elliptic operators appearing in Equation (2.3.3) are anisotropic. The









We illustrate the core step of the solution process with a basic iteration scheme, a preconditioned
defect correction method:
u(k+1) = u(k) +ωK˜−1B (f−Ku(k)) (2.3.6)
This iteration scheme acts on the global system (2.3.4) and thus couples the two sets of unknowns
u1 and u2. The block-preconditioner K˜B explicitly exploits the block structure of the matrix K.
We use a block-Gauß-Seidel preconditioner K˜BGS in this thesis, so that each iteration of the global
defect correction scheme consists of the following three steps:



























by approximately solving the system K˜BGSc= d. This is performed by two scalar solves per
subdomain and one global scalar matrix-vector multiplication:







(b) Update right hand side: d2 = d2−K21c1.







3. Update the global solution with the (eventually damped) correction vector:
u(k+1) = u(k) +ωc
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In our numerical and performance tests in Section 6.4, this defect correction scheme is replaced
by a (multi-component) multigrid iteration, constituting the generalisation to vector-valued prob-
lems of the template solver depicted in Figure 2.11. The procedure, in particular the application
of the block-preconditioner, is however identical to the basic iteration we use here for illustrative
purposes.
2.3.6. Stokes and Navier-Stokes in FEAST
The application FEASTFLOW, built on top of FEAST, provides support for solving problems from
fluid dynamics. It is developed by Sven Buijssen and constitutes a large part of his thesis [44].
In this thesis, we only use a subset of FEASTFLOW’s feature set, and restrict ourselves to model
problems from stationary laminar flow. We refer to Buijssen’s thesis for all details we intentionally
omit in the following. The textbook by Donea and Huerta [61] is also recommended for a graduate-
level presentation of the theoretical background of the model.
Theoretical Background
The Navier-Stokes equations are derived under certain assumptions and simplifications from the
general conservation laws for mass, momentum and energy in continuum mechanics. They govern
the flow of incompressible, isothermal, homogeneous and isotropic Newtonian fluids and gases.
The kinematic viscosity ν, the ratio between inertial and viscous forces, is assumed to be constant.
It is inversely proportional to the Reynolds number of the fluid; more precisely, the relation is Re=
UL/ν where U is the characteristic fluid velocity and L the characteristic length. Low Reynolds
numbers correspond to highly viscous fluids, small spatial dimensions or low flow speeds. The
stationary Navier-Stokes equations read in their dimensionless form:
− 1
Re
∆u+(u ·grad)u+grad p = f in Ω
divu = 0 in Ω (2.3.7)
u = uD on ΓD
− 1
Re
(n ·grad)u+ pn = t on ΓN
Here, u denotes velocity, p pressure, f body forces, Ω ⊆ R2 the domain with outer unit normal
vector n, and ΓD and ΓN the boundary parts with, respectively, Dirichlet and natural boundary
conditions (i. e., inflow, outflow and adhesion/slip conditions). A common simplification are the
Stokes equations for very low Reynolds numbers. In this case, the viscous term dominates and the
nonlinear transport term (u ·grad)u can be omitted, leading to a linear problem.
Discretisation
The weak formulation of equation system (2.3.7) is considered to apply a finite element discreti-
sation with conforming bilinear elements of the Q1 space for both u and p. This Galerkin ap-
proach exhibits instabilities which stem from dominating convection and from the violation of the
discrete LBB-condition (also known as inf-sup condition) [40]. For stability on arbitrary meshes,
pressure-stabilisation (PSPG) and streamline-upwind stabilisation (SUPG) is applied choosing the
mesh-dependent parameters in accordance with Apel et al. [6]. The resulting discrete nonlinear


























in short Kv = h where the matrices Lii correspond to the Laplacian operator and Nii(u) to the
convection operator. B and BT are discrete counterparts of the gradient and divergence operators
while Ci j stem from the discretisation of the PSPG and SUPG stabilisation terms. For the case
of an isotropic mesh, we notice the following: C33 is identical to a discretisation of the pressure
Poisson operator, scaled with the mesh size αh2 where α is a fixed stabilisation parameter.
Solution Algorithm
The nonlinear problem is reduced to a sequence of linear problems by applying a fixed point defect
correction method,
v(k+1) = v(k) +ωK˜−1B (h−Kv(k)) k = 1, . . . ,
where the application of K˜B can be identified with the solution of linearised subproblems with
the nonlinear residual as right hand side and using the solution u from the previous nonlinear
iteration for assembly of the Nii(u) part ofK. These still vector-valued linearised subproblems are
subsequently tackled with help of a pressure Schur complement approach. We illustrate it with
the following basic iteration, but prefer a Krylov subspace solver such as BiCGStab for increased























A is a block-structured matrix consisting of the linearised matrices Ai j, BT is defined as (BT1 ,B
T
2 )
and the vectors u(n) and f as the iterates of the solution (u1,u2)T and right hand side (f1, f2)T,






involving the pressure Schur complement matrix
S := BTA−1B−C.






vanishes [166], which is equivalent to the associated Krylov space, span{r,Kˆr,Kˆ2r,Kˆ3r, . . .}, hav-
ing dimension 2. This implies that—with exact arithmetics—any Krylov subspace solver would
terminate in at most two iterations with the solution to the linear system arising in system (2.3.8),
using the preconditioner KS. Few iterations with a ‘good’ approximate K˜S of KS hence suffice to
solve system (2.3.8).
In summary, the basic iteration (2.3.8) entails the following steps:
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Sc3 =−d3 +BT1 c1 +BT2 c2 (2.3.10)
3. Update the global solution with the (damped) correction vector:
(u(n+1),p(n+1))T = (u(n),p(n))T +ω(c1,c2,c3)
T
The second step is the most expensive one and requires closer examination. Note that the diag-
onal block matrices Aii correspond to scalar operators stemming from the momentum equations,
so FEAST’s tuned scalar and multivariate solvers can be applied. To treat the block S efficiently,
an appropriate preconditioner for the pressure Schur complement is required. It has been shown
that the pressure mass matrix Mp is a good preconditioner for the diffusive part of S [225]. The
use of a lumped mass matrix MLp reduces solving equation (2.3.10) to scaling the right hand side
with the inverse of this diagonal matrix. As the convective part is neglected, this choice of the pre-
conditioner is only favourable for stationary Navier-Stokes problems at low Reynolds numbers.
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3A Short History of GPU Computing
Graphics processing units (GPUs) are primarily designed for one particular class of applications,
rasterisation and depth-buffering based interactive computer graphics. One could argue that this
is no longer the case, as certain features are being added to the processors that are not needed
in graphics workloads, a consequence of GPUs transforming into a viable general-purpose (data-
parallel) computing resource. However, to help understand why and how GPUs and the field of
GPU computing (synonymously: GPGPU, general-purpose computation on graphics processing
units) which this thesis contributes to, have matured in the way they did and what makes GPUs
(fundamentally) different to commodity CPUs, we are convinced that a historical perspective is
necessary. At the core of this chapter, we try to answer the question ‘Why are GPUs fast, and what
can we do with them?’, and present all necessary background, aspects of computer architecture,
paradigm changes in the underlying programming model, and bibliographies of important results
and publications as we proceed.
Section 3.1 is concerned with the ‘legacy GPGPU’ approach to program graphics hardware
through graphics APIs, while Section 3.2 covers ‘modern GPGPU’ through dedicated compute
APIs such as NVIDIA CUDA or AMDStream. In Section 3.3 we discuss GPUs in terms of parallel
computing taxonomies and parallel programming models. The chapter concludes with an outlook
on future programming APIs in Section 3.4, future graphics architectures and the convergence of
CPU and GPU designs.
3.1. Legacy GPGPU: Graphics APIs
This section is structured as follows: Section 3.1.1 introduces the graphics pipeline as a hardware
and software abstraction concept. The evolution of GPUs towards programmability is presented
in Section 3.1.2, this development culminated into what we refer to as the first wave of GPU com-
puting in the years 2003–2006. Section 3.1.3 and 3.1.4 discuss important features of these DirectX
9 class GPUs and the underlying programming model. In Section 3.1.5 we present a bibliography
of publications from these years that are relevant in the scope of this thesis. Section 3.1.6 is de-
voted to the limitations of single precision. Finally, Section 3.1.7 describes NVIDIA’s GeForce 6
architecture as an exemplary hardware design for the early years of GPGPU.
3.1.1. The Graphics Pipeline
The rendering of photo-realistic, high-resolution images at interactive frame rates has extremely
high computational requirements:
• At the time of writing, the 1080p full high definition standard defines a screen resolution of
1920×1080, slightly more than two million pixels.
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• In complex applications, each pixel requires thousands or more operations for geometry
processing, screen-space mapping, lighting and shadowing, material simulation, texturing,
and advanced volumetric effects.
• In particular in the domain of action-oriented computer games, enthusiasts debate vigor-
ously at which frame rate an animation is perceived as continuous. This is of course depen-
dent on the intensity of the rendered scene, almost still images require much lower frame
rates as, e. g., rendering of explosions. Most games try to maintain a frame rate of at least
30–60 frames per second.
This means that interactive photo-realistic computer graphics can often require up to 1011
operations per second, and GPUs must deliver this enormous amount of compute power. Looking
at graphics workloads in more detail, three important observations can be made:
• Graphics workloads are inherently massively parallel. In fact, the huge performance de-
mands can only be satisfied by exploiting this parallelism to extreme scales, at least com-
pared to other (single-chip) processors. Basically, the GPU architecture is centred around a
large number of fine-grained parallel processors.
• The bandwidth demands of graphics tasks, in particular multi-texturing with advanced,
anisotropic filtering, are insatiable. Furthermore, the memory subsystem must be able to
serve many concurrent requests.
• Roughly speaking, the human visual system operates on the millisecond scale. In contrast, a
modern processor executes at a clock rate of more than one Gigahertz, so single operations
complete in the order of nanoseconds. This gap of six orders of magnitude implies that the
latency of individual operations is less important than overall throughput.
All commodity GPUs (and the APIs—application programming interfaces—used to program
them, see below) are organised in a similar way, the so-called graphics pipeline. This concept was
first introduced by Silicon Graphics Inc. (SGI) in 1992 with the first version of the OpenGL stan-
dard, even though at that time, not all features were implemented in hardware. As an abstraction
of the actual implementation, the pipeline divides the computation (i. e., the rendering of an im-
age) into several disjunct stages which are explained below. The pipeline is feed-forward, which
naturally leads to task parallelism between the stages. Within each stage, data parallelism is triv-
ially abundant, as all primitives are treated separately. From a hardware perspective, the pipeline
concept removes the necessity of expensive control logic to counteract typical hazards induced by
the parallelism such as read-after-write, write-after-read, and synchronisation, deadlocks and other
race conditions. To maximise throughput over latency, the pipeline is very deep, with thousands
of primitives in flight at a time. In a CPU, any given operation may take on the order of 20 cycles
between entering and leaving the processing pipeline (assuming a level-1 cache hit for data); on
the GPU, in contrast, operations may take thousands of cycles to finish. In summary, the imple-
mentation of the graphics pipeline in hardware allows to dedicate a much larger percentage of the
available transistors to actual computation rather than to control logic, at least compared to com-
modity CPU designs. In the following, the abstraction of the graphics pipeline and its hardware
implementation in the form of GPUs are used synonymously; two concrete hardware realisations
are discussed in Section 3.1.7 and Section 3.2.2.
CPUs are dealing with memory bandwidth and latency limitations by using ever-larger hierar-
chies of caches. The working set sizes of graphics applications have grown approximately as fast
as transistor density. Therefore, it is prohibitive to implement a large enough caching hierarchy
on the GPU chip that delivers a reasonably high cache hit rate and maintains coherency. GPUs
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do have caches, but they are comparatively small and optimised for spatial locality, as this is the
relevant case in texture filtering operations. More importantly, the memory subsystem is designed
to maximise streaming bandwidth (and hence, throughput) by latency tolerance, page-locality,
minimisation of read-write direction changes and even lossless compression.
Finally, another important aspect is that the market volume of interactive computer games
amounts to billions of dollars per year, creating enough critical mass and market pressure to
drive rapid hardware evolution, in terms of both absolute performance and broadening feature
set (economies of scale).
A Canonical Graphics Pipeline
Figure 3.1 depicts a simplified, canonical pipeline. In detail, the stages perform the following
tasks:
Figure 3.1: Conceptual illustration of the graphics pipeline.
Vertex operations and primitive assembly: The input of the graphics pipeline is a list of geo-
metric primitives in a three-dimensional world coordinate system. The individual primitives are
formed from vertices, which are transformed individually into screen space. Additionally, each
vertex is shaded by computing its interaction with the lights in the scene. After shading, all ge-
ometric primitives are transformed into triangles, the fundamental primitive supported natively
in hardware. As all vertices are treated independently of each other, parallelism in this stage is
substantial.
Rasterisation: The rasteriser processes triangles independently and generates a fragment (a
‘proto-pixel’) at each pixel covered in the output image. As triangles may overlap in screen space,
different triangles may generate different fragments at the same pixel location. All per-vertex at-
tributes such as colours, texture coordinates and normals, are interpolated over the covered region
of the screen, and associated with the fragments.
Fragment operations: At this stage, the final colour of each fragment is computed from the
interpolated vertex attributes, again independently for each fragment. Additionally, values from
texture maps (global memory buffers containing images mapped to surfaces) can be included. This
stage is typically the computationally most demanding stage.
Composition: In this final stage, all fragments’ colours corresponding to one pixel are blended
with the colour already present in the framebuffer, taking into account their depth information (z-
buffer) for occlusion or transparency. The output of this stage is one colour value for each pixel,
which is written into the framebuffer from where it is read by the display device.
It is important to note that the fundamental data type of the pipeline is a four-tuple, both for
vertices (homogeneous 3D coordinates) and fragments (RGBA colour).
Graphics APIs
The hardware is not exposed directly to the programmer, in fact, most details of the hardware
realisation of the graphics pipeline are proprietary and largely secret. Instead, well-defined APIs
offer a set of data containers and functions to map operations and data to the hardware. These
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APIs are typically implemented by the vendors, as a set of libraries and header files interacting
with the low-level device driver.
DirectX (more specifically, Direct3D as a subset of DirectX) and OpenGL are the two dom-
inant APIs to program graphics hardware. DirectX is restricted to Microsoft Windows (and Mi-
crosoft’s gaming consoles such as the XBox), while OpenGL has been implemented for, e. g.,
Windows, Linux, MacOS and Solaris. Both APIs are defined by consortia in which hardware and
software vendors collaborate closely. The DirectX specification is headed by Microsoft, whereas
the open Khronos group leads the development of OpenGL, more specifically, the OpenGL ARB
(architecture review board) as part of the Khronos consortium. The pipeline concept has been the
integral component of both APIs since their initial revisions, in 1995 and 1992 respectively.
As both APIs map to the same hardware, there is usually a one-to-one correspondence; typi-
cally, no (major) features exist that are only exposed through one of the APIs. The fundamental
design difference between the two APIs is how new hardware features are exposed. The goal of
DirectX is to specify a set of features that hardware must implement for a longer product cycle,
typically three years. It is therefore convenient to identify a certain class of GPUs by the highest
DirectX version it supports, one speaks for instance of DirectX 10 class hardware. As the hard-
ware development cycles are usually shorter, OpenGL includes the concept of extensions to expose
new or experimental features faster. Not all extensions are supported on all hardware, and software
developers have to check at runtime if a given extension is supported. Only after extensions are
supported by a wide range of GPUs, they are considered for inclusion in the OpenGL core, and
consequently, the OpenGL version numbers are incremented at a slower rate than for DirectX.
In the domain of computer games, DirectX is almost exclusively used, and with Linux increas-
ing its market shares, is not even restricted to Microsoft Windows alone anymore: This is the goal
of the ongoing wine project.1 However, in academia and for ‘professional’ applications, OpenGL
is often favoured.
3.1.2. Evolution Towards Programmability
We begin our short survey of the evolution towards programmability of GPUs for both graph-
ics and non-graphics applications in the late 1990s. An article by Blythe [29] covers the earlier
development.
The first generations of dedicated commodity 3D accelerators were configurable but not pro-
grammable. For instance, fragment operations like multi-texturing and filtering were supported
quite early in hardware, but the programmer could only configure how different textures were
combined from a fixed set of possibilities such as linear interpolation. This hardware was too
restricted for general-purpose computations, with the exception of the 1990 SIGGRAPH paper by
Lengyel et al. [146] on using the rasteriser for robot motion planning which was ahead of its time
in retrospective.
Until the late 1990s, the number of GPUmanufacturers consolidated to very few: NVIDIA and
ATI dominate high-performance graphics and are continuously competing, with neither of them
being able to take the lead permanently. VIA and Intel also produce graphics chips integrated
in the motherboards’ chipsets; their performance (and feature set) is often not sufficient for GPU
computing, and we ignore these processors in this thesis. The landscape might change in the near
future, as Intel has announced the Larrabee graphics processors (see Section 3.4).
1http://www.winehq.org/
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Pre-DirectX 8 GPUs
NVIDIA’s GeForce 256, introduced in late 1999, was the first accelerator that implemented the
entire pipeline in hardware by introducing vertex processing capabilites, then called ‘hardware
T&L’ (transform and lighting). Anecdotally, the term GPU to distinguish graphics processors
from CPUs was coined during the launch of this card. It was also the first to add programmability
to the fragment stage with its so-called register combiners which allowed limited combination of
textures and interpolated colours to compute final fragment colours.
At this time already, researchers began to explore the use of graphics hardware for non-
graphics operations and applications. We refer to the PhD theses by Harris [107] and Krüger
[139] for details and references. In the scope of this thesis, we note that—to the best of our
knowledge—Rumpf and Strzodka [188] were the first to map components of a finite element solver
for a PDE-based application to graphics API calls and hence to the hardware: They consider the
numerical solution of nonlinear diffusion problems which appear in denoising, edge enhancement
and related (multiscale) image processing tasks. For instance, they map linear combinations and
matrix-vector multiplications (for fixed stencils) to blending, function evaluations to lookup tables
in texture memory, index shifts to coordinate transformations, and reduction operations such as
norms and dot products to histogram computations with a small number of buckets. Their paper
also discusses the limitations of the available fixed precision number formats in much detail.
DirectX 8 – The Beginning
In late 2000, shader model 1 as part of the DirectX 8 standard introduced an assembly-level lan-
guage for vertex and fragment processing, and the first GPUs implementing it were ATI’s Radeon
8500 and NVIDIA’s GeForce 3 [148]. Programmable shading marked a significant deviation
from the fixed function pipeline, enabling developers to write code without worrying about set-
ting pipeline states. Vendors added a shader compiler to their device drivers that mapped shader
program assembly code to actual hardware instructions (ISA). Capabilities were limited, in partic-
ular in terms of branching and looping. Additional restrictions existed in the number of textures
that could be sampled, the length of compiled programs and the number of static and dynamic
instructions that each shader could perform. Nonetheless, a multitude of effects became possible
that could not be achieved previously, or only with cumbersome and slow multipass rendering.
This hardware generation inspired more researchers to explore the suitability and applicability
for general-purpose computations. Mark Harris’ PhD thesis contains an almost complete biblio-
graphy of related research as of 2003 [107]. Here, we point out the work by Harris et al. [111] as an
example, who implemented a physically accurate PDE simulation of boiling water on GeForce 3
and 4 hardware, and Strzodka [208] on applying emulation techniques (see Section 4.2) to extend
the available fixed precision formats.
In 2002, Mark Harris coined the term GPGPU (‘general-purpose computation on graphics
processing units’) and one year later founded GPGPU.ORG2, a community website dedicated to
cataloguing the use of GPUs for general-purpose computation, and to providing a central resource
and discussion forum for GPGPU researchers and developers. Since 2005, the author of this thesis
has contributed significantly to this site, both as moderator on the discussion forums and as editor
of the developer pages, e. g., by writing tutorial code.
3.1.3. DirectX 9 GPUs – The First Wave of GPGPU 2003–2006
Common to all early work on using GPUs for general-purpose computations was the lack of float-
ing point precision, see above for examples and references. Fixed precision was also not sufficient
2http://www.gpgpu.org
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for the rendering of many photo-realistic effects in real time, for instance HDR (high dynamic
range) rendering, volumetric effects such as soft, accurate shadows, fog, clouds, fire and smoke,
and natural effects such as rendering of water surfaces, see the textbook edited by Fernando [72]
for details. In late 2002, DirectX 9 introduced shader model 2, which lifted many restrictions and
added, among other things, hardware support for reading from and—importantly—rendering to
floating point textures. However, the standard did not specify the exact number format (and hence,
resulting precision) to be supported, see below for details.
Year Model Chip DX version VS FS TEX Bandwidth
Jan. 2001 GeForce 3 NV20 8.0 1 4 8 7.4GB/s
Oct. 2001 Radeon 8500 R200 8.1 2 4 8 8.8GB/s
Dec. 2001 GeForce 4 TI 4600 NV25 8.1 2 4 8 10.4GB/s
Aug. 2002 Radeon 9700 PRO R300 9.0 4 8 8 19.8GB/s
Jan. 2003 GeForce FX 5800 Ultra NV30 9.0 2 4 8 16.0GB/s
Apr. 2004 GeForce 6800 Ultra NV40 9.0c 6 16 16 35.0GB/s
May 2004 Radeon X800 XT PE R420 9.0b 6 16 16 35.8GB/s
Jun. 2005 GeForce 7800 GTX G70 9.0c 8 24 24 38.4GB/s
Oct. 2005 Radeon X1800 XT R520 9.0c 8 16 16 48.0GB/s
Table 3.1: Hardware features of NVIDIA and ATI GPUs 2001–2005, given for the top-end mod-
els at launch time of the respective generation (Abbreviations: VS–vertex shaders, FS–fragment
shaders, TEX–texture units).
ATI’s Radeon 9700 (which actually became available before the standard due to marketing
reasons on Microsoft’s side) and NVIDIA’s GeForce FX were the first GPUs implementing shader
model 2.0. Until 2006, each vendor released three DirectX 9 class GPU series, NVIDIA’s GeForce
FX, 6 and 7 series, and the Radeon 9, X and X1K series boards by ATI, who were acquired by
AMD in the process (October 2006). The later models supported shader model 3.0 which did not
mandate a tremendous amount of new features (in the scope of this thesis) but lifted many restric-
tions on the static and dynamic length of shader programs. In terms of task parallelism, nothing
was changed in those days: The pipeline was implemented with programmable vertex and frag-
ment stages, and in fixed-function logic otherwise. However, data parallelism capabilities within
the individual stages of the graphics pipeline, and consequently also the bandwidth to off-chip
memory3, was significantly increased. Table 3.1 summarises the evolution of NVIDIA and ATI
GPUs until 2006, both in terms of parallelism and other characteristics such as memory bandwidth
which is the decisive performance factor for our applications. Section 3.1.7 presents NVIDIA’s
GeForce 6 architecture in more detail.
High level shading languages, replacing the assembly languages of DirectX 8 and the corre-
sponding OpenGL extensions, significantly improved programmability of DirectX 9 class GPUs.
HLSL and GLSL [186] are integral components of DirectX and OpenGL, respectively. NVIDIA’s
Cg [154] was developed alongside HLSL, and can be used platform-independently. The choice of
the shading language is, with the apparent exception of HLSL, completely left to the programmer,
all languages are semantically and syntactically almost identical.
2004 also marked the replacement of the AGP technology with the PCIe bus, which is signif-
icantly faster. As the connection between the GPU board and the host memory can be a severe
bottleneck, the doubling of transfer rates from 2GB/s to 4GB/s (bidirectional 8GB/s) was warmly
received by developers.
3Of course, increasing the number of compute resources does not automatically increase memory bandwidth, in
fact, GPU architects managed to scale the memory subsystem with the rest of the chip by increasing the width of the
memory bus and partitioning the memory to enable parallel access.
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Floating Point Support and Render-to-Texture
NVIDIA’s DirectX 9 GPUs have supported a 32 bit single precision (s23e8) floating point format
(almost IEEE-754 [122] conforming) right from the start. Due to performance reasons, computa-
tion was not entirely IEEE compliant, see the work by Hillesland and Lastra [116] and Daumas
et al. [56] for detailed error measurements. However, these slight deviations from the IEEE stan-
dard were not considered a severe drawback. These GPUs also supported a ‘half precision’ 16 bit
(s10e5) format natively in hardware, which allowed faster processing and reduced bandwidth re-
quirements. At first, ATI only supported a 24 bit non-IEEE format, which was later improved to
a quasi-IEEE single precision format with similar error bounds as for the NVIDIA models by the
R500 architecture.
The framebuffer however remained (and still remains) at a fixed precision format of at most 8
bits per colour channel (RGBA with 32 bit colour depth), not surprisingly because display devices
scan this memory buffer directly. The second important innovation in the evolution of GPGPU
was thus hardware support for so-called render-to-texture (RTT). This feature exposes a feedback
loop in the graphics pipeline via multipass rendering without loss of precision. The output of a
rendering pass can be directed to a texture, and read again in a subsequent pass. In our early
implementations of FEM multigrid components in graphics hardware, we made excessive use of
this feature, see Section 5.2.3 for implementational details.
The emanation of RTT is a good example of how hardware features are subsequently ex-
posed via OpenGL extensions: The first implementation of RTT through the so-called pBuffer-
extensions was very heavyweight, as it was based on the underlying window system (WGL on
Windows, X11 on Linux). Context switches, i. e., changing the output texture, were expensive,
and on Linux, RTT was not available and had to be emulated by ‘copy-to-texture’. Our first
GPU codes in late 2004 used this technique, and the learning curve was very steep as virtually no
documentation and only one tutorial code existed. In mid 2005, the OpenGL ARB released the ex-
tension EXT_framebuffer_object (FBO), which allowed lightweight, cross-platform RTT and
a lot more flexibility and performance. Yet still, vendor-dependent extensions defined the actual
number format and dimensions of floating point textures that could be rendered to.
3.1.4. Legacy GPGPU Programming Model
In legacy GPGPU, the hardware has only been exposed via graphics APIs. In the following,
we present the underlying programming model of abstracting the graphics pipeline as a data-
parallel computation engine, and describe key concepts of mapping general-purpose computations
to graphics terminology and thus sequences of graphics API and shader program calls. The book
chapters by Harris [109], Lefohn et al. [144], Harris and Buck [110] and Woolley [244] provide
more information, beyond the focus on numerical linear algebra in this thesis. An alternative
abstraction is the stream programming model, see Section 3.1.5 for a brief discussion and further
references. Section 5.2 describes our implementation of numerical linear algebra kernels and
multigrid solver components.
Overview
The fundamental data structure on CPUs is a one-dimensional array, stored contiguously in mem-
ory. When programming GPUs through graphics APIs, the basic data structure is a two-dimensio-
nal memory buffer, called texture. Consequently, indices (texture coordinates) are tuples. In
OpenGL, texel centres are addressed, and we use a variant with unnormalised coordinate ranges:
The texture coordinates of the first texel are always (0.5,0.5), and the coordinates (0.75,0.75)map
to the same texel. More precisely, with the coordinate rounding mode we employ, all coordinates
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of the interval form ([i, i+1[, [ j, j+1[) for fixed integers i, j map to the same texel.
The first step in any GPGPU program is to allocate texture memory in a floating point format
for the input and output data, and download the data onto the device. The programmer then
configures the graphics pipeline as follows for a simple computation that performs the entire work
in the fragment stage:
1. The output texture is attached to a framebuffer object for render-to-texture.
2. The viewport is set to a plain 1:1 mapping between world coordinates and screen coordinates
by means of a simple orthogonal projection, so that the input geometry covers the entire
output texture.
3. Textures holding input data are bound to texture image units, and texture filtering is disabled
for each unit.
4. Array indices for input data are mapped to texture coordinates corresponding to the corners
of rectangular regions in the input textures.
5. A viewport-sized quadrilateral is rendered to trigger the computation.
6. The vertex processor performs the (fixed-function) orthogonal projection; and the rasteriser
generates a fragment corresponding to each item in the output texture.
7. The fragment processor executes a computational kernel (a shader program) for each frag-
ment and thus for each item in the output texture independently. This kernel gathers input
data from the input textures using the interpolated texture coordinates, and finally stores the
result at the position in the output texture it corresponds to.
8. The output texture can either be read back to the host, or used as input for subsequent passes.
The entire computation is thus performed in a fully data-parallel, SPMD (single program multiple
data) and possibly also SIMD (single instruction multiple data) fashion. The input and output tex-
tures must be disjunct, and there is no communication between threads (instances of the fragment
program) within the granularity of the entire rendering pass.
In some kernels, it is necessary to output more than one texel. Multiple render targets (MRT)
provide this functionality for (hardware- and vendor-dependent) up to four or eight different tex-
tures, which must all have the same format.
Kernels: Fragment Programs
We consider a simple elementwise addition of two long vectors to illustrate how the actual com-
putation is performed. On the CPU, this operation is naturally implemented in a for-loop over
all elements. It is obvious that this operation is trivially data-parallel, the computation for each
element is performed independently of all the others.
As explained in Section 3.1.3 on page 51, the computational workhorse of pre-DirectX 10
GPUs is the fragment stage. Therefore, the loop body is converted to a fragment program to
perform computations. It is executed in parallel on the fragment processors as explained below.
At runtime, each fragment program ‘knows’ its index or, more precisely, its fragment coordinates.
With the one-to-one mapping set up as above, these coordinates correspond to the respective texels
in the currently bound output texture. In other words, each fragment writes exactly one element of
the output texture (in the output domain). Each fragment program may read data from additional
input textures, which is called a texture lookup. The number of different input textures is limited
and hardware-dependent. The fragment program also has access to scalar parameters which are
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passed in just as regular parameters, as well as a number of predefined registers for interpolants
(see below). Relative indexing into input textures based on the fragment’s own coordinates is
possible, e. g., to read local neighbourhoods.
1 # e x t e n s i o n GL_ARB_tex tu re_ rec t ang le : e n ab l e
2 uniform sampler2DRect t e x t u r eX ;
3 uniform sampler2DRect t e x t u r eY ;
4 void main ( )
5 {
6 f l o a t x = texture2DRect ( t ex t u r eX , gl_TexCoord [ 0 ] . s t ) . x ;
7 f l o a t y = texture2DRect ( t ex t u r eY , gl_TexCoord [ 0 ] . s t ) . x ;
8 g l _F r agCo l o r . x = x + y ;
9 }
Listing 3.1: Example GLSL fragment program to add two vectors.
A fragment program to add two vectors stored in textures is depicted in Listing 3.1. Af-
ter declaring the texture samplers, the values are read from the two textures at the index passed
in through the first gl_TexCoord special-purpose register, which in our implementation always
holds the fragment’s own position. The computed result is written to the special purpose register
gl_FragColor. Note that the output register does not contain indices at all.
Rendering Passes: Executing Computations
If the viewport is configured with the one-to-one mapping introduced above, then the rendering of
a quadrilateral that covers the entire viewport4 traverses through the graphics pipeline as follows:
1. The vertex processor converts the four vertices from world space to screen space. The
transformed vertices are passed, along with their coordinates, to the rasteriser.
2. The rasteriser generates exactly one fragment for each element in the output texture by
interpolating the vertex coordinates across the geometry. These fragments are streamed to
the fragment processors.
3. The fragment processors execute the currently active fragment program as explained in
the previous paragraph independently for each fragment. The order in which individual
fragments are assigned to the available fragment processors is undefined, and the fragments
cannot communicate.
4. The resulting values (fragment colours) are written to the currently bound output texture
(render target), at each fragment’s predefined location.
To execute computations on a subset of the output domain, smaller quadrilaterals, line seg-
ments or even points can be drawn.
Coming back to the analogy of a for-loop on a CPU, steps 1,2 and 4 correspond to the loop
header (they set up and launch the computation), and step 3 corresponds to the loop body (it
performs the actual computation). In short: The rendering of a screen-sized quadrilateral results in
the operation defined by the currently active fragment program being performed for all elements
in the output texture simultaneously.
4This is also often referred to as a ‘screen-sized quad’, i. e., a quadrilateral with the four vertices (0,0), (0,M),
(M,M) and (M,0).
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Vertex Processor: Lookup Pattern Generator
As explained in Section 3.1.1, fragments have, beyond their colour, different attributes which are
interpolated by the rasteriser based on the corresponding vertex attributes. In the described model
of the graphics pipeline as a computational engine, the vertex processor currently only performs
the coordinate transformation for the one-to-one mapping between rendered geometry and output
texture coordinates. Together, the vertex and rasterisation stages are much more capable and can
in fact be configured to generate and interpolate arbitrary data across the output domain. In our
case, numerical linear algebra, we use the texture coordinate interpolants to generate lookup pat-
terns which are uniform across the output domain, but may vary for different input textures, see
Section 5.2.3. The interpolated values are available to each fragment program in special-purpose
registers. This is an example to balance the workload between pipeline stages, an important per-
formance tuning technique. Consider for instance a fragment program that computes the average
value of each element and its surrounding eight neighbours in a large, say 1000× 1000, input
texture. Instead of performing the index arithmetic (computing (i+ 1, j),(i− 1, j), . . . for each
fragment (i, j) one million times in each instance of the fragment program, it is performed four
times, for each vertex, and the result is interpolated by the rasteriser. This is quite effective, as the
vertex and rasterisation stages are typically underutilised anyway in the computations in the scope
of this thesis.
Listing 3.2 depicts a minimal vertex program that applies the one-to-one mapping and writes
out the corresponding texture coordinates to be interpolated by the rasteriser.
1 void main ( )
2 {
3 g l _ P o s i t i o n = f t r a n s f o rm ( ) ;
4 gl_TexCoord [ 0 ] = g l _Ve r t e x ;
5 }
Listing 3.2: Example ‘passthrough’ GLSL vertex program that generates texture coordinates for
the one-to-one mapping.
3.1.5. Bibliography of Relevant Publications
At first, implementations got broken on a regular basis for instance with new driver releases, and
programming only became less cumbersome once FBO support got settled (cf. Section 3.1.3).
A retrospective quote by Michael Wolfe, Compiler Engineer with The Portland Group (PGI),
summarises the general attitude in these early days quite well:5
This is truly heroic programming. It’s like using a chain saw to carve blocks of ice:
in the right hands, it can produce something beautiful, but one wrong mistake and all
you have is ice cubes (or worse).
Despite all confusing details both in terms of hardware features and software support that made
programming cumbersome and error-prone in 2003–2006, and admittedly prevented the immedi-
ate, broad emanation of GPU computing in retrospective, interest among researchers was raised to
a critical level. A lot of groundbreaking research was published. Here, we briefly summarise the
most important results that inspired the pursuit of this thesis in late 2004, and we refer to the survey
articles by Owens et al. [174, 175] for more details, in particular for other application domains.
Harris et al. [112] simulate realistic volumetric clouds by solving the three-dimensional Eu-
ler equations, coupled with thermodynamic conservation laws, buoyant forces and water phase
5http://www.hpcwire.com/features/Compilers_and_More_Programming_GPUs_Today.html
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transitions. Their discretisation is based on the popular ‘stable fluids’ approach by Stam [202],
which is unconditionally stable and hence allows for large timesteps6, a prerequisite for interac-
tive, visually accurate simulations (the authors use the term visually-realistic). By using Jacobi
and Gauß-Seidel iterations in both the conventional and a sophisticated, vectorised formulation
tailored to the specifics of the underlying GeForce FX GPUs, the approach is still fast enough to
include self-shadowing and light scattering within the simulated clouds. In a subsequent publica-
tion, Harris [108] uses similar techniques to solve the Navier-Stokes equations.
Krüger and Westermann [140] present a general framework for operations from numerical lin-
ear algebra on GPUs, and discuss many implementational techniques and optimal data structures.
They compose the Gauß-Seidel and the conjugate gradient schemes from functions provided by
their library, and solve, again using a discretisation based on Stam’s approach, the wave equation
and the Navier-Stokes equations in two space dimensions on regular, cartesian grids.
Bolz et al. [30] and Goodnight et al. [92] were the first to realise a simple V cycle multigrid
in graphics hardware. Their techniques exploit the regular grids and the resulting use of a matrix
stencil to a great extent, holding all data required for a discretisation with 10252 mesh points
inside the limited device memory. Hence, their work is quite different from our GPU-accelerated
multigrid solvers (cf. Chapter 5). As before, the application is the simulation of fluid flow using
Stam’s approach and a very specific Jukowski transformation, respectively.
As mentioned previously, Strzodka and his collaborators were the first to use finite element
discretisations, and they continue to pay special attention to accuracy issues in their work on
DirectX 9 GPUs [209, 212, 213]. Their later work includes multigrid solvers for applications in
image registration and segmentation, again based on regular cartesian grids in the pixel plane.
A noteworthy publication is the work of the Visualization Lab of Stony Brook University [67].
They describe, for the first time, how an existing cluster (and an associated MPI-based distributed
memory application) can be improved significantly by adding GPUs not for visualisation, but for
computation. To the best of our knowledge, they were—at that time—the only group being able to
target realistic problem sizes, including very preliminary work on scalability and load balancing of
GPU-accelerated cluster computations. Their application is a Lattice-Boltzmann solver for fluid
flow in three space dimensions, using 15 million cells. As usual in the Lattice-Boltzmann world,
single precision suffices.
Horn [119] was the first to implement the scan primitive (see Section 5.4.4) on GPUs in
O(N logN) work complexity, i. e., his implementation is not work-efficient compared to the se-
rial case, and applied it to the problem of non-uniform stream compaction, the removal of certain
elements from a data stream based on a masking operation. In 2006, Greß et al. [100] and Sengupta
et al. [196] presented the first O(N) scan implementations.
Lefohn et al. [145]—though targeting pure graphics applications like adaptive high-resolution
shadow maps and octree-based painting—pursue groundbreaking research on irregular, adaptive
data structures. By separating data structures from application code, they are able to re-use high-
level building blocks such as stacks, quadtrees and octrees in many fundamentally different con-
texts, significantly simplifying the implementation in terms of programming and debugging effort.
Lefohn’s PhD thesis presents the approach in full detail [143].
Kass et al. [124] implement an efficient solver for tridiagonal systems via cyclic reduction.
Their application domain are depth-of-field effects in computer graphics, in particular computer-
generated feature film. The tridiagonal solver is at the core of the alternating direction implicit
scheme they propose to approximately solve the heat equation to create depth-of-field blur effects
interactively.
For the sake of completeness, we conclude with references to dense LU decomposition [76],
searching and sorting [94] and a general memory model for GPUs and associated techniques to
6The other way round, this naturally means that the simulations are the less accurate the more interactive they are.
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maximise performance in bandwidth-bound computations [95].
The work by Sheaffer et al. [198, 199] is different from the publications summarised above, as
they do not present particular applications, but instead address reliability of graphics processors.
Exponential semiconductor device scaling has lead to feature sizes that are so small that they are
vulnerable to, e. g., cosmic or terrestial radiation and minimal voltage deviations, leading to an
increasing transient soft error probability of 8% per year. In graphics workloads, a single pixel
error often remains unnoticed, whereas for general-purpose computations, reliability of the hard-
ware is much more important. In their papers, they suggest a redundancy and recovery mechanism
that—at moderately increased transistor count and performance penalty—improves reliability dra-
matically in a way completely transparent to computations and graphics applications.
Programming Abstractions and High Level Languages
To improve programmability and accessibility, and in particular to hide all graphics-related con-
cepts and terminology from the programmer, early high level languages and libraries soon sur-
faced. All these efforts started out as pure research projects, and exposed the GPU as a data-
parallel, data-stream based computing engine. The two most important ones are Brook for GPUs
and Sh, which succeeded in gathering a larger userbase.
Brook for GPUs, also known as BrookGPU, was developed at Stanford University by Buck
et al. [43]. It is a compiler and runtime implementation for graphics hardware of the Brook stream
programming language. In fact, the graphics pipeline can be interpreted as a specialisation of the
general stream architecture and programming paradigm, see the work by Dally et al. [55] and
Khailany et al. [127]. BrookGPU is implemented as an extension to ANSI C. It provides backends
for both OpenGL and DirectX and supports NVIDIA and ATI GPUs on Windows and Linux. At
the time of writing, BrookGPU is no longer actively supported by the original developers. In-
stead, AMD has used it as the basis of Brook+, the high level compiler and data-parallel language
included in AMD Stream (see Section 3.2.3).
Sh is a metaprogramming language for programmable GPUs and was developed at the Uni-
versity of Waterloo by McCool et al. The first ideas were published already in 2002 [157], and
an exhaustive paper appeared at SIGGRAPH 2004 [156]. Sh is implemented as a library on top
of C++, and supports NVIDIA and ATI GPUs on Windows and Linux. At the time of writing, it
is no longer actively supported by its developers. Instead, it has been commercialised into Rapid-
Mind Inc.7, and significantly expanded to support not only GPUs, but also the Cell processor and
multicore CPUs.
A similar commercial product was offered by PeakStream Inc., called the PeakStream Plat-
form for Many-Core Computing, targeting both GPUs and CPUs. This company was founded
by a former head of NVIDIA’s GPU architecture group, who was responsible for early GeForce
products and the graphics chip in the first XBox console. PeakStream was acquired by Google in
2007, and their software is no longer available.
Other noteworthy contributions are Scout, a GPU programming language for large-scale sci-
entific computations [158, 159] and Accelerator from Microsoft Research [218], a linear algebra
library that integrates seamlessly into C# and uses just-in-time compilation to fragment shaders.
As one example of research in the compiler community targeting auto-parallelisation for graphics
processors, we reference CGiS [152].
7http://www.rapidmind.net
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3.1.6. Restrictions of Single Precision
Common to all early work on GPU computing as listed in Section 3.1.5 is that visual accuracy
was sufficient. Owens et al. state in their 2007 survey of the field [175]:
Finally, while the recent increase in precision to 32 bit floating point has enabled a
host of GPGPU applications, 64 bit double precision arithmetic remains a promise
on the horizon. The lack of double precision hampers or prevents GPUs from being
applicable to many very large-scale computational science problems.
In fact, the lack of double precision floating point arithmetic was first regarded as a ‘knock-
out criterion’ in most of the scientific computing community. Combined with the rather ‘hacky’,
ad-hoc approach, the emerging field of GPU computing was not taken seriously at first.
However, using double precision for the entire computation is often not necessary, careful anal-
ysis shows that computational precision and result accuracy are related in a highly nonlinear way
(see Chapter 4 for details). We accepted this challenge and in our first work on GPUs, evaluated
the applicability of mixed precision schemes to GPUs: By letting the CPU execute few, high-
precision correction steps and the GPU the bulk of a linear solver, we were able to achieve exactly
the same accuracy despite performing up to 95% of the arithmetic work in single precision. The
resulting hybrid CPU-GPU solver executed on average 3–5 times faster than its conventional CPU
counterpart, subsequent work with native double precision available on the device improved the
speedup to a factor of 20–40 (cf. Section 5.7 and Section 5.8.8). We presented these initial results
at a small conference in Germany [82]. To the best of our knowledge, this conference paper was
the first to achieve results of high accuracy on GPUs.
3.1.7. Example Architecture: NVIDIA GeForce 6
NVIDIA’s GeForce 6 chip, codenamed NV40, was released in April 2004. It comprises 222
million transistors, the core clock is 400MHz, and the memory is clocked at 550MHz double data
rate for an effective memory clock of 1.1GHz. Figure 3.2 depicts a block diagram, the data flow
through the pipeline is from top to bottom. The whole architecture is scalable by design to different
price-performance regimes by varying the number of vertex processors (VP), fragment processors
(FP) and pixel blending units (PB). At launch time, two different variants of the GeForce 6800
were available, the ‘vanilla’ 6800 with 5 VPs and 12 FPs and PBs each, and the 6800 Ultra with
6, 16 and 16 respectively.
The vertex processor follows a flexible MIMD (multiple instructions multiple data) design.
Each processor’s data path comprises a 4-wide vector multiply-add (MAD) unit and a scalar spe-
cial function unit for transcendentals (we ignore the instruction unit for the moment), as well as a
texture unit. All units support quasi-IEEE 32 bit floating point arithmetic. It is also equipped with
constant and temporary registers, and can execute up to 512 static (65 536 dynamic) instructions.
Branching and looping are supported efficiently. The processor can issue instructions to both the
vector and scalar data paths at every clock cycle.
Primitive assembly and the rasteriser are implemented in fixed-function logic. The setup stage
performs view-frustum culling to remove primitives outside the viewport. The rasteriser traverses
geometric primitives in a DRAM-page friendly order, and interpolates all per-vertex attributes
across each triangle. Besides position, colour, depth and fog, up to ten generic 4-wide vector
attributes are supported at full 32 bit precision per entry, which are typically used for (but not
restricted to) texture coordinates. Interpolated attributes are passed to the fragment processors in
special-purpose registers.
Each fragment processor consists of two 4-wide vector units, a special function unit, and
a texture unit. The texture unit can additionally perform filtering (linear, bilinear, trilinear and
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Figure 3.2: Block diagram of the NVIDIA GeForce 6 GPU.
anisotropic), but only in 16 bit floating point per colour channel, which makes filtering inappro-
priate for our applications. Each fragment processor has enough registers to keep hundreds of
threads in flight simultaneously. The latency of a texture fetch is on the order of hundreds of clock
cycles, and by switching to another thread as soon as a thread stalls for a memory transaction,
this latency can be hidden very effectively, minimising the amount of idle clock cycles. This is a
realisation of a core idea in graphics processor design to maximise overall throughput instead of
minimising the latency of an individual operation. The thread management is very lightweight,
and entirely implemented in silicon, fundamentally different to heavyweight threads on commod-
ity CPU designs. The fragment processor works on quads (2× 2 pixels) at a time to allow for
efficient computation of derivatives for texture filtering. Due to assigning many threads to one
fragment processor (called a thread group) and the realisation of the instruction unit, the computa-
tion has SIMD characteristics (single instruction multiple data). The exact size of it is kept secret
but microbenchmarks indicate groups of 32×32 or 64×64 pixels.8
Each processor has a small level-1 texture cache, and in addition, there is a larger second level
cache shared among all processors. These caches are optimised for streaming throughput with
many hits and misses in flight, but local reuse of data. Phrased differently, data reuse is maximised
for spatial locality in two dimensions. The reason for this is texture filtering: Texture maps are 2D
images, and filtering is a strongly localised operation taking small neighbourhoods of pixels into
account.
Without texture fetches, each processor can perform 12 floating point operations per clock
cycle (not counting filtering operations in the texture unit), or four if the first vector unit issues a
texture fetch. The floating point ALUs also have superscalar characteristics: The components of
each 4-wide vector can be treated either by a 4-vector single instruction, or by 3/1 or 2/2 dual-
issue with different instructions, e. g., for the RGB and alpha channels. The maximum program
length for the fragment processor is 65 536 static and dynamic instructions. Although branching
and looping only have small overhead at the granularity of the SIMD group, branch divergence
can significantly degrade performance and should be minimised.
The fragment processor supports output to four 4-wide render targets, for a total of 16 single
precision floating point values at every clock cycle.
All fragments pass through a fragment crossbar so that every memory location can be reached.
8GPUBench Utility (Stanford University Graphics Lab): http://graphics.stanford.edu/projects/gpubench
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The pixel blending units are realised as fixed-function, performing depth and stencil testing as
well as blending, which is supported only for 16 bit floating point values and therefore not a viable
feature for our applications. Additionally, multisampling and supersampling are supported for
fixed-point formats. Each pixel pipeline connects to a specific memory partition, each partition
has its distinct 64-pin connection to DRAM, for a total memory bus width of 256 bit.
We refer to the articles by Montrym and Moreton [164] and Kilgariff and Fernando [129] for
more detailed information on this architecture.
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3.2. NVIDIA CUDA and AMD Stream
This section briefly outlines the changes introduced to the graphics pipeline with the DirectX 10
specification. In particular, it explains why graphics hardware transitioned to a unified shader
architecture, with the same physical processing units being able to execute instructions for each
programmable stage of the pipeline. This change in hardware design, combined with the vendors
recognising the potential (and the potential future market revenues) of GPUs as a pure computing
device, lead to the introduction of languages and APIs for (data-parallel) GPU computing without
the overhead of a graphics-centric programming model. In fact, the hardware and API designers
worked in very close cooperation, and some features have even been added to the hardware that
are not accessible via traditional graphics APIs. Both NVIDIA and AMD also launched brands in
2007 targeting the high performance computing community, which can anecdotally be described
as ‘GPUs without display connectors’.
Section 3.2.1 outlines the reasons that lead to unified architectures. NVIDIA CUDA and AMD
Stream are presented in Section 3.2.2 and 3.2.3, describing both the underlying architecture and
the programming model. Section 3.2.4 extends the bibliography from Section 3.1.5 to the time
from 2006–2009. Finally, Section 3.2.5 concludes with a discussion of double precision support.
3.2.1. DirectX 10 and Unified Architectures
Historically, the functionality of the two programmable stages of the graphics pipeline has evolved
in different ways, see Section 3.1. For vertex processing, low latency operations and high-precision
floating point arithmetic are more important, while fragment processors are mostly optimised for
high-throughput texture filtering with less restrictive precision requirements. The higher com-
plexity of per-vertex operations is further underlined by the fact that vertex shading became pro-
grammable first and has later been realised in a fully MIMD way, while the fragment processors
operate in a more throughput-oriented SIMD fashion, see Section 3.1.7. In contrast, using GPUs
for general-purpose computations has been mostly realised in the fragment stage because of its
high-bandwidth connection to memory, as sketched in Section 3.1.4. Nonetheless, the feature set
of the two processors has been converging with each new generation [28, 105].
Typical graphics workloads require much more processing power in the fragment stage than in
the vertex stage. Early programmable GPUs reflected this by providing two to three times as many
fragment as vertex processors, see Table 3.1 on page 52. However, not all scenes are ‘typical’, and
the tradeoff is always a compromise for the most common situations. Such a static load balancing
gives way to many inefficiencies due to extreme variations in workload distribution. For instance,
rendering many large triangles leaves the vertex stage mostly idle while the fragment processors
are busy. The opposite is true for geometry-intensive scenes with many small triangles.
DirectX 10 (shader model 4.0) was officially approved in 2006 [28] and adds a third pro-
grammable stage to the graphics pipeline, the so-called geometry shader.9 This stage, located
between the vertex- and rasterisation stage, amplifies input primitives by emitting additional lines,
points or triangles (used for instance in tessellation or instancing). Closely coupled with it is the
stream output feature, that allows to feed the output of the geometry shader back to the start of
the pipeline without going through the fragment stage as with the older, non-standardised render-
to-vertex-array approaches. Additionally, vertex processors are now required to support access to
texture memory, a feature called vertex texture fetch that previously was not mandatory.
Designing three separate processors thus became more and more complex, demanding and
expensive both in terms of die area and development cost. As the required functionality of the
9The specification of the DirectX standard is created in close cooperation between hardware designers, application
developers and API architects, and is therefore always a tradeoff between cost and complexity. See Section 3.1.1 on
page 49 for details.
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programmable stages converged, GPU architects reconsidered the strict task-parallel pipeline in
favour of a unified shader architecture. DirectX 10 defines a single ‘common core’ virtual ma-
chine as the basis for realisations of each of the programmable stages in hardware, in fact making
a unified architecture mandatory for compliant hardware implementations. The unified architec-
ture enables dynamic load balancing of resources between the stages, which can be implemented
directly in hardware in a very efficient way.
To be historically correct, we should mention that the first unified graphics processor, Xenos,
was developed by ATI for the XBox360 gaming console already in 2005 [5].
Standardisation of Important Features
The DX10 standard made a lot of features relevant for general-purpose computations mandatory,
features that previously were vendor-dependent and often only exposed via OpenGL extensions.
In the scope of this thesis, the following ones are most important:
Render-to-texture and arbitrary non-power-of-two texture dimensions are finally standard-
ised. Hardware implementations must support 32 bit single precision floating point storage and
arithmetic (FP32) throughout the entire pipeline (including RTT), considerably close to IEEE-
754 [122]: Basic arithmetic operations (addition, subtraction, multiplication) are accurate to 1 ulp,10
rather than 0.5 ulp required in IEEE-754. Division and square root are accurate to 2 ulp. Denor-
malised numbers are flushed to zero, and floating point specials (not-a-number, infinity) are fully
implemented. Implementations are also required to support 32 bit integer storage and arithmetic.
All shader programs must support true dynamic control flow. In addition, the minimum number
of render targets, instruction slots per shader program and registers is increased, as well as the
maximum texture size.
Due to the transition towards a unified shader architecture, all features are required to be im-
plemented in hardware, except for the costly FP32 texture filtering and multisample antialiasing.
Furthermore, all traditional fixed-function capability that is expressible in terms of programmable
constructs has been eliminated from the pipeline and the core API. This includes vertex trans-
form and lighting, point sprites, fog, and alpha testing. The consequence is obvious: Hardware
implementations can dedicate more of the available transistors to the unified processing units, sim-
plifying the design by removing opportunities to offload special tasks to dedicated fixed function
units; and making a larger fraction of the on-chip computing resources accessible and available to
general-purpose computing.
We refer to Blythe [28] for more details and a description of the exact requirements and
changes introduced with the DirectX 10 specification.
Unified Graphics and Compute
Legacy GPU computing took the form of mapping algorithms to the individual stages of the
graphics pipeline via graphics APIs like OpenGL or DirectX. Undisputedly, the standardisation
of features in DirectX 10 marked a very important step forward towards writing cross-platform,
vendor-independent GPGPU applications. However, something entirely different happened that
tremendously picked up the pace for GPU computing, and resulted in the entire research area
gaining a lot of momentum.
As the programmable parts of the pipeline are responsible for more and more computation
within the graphics pipeline abstraction, the architecture of GPUs has migrated from a strict
pipelined task-parallel architecture to one that is built around a single unified massively mul-
tithreaded, data-parallel programmable unit. In computer architecture, this class of designs is
10Units in last place are an error measure for floating point operations, see the IEEE-754 standard or the survey
article by Goldberg [91] for details.
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known as a processor array. It was not uncommon in legacy GPGPU programming that the entire
task parallelism of the hardware pipeline had to be ignored, and only the data parallelism within
the fragment stage could be exploited (cf. Section 3.1.4), leaving much computational horsepower
of the chips potentially unused. The new view on the hardware enables a much cleaner program-
ming model, and both AMD and NVIDIA recognised this and exposed the processor array on
their chips directly for data-parallel computation through special non-graphics APIs. Inspired by
the early GPGPU work and the possibility to gain market shares in the high performance comput-
ing domain, these APIs were developed in close cooperation of hardware and API architects. In
fact, some features were even added to the hardware that are only exposed through these compute-
oriented APIs and not through graphics APIs at all.
AMD and NVIDIA followed different approaches, which are outlined in the next two sections.
3.2.2. NVIDIA CUDA
This section explains CUDA, NVIDIA’s approach to GPU computing. CUDA was developed
simultaneously with the GeForce 8 architecture (internal code name ‘Tesla architecture’) which
is explained below, and publicly announced in November 2006. Nowadays, the term CUDA is
used as the name of both the underlying parallel computing architecture and the (data-parallel)
programming model.
The CUDA architecture includes a device-independent assembly language (PTX, short for
parallel thread execution) and compilation technology that is the basis on which multiple parallel
language and API interfaces are built for CUDA-capable NVIDIA GPUs. In the scope of this the-
sis, C for CUDA is the most relevant one. Other interfaces include OpenCL and DirectX compute
shaders, see Section 3.4. The assembly language PTX is exposed to allow, e. g., middleware inter-
faces. C for CUDA uses the standard C language with extensions, and exposes hardware features
that are not available explicitly through OpenGL or Direct3D.
At the time of launch, NVIDIA spelled out the acronym as compute unified device architecture,
but has since transitioned to using it as a fixed term as explained above. Early publications refer
to the architecture as Tesla and to the programming model as CUDA, which can be confusing:
Tesla also is the internal code name of the architecture of all three generations of CUDA-capable
GPUs released to date, but is now almost exclusively used as the brand name for the product line
targeting the high performance computing domain, see the end of this section.
The GeForce 8 Architecture
Figure 3.3 depicts a functional block diagram of the GeForce 8800 GTX (chip name G80), the
first CUDA-capable GPU at the time of launch. The GeForce 8 also is the first GPU compliant
with the DirectX 10 specification.
The design is built around a scalable processor array (SPA) of stream processor ‘cores’ (ALUs,
also called thread processors, abbreviated SP), organised as streaming multiprocessors (SM) or
cooperative thread arrays (CTA) of eight SPs each, which in turn are grouped in pairs into inde-
pendent processing units called texture processor clusters (TPC). For the remainder of this thesis,
we ignore the additional level of the TPC and just consider the chip at the granularity of the
multiprocessors, because the TPC clustering is a pure graphics-motivated design choice.11 The
GeForce 8800 GTX comprises 16 multiprocessors for a total of 128 thread processors. By varying
the number of SMs per chip, different price-performance regimes can be targeted. In contrast to
previous generation hardware, these processors are scalar, as it became increasingly difficult to
automatically vectorise instructions for the traditional 4-tuple RGBA data format.
11The TPC corresponds to the quad-pixel processing of previous designs, see Section 3.1.7.
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Figure 3.3: NVIDIA GeForce 8800 GTX block diagram. Image courtesy Owens et al. [176].
At the highest level, the SPA performs all computations, and shader programs from the pro-
grammable stages are mapped to it using dynamic load balancing in hardware. The memory
system is also designed in a scalable way, with external, off-chip DRAM control and composition
processors (ROP – raster operation processors) performing colour and depth frame buffer oper-
ations like antialiasing and blending directly on memory streams to maximise performance. A
powerful interconnection network (realised via a crossbar switch) carries computed pixel values
from the SPA to the ROPs, and also routes (texture) memory requests to the SPA, using on-chip
level-2 caches. As in previous designs, these caches are optimised for streaming throughput and
strongly localised data reuse, see Section 3.1.7 on page 59.
All fixed-function hardware is grouped around the SPA. The data flow for a typical rendering
task and thus, the mapping of the graphics pipeline to this processor, is as follows: The input as-
sembler collects per-vertex operations and a dedicated unit distributes them to the multiprocessors
in the SPA, which execute vertex and geometry shader programs. Results are written into on-chip
buffers, and passed to the Setup-Raster-ZCull unit, in short the rasteriser, which continues to be re-
alised as fixed-function hardware for performance reasons. Rastered fragments are routed through
the SPA analogously, before being sent over the interconnection network to the ROPs and to off-
chip memory. The SPA accepts and processes work for multiple logical streams simultaneously, to
allow for dynamic load balancing. A dedicated unit called compute work distribution dispatches
blocks of work accordingly. Three different clock domains control the chip, the reference design
of G80-based graphics boards prescribes the following values: Most fixed-function and scheduling
hardware uses the core clock of 575MHz, the SPA runs at 1350MHz, and the GDDR3 memory is
clocked at an effective 1.8GHz (900MHz double data rate). The chip is fabricated in a 90 nm pro-
cess and comprises almost 700 million transistors, a significant increase compared to 220 million
for the GeForce 6800 Ultra, which is only two generations (2.5 years) older.
The streaming multiprocessor is at the core a unified graphics and compute processor. Each
SM (see Figure 3.3, bottom) comprises eight streaming processor cores (ALUs), two special func-
tion units, a multithreaded instruction fetch and issue unit, disjunct data and instruction level-1
caches, a read-only constant cache and 16 kB shared ‘scratchpad’ memory allowing arbitrary read
and write operations. Each ALU comprises scalar floating point multiply-add as well as integer
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and logic operations, whereas the special function units provide transcendental (trigonometric,
square root, logarithm and exponentiation) functions as well as four additional scalar multipliers
used for attribute interpolation.
To dynamically balance the shifting vertex, geometry, pixel and compute thread workloads,
each multiprocessor is hardware multithreaded, and able to manage and execute up to 768 concur-
rent threads with zero scheduling overhead. The total number of threads concurrently executing
on a GeForce 8800 GTX is thus 12 288. Each SM thread has its own execution state and can
execute its own independent code path. However, for performance reasons, the chip designers im-
plemented a single instruction multiple thread (SIMT) execution model, creating, managing and
executing threads in groups of 32 called warps.12 Every instruction issue time, the scheduler se-
lects a warp that is ready to execute and issues the next instruction to the active threads of the
warp. Instructions are issued to all threads in the same warp simultaneously (the warp executes a
common instruction at a time), so there is only one instruction unit per multiprocessor. Full effi-
ciency is realised when all 32 threads of a warp agree on their execution path, as it is commonly
known in other SIMD architectures. If threads of a warp diverge at a data-dependent conditional
branch, the warp serially executes each branch path taken, disabling threads that are not on that
path, and when all paths complete, the threads converge back to the same execution path. Branch
divergence occurs only within a warp; different warps execute independently regardless of whether
they are executing common or disjointed code paths. Different interpretations of the hardware in
terms of a taxonomy for parallel computing are discussed in more detail in Section 3.3. The SIMT
programming model is a superset of the well-known SIMD model which performs instructions
simultaneously on (short) data vectors, e. g., 4-tuples in SSE on commodity CPUs.
As with previous generation GPUs, hardware multithreading with zero-overhead scheduling is
exploited to hide the latency of off-chip memory accesses, which can easily reach more than 1 000
clock cycles. This approach again maximises throughput over latency, in particular for memory-
bound workloads.
To increase generality for compute tasks, the memory system supports arbitrary load-store
instructions in contrast to the graphics-oriented texture filtering model and precomputed, fixed
output addresses as in previous hardware. In particular, scattered output is possible, meaning that
individual threads can write their output to arbitrary, dynamically computed memory locations.
However, in case different threads write to the same memory location within the granularity of a
compute kernel (see the next paragraph), it is only guaranteed that one arbitrarily selected value
will be written, the writes are not serialised and there is no explicit protection from read-after-write
(RAW) or write-after-read (WAR) hazards. The important consequence of this feature is that input
and output regions may now overlap in contrast to previous hardware generations, enabling in-situ
computations. The drawback is that the programmer is responsible for avoiding all hazards, but at
least for our applications, this is only a minor issue and can in practice be accomplished easily.
We describe the memory hierarchy from the bottom up: The constant memory is shared be-
tween multiprocessors, implemented in the form of a register file with 8192 entries with a typical
latency of 2–4 clock cycles. Constant memory is cached, but the cache is not coherent to save
logic and thus, constant memory is read-only as the name implies. The shared memory per multi-
processor is implemented in 16 DRAM banks, reaching a similarly low latency as long as certain
restrictions are met for the location each thread within a warp accesses, see the programming
guide [171] and Section 5.3.1 for details. Multiprocessors can only communicate data via off-chip
DRAM. The bus width is 384 pins, arranged in six independent partitions for a maximum theoret-
ical bandwidth of 86.4GB/s, more than a factor of two faster compared to the launch model of the
previous generation (see Table 3.1 on page 52). This bandwidth is however only achievable if re-
12NVIDIA’s GPU architects showed good sense of humour, as the term warp originates from weaving, which they
identified as the ‘first parallel thread technology’.
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quests from several threads can be coalesced into a single, greater memory transaction, to exploit
DRAM burst reads and writes. The hardware performs this coalescing only if strict rules for data
size and warp-relative addresses are adhered to, see Section 5.3.1 for details and examples. Here
we already note that non-coalesced memory requests can perform one order of magnitude slower,
in other words, a memory-friendly data access pattern respecting locality has greater impact on
performance than on commodity CPUs. This is due to the throughput-oriented design of the GPU,
while CPU memory systems with their deep hierarchy of caches minimise latencies.
For more details on the architecture, we refer to an article by Lindholm et al. [149], on which
most of the material in the previous paragraphs is based.
Programming Model for Compute Tasks, C for CUDA
The key idea of the CUDA programming model is to expose the scalable processor array and the
on- and off-chip memory spaces directly to the programmer, ignoring all fixed function compo-
nents. This approach is legitimate from a transistor-efficiency point of view as the SPA constitutes
the bulk of the chip’s processing power. In the following, we only very briefly summarise C for
CUDA, and refer to Section 5.3.2 and Section 5.4 for more details on implementing multigrid
solvers for sparse linear systems. The book GPU Gems 3 [168] and an article by Nickolls et al.
[169] provide much more information; and for a more hands-on introduction, the programming
guide [171] and the slides from various conference tutorials given by experts from both NVIDIA
and academia are recommended.13 Furthermore, an article by Boyd [33] presents an excellent
overview of data-parallel programming techniques on GPUs in general.
C for CUDA comprises both an extension of standard C as well as a supporting runtime API.
Instead of writing compute kernels in a shader language like GLSL, the programmer uses C for
CUDA. A set of additional keywords exists to explicitly specify the location within the memory
hierarchy in which variables used in the kernel code are stored, for instance, the __constant__
qualifier marks a variable to be stored in fast, read-only constant memory. For the actual kernel
code, essentially all arithmetic and flow control instructions of standard C are supported. It is
not possible to perform operations like dynamically allocating device memory on the GPU from
within a kernel function, and other actions typically in the operating system’s responsibility.
Each kernel instance corresponds to exactly one device thread. The programmer organises
the parallel execution by specifying a so-called grid of thread blocks which corresponds to the
underlying hardware architecture: Each thread block is mapped to a multiprocessor, and all thread
blocks are executed independently. The thread blocks thus constitute virtualised multiprocessors.
Consequently, communication between thread blocks within the granularity of the kernel launch
is not possible (except for slow atomic integer operations directly on memory which we omit here
for the sake of brevity), but there is always an implicit barrier between kernel invocations: This
means that all memory transactions performed by one kernel are guaranteed to have completed
when the next kernel launches, and programmers can thus synchronise data between kernels via
global memory (there is no warranty that the contents of the constant and shared memory spaces
are preserved between kernels, so at the end of each kernel function, the result must be stored in
global memory anyway). Programmers must not make any explicit or implicit assumption on the
order of execution of the thread blocks, or even on the order of threads within each block, which
are contiguously split into warps as explained in the previous paragraph. The threads within each
block may however communicate via the 16 kB shared memory on the multiprocessor, using a
lightweight barrier function to synchronise the warps of the block. Our high-performance im-
plementation of a sparse matrix-vector multiplication (cf. Section 5.3.2 on page 129) illustrates
how the performance of memory-bound kernels can be significantly improved by staging memory
13http://gpgpu.org/developer#conference-tutorials
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accesses through shared memory, and by interpreting shared memory as a cache with a user-
controlled replacement policy.
Restrictions apply to the maximum number of threads per block (currently 512) and the di-
mensions of the grid. As several thread blocks are resident on one multiprocessor at the same time
(it supports up to 768 concurrently active threads, or 24 warps), shared memory and the registers
are split disjunctly, and thus, not all configurations of partitioning the computation into thread
blocks may work, referred to as ‘multiprocessor occupancy’. Running very register-heavy kernels
in large blocks may result in only one block being active per multiprocessor. In this case, there
are potentially not enough threads active concurrently, and memory latency cannot be adequately
hidden. The size of the thread blocks should always be a multiple of the warp size (currently 32),
and the programs should be written in such a way that the threads within a warp follow the same
execution path, as otherwise, the warp is serialised and both sides of branches are executed for
all threads in the warp. The threads within each thread block should also exhibit memory access
patterns that allow the coalescing of requests into larger memory transactions.
In order to parameterise code with the dimensions of the grid and the number of threads per
block, and to be able to compute memory addresses of offsets in input- and output arrays, the
current configuration is available via special keywords that are mapped to reserved input registers
for each thread. In other words, each thread can look up its block number, the number of threads
per block and its offset within the block. This also allows to mask certain threads from execution.
The so-called ‘launch configuration’, the partitioning of the problem into a grid of thread
blocks, is realised via a minimal extension of the C language on the host side. The kernel is called
just like any other procedure, passing input and output arguments as pointers to device memory
and using a special notation to pass the configuration.
The CUDA runtime API provides all necessary routines to allocate memory on the device, to
copy data to and from the device, and to query device parameters such as the number of multipro-
cessors, the limits of the launch configuration, the available memory etc.
The CUDA tool chain includes nvcc, the CUDA compiler driver. All non-CUDA related parts
of a given piece of code are passed on to the system default compiler, gcc on Linux systems.
nvcc can be configured to output a binary object file that can be linked into larger applications, or
raw PTX assembly, or standard C code that can be compiled with any other compiler by linking
to the appropriate CUDA libraries. In our implementations, we decided to separate the CUDA
kernel code from the rest of the application in small compilation units that contain only the kernel
and some wrapper code to launch it. These files are compiled with nvcc into object files that are
added to the entire application during linking. This approach allows to use for instance the Intel
compiler suite, which is known to generate faster executables than the GNU compiler suite on all
of the (Linux) machines we use, for the CPU part of our applications.
Since the initial version, NVIDIA has continuously added features to CUDA both in terms
of hardware (see Section 3.2.5) and software. Backward and forward compatibility is realised by
assigning each new GPU model a so-called compute capability that can be queried using the run-
time API. The programming guide [171] documents improvements in software like the exposure
of overlapping computation with PCIe transfers, a feature called streams (cf. Section 5.3.1).
Dedicated High Performance Computing Product Line
Tesla is NVIDIA’s product line targeting the high performance computing domain, not to be con-
fused with the internal code name for the architecture underlying the G80 chip and its two suc-
cessors. All hardware in this brand is based on consumer-level products, with few but important
modifications: These GPUs do not have display connectors; and the on-board memory is signifi-
cantly increased up to 4GB per GPU for the latest models to enable calculations on much larger
datasets. These products are subject to much more rigorous testing than the GPUs intended for the
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mass market, and to increase reliability and stability, their memory clock is reduced.
NVIDIA provides three different solutions, all based on the same chip: The GPU computing
processor is a single GPU in the same PCIe form factor as a regular graphics card. The deskside
supercomputer is an external chassis with proprietary PCIe-based connector cables comprising
two GPUs, which is discontinued at the time of writing and has been replaced by the personal su-
percomputer, a multi-GPU workstation. Finally, the GPU computing server is a 1U rack-mounted
chassis housing four GPUs. It uses a proprietary connector that combines two GPUs into one PCIe
slot, and separate power and cooling, and is designed to enable dense commodity-based GPU-
accelerated clusters. Despite being offered in separate chassis, GPUs continue to be co-processors
in the traditional sense, and a standard CPU is always needed to control them.
To be technically correct, Tesla is NVIDIA’s third brand of GPUs, the second one which
has been available before is Quadro, used in production and engineering, for instance in CAD
workstations. These GPUs also undergo much more rigorous testing than their consumer-level
counterparts, and the corresponding display driver is certified to work with established software in
the field.
CUBLAS and CUFFT
The CUDA toolkit includes optimised implementations of the BLAS collection and FFTs on
CUDA-capable GPUs, which require only minor changes to existing codes to benefit from GPU
acceleration. However, the full feature set of corresponding CPU implementations is not available
yet at the time of writing. Nonetheless, the release marks an important step forward towards em-
ploying the GPU also by the average user, unwilling to learn C for CUDA and get accustomed to
the unfamiliar programming model.
3.2.3. AMD CTM and Stream
As the implementations for this thesis target NVIDIA hardware, AMD’s approach is presented in
less detail, focusing on the relevant information for the historical argument in this chapter.
The Radeon R600 Architecture
Figure 3.4 depicts a block diagram of AMD’s first DirectX 10 compliant GPU, the Radeon HD
2900XT, released in May 2007, six months after NVIDIA’s G80 architecture. The chip is code-
named R600 and follows a VLIW (very large instruction word) design.
This GPU contains 320 scalar stream processing units arranged into four SIMD arrays of 80
units each. For each group of four ALUs, there is a fifth, more complex unit responsible for
transcendentals, together forming a 5-way superscalar shader processor or functional unit. Each
functional unit has its own branch execution unit for control flow and conditionals, as well as a
number of general-purpose registers. All functional units are connected to an on-chip kilobit ring-
bus memory controller, which connects to off-chip DRAM via eight independent 64 bit channels
for a total of 512 pins, resulting in a peak memory bandwidth of 105.6GB/s. This means that
out of the 2140 pins that connect the chip with the rest of the graphics board, roughly 25% are
responsible just to move data. These pins are distributed along the edges of the 20 by 21mm die,
an engineering tour de force besides the fact that the whole chip comprises 700 million transistors.
The memory subsystem supports arbitrarily scattered writes of computed results. We refer to the
presentation by Mike Mentor of AMD given at the 2007 Hot Chips 19 conference14 for more
details, as well as to other resources on the web.15
14http://www.hotchips.org/archives/hc19/
15See for example http://hothardware.com/Articles/ATI-Radeon-HD-2900-XT--R600-Has-Arrived












































Figure 3.4: AMD Radeon HD 2900XT block diagram: Gray ovals indicate logic units and red-
bordered rectangles indicate memory units. Green triangles at the top left of functional units
denote units that read from memory, and blue triangles at the bottom left symbolise writes to
memory. Image courtesy Owens et al. [176].
Programming Model
AMD took a different approach to exposing the processor array of their GPUs for general-purpose
computation. At SIGGRAPH 2006, Peercy et al. [180] presented CTM, short for close to the
metal. CTM provides a very low-level hardware abstraction layer (HAL) to access the stream
processors directly: Computation is performed by loading an ELF binary of offline-compiled raw
ISA assembly into a dedicated command buffer, binding input and output arrays to the stream
processors, and defining a domain over the outputs on which to execute the binary. No graphics-
specific features are available through CTM.
Furthermore, AMD’s tool chain includes the compute abstraction layer (CAL), which adds
higher level constructs and follows the stream computing paradigm (cf. the end of Section 3.1.5).
CAL also includes compilation support to generate ISA binaries from GLSL or HLSL shader
programs. AMD also used the BrookGPU language and compiler from Stanford University (cf. as
above) and extended it with scatter support, DirectX 10 features like integer support and a backend
that compiles directly to CTM, known as Brook+. In the past years, AMD proceeded to brand their
approach as Stream, and discontinued to use the term CTM.
The latest versions of Stream also include a GPU-accelerated (subset of) ACML, AMD’s core
math library of optimised implementations of, e. g., BLAS and FFT. AMD also works closely with
third-party middleware companies, for instance, the aforementioned RapidMind software platform
maps directly to HAL for optimal performance on AMD GPUs. Recently, AMD Stream has been
continuously expanded and we refer to the programming guide for details.16
16http://www.amd.com/stream
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Dedicated High Performance Computing Product Line
AMD brands their HPC product line as FireStream, previously also as the AMD Stream processor.
The name stems fromAMD’s professional series GPUs labeled FireGL. Similar to NVIDIA’s GPU
computing processor, these are single-board solutions with increased but downclocked memory.
AMD does not currently offer dedicated dense server solutions.
3.2.4. Bibliography of Relevant Publications
Estimates vary on the number of published papers in the field since AMD Stream and NVIDIA
CUDA pushed the second wave of GPU computing, we believe 750 is a realistic number as of
the time of writing. Success has been reported in many different application areas, and for prob-
lems that have previously not been feasible due to hardware limitations preventing an efficient
implementation. This is also reflected by the increasing amount of dedicated GPU computing
workshops and mini-symposia at application-specific conferences, e. g., in fluid dynamics or as-
trophysics. In the following, the most relevant publications in the scope of this thesis are briefly
summarised, the selection is unavoidably subjectively biased. The survey articles by Owens et al.
[176] and Garland et al. [77] are highly recommended.
Buatois et al. [41, 42] were the first to implement the SPMV kernel efficiently by applying
blocking techniques, relying on the observation that in many practical situations, nonzero entries
are not randomly distributed, but typically grouped (eventually after the application of a reordering
technique) into small blocks which can be treated as dense. The resulting data layout is known
as block-CSR, see for instance the textbook by Barrett et al. [13]. Bell and Garland [21, 22] and
Baskaran and Bordawekar [14] improve their work and analyse different data storage techniques
beyond the standard CSR format. Reported speedups over tuned CPU implementations reach an
order of magnitude, but depend on the sparsity pattern of the matrices.
Multigrid solvers and multilevel methods in general have been refined by many researchers,
including the author of this thesis and his co-workers (see Chapter 5 and Chapter 6). Kazhdan and
Hoppe [125] are able to realise a full V cycle in only two kernels, specifically tailored to image
processing in the gradient domain, with applications in tone mapping and stitching of gigapixel
images. Due to the size of their input images, they have to use out-of-core techniques, which
are particularly challenging from both a numerical point of view (higher-order finite elements are
required to gain enough accuracy in only two passes) and because of the bandwidth bottleneck
incurred by the comparatively narrow PCIe interface. Feng and Li [71] use a GPU-accelerated
multigrid solver for power grid analysis, and Molemaker et al. [161] and Cohen and Molemaker
[49] use multigrid to solve pressure Poisson problems in CFD simulations for feature film.
Another noteworthy publication using finite element methods on GPUs is the work by Ko-
matitsch et al. [135], who implemented a high order spectral element method on graphics hard-
ware, used to simulate the propagation of seismic waves and shocks from earthquakes through a
three-dimensional model of the earth. They are able to significantly outperform an established and
tuned CPU code. We emphasise that the authors pay special attention to analysing the impact of
single precision and conclude that single precision gives exactly the same results for reasonably
large problem sizes as double precision on the CPU. The main reason for this is that their explicit
approach does not require the solution of linear systems (condition number), and that their physi-
cal fields do not vary greatly. The author of this thesis has been honoured to be able to contribute
to extending the implementation to GPU clusters in later work [136].
Incompressible fluid flow has been implemented on a single GPU by Tölke and Krafczyk
[222], using the Lattice-Boltzmann method to achieve a speedup of two orders of magnitude over
a singlecore CPU code. Thibault and Senocak [220] report one order of magnitude speedup for a
structured grid finite difference solver using a projection method. They compare a multithreaded
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CPU code with a GPU code on a four-GPU Tesla S1070 blade. Unfortunately, they restrict them-
selves to using simple Jacobi iterations for the pressure Poisson solver. Incompressible flow gov-
erned by the Euler equations has received more attention, all of the following are based on finite
difference discretisations and explicit timestepping schemes: Brandvik and Pullan [38] use a single
GPU for common Euler benchmarks in two space dimensions. Elsen et al. [65] present simulations
on complex geometries and use sophisticated numerical techniques like a two-grid relaxation, in
three space dimensions. Corrigan et al. [52] focus on unstructured grid techniques, like the former
work, on a single GPU. Phillips et al. [182] map a multi-block compressible Euler code to an eight
node cluster with dual-GPU boards. Finally, Micikevicius [160] presents efficient techniques to
map three-dimensional stencil computations (e. g., finite differences on regular grids) to the CUDA
architecture, and techniques to overlap computation and communication in multi-GPU setups. All
these papers report at least one order of magnitude speedup.
Cohen and Molemaker [49] present OpenCurrent, a framework that has been designed from
scratch to facilitate fluid simulations on graphics hardware. In addition to their already mentioned
full re-implementation, Phillips et al. [182] also describe an approach to integrate GPUs into their
Fortran solver MBFLO. These two publications are closest in spirit to the methodology we present
and evaluate in Chapter 6.
Common to the all these publications on fluid and gas flow is that in most cases, single preci-
sion is sufficient. This is not surprising for the standard Lattice Boltzmann method, and Tölke and
Krafczyk [222] present detailed comparisons of drag and lift coefficients with reference solutions
of their benchmark problem. With the exception of Cohen and Molemaker [49], the accuracy is
not addressed beyond simply stating that the results agree with the ones computed by their CPU
counterparts.
The scan primitive is used in parallel programming to solve recurrences and operations in
which each output requires global knowledge of the inputs. Sengupta et al. [197] were able to
implement the scan primitive very efficiently on the CUDA architecture, and they demonstrate
significant speedups on the same GPU over previous implementations. More importantly, they in-
troduce the segmented scan to the GPU, a parallel primitive needed for several complex operations.
A book chapter provides a more practically-oriented explanation [113], and they make their im-
plementation available in the form of CUDPP, the CUDA Data Parallel Primitives Library.17 Using
their tuned scan framework, they demonstrate novel GPU implementations of quicksort and sparse
matrix-vector multiply, and analyse the performance of the scan primitives, several sort algorithms
that use the scan primitives, and a visually-accurate shallow-water fluid simulation using the scan
framework for the underlying tridiagonal matrix solver. A more recent paper by Satish et al. [192]
significantly improves the presented sorting algorithms, and Dotsenko et al. [62] present algorith-
mic and implementational improvements for the scan and segmented scan primitives by balancing
work- and step-efficient variants.
As more and more GPU clusters are being deployed, GPU acceleration of large-scale appli-
cations is becoming increasingly interesting feasible. The Euler solver by Phillips et al. [182] has
been mentioned already. Other noteworthy contributions include Stone, Phillips et al. [183, 205]
and Anderson et al. [4], who worked on GPU acceleration of molecular dynamics applications.
The November 2008 edition of the TOP500 list of supercomputers18 has been the first to contain a
GPU-accelerated cluster, the Tsubame machine at the Tokyo Institute of Technology. Fatica [70]
explains the underlying implementation of the Linpack benchmark in C for CUDA. A year later,
the Tianhe-1 system installed at the National Super Computer Center in Tianjin (China) debuted
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erators. Finally, Kindratenko et al. [132] address various issues they solved related to building and
managing large-scale GPU clusters, such as health monitoring, data security and privacy, resource
allocation and management, and job scheduling.
3.2.5. Double Precision Floating Point Support
The first GPU to support double precision floating point arithmetic was AMD’s FireStream 9170,
the professional variant of the Radeon HD 3800. It is based on the RV670 chip generation, the
second generation of DirectX 10 compliant hardware by AMD. It was released in November 2007.
NVIDIA’s GeForce GTX 280 (chip name Tesla 10, or GT200) became available seven month later,
in June 2008. As before, we concentrate on NVIDIA’s chip, as this is the hardware we have used
for the experiments in this thesis.
NVIDIA Tesla 10 Architecture
NVIDIA’s approach is the addition of a dedicated double precision unit to each multiprocessor,
while leaving the number of thread processors and special function units (see Section 3.2.2) un-
changed. Each of the now ten thread processing clusters (TPC) contains three multiprocessors
in the GTX 280 (8 TPCs with 2 MPs each on previous-generation hardware), for a total of 30
multiprocessors, 30 double precision units and 240 single precision units per chip, which almost
doubles the raw amount of shader resources compared to the G80 design. The memory interface
now comprises eight instead of six raster operation units, each connected via a dedicated 64-pin
connection to its memory partition for a total bus width of 512 bit. The launch model, the GeForce
GTX 280, exhibits a peak memory bandwidth of 142GB/s, which marks a 4.5-fold improvement
over the first GeForce 6 model in four years and four hardware generations, compared to roughly
a factor of two for CPUs in that time spam. The core clock of the GTX 280 is 600MHz, the
shaders operate at 1.3GHz, and the memory is clocked at 1.1GHz for an effective double-data-
rate of 2.2GHz. One additional improvement of the GT200 chip that is worth mentioning is the
simplification of the memory coalescing rules, enabling faster performance for many compute ker-
nels. The GT200 also pushed the limits of chip manufacturing, comprising 1.4 billion transistors
covering 576mm2 die surface area built in a 65 nm process.
As the design implies, the peak double precision performance is roughly one eighth of the
single precision performance. For bandwidth-limited applications like the ones presented in this
thesis, this is however not an issue as long as enough blocks can be scheduled onto each multi-
processor to hide stalls due to latency of off-chip memory accesses. We present results on this
hardware generation in Section 5.3.3 and in Sections 5.5–5.8 where we also discuss the impact of
native double precision support on our mixed precision solvers.
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3.3. GPUs and Parallel Programming Models
In the previous sections, we have presented the emerging field of GPU computing in its historical
evolution, describing hardware features and corresponding programming models simultaneously.
There are of course many other approaches, and in the following, the most important ones are
briefly outlined, ‘picking up loose trails’ as we proceed. Here, GPUs which we consider to be
(emerging) many-core processors are also compared to other multicore and multithreaded designs
such as the STI Cell BE processor, Sun’s Niagara2, an Intel Xeon quadcore processor, and a NEC
SX-8 CPU as a representative of a dedicated supercomputing vector architecture.
3.3.1. GPUs as Parallel Random-Access Machines
The parallel random-access machine (PRAM) is a popular model for designing and analysing
parallel algorithms, see for example the textbook by Grama et al. [99]. The model comprises three
different classes:
Exclusive Read Exclusive Write (EREW) Multiple processors must not simultaneously access
the same memory address neither for reading nor for writing.
Concurrent Read Exclusive Write (CREW) Any set of processors may read the same memory
address, but only exclusive, single-processor memory writes are permitted.
Concurrent Read Concurrent Write (CRCW) Any set of processors may concurrently read
and write memory addresses. The resolution of concurrent writes is further classified as:
Common All concurrent writes must be the same value for the value to be actually written.
Arbitrary The write value is arbitrarily selected from the processors concurrently writing
to the same memory address.
Priority Writes are prioritised statically or dynamically, and the value from the processor
with the highest priority is stored in memory.
Combining The final value is composited from all values via an associative and commuta-
tive operator.
In the following, the characterisation in the thesis by Lefohn [143] is extended to the latest
hardware generations.
Early Programmable GPUs
Early programmable GPUs up to those compliant with the DirectX 9 specification belong to the
class of concurrent read exclusive write (CREW) PRAMs. Computational kernels (i. e., shader
programs) may simultaneously read from arbitrary locations in texture memory, but may only
write to a single, a priori known address. The main limitation of this class is that so-called scat-
ter operations are not permitted, meaning operations that write to dynamically computed memory
addresses. It is possible to emulate scatter by rendering individual points, which in theory corre-
sponds to a concurrent read concurrent write (CRCW) PRAM, subclass priority writes. Due to
the inefficiency of the approach, this is with some noteworthy exceptions not practically relevant
in general.
DirectX 10 Class GPUs
These newer GPUs belong to the class of concurrent read concurrent write (CRCW) PRAMs,
and to the subclass of arbitrary writes: Scattered writes to dynamically computed addresses are
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supported, but when several threads write to the same memory location concurrently, there is
no guarantee which thread’s value will actually be written, see Section 3.2.2 for details. With
atomic memory operations, one can avoid real concurrency, so that the order is still undetermined
but at least all values contribute, which is important for associative operations. Atomic memory
operations are however very slow on current hardware and are not supported for floating point data.
Consequently, the correctness and determinism of any given algorithm is in the programmer’s
responsibility.
3.3.2. GPUs and Vector SIMD Architectures
SIMD (single instruction multiple data, [74]) is a very efficient way to increase the power- and
area-efficiency of a processor core, as it amortises the complexity of decoding an instruction
stream and the cost of control structures across multiple ALUs. Section 3.1.7, 3.2.2 and Sec-
tion 3.2.3 present examples of concrete GPU architectures, and discuss the impact on performance
of exploiting the SIMD characteristics of the designs. For instance, the SIMT model (single in-
struction multiple thread) at the base of NVIDIA CUDA implies that optimal throughput can only
be achieved when all threads within a SIMD block (called ‘warp’) follow the same execution path:
Divergent branches are effectively serialised, resulting in reduced performance.
The actual hardware implementation of SIMD control flow divergence treatment varies from
architecture to architecture, but in general, divergence always means that fewer ALUs do useful
work. On a chip with SIMD width w, the worst case behaviour is 1/w of the chip’s peak floating
point performance.
The integration of (short-vector) SIMD units into chip designs is also considered as a very
efficient countermeasure for the ILP (instruction level parallelism) wall problem: In general, cur-
rent up to 6-way superscalar CPU designs struggle hard to extract enough independency from
the instruction stream to achieve more than 1.5 instructions per clock cycle [106]. The obvious
drawback is that either the programmer or the compiler have to vectorise the code, because the
hardware no longer succeeds in exploiting instruction level parallelism.
As mentioned previously, the ability of multithreaded architectures to hide thread stalls is
another very important aspect, in our context, stalls due to memory access latency. A metric that
captures this effect is incorporated in the comparison below.
Comparison of SIMD Characteristics
Table 3.2 compares the SIMD characteristics of GPUs with that of other architectures, the Cell
BE processor, an Intel Xeon quadcore processor (Core2 microarchitecture, Harpertown), Sun’s
hardware-multithreaded Niagara2 chip and a NEC SX-8 CPU, a supercomputer with a dedicated
vector architecture. This discussion expands the characterisation given by Fatahalian and Hous-
ton [68]. All data is given for single precision floating point operations only. For the Cell BE
processor [181], the PPU cores are ignored and only the SPEs are counted, and analogously on
the SX-8 CPU, the scalar unit is omitted from the argument. Similarly, on the Harpertown CPU,
only the short-vector units (SSE) are counted and the sequential FPU is ignored. On GPUs, dou-
ble precision and special function units are not taken into account. Also, only recent models are
discussed, as the details of earlier graphics processors are not disclosed by the vendors. The up-
coming Larrabee chip (see Section 3.4.2) is included for the sake of completeness, it is not publicly
released yet and information about it is sparse [194].
The values of interest in Table 3.2 are the number of cores per chip, the number of ALUs per
core, the SIMDwidth and a metric called ‘max occupancy’, which is defined as the maximum ratio
of hardware-managed thread execution contexts to simultaneously executable threads, rather than
an absolute count of hardware-managed execution contexts. This ratio is a measure of the ability
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Type Processor Cores/Chip ALUs/Core SIMD Width Max Occupancy
Intel Core2Quad 4 4-8 4 1
CPU STI Cell BE 8 4 4 1
Sun UltraSPARC T2 8 1 1 4
AMD Radeon HD 4870 10 80 64 25
GPU NVIDIA GeForce GTX 280 30 8 32 128
Intel Larrabee > 16 1 16 > 4
HPC NEC SX-8 1 1 512 1
Table 3.2: Comparison of SIMD characteristics. Note that the Xeon CPU only has one physical
SSE unit per core (4 ALUs), but can perform more than one operation on it in a superscalar way.
Table adapted and extended from Fatahalian and Houston [68].
of an architecture to automatically hide thread stalls via context switches in massive hardware
multithreading.
The numbers clearly indicate the benefits of the specialisation of GPUs as an architecture
for data-parallel computations, by maximising SIMD width and latency hiding simultaneously.
Section 3.4.3 discusses implications of these trends.
3.3.3. Other Programming Models
Implicitly Parallel Programming Models
Hwu et al. [120] argue for an implicitly parallel programming model for many-core microproces-
sors. Their pragmatic rationale is that the growing complexity and parallelism of processor designs
should not be fully exposed to the programmer any more, who cannot be dealing with, e. g., all
the cache sizes and microarchitecture details. C for CUDA is in their opinion a step in the right
direction for the paradigm change in the programming model, as the parallelism is only exposed
where it needs to be. However, they are aware that a higher level of abstraction is not feasible yet,
because compilers, performance analysis tools and the entire programming tool chain is simply
not able at this time to automatise the parallelisation progress.
As a proof of concept, Stratton et al. [206] implemented a compiler that maps C for CUDA
onto commodity multicore CPUs, which was later extended to FPGAs by Papakonstantinou et al.
[177]. The RapidMind Platform (see Section 3.1.5) and OpenCL (see next section) are also good
examples of programming environments for multiple parallel heterogeneous architectures.
Message Passing between Distributed Memories
Stuart and Owens [214] pursue an entirely different avenue of research. They demonstrate how a
subset of the MPI message passing paradigm for distributed memory architectures can be realised
within the constraints of a data-parallel architecture, using current GPUs as an example. For a
number of test cases with different communication patterns, the authors report the overhead to be
tolerable, always within 5%. Also very promising is the CUDASA extension to CUDA, which
extends the concept of mapping kernel execution to a grid of blocks of threads to similar grids and
blocks to execute entire tasks and jobs. Tasks in their nomenclature are abstracted in a bus layer,
allowing to efficiently distribute a batch of kernels across multiple GPUs within one compute
node. Similarly, a network layer abstracts an entire GPU-accelerated cluster. CUDASA stands for
compute unified device and systems architecture and is developed by Strengert et al. [165, 207].
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3.4. Future APIs and Architectures
Speculation about future graphics and compute hardware in general is always dangerous. This
section nonetheless summarises a few directions and publications which support that the contri-
butions of this thesis in the field of GPU computing will remain valid independent of near-future
hardware development.
3.4.1. OpenCL and DirectX 11
In December 2008, the Khronos group announced the ratification of OpenCL, the Open Compute
Language.20 The leading hardware, software and middleware companies worked together to create
the specification [128] in a remarkably short amount of time. Similar to OpenGL, OpenCL is a
royalty-free open industry standard. OpenCL targets general-purpose parallel programming of
heterogeneous systems, and aims at providing a uniform programming environment for software
developers to write efficient, portable code for high-performance compute servers and desktop
computer systems using a diverse mix of multicore CPUs, GPUs and Cell-type architectures. At
the time of writing, the first non-beta implementations are becoming available. The most important
aspects of OpenCL (version 1.0) are:
• OpenCL supports both data- and task-parallel compute models with the explicit aim to use
all heterogeneous resources in a system.
• The design goal is to provide a low-level ‘ecosystem foundation’, without middleware or
convenience functions. Vendors and third-party developers are free to provide wrappers and
tools.
• Double precision floating point arithmetic is optional.
• OpenCL implementations must be portable across devices, in a vendor-independent way.
Vendor-specific functionality (such as double precision support) is available through exten-
sions similar to OpenGL.
• The software stack has three layers: Compute kernels are written in a language based on
C99 with some extensions (OpenCL C for Compute Kernels), this language is syntactically
and semantically very similar to C for CUDA. A platform layer API abstracts the hardware
and supports context creation, memory allocation etc.; and a runtime API provides support
to launch kernels and dynamically manage scheduling and resources.
• The memory model specifies several address spaces for data, private to so-called work-items
and work-groups, as well as constant and global memory. This terminology resembles the
threads, blocks and shared memory per block in CUDA.
We refer to the OpenCL web page and the specification for more details.
DirectX 11
The next version of the DirectX standard, DirectX 11, specifies so-called compute shaders. They
are explicitly designed for general-purpose yet graphics-related computations such as game physics.
NVIDIA already announced that compute shaders will be supported on all CUDA-enabled GPUs.
It will be interesting which features in terms of program control, memory spaces, communication
between compute threads etc., are made mandatory in the specification.
20http://www.khronos.org/opencl
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3.4.2. Intel Larrabee and Future Graphics Architectures
The Larrabee microprocessor is Intel’s foray into the domain of discrete graphics cards. So far,
the company has focused on graphics functionality integrated in mainboard chipsets, and remark-
ably, owns a graphics chips market share of almost 50%.21 Intel presented the architecture at
the SIGGRAPH conference in August 2008 [194], but in late 2009 they announced that the first
generation of this chip design will not result in a commercial product.
Larrabee uses multiple in-order x86 CPU cores (based on the original Pentium I design), which
have been augmented with a 16-wide vector unit and a few fixed function logic blocks for graphics-
specific tasks. Each core is connected to a high-speed on-chip interconnection network and its
local subset of the level-2 cache. The subsets maintain coherency. Intel claims that the design is
much more powerful than current GPU ‘cores’, as Larrabee’s cores are x86-based and support, for
instance, subroutines and better memory page handling. In particular, functionality like blending
and rasterisation that is performed in fixed function logic on current GPUs, is realised entirely in
software on Larrabee.
Performance data is not yet public, so it remains to be seen if this promising design is compet-
itive as a general purpose parallel computing architecture.
Stanford GRAMPS
Researchers in the graphics and architecture groups at Stanford University are actively develop-
ing GRAMPS [215], a programming model for graphics pipelines encompassing heterogeneous
many-core commodity resources. One specific aim of GRAMPS is to support both graphics
and non-graphics workloads. The execution model contains both fixed-function and application-
programmable stages that exchange data via so-called execution queues. The interesting design
choice of the approach is that the number, type and connectivity of these processing stages is de-
fined in software, permitting arbitrary pipelines or even processing graphs. One can argue that this
continues the idea of the DirectX 10 standard, which removed all fixed-function functionality that
is expressible in terms of programmable constructs from the pipeline, see Section 3.2.1 on page 62
and the article by Blythe [28]. The authors have implemented GRAMPS simulators, one similar
to current GPUs, and one similar to multicore CPUs. Their evaluation results of three different
pipelines (DirectX, raytracing and a hybridisation of the two) on the two emulators are promising.
Future Graphics Architectures
In his ACM Queue article, Mark [153] outlines trends and requirements of future graphics ar-
chitectures, arguing from a historical perspective and the way GPUs have evolved over the past
years. He examines the limitations of the traditional depth-buffered, rasterisation based pipeline,
in particular for raytracing image synthesis; and collects supportive arguments for general-purpose
graphics hardware from both a graphics and a non-graphics point of view. In his opinion, the hard-
ware pipeline is likely to be replaced with a software pipeline, built on top of massively (hardware-)
multithreaded task- and data-parallel cores. Peak performance is only obtained if SIMD execution
is exploited due to the ILP wall (instruction-level parallelism): Even the best superscalar CPUs to-
day struggle to average more than 1.5 instructions per cycle. His prediction of the memory spaces
is that the trend of current GPUs continues: Data locality will become increasingly important, an
example is the shared memory approach in CUDA and OpenCL to enable communication within
a batch of compute threads.
21Jon Peddie Research, Report for Q1-2009
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3.4.3. CPU and GPU Convergence
The tendency of graphics hardware to become increasingly general up to a point from where on
architects incorporate dedicated fixed-function logic for certain functionality to improve perfor-
mance further has existed for a long time, Myer and Sutherland [167] describe this already in
1968 as the ‘wheel of reincarnation’. This classic citation has been used in the past in the context
of the emerging field of GPU computing. However, we believe that now, CPU and GPU designs
are indeed converging. Many researchers, in particular system architects, come to the same con-
clusion, see for example Bakhoda et al. [12], Che et al. [48], Yeh et al. [246] and Hwu et al. [121].
The most important supportive arguments of this claim are:
• GPU capabilities have become more and more general.
• The extrapolation of future graphics workloads implies a fully programmable software
pipeline.
• CPU designs are becoming increasingly parallel.
• All microprocessor designs aiming at performance are facing the same fundamental physical
problems such as heat, power dissipation and leaking voltage.
• GPUs demonstrate a successful approach to task- and data parallelism on the same chip, at
extreme scales compared to current commodity CPU single-chip multicore designs.
• GPUs demonstrate a feasible computer architecture approach to maximise performance per
Watt, which has become a very important metric (‘green computing’).
On the other hand, the convergence of architectures imposes many challenges:
• The programming model for massively hardware-multithreaded architectures is still an open
research question, in particular in the compiler community. NVIDIA’s C for CUDA and
upcoming OpenCL implementations are however mature enough for real-world deployment.
• Raw parallelism is not the only point: The SIMD width of future hardware is likely to
increase. On the other hand, experience with dedicated vector computers has told us that
vectorisation is highly nontrivial for many diverse tasks, and is currently mainly left in the
responsibility of the programmer rather than the compiler.
• Bandwidth to off-chip memory on current multicore systems scales with the number of
sockets per compute node and not with the number of cores per physical processor. On
CPUs, this implies NUMA (non uniform memory access) effects, as not all cores can access
locations in main memory at the same speed. The increasing number of cores per socket
worsens this problem. Despite this drawback, the actual external bandwidth of recent CPU
and memory designs has increased remarkably with dual and triple channel DRAM tech-
nology. On the other hand, GPUs incorporate scalable memory systems, which are already
approaching a hard limit: There can be only a fixed number of pins to carry the data.
• Cell-type processors (broadly speaking, the Larrabee design fits into this category) and
conventional CPU designs can drive operating systems, at the cost of increased hardware
complexity. These designs typically exhibit a much narrower connection to off-chip mem-
ory than specialised processors such as GPUs, which can be considered as a legacy design
drawback because of the standards of mainboards: The northbride-southbridge architecture
connects much more clients than just the floating point units with the off-chip memory.
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• With discrete co-processors such as current GPUs, architects have much more freedom.
However, the open question is the interconnect between such boards and the rest of the com-
pute nodes: From the very beginning, the AGP and PCIe buses imposed a severe bandwidth
bottleneck. Current PCIe2.0 x16 technology combined with asynchroneity between data
transfers and independent computation starts to provide a decent connection to the host, but
at some point during a (large-scale) computation, data has to be sent across a network. One
possible solution might be to equip discrete boards with Ethernet or Infiniband technology.
NVIDIA engineers for instance are beginning to think publicly about such features.
4Mixed and Emulated Precision Methods
Emulated and mixed precision techniques have been known since the 1960. However, little at-
tention has been paid to hardware efficiency aspects and to performance improvements that can
be achieved using these techniques. This chapter is structured as follows: Section 4.1 motivates
the use of mixed and emulated precision methods. Here, we also briefly revisit floating point
arithmetic and present a number of instructive examples highlighting common pitfalls in floating
point computations. Section 4.2 explains techniques to emulate high precision formats using only
(native) low precision data and operations, and thus techniques that are useful when no native high
precision format is available. Section 4.3 presents mixed precision methods from a historical and
numerical perspective. Here, we also introduce our mixed precision iterative refinement solver
tailored to the solution of large sparse linear systems of equations. Mixed and emulated preci-
sion techniques are discussed from a hardware efficiency and hardware design point of view in
Section 4.4. Finally, we analyse the precision requirements of the accurate solution of Poisson
problems (prototypical for all applications considered in this thesis) in much detail in Section 4.5.
All applications in later chapters of this thesis use mixed or emulated precision methods in one
concrete realisation or another, and we refer to Chapters 5 and 6 for detailed numerical tests. With
the exception of Section 4.5, this chapter is in most parts a revised and updated version of a survey
paper previously published by the author of this thesis together with Robert Strzodka and Stefan
Turek [85].
4.1. Motivation
The idea behind mixed precision methods is to perform a large part of the computation in low pre-
cision and only a small part in high precision without sacrificing the accuracy of the high precision
result. Historically, mixed precision iterative refinement methods have been developed to increase
the accuracy of a result computed with a linear or nonlinear solver, see Section 4.3. In this thesis,
we extend the original work and motivate, employ and analyse mixed precision schemes for sparse
linear systems also in terms of performance improvements and hardware efficiency. Therefore, we
make no assumption on the characteristics of high and low precision in this chapter, except that
unless otherwise noted, we assume that the size (bit length) of the low precision format is half
the size of the high precision format to simplify the presentation. Low and high precision floating
point units can reside on the same chip, with a potentially significant difference in execution speed,
for instance on the Cell BE processor, GPUs from the latest hardware generation, or in the SIMD
SSE units on a conventional CPU. High precision may not be available on every chip in a given
system, for instance in a hybrid compute node comprising CPUs and (older) GPUs.
If sufficient precision is not available at all in a native floating point format, an emulation of
a high precision format is required. It is even possible in some cases that an emulated format
improves performance even if a native high precision format is available, in particular when the
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low precision format is much faster than the high precision one, as for instance on current GPUs
and the first generation Cell processor.
4.1.1. Examples
After briefly revisiting floating point number representations to fix our notation, the first example
recapitulates representation, roundoff and cancellation errors in floating point arithmetic. The sec-
ond, very instructive example highlights the unintuitive relation between computational precision
and result accuracy.
Floating Point Number Representations and Notation
The IEEE-754 standard [122] defines floating point numbers in the the following format: The first
bit s is used to represent the sign. The following bits encode the exponent with base two, in a
biased form to be able to store it in an unsigned format. Some special exponents are reserved.
For instance, with eight bits and the corresponding bias 28−1, the exponent range [−126,127] is
represented. The remaining bits in a floating point number encode the mantissa (significant), nor-
malised so that the leading binary digit is 1 and does not need to be stored explicitly anymore. We
use the following shorthand notation: sMeE denotes a floating point number withM mantissa bits
and E exponent bits. The standard IEEE-754 single and double precision floating point number
formats are thus denoted as s23e8 and s52e11 respectively.
For an excellent introduction to floating point number systems and arithmetic in general, we
refer to Goldberg [91].
Roundoff and Cancellation Errors
Floating point systems are finite, and hence, not all real values in R can be represented exactly.
This is obvious for irrational numbers like pi, but it is also true for rational numbers like 1/9.
Whenever such a number is represented in a floating point format, a representation error occurs.
Consider the following floating point numbers, which are all exactly representable in the standard
single precision s23e8 format:
a = 1 b = 0.00000004 c = 0.9998 d = 1.0002
Additive and multiplicative roundoff errors occur when computing—in s23e8—the terms a+ b
and c ·d respectively, because even if the input data for a computation is exact in the finite floating
point system, the result data is not necessarily exactly representable:1
1.00000004 = 1+0.00000004 =fl 1 0.99999996 = 0.9998 ·1.0002 =fl 1
Taking either the expressions a+b or c ·d, subtracting 1 and multiplying by 108 introduces can-
cellation:
4 = (1.00000004−1) ·108 =fl 0 −4 = (0.99999996−1) ·108 =fl 0
Cancellation thus promotes the small roundoff error of 0.00000004 to an absolute error of 4 and a
relative error of order one. The order of operations is crucial:
(1+0.00000004−1) ·108 =fl 0
(1−1+0.00000004) ·108 =fl 4
1The notation x = y =fl z abbreviates that x is the analytic evaluation of the expression y and z the evaluation in
floating point, respectively.
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Consequently, floating point arithmetic is not associative. This is very important, and very difficult
to account for in practice, as the numerical values of input data are typically not known a priori:
Compilers simply do not have enough knowledge of the data to rearrange computations in order
to minimise cancellation effects, and representation and roundoff errors cannot be avoided by
definition.
The situation is further complicated in practice as many compilers by default map floating
point arithmetic to the 80 bit wide extended precision generic floating point unit (FPU) of current
x86 and x86_64 CPU designs when compiling without optimisation, as one typically does in the
implementation and debugging phases of program development. As a consequence, cancellation
effects might not always be visible during debugging.
Rump’s Famous Example
Rump [187] presents a famous example that contradicts the intuitive understanding of the relation
between computational precision and result accuracy. He considers the evaluation of the polyno-
mial
f = 333.75b6 +a2(11a2b2−b6−121b4−2)+5.5b8 + a
2b
for a = 77617.0 and b = 33096.0. At first sight, this polynomial seems relatively harmless. All
input data is exactly representable in 32 bit floating point, so the only errors that occur in the
computation are roundoff and, more importantly, cancellation. The exponentiations are realised by
successive multiplications to focus on the basic arithmetic alone. The results on Rump’s machine,
an IBM S/370 main frame, are:
single precision (s23e8) f = 1.172603...
double precision (s52e11) f = 1.1726039400531...
quad precision (s112e15) f = 1.172603950053178...
It seems that increasing the computational precision verifies more and more digits, the result be-
comes increasingly reliable. However, not even the sign is correct, as the true result, computed
with interval arithmetic and guaranteed to be correct in the first 15 decimal places, is:
f =−0.827396059946821...
Loh and Walster [150] point out that this example is not reproducible in IEEE-754 arithmetic
due to different rounding modes. They suggest a small modification of the original expression that
exhibits the same behaviour using standard IEEE-754 arithmetic with the round-to-nearest mode.
The rearranged polynomial reads:
f = (333.75−a2)b6 +a2(11a2b2−121b4−2)+5.5b8 + a
2b
(4.1.1)
It is evaluated for the same values of a and b to yield the same results as Rump’s original example.
The values of a and b satisfy the relation a2 = 5.5b2 + 1. Substituting into Equation (4.1.1),





and the exact result can be computed without severe cancellation effects. A more transparent form
of Equation (4.1.1) is thus
f = 5.5b8−2−5.5b8 + a
2b
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and cancellation is apparent to cause the severe errors: The eighth power of a five-digit number
requires 40 decimal places after the exponents have been aligned with the one-digit number to
perform the subtraction, resulting in cancellation of the one-digit number.
This example is admittedly very artificial. Nonetheless, it clearly demonstrates that increasing
the precision in a computation does not necessarily increase the accuracy of a computed result.
Also, as pointed out in the previous paragraph, the effects of cancellation in a given floating point
computation cannot be determined a priori, simply because the input data is unknown. To some ex-
tent, one can rely on compilers to eliminate common subexpressions, but as soon as computations
become too complex or the input data causes cancellation errors for basic arithmetic operations,
these problems can in general not be avoided. In fact, they are inherent to floating point systems
as such.
4.1.2. Benefits of Emulated and Mixed Precision Schemes
The simple idea of utilising different precision formats in the same algorithm has surprisingly
many beneficial properties, which we discuss in the following.
Accuracy
For many problems and application domains, a mixed precision method can obtain exactly the
same final accuracy compared to performing the entire computation exclusively in the correspond-
ing high precision format. For certain algorithms, like the solution of linear systems of equations,
the resulting savings are particularly large: It is often possible to perform more than 90% of all
operations in the low precision format, without affecting the final accuracy.
Obviously, mixed precision methods are not applicable in all cases. If a physical field has a
sufficient dynamic range or if a system matrix is too ill-conditioned (i. e., the condition number
is close to the inverse of the machine epsilon of the low precision format), the low precision
format may not be able to represent it accurately enough to capture the (extreme) range of scales.
However, we demonstrate that mixed precision methods are always applicable and beneficial for
the application domains examined in this thesis (cf. Section 5.6 and Section 5.7). In particular,
mixed precision methods yield the correct solution when the use of a low precision format alone
breaks down.
Memory
Using low precision rather than high precision allows to store twice as many variables in the same
amount of memory, the data block size doubles. Analogously, twice the amount of data can be
transferred in the same amount of time over a bus with a fixed width, the effective bandwidth and
thus the computational intensity doubles. This applies to all storage levels in the memory hierar-
chy, from disk and network down to the caches and registers. In view of the memory wall problem,
performing the majority of the computation in a low precision format is thus very beneficial. On
the other hand, we need to store all data in both the high and low precision format, which increases
the memory footprint in off-chip memory.
Computation
The number of transistors required to implement a hardware multiplier grows quadratically with
the size of the operands (bit length). Thus, hardware designers can use the same number of tran-
sistors required for one high precision multiplier to implement four low precision multipliers. The
factor is not exactly four, as there is some overhead associated with each unit, and for floating point
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numbers the ratio of the exponent to the mantissa bits has additional impact. Also, in hardwired
architectures this quadratic advantage cannot be exploited so easily since the data paths are fixed.
Therefore, hardwired dual-mode FPUs, like the SSE units in current CPUs, have only a linear
and not quadratic efficiency, offering twice and not four times as many operations in low than in
high precision. Reconfigurable architectures allow direct control over the data paths and hence
immediately benefit from the quadratic savings. As a direct consequence of the above, the number
of operations required in the emulation of a high precision format with low precision arithmetic
grows quadratically with the quotient of the high and low precision number format sizes. For
floating point operations even more operations are required, because of the special treatment of
the exponent. Finally, doubling the bit length of the operands only results in a linear increase of
the size of hardware adders.
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4.2. High Precision Emulation
This section summarises the emulation of high precision formats, using only native low preci-
sion values and arithmetic. Section 4.2.1 explains the differences between exact and redundant
emulation, Section 4.2.2 presents algorithms to perform arithmetic in the double-single format of
unevaluated sums of low-precision values. We discuss the tradeoff between throughput and pre-
cision in Section 4.2.3. Section 4.2.4 concludes with related work on GPUs and an outlook on
extending the methodology presented in the following to even higher precision.
4.2.1. Exact and Redundant Emulation
For unsigned integers the emulation of higher precision arithmetic with lower precision units is
straightforward. An addition of two m bit operands generates a m+ 1 bit, and a multiplication a
2m bit result. Integer units typically provide a carry bit that stores the additional bit of the sum,
and subsequent operations can include this carry bit in the addition, such that an arbitrary long
chain of m bit words can be processed to emulate a km bit format. In case of the multiplication, the
hardware either provides the entire 2m bit result of a m×m bit multiplication and thus the product
of two km bit operands results from the addition of 12k(k+ 1) mixed m×m bit products; or the
multiplier delivers only a m bit result, then each m bit word must be split into two m/2 bit words,
yielding four times as many mixed products to process.
The emulation of higher precision floating point numbers follows the same lines, but there is an
additional difficulty as the bits belonging to the exponent must be treated differently. So while an
emulated km bit integer has exactly the same precision as a native km bit integer (exact emulation),
floating point emulations with the same property are typically very expensive in software due to
the treatment of rounding modes and denormalisation etc. Instead, a partially redundant number
representation with less precision can be chosen in favour of efficiency (redundant emulation).
This technique has been introduced by Wolfe [243], Kahan [123], Møller [163], Knuth [133],
Dekker [58] and other researchers in the 1960s. In the literature, it is inconsistently referred
to as double-single, native-pair arithmetic or double-length floating point. We follow the first
nomenclature.
If the hardware natively provides for example an s23e8 format, a higher precision format can
be emulated by spreading the mantissa over two native variables and using the exponents to align
the two mantissas. In other words, values in the emulated format are represented as unevaluated
sums of native values, i. e., a high order term and a low order correction term (multi-component
format). The resulting format is able to represent 46 bit of significant and is thus approximately
equivalent to an s46e8 format. On the other hand, the effective range of the exponent is slightly
reduced. In this respect the double-single format is even less precise than an exact s46e8 format
and is clearly inferior to the corresponding native high precision s52e11 format that has the same
bit length: 52/46 = 1.13, 211/28 = 8. However, the two separate exponents allow to represent
some numbers, e. g., 1+2−100, that are rounded off even in the s52e11 format. So the comparison
to an s46e8 format is only approximate.
For the sake of completeness, we also mention multi-digit formats. These techniques do not
store values as unevaluated sums with separate exponents, but as sequences of digits coupled with
a single exponent. This format is slower as it does not exploit native low precision operations. It
is widely used in symbolic in contrast to numeric computations.
4.2.2. Double-Single Operations
Arithmetic operations on multi-component low precision floating point values require a careful
treatment of overflows and underflows between the high and low order parts, using only low preci-
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sion arithmetic operations. In this section, we present the algorithms for addition and multiplica-
tion as concrete examples. We refer to Bailey et al. [11] for reference implementations of division
and transcendental functions. The following algorithms are adapted from their DSFUN90 package
which is freely available and provides valuable information as well as implementational details.
The addition of two double-single values (c.hi,c.lo) = (a.hi,a.lo) + (b.hi,b.lo) is
straightforward and given in Figure 4.1. The high order parts are added, then the low order parts
are added including the error from the high order addition. Finally the overflow from the low order
component is included in the high order part. In total, emulated arithmetic for addition requires
11 native operations.
1. Compute high order sum and error:
t1 = a.hi + b.hi
e = t1 - a.hi
2. Compute low order term, including error and overflows:
t2 = ((b.hi - e) + (a.hi - (t1 - e))) + a.lo + b.lo
3. Normalise to get final result:
c.hi = t1 + t2
c.lo = t2 - (c.hi - t1)
Figure 4.1: Double-single addition.
Multiplication is slightly more complicated and the algorithm is given in Figure 4.2. The
emulation is significantly cheaper on systems that provide a fused multiply-add (y = a+ b · c).
In a fused multiply-add operation, rounding and normalisation in the underlying floating point
system are not performed until the final addition, i. e., the product b · c is not rounded before the
accumulation to a. If no fused multiply-add is available, the low and high order products during
the multiplication have to be split separately using a suitable multiplicand, e. g., 213+1 in the case
of s23e8 single precision. 18 native arithmetic operations are required for an emulated precision
multiplication, and 32 if no fused multiply-add is available.
4.2.3. Normalisation
Both the addition and the multiplication algorithms perform a normalisation step at the end of the
computation. In an effort to reduce the instruction count in the emulation one can skip this step,
thus trading performance for precision. Before normalisation, the lower term t2 in the addition of
two numbers a,b has an exponent of at most
ExponentOf(max(a.hi,b.hi))−23+2,
assuming an s23e8 native format. If a.hi and b.hi have the same sign, then t1 has an exponent
of ExponentOf(max(a.hi,b.hi)) or one higher, so the mantissas are already almost aligned, and
one could skip the normalisation. In the worst case this leads to the loss of two bits of significant
in a subsequent operation. However, if a.hi and b.hi have different signs, then the normalisation
step is much more important, as the exponent of t1 can greatly vary. In the worst case t1 evaluates
to zero and the normalisation step is crucial to transfer the mantissa from the lower to the upper
term. Multiplications are generally safe, since the high order term a.hi * b.hi dominates the
result and thus its exponent.
The general effect of fewer normalisations is an increase of the redundancy of the format,
because this allows for a double-single c with
ExponentOf(c.lo) > ExponentOf(c.hi)−23.
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1. Compute initial high order approximation and error:
• If a fused multiply-add is available:
c11 = a.hi * b.hi
c21 = a.hi * b.hi - c11
• If no fused multiply-add is available:
cona = a.hi * 8193.0
conb = b.hi * 8193.0
a1 = cona - (cona - a.hi)
b1 = conb - (conb - b.hi)
a2 = a.hi - a1
b2 = b.hi - b1
c11 = a.hi * b.hi
c21 = (((a1 * b1 - c11) + a1 * b2) + a2 * b1) + a2 * b2
2. Compute high order word of mixed term:
c2 = a.hi * b.lo + a.lo * b.hi
3. Compute (c11, c21) + c2 using Knuth’s trick, including low order product:
t1 = c11 + c2
e = t1 - c11
t2 = ((c2 - e) + (c11 - (t1 - e))) + c21 + a.lo * b.lo
4. Normalise to get final result:
c.hi = t1 + t2
c.lo = t2 - (c.hi - t1)
Figure 4.2: Double-single multiplication.
This is just a specific example of the general tradeoff between the latency of operations and the
redundancy of the operand representation in arithmetic hardware circuits.
4.2.4. Extensions to Higher Precision and Applicability on GPUs
With native double (s52e11) or extended precision (s64e15) support in current CPUs, emulation
techniques are most often used to construct higher precision formats, e. g., by combining two
native double precision values into a quad precision or even arbitrary precision format [114, 147,
184, 200]. These approaches are applicable if the underlying floating point format satisfies certain
minimal prerequisites, e. g., faithful rounding and the existence of guard bits, and we refer to the
references for details. In some cases it is possible to trade branches for a few additional native
operations, see for example Shewchuk [200] for a rigorous discussion.
As explained in Section 3.2.5 on page 73, native double precision floating point support on
GPUs recently became available in late 2007 (AMD products) and June 2008 (NVIDIA prod-
ucts). In parallel to our work [85], researchers have studied the applicability of emulated precision
techniques on graphics hardware.
Da Graça and Defour [53] analyse the applicability of double-single emulation techniques and
conclude that because of faithful rounding and guard bits, the emulated precision arithmetic is
well suited for GPUs. Similar work on complex and quad-precision numbers has been presented
by Thall [219], and a residue based number representation with variable precision is discussed by
Payne and Hitz [178].
In contrast to emulation, Dale et al. [54] suggest to equip GPUs with dual-mode floating point
units, realised through small-scale reconfigurability. Their approach improves double precision
performance over emulation but lowers the transistor efficiency for single precision arithmetic,
so the decision depends on how often double precision arithmetic is indispensable for the GPU.
The development cycle of GPUs is typically three years and the latest chip generations (released
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2008) implement double precision arithmetic with dedicated units. Thus, at the time of writing it
is unclear if the suggested approach will be available in future hardware.
Even though native double precision arithmetic is available on modern GPUs, its performance
is approximately an order of magnitude slower than in single precision. This is similar to the
first generation of the Cell BE processor [240]. Therefore, in some cases the intermediate use
of emulated precision operations can be beneficial for performance. One specific example is the
use of Kahan’s summation algorithm [123] for the accumulation step in the computation of dot
products, but we do not pursue this topic further in this thesis.
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4.3. Mixed Precision Iterative Refinement
Section 4.3.1 provides a concise overview of mixed precision methods, summarising related work.
We present and analyse our modified mixed precision scheme specifically tailored for large, sparse
linear systems in Section 4.3.2.
4.3.1. Background and Related Work
Iterative refinement methods have been known for more than 100 years already. They gained
rapid interest with the arrival of computer systems in the 1940s and 1950s. Wilkinson et al. [32,
155, 239] combined the approach with accumulated inner products as a mechanism to assess
and increase the accuracy of computed results for linear system solvers, and provided a solid
theoretical foundation of these methods. Shortly afterwards, Moler [162] extended the analysis
from fixed point to floating point arithmetic.
The core idea is to use the residual of a computed solution as a right hand side to solve an
auxiliary correction problem. This process is iterated, and it is essential that the residuals are
computed with higher than working precision (see below). The algorithm in its original form to
solve a linear system Ax = b for a square N×N matrix A is shown in Figure 4.3.
1. Initialise:
k = 0, x(0) = 0
2. Compute residual in high precision: d(k) = b−Ax(k)
3. Solve in low precision:
Ac(k) = d(k)
4. Update in high precision:
x(k+1) = x(k) + c(k)
5. Check for convergence, otherwise set k = k+1 and continue with step 2.
Figure 4.3: Mixed precision iterative refinement scheme in its original form.
Wilkinson and his colleagues showed that the computed solution x(k
⋆) after convergence in
k⋆ iterations is the exact solution of (A+ δA)x = b where δA is dependent on b and uniformly
bounded. The upper bound m of ‖δA‖2 depends on the details of the floating point system used,
in particular on the intermediate rounding modes of accumulations. If m‖A−1‖2 ≥ 1, then A is
‘too ill-conditioned’ [155] for the precision of the computation. In this case A+ δA could be
singular in the given floating point system and no solution can be obtained. On the other hand, if
m‖A−1‖2 = 2−p for some p> 1, then the successive iterates x(k) of the refinement process satisfy





and the refinement procedure converges to working accuracy. Wilkinson and his co-workers also
state that usually, the statistical distribution of rounding errors will ensure faster convergence.
We note that the procedure in itself is very general and can in principle be used with any solver,
especially iterative ones for large sparse matrices. In their original work, Wilkinson et al. suggest
the use of an LU decomposition of the system matrix to solve the auxiliary systems for the varying
right hand sides.
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Related Work
A number of research efforts have been devoted to improve and extend this method, and in the
following, we briefly explain selected approaches that are relevant in the context of this thesis. For
a more comprehensive overview, see Demmel et al. [60] and Zielke and Drygalla [248] and the
references therein.
Turner and Walker [235] analyse the applicability of the iterative solver GMRES(m) in the
context of iterative refinement methods and conclude that they can achieve the same accuracy as
a reference double precision solver with roughly the same arithmetic work. The original GM-
RES(m) solver already involves restarts and is therefore particularly well suited for the interleav-
ing of low precision computations with few high precision corrections. The numerical examples
in their publication are based on discretised linear elliptic PDEs and the scheme is implemented
in FISHPACK and achieves noteworthy speedup factors.
Geddes and Zheng [78] propose an iterative refinement method based on a linear Newton iter-
ation. They demonstrate their method for a wide range of different problems such as least-squares
fits of overdetermined systems and the solution of multivariate nonlinear polynomial equations.
For each specialised adaptation of their algorithm, they provide a detailed cost analysis and thor-
ough numerical tests. This work, in particular, demonstrates that the algorithmic mixed precision
optimisation can be successfully applied to various problems.
Langou et al. [142] evaluate iterative refinement techniques for dense matrices on a wide va-
riety of modern CPUs such as the Opteron, Itanium, Cray, PowerPC and Cell processors. The
speedup is achieved by executing the most expensive operation, namely the LU decomposition, in
lower precision. This decomposition can be computed much faster in single than in double pre-
cision and dominates the solution time with O(N3) arithmetic work. Once the LU decomposition
is available, few iterations of the iterative refinement scheme (each requiring only O(N2) work)
suffice to solve the problem. Adapting results from Stewart [203] the authors prove a convergence
condition with an upper bound for the number of required iterations, which depends on the low
and high precision bit lengths and the condition number.
More general error analysis of fixed and mixed precision iterative refinement techniques is
provided by Stewart [203] and Higham [115].
4.3.2. Mixed Precision Iterative Refinement for Large, Sparse Systems
In the following, we describe a mixed precision iterative refinement algorithm tailored to the so-
lution of large sparse linear equation systems stemming from finite element discretisations. In
particular, it is not feasible to apply an LU decomposition or similar direct methods in this con-
text, so the resulting scheme comprises two iterative solvers.
The core idea of the algorithm is to split the solution process into a computationally intensive
but less precise inner iteration and a computationally simple but precise outer correction loop. The
loops are coupled by a scaling heuristics to enlarge the exponent range locally and consequently
the dynamic range of the scheme as a whole. To solve the defect problem, an arbitrary iterative
solver executing in low precision can be employed. In our implementation and numerical tests in
Section 5.6 and Section 5.7, we make use of conjugate gradient and multigrid solvers.
Another view on this scheme is that the the inner solver is a black-box preconditioner en-
suring, e. g., the reduction of residuals by a prescribed number of digits for an outer iteration of
Richardson-type. Of course, other outer solvers can be employed, for example a multigrid or a
BiCGStab iteration. We analyse performance and accuracy of such advanced solvers in Chapter 6.
Let εinner and εouter denote the (relative or absolute) stopping criteria for the inner and outer
solver andAx= b the linear equation system to be solved in high precision. Furthermore, α and d0
are two scalars used for scaling and convergence control. Defect and iteration vectors are denoted
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by d and c, respectively. Subscript low and high indicate the precision of the data vectors. The
conversion between the two precision formats is intentionally left abstract, the details depend on
the target hardware: The conversion typically involves duplicating the values into a new array
with different precision, that might be stored in a different memory address space. In any case,
no special operations are performed apart from a regular number format conversion. The template
form of the algorithm is given in Figure 4.4.
Input: System matrix Ahigh, right hand side bhigh,
convergence parameters εinner and εouter
Output: Solution xhigh
1. Set initial values and calculate initial defect:
αhigh = 1.0
xhigh = initial guess
dhigh = bhigh−Ahighxhigh
d0high = ‖dhigh‖





3. Iterate inner solver until
‖dlow−Alowclow‖< εinnerd0low
4. Update outer solution:
xhigh = xhigh +αhighclow
5. Calculate defect and its norm in high precision:
dhigh = bhigh−Ahighxhigh
αhigh = ‖dhigh‖









and continue with step 2.
Figure 4.4: Mixed precision iterative refinement solver for large, sparse linear systems of equa-
tions.
The correctness and convergence of the algorithm given in Figure 4.4 follows trivially, as-
suming that the same conditions hold as for the more general algorithm in Section 4.3.1: The
additional scaling heuristics do not change the argument of the convergence proof, because the
scaling changes all relevant quantities by the same amount. More importantly, the convergence
condition in Equation 4.3.1 holds even for inexact solutions of the auxiliary problems by an itera-
tive method, as long as the residuals are reduced in the respective norm. Obviously, convergence
is not guaranteed if the inner iterative solver does not converge, which is analogous to the inner
system being ‘not too ill-conditioned’.
In high precision, the only arithmetic work that is performed is a matrix-vector multiplication,
a vector update and a norm calculation in each outer iteration. The matrix is assembled once, and
this step must be executed in high precision or otherwise, the high precision correction loop does
not gain accuracy at all. Consequently, there is no additional cost other than the conversion of the
matrix to low precision, which can be performed in an initialisation phase. The additional memory
requirements depend on the actual hardware, in most common cases, the memory footprint of the
method increases by the quotient of the high and low precision bit length, because all data has to
be stored twice, once in high and once in low precision. Otherwise, the bandwidth savings from
executing the solver in low precision cannot be exploited. Like every mixed precision scheme, the
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approach is inapplicable if the defect problem cannot be represented in low precision at all.
As scaling heuristics, we tested both normalising the defect vector (as shown in Figure 4.4) and
shifting the exponent by an appropriate power of two, and both work equally well. Experiments
revealed that the scaling heuristics is particularly useful when using very aggressive compiler
settings (or intrinsics on the GPU2) that disable IEEE conformance and thus trade accuracy for
speed. In these cases, the unscaled variant of the solver is in some tests prone to diverging or
producing NaNs. Based on these experiments, we always use the scaling heuristics in our tests, as
its additional computational costs are minimal and can fully be incorporated in other operations,
thus not increasing the bandwidth requirements at all.
All stopping criteria for iterative schemes can be used, in particular prescribing a threshold for
the (relative) reduction of the norm of the residuals by a fixed number of digits, and executing the
inner solver for a fixed number of iterations. The latter has the disadvantage that eventually too
many inner iterations, especially in the last step, or too frequent update steps are performed. Which
of these drawbacks is more critical depends on the actual hardware, in many cases an update step
can be considered costly compared to one iteration of the inner solver. This is particularly relevant
for co-processor architectures where the data bus between the different chips is comparatively
narrow. Section 5.7 presents numerical experiments in this regard.
Another way to view this scheme is a preconditioned high precision defect correction or
Richardson iteration. The preconditioner executes in lower precision than the solver loop. Typ-
ically, Richardson defect correction iterations have to be damped. In our experience, this is not
necessary; to date we have not found configurations which required damping to ensure conver-
gence.
We finally note that the iterative refinement approach can be cascaded: Instead of solving a
given problem expensively in high precision, the solution process is split up recursively into a se-
ries of defect equations which are solved in successively decreasing precision. This way, most of
the arithmetic work is performed in cheap low precision floating point arithmetic, with the result-
ing beneficial reduction in bandwidth requirements. The feasibility on this cascade depends on the
available hardware accelerated precisions, and the minimal precision necessary to gain relative ac-
curacy reasonably fast on a defect problem of given condition. One concrete example on modern
CPUs is the solution of problems that require quadruple precision, which is not currently available
natively in hardware. Instead of employing an emulated quad-double format for the entire compu-
tation, only a few defect calculations need to be performed expensively when employing a mixed
precision iterative refinement scheme.
The mixed precision approach can also be formulated for arbitrary convergent iterative schemes,
which Robert Strzodka and the author of this thesis briefly examined in 2006 [210].
2One example in C for CUDA is the __sqrt() intrinsic that is significantly less accurate than the library function
sqrt().
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4.4. Hardware Efficiency on FPGAs
This section continues the discussion of hardware efficiency started in the introduction of this
chapter.
4.4.1. Field Programmable Gate Arrays
Field programmable gate arrays (FPGAs) allow to configure any hardware design and run it as
though such a chip had been fabricated. This is very useful for testing future chips, but is also
widely exploited to map problem-specific algorithms into a hardware configuration, generating
a processor designed specifically for the application in mind. FPGAs are available in a wide
variety of possibilities, ranging from PCIe-based boards (equipped with a small microprocessor
and additional off-chip memory) to configurations with direct access to a wide system bus, like
the FPGA-enhanced Cray XD1 and SGI Altix supercomputers.
Hardwired processors operate on fixed-width formats, and thus, they usually have dedicated
single or double precision floating point units. They also have fixed data paths and synchronised
scheduling. In contrast, FPGAs have fully configurable memory and logic elements, data paths
and clock generators. Since FPGAs consequently allow the configuration of arbitrary number
formats, it is possible to cascade the mixed precision approach and use several different precision
formats within the FPGA. In particular, it is easy to generate fused operations that apply rounding
only to the final result of a composed operation, e. g., for a more accurate accumulation of s23e8
data an s23e8 + s36e11 → s36e11 accumulator can be configured. In addition, there are many
options to trade latency, throughput and area in operations. For instance, given a bit length n
of the operands, an n× n bit adder can have O(1) area and O(1/n) throughput or O(n) area and
O(1) throughput. For more background and additional information we refer to general surveys of
reconfigurable hardware by Bondalapati and Prasanna [31] and Compton and Hauck [51].
4.4.2. Mixed Precision Solvers on FPGAs
During the work on our survey article on mixed, emulated and native precision computations [85],
Robert Strzodka and the author of this thesis have also investigated the aforementioned benefits
of FPGAs. Our results have been presented at the FCCM 2006 conference [211]. We refer to
the original publication for details and only summarise the most important ideas: Using the Pois-
son problem as a typical yet fundamental model problem, we have shown that most intermediate
operations can indeed be computed with single precision or even smaller floating point formats
and only very few operations—less than 2% for the best configuration we established—must be
performed in double precision to obtain the same accuracy as a full double precision solver. Con-
sequently, an FPGA can be configured with many parallel single rather than few resource hungry
double precision units. One key idea to achieve this has been a fully pipelined version of the
conjugate gradient scheme which we developed, see Section 5.7.2. We have evaluated this solver
with different iterative refinement schemes, stopping criteria and precision combinations in a wide
range of numerical tests. All our experiments have been performed in software using the tool chain
from Xilinx due to the lack of actual hardware with sufficient resources for the interesting large
problem sizes. This work and the aforementioned research by Langou et al. [142] have later been
extended by Sun et al. [216] and in a diploma thesis supervised by the author of this thesis [217].
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4.5. Precision and Accuracy Requirements of the Poisson Problem
Throughout this chapter, we have motivated mixed precision methods rather from a ‘hardware-
oriented’ point of view. This section establishes the need for high precision from a numerical
perspective, and we demonstrate that single precision is not accurate enough in the context of
this thesis. While technically, one counterexample would be sufficient, we gather evidence for
a wider range of problems to gain some insight—from a practical perspective—why higher pre-
cision is needed to compute accurate results. Therefore, our study is numerical, and a thorough
and rigorous theoretical analysis is not the aim of the following. All experiments are based on the
Poisson problem, which is a prototypical yet fundamental test problem for all applications con-
sidered in this thesis: In the linearised elasticity application (see Section 2.3.5 and Section 6.4),
the displacements in horizontal and vertical direction correspond to scalar elliptic second-order
PDEs; and similarly for the velocity components in the fluid flow application (see Section 2.3.6
and Section 6.5).
There are potentially many factors that cause single precision to fail. In Section 4.5.1, the in-
fluence of the condition number of the linear system stemming from the discretisation is examined.
Section 4.5.2 presents an experiment aiming at the crossover point at which floating point errors
(accumulation of truncation and cancellation errors in the course of a computation) dominate other
errors, most importantly, the discretisation error. Finally, Section 4.5.3 studies the influence of re-
duced precision on the convergence behaviour of iterative solvers from a practical point of view.
We conclude with a summary in Section 4.5.4.
Test Procedure
Unless noted otherwise, all tests are performed on a uniformly refined unitsquare domain, and
bilinear quadrilateral conforming finite elements (Q1) are used for the discretisation. A refine-
ment level L corresponds to (2L)2 elements and thus N = (2L +1)2 degrees of freedom, which are
enumerated in a rowwise fashion, yielding a band matrix structure. The tests thus correspond to
a single subdomain in FEAST, see Section 2.3. Homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions are
prescribed along the whole boundary. We consider several analytical functions and their Lapla-
cians to construct Poisson problems with known exact solutions, cf. Section 2.1.3. These problems
thus use different right hand side data, but the matrix always remains the same. We measure the
relative L2 error of the computed solution against the analytical reference solution, as explained in
Section 2.1.3. A computed solution is considered accurate if the L2 errors are reduced by a factor
of four (proportionally to h2) per refinement step up to L = 10, the finest discretisation we apply
for these tests.
The L2 error is computed in double precision; and to minimise errors in the input data, the
matrix and right hand side are always assembled in double precision and casted to single precision
as needed. Special care is taken to ensure that the data formats and computations use exactly
the specified precision, in an IEEE-754 compliant way: Appropriate compiler flags ensure that
intermediate results are always written to memory instead of being kept in potentially higher-
precision registers, and optimisations for speed are disabled if they break conformance.
Three different solvers are used for the experiments. Conjugate gradients (as a representative
of Krylov subspace schemes) and multigrid, both in single and double precision respectively, are
taken from the libcoproc library by the author of this thesis, see Section 5.1.2 on page 110. As
the accuracy of these iterative solvers depends on a (user-specified) stopping criterion, addition-
ally a direct sparse LU decomposition solver is employed. UMFPACK [57], which is used by
FEAST (see Section 2.3.2), unfortunately supports double precision only, so we implemented an
interface to SuperLU [59] instead. We experimented with SuperLU’s parameters, but found that
the default settings (in particular, the AMD column ordering) minimises the fill-in and thus the
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memory requirements of the computed LU decomposition. For the largest problem size, the em-
ployed configuration allocates roughly 6GB of memory, the ‘natural ordering’ option requested
more than 16GB of memory, which is the maximum available to us. In short, SuperLU is used as
a ‘black-box’ solver with default settings.
4.5.1. Influence of the Condition Number
For symmetric and positive definite matrices with largest and smallest eigenvalues λmax and λmin,
the spectral condition number is defined as cond2(A) = λmax/λmin. An important result from nu-
merical error analysis for a given linear system Ax= b, with disturbed input data δA and δb, gives
an upper bound for the influence of the condition number on linear solvers: If the condition num-
ber of A is proportional to 10s and the relative errors ‖δA‖/‖A‖ and ‖δb‖/‖b‖ are proportional
to 10−k for some k > s, then the relative error in the computed solution vector of the system is
proportional to 10s−k, i. e., s digits are lost in the solution, or in other words, the data error of order
k is amplified by s orders of magnitude.
For small system matrices A corresponding to moderately coarse levels of refinement, it is
feasible to compute the spectral condition number by brute force, for instance using GNUOctave.3
The following values are obtained for refinement levels L= 2 to L= 6: 4.92, 13.77, 52.22, 207.66
and 830. Finite element theory states that the condition number of the system matrix stemming
from the discretisation of the Poisson problem is proportional to h−2, where h denotes the mesh
width [10]. The resulting factor of four per refinement level is clearly visible in the computed
values, and we can extrapolate the condition numbers for the refinement levels L = 7 to L = 10 as
follows: 3 320, 13 280, 53 120 and 212 480.
Putting everything together, we can estimate that the reduction from double to single precision,
which introduces data errors of the order 10−7, leads to a relative error in the computed solution
of the order 10−2 for the highest level of refinement. We confirm this estimate with a numerical
experiment, using the polynomial function v(x,y) = 16x(1− x)y(1− y) to construct a Poisson
problem. We assemble the system matrix and the right hand side in double precision, cast them
once to single precision, cast them back to double precision and execute the solver in double
precision; in other words, we introduce truncation errors into the input data and leave everything
else unchanged. Table 4.1 confirms, only for the larger problem sizes, that the observed relative
L2 errors show differences in the second significant digit, as estimated. We note that the computed
results are identical for all three solvers, all differences are on the order of floating point noise.
double precision truncated right hand side truncated right hand side and matrix
Level L2 error Error reduction L2 error Error reduction L2 error Error reduction
7 6.9380072E-5 4.00 6.9397341E-5 4.00 6.9419428E-5 4.00
8 1.7344901E-5 4.00 1.7362171E-5 4.00 1.7384278E-5 3.99
9 4.3362353E-6 4.00 4.3535279E-6 3.99 4.3757082E-6 3.97
10 1.0841285E-6 4.00 1.1015042E-6 3.95 1.1239630E-6 3.89
Table 4.1: Influence of the condition number when introducing data errors of the order of single
precision.
4.5.2. Influence of the Approximation Quality
For our second experiment, we employ the function v(x,y) = sin(kpix)sin(kpiy) with an integer pa-
rameter k to construct Poisson problems. The idea is that with increasing value of k, the function
3http://www.octave.org
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is harder and harder to approximate due to its high-frequency oscillating behaviour. Correspond-
ingly, we expect the discretisation error to dominate longer with increasing value of k. For large
k, these problems are prototypical for complex problems in real-world scenarios. This experiment
is performed using the SuperLU direct solver in both single and double precision.
Level L2 error Red. L2 error Red. L2 error Red. L2 error Red.
k = 1, double k = 1, single k = 5, double k = 5, single
3 1.5175620E-2 3.98 1.5175401E-2 3.98 3.7078432E-1 2.85 3.7078434E-1 2.85
4 3.7994838E-3 3.99 3.8002450E-3 3.99 9.4017531E-2 3.94 9.4017554E-2 3.94
5 9.5022801E-4 4.00 9.5126203E-4 3.99 2.3686629E-2 3.97 2.3686710E-2 3.97
6 2.3757945E-4 4.00 2.4901750E-4 3.82 5.9350336E-3 3.99 5.9353746E-3 3.99
7 5.9396269E-5 4.00 1.2445919E-4 2.00 1.4846263E-3 4.00 1.4864333E-3 3.99
8 1.4849160E-5 4.00 4.2356988E-4 0.29 3.7121131E-4 4.00 3.8315635E-4 3.88
9 3.7123159E-6 4.00 2.1157079E-3 0.20 9.2806257E-5 4.00 1.6205892E-4 2.36
10 9.2816107E-7 4.00 8.8573806E-3 0.24 2.3201782E-5 4.00 3.4972053E-4 0.46
k = 10, double k = 10, single k = 20, double k = 20, single
3 1.0563694E+0 1.11 1.0563694E+0 1.11 1.1687879E+0 0.86 1.1687879E+0 0.86
4 3.7078432E-1 2.85 3.7078434E-1 2.85 1.0563694E+0 1.11 1.0563694E+0 1.11
5 9.4017531E-2 3.94 9.4017551E-2 3.94 3.7078432E-1 2.85 3.7078434E-1 2.85
6 2.3686629E-2 3.97 2.3686768E-2 3.97 9.4017531E-2 3.94 9.4017575E-2 3.94
7 5.9350336E-3 3.99 5.9355176E-3 3.99 2.3686629E-2 3.97 2.3686792E-2 3.97
8 1.4846263E-3 4.00 1.4873870E-3 3.99 5.9350336E-3 3.99 5.9357198E-3 3.99
9 3.7121131E-4 4.00 3.8738947E-4 3.84 1.4846263E-3 4.00 1.4882195E-3 3.99
10 9.2806257E-5 4.00 1.7088372E-4 2.27 3.7121131E-4 4.00 3.8860304E-4 3.83
Table 4.2: L2 error reduction rates for increasingly oscillating test functions, double and single
precision sparse LU solver.
Table 4.2 summarises the computed L2 errors and error reduction rates when solving in dou-
ble and single precision, respectively. Looking at the double precision results first, the expected
behaviour can be observed: The larger k is chosen, the finer the discretisation has to be to obtain
a good approximation of the oscillating analytical functions in the finite element space. If the
refinement level is too coarse, the computed solution is far from the exact one and the error reduc-
tion rates do not convey any meaningful information: Due to the estimate ‖u−uh‖L2 ≤ ch2‖u‖H2
(u and uh denoting the exact and computed solutions) and ‖u‖H2 = O(k2) in this particular case,
the L2 error may even increase again if h2 is not the dominant factor. Nonetheless, at some point
all four configurations exhibit error reduction rates by a factor of four per refinement level. The
fact that the oscillating functions (k ≥ 10) are hard to approximate is further emphasised by the
order of magnitude of the final L2 errors: With a fixed amount of 10252 degrees of freedom, the
approximation of the ‘hardest’ function (k = 20) is more than three orders of magnitude worse
than that of the low-frequency test problem (k = 1). The repetitive pattern that can be observed in
the L2 errors is a consequence of the particular test function used: A doubling of k and thus of the
‘frequency’ corresponds to a halving of the mesh width h. Finally, we note that exactly the same
results are obtained with the double precision multigrid and conjugate gradient solvers, using a
relative stopping criterion of 10−4.
In single precision, the results are fundamentally different. Looking at the small refinement
levels up to L = 5 and 6 first, the L2 errors are reasonably close to their double precision counter-
parts. For k = 1, further refinement of the mesh rapidly deteriorates the computed approximation,
and the L2 error even increases again: The solution on refinement level 10 is even worse than the
one on level 4, even though more than one million unknowns instead of only 289 are used: Clearly,
the accumulated floating point errors (amplified by the increasing condition number) dominate all
other sources of error. The same behaviour can be observed for the increasingly oscillating test
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functions, but to a lesser extent so that for k = 20, the final difference in the L2 errors of the double
and single precision solution are reduced to the unavoidable error due to the condition number:
In this case, the discretisation error dominates, and all accumulated floating point roundoff and
cancellation errors do not significantly influence the result. The loss in accuracy—of the order
of differences in approximately the second significant digit of the L2 errors as estimated in Sec-
tion 4.5.1—is clearly visible in the single precision result.
Two observations indicate why single precision is increasingly inappropriate the ‘easier’ the
test function can be approximated: First, very ‘smooth’ functions4 imply that the discrete values
at neighbouring grid points do not differ significantly. This means that the exponent of the floating
point representation plays only a minor role, and roundoff errors occur because of the low resolu-
tion of the mantissas. In Section 5.6.3 on page 174 we demonstrate that even the combined 46 bit
mantissa of the double-single emulated precision format described in Section 4.2 is insufficient.
Second, increasing the refinement level even further so that the final approximation quality of
the high-frequency test functions is of the same order as for the smooth one would rapidly break
down in single precision as well, because of the proportional increase of the condition number. In
practice, target quantities prescribed by the actual application (for instance, drag and lift values in
fluid dynamics) have to be considered, and in general, a quantitatively accurate simulation result
seems very unlikely in single precision. This is particularly important for real-world scenarios,
where accuracy requirements are higher than, e. g., an error of 1% which is often encountered in
the engineering community.
Repeating this experiment again with a deformed domain which is not axis-aligned, and intro-
ducing mesh anisotropies towards one corner during the refinement (cf. Figure 5.24 on page 158),
yields qualitatively identical results, and thus, the unitsquare domain is not a special case. Two
different effects come into play: Introducing anisotropies and irregularities in the mesh increases
the condition number of the resulting linear system; and a good approximation is harder to achieve
because small refinement levels capture the prescribed analytical test function to a lesser degree.
It would be interesting to repeat this experiment using finite elements with approximation
order higher than one, because such discretisations allow to achieve more accurate results with the
same amount of degrees of freedom. At the time of writing, FEAST does not support higher-order
elements and therefore, this is not possible without major re-implementations.
4.5.3. Influence on the Convergence Behaviour of Iterative Solvers
After establishing that single precision is insufficient for accurately solving linear systems stem-
ming from the discretisation of Poisson problems with finite elements, we now focus on the practi-
cal aspects and consequences arising from the use of iterative solvers. All subsequent experiments
are based on the polynomial test problem introduced in Section 4.5.1. Qualitatively, this function
resembles the sinusoidal function for k = 1 in Section 4.5.2, which cannot be solved in single
precision up to the finest refinement level: Table 4.3 depicts results obtained with the SuperLU
solver in single and double precision.
In the following, two different iterative solvers are employed, conjugate gradients as a repre-
sentative of Krylov subspace schemes, and multigrid. We empirically determine in double pre-
cision that the linear solver needs to reduce the initial residuals by at least seven digits in order
to exhibit L2 error reductions by a factor of four up to the largest problem size (refinement level
L = 10), so one could expect single precision to exhibit even more problems than in the previous
tests, because this threshold is close to the limitations of the s23e8 format. As the results using the
sparse direct solver show, this seemingly demanding stopping criterion is not the dominant reason
4Smooth is set in quotation marks here because all test functions under consideration are in C∞ and therefore
arbitrarily smooth in the mathematical sense.
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Double precision Single precision
Level L2 error Error reduction L2 error Error reduction
3 1.7802585E-2 4.03 1.7802457E-2 4.03
4 4.4429149E-3 4.01 4.4435526E-3 4.01
5 1.1102359E-3 4.00 1.1111655E-3 4.00
6 2.7752803E-4 4.00 2.8704684E-4 3.87
7 6.9380072E-5 4.00 1.2881795E-4 2.23
8 1.7344901E-5 4.00 4.2133101E-4 0.31
9 4.3362353E-6 4.00 2.1034461E-3 0.20
10 1.0841285E-6 4.00 8.8208778E-3 0.24
Table 4.3: Polynomial test problem in double and single precision (relative L2 errors, direct
solver).
for the behaviour described in the following. The maximum admissible number of iterations for
the conjugate gradient solver is set to N, the number of unknowns in the system, and to 32 for the
multigrid solver.
Conjugate Gradients
In the first experiment, we use a conjugate gradient solver with Jacobi preconditioner. The results
are summarised in Table 4.4: In double precision, the solver converges very well, and the iteration
number increases proportionally to the mesh width h (which in turn is antiproportional to the
square root of the condition number). The L2 error reduces by a factor of four per refinement
level. This is not the case when computing entirely in single precision instead: From refinement
level 7 onwards, the single precision solver starts to need increasingly more iterations until it
claims convergence: The solver does not exhibit a doubling of iterations in each refinement step
any more. We say that the solver claims convergence because the computed results are simply
wrong: Again from L = 7 onwards, the L2 error reduces increasingly slower, until for the largest
problem size, it even increases again: The accuracy of the solution on level 10 is between that
on level 8 and 9, although four or even 16 times as many unknowns are used. Remarkably, the
iterative solver yields correct results for larger levels of refinement than the direct solver. We
suspect stability differences between the solvers, but emphasise that only one relevant observation
can be made: As soon as the solution starts to be wrong due to floating point errors, these errors
build up rapidly, and the L2 errors obtained on even finer meshes are no longer comparable between
solvers.
Double precision Single precision
Level Iterations L2 error Error reduction Iterations L2 error Error reduction
3 9 1.78025845E-2 4.03 8 1.78026922E-2 4.03
4 18 4.44291488E-3 4.01 18 4.44304533E-3 4.01
5 34 1.11023592E-3 4.00 34 1.11055951E-3 4.00
6 68 2.77528031E-4 4.00 80 2.78169002E-4 3.99
7 136 6.93800722E-5 4.00 171 7.07162815E-5 3.93
8 273 1.73449005E-5 4.00 358 1.94255938E-5 3.64
9 551 4.33623132E-6 4.00 884 1.01070553E-5 1.92
10 1113 1.08411274E-6 4.00 2250 1.49700372E-5 0.68
Table 4.4: Polynomial test problem in double and single precision (relative L2 errors, conjugate
gradient solver).
Looking at the computed results in more detail reveals that the solver indeed converges to a
wrong solution: This is easily determined (in addition to the deteriorating L2 errors) by computing
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the exact defect after the solver has claimed convergence: For the largest problem size in this test,
the solver reports a final norm of the defect of order 10−8, and the (independently computed) norm
of the defect (in single precision, using the computed result) is four orders of magnitude higher.
An obvious ‘scapegoat’ for this behaviour and the observed disproportionate increase in iteration
numbers lies in the construction of the conjugate gradient algorithm itself: In each iteration, the
defect (used for convergence control) is computed incrementally via the recurrences determining
the (locally) optimal search directions, cf. Figure 2.2 on page 25. One could believe that due to
the reduced precision, the solver needs more iterations until convergence because the computed
search directions are no longer A-orthogonal, whereas in fact the computed results are simply
wrong. To pinpoint this suspect, we modify the implementation to compute the defect directly
and not incrementally in each iteration. As a result, the solver now diverges except for L = 2 and
even computes NaN for L ≥ 5. This behaviour is surprising, since many textbooks recommend
computing the defect directly every other iteration to prevent floating point errors from building
up to a level where they dominate.5 A detailed analysis reveals that the convergence control is
mostly responsible for this behaviour. Figure 4.5 depicts the progress of the norms of residuals
after each step of the conjugate gradient solver for the first 250 solver iterations and refinement





































Figure 4.5: Progress of residuals in the conjugate gradient solver with direct defect calculation
(single precision).
At some point before reaching the stopping criterion, floating point errors start to build up
rapidly and lead to divergence. Looking at the convergence development in more detail, an im-
portant observation can be made: In single precision, the minimal achievable norm of residuals
increases with the problem size.6 This is inherent to the amplification of floating point errors by the
increasing condition number of the systems, and consequently means that any advanced conver-
gence control mechanism is bound to fail in a similar fashion: It does not make sense to terminate a
solver once intermediate residual norms drop below, e. g., 10−7 or some corresponding (absolute)
value which seems to be close to the limitations of single precision. For the modified solver, such
a stopping criterion would never hold, and for the unmodified one, we demonstrate below that
this is equivalent to not iterating the solvers until convergence. Analogously, it makes no sense
to terminate a solver once the norms of the residuals do not reduce further, as the algorithm does
not necessarily converge monotonically in floating point. Such convergence control mechanisms
essentially boil down to gaining only two to four digits depending on the problem size, and con-
5Computing the defect directly (in single precision) after every, say, 50th iteration does actually prevent divergence,
but the solver still converges to a wrong solution.
6This observation also explains why the highly oscillating test problem did not have problems with single precision
for the levels of refinement under consideration: The linear solver needed a comparatively weak stopping criterion of
only four digits, and the impact of single precision did not show clearly yet due to the dominance of the discretisation
error.
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sequently, the targeted reduction in the L2 error norm cannot be achieved: The solution computed
by the (prematurely terminated) iterative scheme is simply not accurate enough, because the (true)
residuals cannot be reduced enough (cf. Figure 4.5). We nonetheless confirm this observation
by empirically determining the iteration number that leads to the (absolutely) smallest residual
and configuring the algorithm to perform exactly this amount of iterations, effectively disabling
convergence control: The exact numbers are not shown in detail, we restrict ourselves to exem-
plary pointing out that the expected error reduction is no longer achieved from refinement level 6
onwards, identical to the results shown in Table 4.4.
Double precision Single precision
Level Iterations L2 error Error reduction Iterations L2 error Error reduction
3 5 1.78025923E-2 4.03 5 1.78027112E-2 4.03
4 12 4.44291510E-3 4.01 12 4.44311540E-3 4.01
5 26 1.11023594E-3 4.00 26 1.11034233E-3 4.00
6 52 2.77528351E-4 4.00 52 3.14905825E-4 3.53
7 103 6.93808325E-5 4.00 93 7.95717888E-5 3.96
8 202 1.73450374E-5 4.00 213 6.01743367E-5 1.32
9 391 4.33717982E-6 4.00
10 767 1.08396607E-6 4.00
Table 4.5: Polynomial test problem in double and single precision (relative L2 errors, BiCGStab
solver.
To rule out eventual side effects due to the loss of orthogonality, we repeat the test correspond-
ing to Table 4.4, but this time employ a BiCGStab solver. The results are shown in Table 4.5. This
solver is in general more prone to suffer from floating point noise, and thus, we do not observe
the expected halving of iterations in double precision. In single precision and for the two largest
refinement levels, it even diverges, and for smaller levels of refinement, the iteration numbers are
the same as in double precision.
Multigrid
We now repeat the previous experiments employing a multigrid solver. Table 4.6 lists the iteration
numbers and relative L2 errors obtained when executing the solver either in single or in double
precision data and arithmetic.
Double precision Single precision
Level Iterations L2 error Error reduction Iterations L2 error Error reduction
3 5 1.7802587E-2 4.03 32 1.7802623E-2 4.03
4 5 4.4429156E-3 4.01 32 4.4430374E-3 4.01
5 5 1.1102361E-3 4.00 32 1.1110643E-3 4.00
6 5 2.7752815E-4 4.00 32 2.8134801E-4 3.95
7 5 6.9379565E-5 4.00 32 6.2351369E-5 4.51
8 5 1.7344000E-5 4.00 32 4.5337956E-5 1.38
9 5 4.3351293E-6 4.00 32 2.6890305E-5 1.69
10 5 1.0829283E-6 4.00 32 5.7035827E-5 0.47
Table 4.6: Multigrid solver in double and single precision (relative L2 errors). The maximum
admissible number of iterations is fixed to 32.
Two important observations can be made: In double precision, the solver converges very well,
independent of the refinement level, five iterations are performed. In single precision however, the
solver fails to converge and always reaches the prescribed maximum number of iterations. Second,
the results computed in double precision are accurate in terms of the L2 norm, which is reduced
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by a factor of four per refinement step. This is not true in single precision: For refinement levels
3–6, the computed results are accurate even though convergence control is not possible any more.
For refinement level 7, the error drops more than expected. We suspect a favourable cancellation
of error components, as the convergence control is not able to capture this effect. For the three
largest problem sizes, the error decreases much slower and increases for L= 10, so that the solution
computed on refinement level 10 is only as accurate as the one computed on refinement level 7,








































Figure 4.6: Progress of residuals in single precision after each multigrid cycle, only for every
second level to improve clarity.
Figure 4.6 examines the convergence behaviour of the single precision solvers in more detail
by plotting the norm of the residual after each multigrid cycle. We immediately see why the
convergence control fails: The solvers stall, and more iterations do not reduce the norms of the
residuals any further. In some sense, these results are better than those observed using the modified
conjugate gradient algorithm (cf. previous section): The solver stalls instead of diverging and
ultimately computing NaN. The plot does not include residuals after the eighth iteration to improve
clarity, but we confirm that the tendency of stagnating continues for the remaining iterations. We
conclude that neither fixing the solver to perform only five iterations nor iterating further would
improve the achievable accuracy, in accordance with the conclusions drawn from the convergence
behaviour of the (modified) conjugate gradient solver. The plots also demonstrate that gaining,
e. g., only six digits does not alleviate the problem on coarser refinement levels: The solver stalls
before the weakened convergence criterion holds. This is further emphasised by the convergence
behaviour of the multigrid solver on the sinusoidal, highly oscillating test problems examined in
Section 4.5.2. For these problems, reducing the initial residuals by four instead of seven digits is
sufficient to observe the error reduction rates up to the finest refinement levels, but except for the
smallest problem size, all solvers reach the maximum number of iterations: Convergence control
fails even with this comparatively weak stopping criterion.
The norms of the residuals in Figure 4.6 also indicate why the L2 errors increase again for
higher levels of refinement: Comparing for example the plots for refinement level 4 and 10, we
see that the initial residual of the level 10 solution is two orders of magnitude better than the
one on level 4, whereas the final residual is two orders of magnitude worse. This is the same
behaviour as observed for the conjugate gradient scheme, and explains again why the k = 20 case
in Section 4.5.2 converges well.
As multigrid is our favourite solver for the types of problems in the scope of this thesis because
of its independence of the mesh width h, we analyse its components separately, i. e., smoothing (in
this case, Jacobi smoothing implemented using divisions), grid transfers (implemented as fixed-
coefficient interpolation, the divisions use power-of-two denominators and are therefore exact) and
the coarse grid solver (in this case, the preconditioned conjugate gradient solver without the modi-
fication, analysed previously): We first increase the amount of transfers and coarse grid corrections
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by executing the solver not in a V cycle configuration, but employ F andW cycles instead. The
results (not shown) are qualitatively and quantitatively very close to the V cycle, and no conclu-
sion can be drawn. Storing the inverse of the diagonal (computed in double precision and casted
to single precision) in a separate array prior to solving and thus avoiding the division in the Jacobi
smoother neither changes the observed convergence behaviour nor the accuracy of the solution.
Next, we reduce the mesh hierarchy for the solver, by starting the coarse grid correction not on
refinement level 1 but on finer grids. To focus on the coarse grid solver alone, we prescribe a
maximum number of five iterations (performing more iterations does not change the results qual-
itatively and quantitatively). The coarse grid solver is configured to gain seven digits, and we
empirically determine its optimal number of iterations as explained above. To gain further insight,
only the coarse grid solver is executed in double precision in a second experiment, for which the
modifications to the coarse grid solver are not necessary.
coarse grid single coarse grid double
Number of multigrid levels rel. L2 error rel. error rel. L2 error rel. error
10 5.8619020E-5 53.1 7.26021692E-5 66.0
9 6.5100979E-5 59.1 6.35145511E-5 57.6
8 1.1376739E-4 104.1 6.25543553E-5 56.7
7 9.7346791E-5 88.9 4.96629621E-5 44.8
6 8.3395229E-5 76.0 5.66366511E-5 51.2
5 6.2642598E-5 56.9 6.08495555E-5 55.1
4 5.9498448E-5 53.9 5.37317057E-5 48.6
3 5.0064723E-5 45.2 6.77214048E-5 61.5
2 3.7507415E-4 345.4 6.18298783E-5 56.0
Table 4.7: Influence of the multigrid hierarchy and the coarse grid solver (10242 elements, relative
L2 errors and relative error compared to the double precision L2 errors, single precision, conjugate
gradient coarse grid solver either in single or in double precision).
Table 4.7 lists the results, only for the largest problem size (i. e., all rows in the table correspond
to the same mesh with 10242 elements). The columns labeled ‘rel. error’ contain the relative error
of the single precision L2 error against the one obtained in double precision. When executing the
coarse grid solver in single precision, the results are inconclusive and do not allow to pinpoint
one particular component of the multigrid algorithm. The depth of the multigrid hierarchy does
not change the results significantly, with the exception of the two-grid case (last row in the table).
This artefact does however not appear so strongly when using the SuperLU solver instead of
conjugate gradients (not shown). The results are qualitatively identical, because both coarse grid
solvers converge to wrong solutions. Interestingly enough, executing the coarse grid solver in
double precision (and hence, accurately) still gives wrong results, independently of the depth of
the mesh hierarchy. We can conclude that only the problem on the finest level is responsible
for the behaviour we observe. In a way, this is the expected behaviour, because this problem
determines the ill-conditioning of the system matrix. In summary, we can say that neither of the
components (smoothing, coarse grid solver, depth of the mesh hierarchy) in the multigrid solver
is responsible for giving wrong results, only the arithmetic work performed on the finest level of
refinement causes the behaviour we observe. This experiment also confirms why single precision
gives wrong results independently of the choice of the solver, all problems with iterative solvers
that we have observed and described in this section are of practical nature, and none of these
problems is responsible for generating wrong results.
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4.5.4. Summary and Conclusions
All numerical experiments presented in this section are based on the solution of linear systems
stemming from the discretisation of the prototypical Poisson problem, the fundamental model
problem in the scope of this thesis. In all tests, computing in double precision gives the correct
result for the considered levels of refinement (which of course does not imply that double precision
is always sufficient for problems like the ones we examine), and can thus be used as a reference
solution.
The condition number of the system matrix of the linear system stemming from the discreti-
sation with finite elements amplifies data errors in the input, as well as roundoff and truncation
errors in the course of the solution process. For Poisson and similar (elliptic Poisson-like) prob-
lems, the condition number of the system matrix increases proportionally to the refinement level
of the discretisation, which is convenient in the experimental analysis of its impact. For a simple
unitsquare domain, we have demonstrated this effect in a numerical experiment based on extrap-
olated condition numbers and established a loss of accuracy corresponding to two digits for one
million elements, the largest problem size we consider, only by truncating the mantissa of the input
data and leaving the computational precision unchanged. This result alone is technically sufficient
to answer the question if single precision is sufficiently accurate to solve Poisson problems using
finite element discretisations: More realistic cases involving larger problem sizes and anisotropies
introduced by either the differential operator or the underlying mesh, generally increase the con-
dition number further.
A detailed analysis of increasingly oscillating analytical test functions revealed that for func-
tions that are hard to approximate in the finite element space, the discretisation error dominates
accumulated and amplified floating point errors for higher levels of refinement, and single preci-
sion can be successfully applied for moderately large problem sizes. For the highest-frequency
test function we evaluated, a mesh resolution of 5132 grid points is required to reach stable con-
vergence in the finite element approximation, i. e., a reduction in the L2 norm by a factor of four
per refinement step. For this function, the discretisation error dominates on all coarser refinement
levels. However, at this refinement level, the impact of the condition number (which depends
solely on the matrix) becomes visible, and single precision is not accurate enough.
Neither SuperLU as a representative of (sparse) direct solvers, nor the Krylov subspace conju-
gate gradient scheme, nor multigrid are able to give the correct answers as soon as floating point
errors dominate in the course of the solution process. Except for the highly oscillating sinusoidal
test function (Table 4.2, k = 20), no configuration gives a reasonably exact result in single pre-
cision up to the finest levels of refinement we consider, i. e., for refinement levels at which the
unavoidable impact of the condition number starts to influence the computed results. The quan-
titative crossover point (in terms of problem size) from which on floating point errors dominate
depends on the actual choice of the solver and its configuration parameters, but this observation
does not allow any meaningful conclusion: As soon as floating point errors or the condition num-
ber dominate, further refining the mesh only amplifies errors and hence obscures any effect that
might or might not allow hypotheses on solver behaviour.
SuperLU silently computes a solution that is wrong. We have examined the two iterative
schemes in more detail and identified the failing convergence control to cause most of the problems
in practice: The conjugate gradient scheme converges to a wrong solution or diverges, depending
on the way it is implemented. One could say that multigrid behaves ‘better’ than the conjugate
gradient algorithm, because it simply stalls. This, however, might not necessarily be true in all
cases, in particular for very ill-conditioned problems, so one should not rely on this observation.
We discussed a number of residual-based stopping criteria for these solvers, but—as the failing
direct solver demonstrates and the argument in the previous paragraph underline—an improved
(residual-based) convergence control mechanism would not alleviate the problems once single
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precision is insufficient and floating point errors build up rapidly.
One could argue that some of our test problems are ill-posed in single precision, because
the grid resolution is too fine in the given floating point system and does not resolve additional
frequency components any more: Colloquially speaking, the solvers then only compute on ‘noisy’
data. This is in so far correct as we always emphasise that only the crossover point allows any
meaningful conclusion, but does not affect our argument that single precision fails for coarser
levels of refinement than double precision. The theoretical error reduction rates we employ as a
measurement have been proved assuming exact arithmetic, and for all tests we examine, double
precision is ‘exact enough’, so to speak.
The experiments we presented underline why most practitioners employ double precision ex-
clusively: Solver behaviour is simply much more robust in double precision. The additional ad-
vantage of this approach is that it requires no further analysis: The fact that single precision results
may be arbitrarily wrong is irrelevant in this case.
In view of the (hardware-motivated) mixed precision iterative refinement schemes for iterative
solvers that constitute an important contribution of this thesis, our experimental analysis yields a
promising result: For all problems we examined, single precision is accurate enough to compute
a comparatively ‘good’ approximate solution. Both the conjugate gradient and multigrid solvers
seem to be sufficiently robust to compute an approximation via reducing the initial residuals by
only one or two digits. This approximation can be used in the iterative refinement procedure
(cf. Section 4.3) to successively advance the solution to high precision and thus, high accuracy.
In Section 5.6 and Section 5.7, mixed precision iterative refinement schemes are experimentally
analysed in detail.
Future Work
In practice, due to the failing convergence control that essentially prevents low-precision solvers
of ‘black-box type’, computing error bounds of the results seems mandatory. Demmel et al. [60]
suggest to use iterative refinement techniques (cf. Section 4.3) to achieve reliable error bounds at
comparatively small computational cost. Another promising avenue for future research could in-
vestigate the use of stopping criteria that are not based on residual evaluations, but founded more
in finite element approximation theory [7]. This, however, significantly increases the computa-
tional cost of convergence control, because residuals are readily available while derived quantities
computed by (accurate) integration of some functional over the entire domain are not. In the fol-
lowing, we do not pursue these ideas further, as one main goal of this thesis is the evaluation of
mixed precision methods, see Section 5.6 (tests on a single subdomain), Section 6.3.2 (large-scale
Poisson problems), Section 6.4.2 (large-scale linearised elasticity) and Section 6.5.3 (stationary
laminar flow) for numerical tests targeting the achievable accuracy. Furthermore, higher-order fi-
nite element discretisations will be interesting to evaluate, because they allow to achieve the same
accuracy with a (much) coarser mesh.
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5Efficient Local Solvers on Graphics Hardware
In this chapter, we describe, analyse and evaluate our GPU implementation of efficient linear
solvers specifically tailored to systems resulting from the discretisation of scalar PDEs on gener-
alised tensor product grids. These meshes correspond to individual subdomains in FEAST, and fur-
thermore, the solvers we present and evaluate in this chapter constitute the local solvers (Schwarz
preconditioners) of the two-layer SCARC approach in FEAST. This chapter is thus dedicated to
the single most important building block of the SCARC scheme in the scope of this thesis, and
the thorough experiments we present lay the groundwork for the acceleration of full applications
we discuss in Chapter 6. Moreover, we are interested in gaining insights into GPU performance
characteristics for iterative linear solvers and sparse equation systems in contrast to conventional
CPU implementations, the various tradeoffs in parallelism and the performance improvements of
GPUs over CPUs. We use numerical experiments to evaluate the mixed and emulated precision
techniques developed in the previous chapter in detail, both in terms of numerical and runtime per-
formance: We demonstrate that these techniques can deliver the same accuracy as standard high
precision implementations, while at the same time delivering significant performance improve-
ments, on both CPUs and GPUs.
Section 5.1 outlines the structure of the entire chapter and contains a list of recommendations
for the reader who wants to focus on particular sub-topics.
5.1. Introduction and Overview
As this chapter is rather long, Section 5.1.1 summarises its structure to make the presentation more
accessible to the reader. It also provides a general outline and highlights the topics we cover in
this chapter.
5.1.1. Chapter Outline
This chapter is roughly divided into two parts. We start with a high-level overview of our imple-
mentation in Section 5.1.2 and discuss various design decisions from a software engineering point
of view. In Section 5.2 and 5.3 we describe the efficient implementation of numerical linear alge-
bra operations and multigrid solver components, both in terms of ‘legacy GPGPU’ programming
techniques based on graphics APIs and for the CUDA architecture, the most important environ-
ment for ‘modern’ GPU programming at the time of writing. Section 5.4 is then devoted to the
efficient parallelisation of preconditioners and multigrid smoothers specifically tailored to sys-
tems resulting from generalised tensor product patches. It also presents our implementation of the
cyclic reduction algorithm for the solution of tridiagonal systems of equations, that outperforms
previous implementations significantly. Furthermore, we develop an alternative multicolouring-
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based parallel Gauß-Seidel smoother that can yield competitive convergence rates compared to
the natural-order sequential standard approach on CPUs. Each of these sections concludes with
detailed microbenchmarks of the individual operations on CPUs and GPUs, across a wide range
of different hardware generations.
The second part of this chapter comprises a series of numerical studies, demonstrating the
performance, efficiency and accuracy of native, emulated and mixed precision linear solvers, ex-
ecuting on the CPU, the GPU, or hybridly on both. In Section 5.5 we analyse the numerical and
runtime efficiency of the parallelised smoothers and preconditioners developed in Section 5.4. In
particular, we are interested in how much efficiency is lost by partially relaxing the coupling be-
tween the unknowns via mesh colouring, our strategy to recover parallelism for inherently sequen-
tial Gauß-Seidel type preconditioners. Section 5.6 demonstrates that even for very ill-conditioned
problems, the mixed precision iterative refinement method computes identical results compared to
solvers executing entirely in double precision. In Section 5.7 we examine if the mixed precision
solvers only achieve the same accuracy at the cost of a loss in runtime efficiency. Most of the tests
in these sections are focused on multigrid solvers, but we always discuss implications for solvers
of Krylov subspace type. Finally, Section 5.8 examines the remaining free algorithmic parameter
in multigrid, the choice of the cycle type, and, closely related, the configuration of the coarse grid
solver.
Due to the variety of the topics covered in this chapter, we deliberately do not present a sum-
mary of the entire chapter. Instead, each section provides its own motivation, and its own self-
contained summary. The casual reader who is mainly interested in our general findings is thus
referred to these introductions and summaries. Section 5.9 lists, as a reference for the interested
reader, GPU-related performance guidelines which we develop throughout this chapter. In the fol-
lowing, we briefly provide pointers to the contents of this chapter, but instead of a linear outline,
we focus on the different topics that are covered.
Purely Numerical Results
Admittedly, the majority of the tests presented in this chapter focus on runtime efficiency im-
provements of GPUs over conventional CPUs, simply because this constitutes the main line of
argument of this thesis. Nonetheless, we derive a number of interesting results from our experi-
ments: In Section 5.5.2 we discuss the impact of the decoupling of dependencies induced by the
parallelisation of inherently sequential preconditioners of Gauß-Seidel type via mesh colouring.
In Section 5.8.2 (double precision) and Section 5.8.8 (single precision) we identify a funda-
mental problem when using Krylov subspace type schemes as coarse grid solvers in multigrid
cycles, a problem that only occurs in finite floating point number systems and not in theory. We
present several techniques to alleviate this problem in practice.
Numerical results based on our mixed precision iterative refinement solvers specifically tai-
lored to sparse linear systems are outlined in the next paragraph.
Mixed Precision Iterative Refinement
In the literature, mixed precision iterative refinement techniques are analysed theoretically mainly
for dense matrices and solvers that employ some kind of a precomputed decomposition of the
matrix, e. g., LU decompositions, to be able to solve the same system for varying right hand sides.
In our setting of large, sparse linear systems of equations, this approach is not feasible, and we
perform numerical experiments to gain insight into the convergence behaviour of these schemes
when the low precision update is computed by iterative solvers of multigrid or Krylov subspace
type.
Generally speaking, the mixed precision iterative refinement procedure is guaranteed to con-
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verge if the auxiliary problems to be solved are ‘not too ill-conditioned’ in low precision, cf.
Section 4.3 on page 90. In Section 5.6 we demonstrate that mixed precision iterative refinement
solvers using iterative solvers for the low precision update deliver exactly the same accuracy in the
result as if executing the entire computation in high precision, even for extremely ill-conditioned
problems, i. e., problems that can barely be assembled in double precision.
In terms of efficiency, the user-defined stopping criterion of the ‘inner’ iterative solvers is
crucial. The ‘optimal’ choice of this parameter depends on the hardware under consideration, and
the concrete performance characteristics. Nonetheless, we identify a setting that yields ‘black-box’
character for all configurations we evaluate. Detailed measurements can be found in Section 5.7
and Section 5.8.8.
GPU Implementation Techniques
Implementational aspects of multigrid and Krylov subspace solvers on GPUs are presented in Sec-
tion 5.2, 5.3 and 5.4. The first two sections focus on fundamental operations from numerical linear
algebra, operations that we use to construct full solvers. We choose four representative operations
that cover four of the five most important parallel programming primitives, map, reduce, gather
and scatter. Many of the implementational details are typically not covered in the literature, and
hence, we describe them in the hope that the reader may find them useful as a starting point to
working in the emerging field of GPU computing. Section 5.2 is concerned with ‘legacy GPGPU’
techniques using graphics APIs to program the device, and Section 5.3 presents CUDA imple-
mentations. We want to emphasise that the techniques we apply in our CUDA implementation
are equally valid when using the OpenCL programming environment, as the underlying abstract
model of the hardware is identical: In essence, a given data-parallel computation is partitioned into
independent groups of threads (thread block or cooperative thread array (CTA) in CUDA speak,
work group in OpenCL speak), threads in each group can communicate via lightweight barrier
synchronisation primitives and local, shared scratchpad memory, and groups cannot communicate
at the scope of the kernel launch but have to use global memory to transfer results from one kernel
launch to the next.
All these operations exhibit a high degree of independent data-parallelism (potentially only
after suitable reformulations of the mathematical algorithm), which makes them well-suited for
throughput-oriented parallel processors, at least in theory. Nonetheless, it is a challenging task to
devise an efficient mapping to the GPU architecture that achieves good performance.
Robust and ‘strong’ preconditioners and smoothers exhibit an inherently sequential coupling
between the unknowns. We present several techniques to recover parallelism for these operations
in Section 5.4. For Gauß-Seidel type preconditioners, we apply mesh colouring techniques that
relax the coupling between the unknowns. Tridiagonal systems are solved with cyclic reduction,
parallel cyclic reduction and recursive doubling techniques. Our cyclic reduction implementation
significantly outperforms previous implementations reported in the literature. Here, we also intro-
duce the remaining fifth important parallel programming primitive, the scan (parallel prefix sum)
operation.
GPU Performance Characteristics and Speedups of GPUs over CPUs
GPU performance characteristics and the speedups we achieve over conventional cache-optimised
CPU implementations are covered in all our microbenchmarks and solver efficiency studies, and
thus in fact in each section of this chapter. We present three different sets of microbenchmarks,
in Section 5.2.4 (legacy GPGPU implementations of numerical linear algebra operations), Sec-
tion 5.3.3 (CUDA implementations thereof) and Section 5.4.7 (preconditioners specifically tai-
lored to generalised tensor product grids). Similarly, efficiency studies of multigrid and Krylov
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subspace solvers are covered in Section 5.5.3 (preconditioners), Section 5.7.3 and 5.7.4 (mixed
precision iterative refinement solvers on GPUs and hybridly on GPUs and CPUs), and in Sec-
tions 5.8.3–5.8.8 (multigrid cycle type and coarse grid solver).
We embrace many different aspects in our experiments, the most important ones are: The spa-
tial locality of memory references is much more important on GPUs than on CPUs, simply because
GPUs do not employ hierarchies of large caches to counteract the memory wall problem. GPUs are
throughput-oriented while CPUs minimise latencies of a single instruction stream, which means
that GPUs only excel for sufficiently large problem sizes; in other words, the device has to be
reasonably saturated in order to achieve good efficiency. In the scope of multigrid solvers, this
is particularly relevant: While this behaviour is also observed in the microbenchmarks, F andW
cycle multigrid that perform a lot of work on small problem sizes suffer disproportionately. On the
CPU, the work on fine levels of the mesh hierarchy that do not fit into cache anymore dominates
the runtime, and all work on coarser levels is essentially ‘for free’. This heuristic assumption
(backed up by experimental data) is not valid on GPUs, see also Section 5.9 for a summary of
GPU performance guidelines.
GPU Performance Improvements Across Hardware Generations, Energy Efficiency
A common claim by GPU manufacturers is that GPUs are ‘getting faster’ at a higher pace than
CPUs. Similarly, GPUs are said to be more efficient than conventional CPUs in terms of perfor-
mance per Watt and performance per Euro. Due to the lack of proper measuring equipment, we
only briefly discuss these topics based on reasonable estimates in Section 5.2.4 (OpenGL ‘legacy
GPGPU’) and Section 5.3.3 (CUDA ‘modern GPGPU’). In these sections, we also examine the
increase in performance over previous hardware generations.
Publications
The first publication by the author of this thesis on revisiting the well-known mixed precision
iterative refinement procedure not in terms of increased accuracy but in terms of performance
improvements [82] predates the independent work of Langou et al. [142] which received a lot
of attention in the community. For the most part, this chapter constitutes a significantly updated
and revised version of previously published work, and we list the relevant publications in the
introduction of each section.
5.1.2. A Brief Overview of the Code Base
Prior to writing this thesis, the author decided, for a number of reasons, to reorganise his collection
of test codes into one common, unified code base which incorporates all improvements made to the
algorithms and implementations in the course of the pursuit of this thesis. This code base provides
CPU and GPU implementations of numerical linear algebra building blocks, and iterative solvers
for sparse linear systems. It is realised in the form of a static library called libcoproc, which can
either be linked into FEAST or used for ‘standalone’ tests. In particular, all experimental codes
used in earlier publications [79, 82, 85] are now available only from within this framework.
We use the nomenclature of targets, short for target hardware, or synonymously backends,
for the individual implementations. Section 5.2.3 describes the implementation of the OpenGL
backend, and Section 5.3.2 is dedicated to the implementation for the CUDA architecture. In single
precision, all low-level operations have been realised in a sufficiently tuned, cache-optimised CPU
variant, in OpenGL and in C for CUDA. In native double precision, only CPU and C for CUDA
implementations are available, the OpenGL implementation instead uses emulated precision (see
Section 4.2 on page 86). Emulated precision is not available for the other targets, because it is
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only a substitute workaround. We consider our CPU implementation sufficiently tuned, because it
delivers the same performance as FEAST’s SBBLAS library for all experiments presented in this
chapter. The CPU backend relies on the GotoBLAS1, which is to the author’s best knowledge
the fastest BLAS library available on commodity CPUs; and the OpenGL code uses the GLEW
library2 for extension management.
The implementation is fully flexible with respect to mixing execution targets and computa-
tional precision, and follows an explicit-copy idiom: Memory copies and format conversions al-
ways have to be triggered explicitly by the user of the library, there are neither hidden format
conversions nor copies. The actual realisation is implementation-dependent and may involve an
explicit call to a copy routine, or a setting in a parameter file for a solver.3 In addition, all memory
copies between different targets are implemented asynchronously if supported by the hardware
and language, allowing to overlap independent computation with data transfers. Finally, a mem-
ory manager maintains a pool of available arrays (vectors): This realisation avoids expensive al-
locations during computations as some operations need temporary intermediate vectors, and GPU
memory is in general a precious resource. Vectors that are no longer needed are returned to the
pool, and memory is only actually allocated when there is no instance available for the given com-
bination of target, precision and size that are passed to the memory manager to request a new
vector.
For the CUDA and CPU backends, all vectors are zero-padded at both start and end, trading a
small additional memory overhead for a significant simplification and performance improvement
of matrix-vector operations (cf. Section 5.3.2). The concrete amount of padding depends on the
architecture and is always at least half the bandwidth of the matrix, i. e., the offset of the left-
or rightmost offdiagonal band. The OpenGL backend does not need padding, the same result is
achieved using graphics-specific constructs.
At the time of writing, the libcoproc library provides (preconditioned) conjugate gradients,
BiCGStab and multigrid solvers, cf. Section 2.2 on page 23. The OpenGL backend only provides
the JACOBI preconditioner, while the other two support the full range of operations available
in FEAST. Even though only CPU, OpenGL and C for CUDA are supported as backends, the
implementation of our framework is open to future target architectures: Adding new backends
only requires the reimplementation of the linear algebra building blocks and some infrastructure
such as data copies between memory spaces. Our implementation in fact provides a full API to
use various co-processors from within FEAST. All solvers are built from sequences of API calls
encapsulating numerical linear algebra operations, and the solvers are in turn available through a
high-level API to FEAST, which is discussed in Chapter 6.
Unfortunately, not all machines that have been used in previous publications for the mi-
crobenchmarks and local solver benchmarks presented in this chapter are available anymore. Some
systems have been upgraded, and some have been decommissioned because of hardware failures.
As the underlying implementation has also been fully rewritten from scratch to incorporate im-
provements made over the years, the results presented in this chapter are not always exactly com-
parable to previously published ones.4 In the scope of this thesis, this is actually an advantage, as
it enables a direct comparison of the results based on exactly the same code.
1http://www.tacc.utexas.edu/resources/software/#blas
2http://glew.sourceforge.net/
3A concrete example of a format conversion within one solver is using double precision for the coarse grid solver
within a single precision multigrid scheme, which is achieved by a simple flag in a configuration file.
4Additionally, the unified code uses GLSL as shading language for the OpenGL backend instead of Cg [154], which
has been used in earlier implementations. As explained in Section 3.1.3, this is only a technical difference, neither
functionality nor performance differ for these two dialects.
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5.2. Legacy GPGPU: OpenGL Implementation
This section covers the OpenGL ‘legacy’ implementation of numerical linear algebra operations
on GPUs. Section 5.2.1 briefly lists the implementational specialisations we applied to the general
legacy GPGPU programming model as outlined in Section 3.1.1 on page 47. In Section 5.2.2
we introduce four instructive exemplary numerical linear algebra building blocks, a scaled vector
update, a norm calculation, a defect calculation and a prolongation. These operations represent
different important parallel programming primitives, namely the map, reduce, gather and scatter
techniques. We describe our implementation of these operations in Section 5.2.3. This approach
allows us to present general techniques for different classes of operations, and simultaneously
discuss technical and implementational aspects based on concrete examples. Section 5.2.4 assesses
the performance of our implementation with a series of microbenchmarks of these kernels on
different CPUs and GPUs spanning two hardware generations. These benchmarks are artificial
in the sense that they only indicate general performance characteristics of graphics processors
compared to conventional CPUs. Numerical studies of various local solver configurations are
presented in Section 5.5, 5.7 and Section 5.8.
5.2.1. Implementational Specialisations
Our implementation uses the following (OpenGL-specific) specialisations of the legacy GPGPU
programming model of interpreting the graphics pipeline as a data-parallel computational engine
(cf. Section 3.1.1). Readers interested in implementing GPGPU programs with OpenGL are re-
ferred to the hands-on tutorials5 written by the author of this thesis, which cover the exact use and
parameters of OpenGL commands, and other technical details.
Vectors of length N on the CPU are mapped toM×M square, single-channel, single precision
floating point textures, in a rowwise fashion (M =
√
N). This mapping always fits in our case,
because all vectors we are dealing with in FEAST have the length (2L + 1)2 for some refinement
level L: The rowwise storage corresponds to the linewise numbering of the underlying logical
tensor product mesh. For the precision format based on the unevaluated sum of two single preci-
sion values (cf. Section 4.2 on page 86), two separate textures are used for the high and low order
components. The texture target is GL_TEXTURE_RECTANGLE_ARB, the type is GL_LUMINANCE and
the internal format is GL_FLOAT_R32_NV. Texture filtering is set to GL_NEAREST, and the wrapping
mode is GL_CLAMP.
Band matrices are stored as individual vectors, with appropriate zero-padding for off-diagonal
bands. We also experimented with mapping each vector to an RGBA texture instead of a single-
channel texture, but found no performance improvement on the hardware we used. Similarly, the
band matrix layout suggested by Krüger andWestermann [140, 141] did not improve performance;
on the contrary, the involved padding required nontrivial data transformations in the interface
between FEAST and our libcoproc library.
5.2.2. Example Operations: Parallel Programming Primitives
We describe the implementation of numerical linear algebra operations using the following set of
example kernels. They cover, in this order, the important parallel programming primitives map,
reduce, gather and scatter.6
5see http://www.mathematik.tu-dortmund.de/~goeddeke/gpgpu
6The fifth type of operation, a scan, is only used in Section 5.4 and is thus explained there, as we did not implement
stronger, more robust elementary smoothing and preconditioning operators in OpenGL due to the limitations of the
underlying programming model.
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• The axpy kernel computes, for two vectors x,y ∈ RN and a scalar α ∈ R, the scaled vector
sum y= αx+y. The operation is trivially parallel, as each entry of the vectors is independent
of all others. In the parallel computing literature, kernels of this type are commonly referred
to as map operations: A given function, in this case f (x,y) = αx+ y, is applied to every
set of elements (matching indices) in the input and output arrays. axpy requires 2N flops
(floating point operations), and 3N + 1 floating point values are read from and written to
memory. This kernel is representative for vector update operations.





. This kernel is an example of a reduction operation, a computation of a single
scalar value from an input vector. Other important applications of this technique are compu-
tations of dot products, maximum and minimum values etc. This operation performs 2N−1
flops (plus the root operation) and N+1 memory transfers.
• The defect kernel computes the expression d= b−Ax for vectors d, b and x and a matrix
A. We employ a matrix corresponding to one subdomain and a scalar problem in FEAST
(see Section 2.3.1 on page 29), i. e., the matrix has nine diagonal bands at fixed positions
and corresponds to a linewise numbering of the mesh points on a (logical) tensor product
grid. This kernel is an example of a gather operation as it reads in data at different positions
in the input vectors. It requires 18N−1 flops and 12N memory transactions.
• The prolongate kernel implements a prolongation operation, i. e., the transfer of a correc-
tion term from a coarse to a fine grid within a multigrid solver. As explained in Section 2.2.3
on page 26, we confine ourselves to a constant coefficient prolongation on a logical tensor
product grid, as this is the case we are using in our real applications. In addition, we always
apply homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions, as this is the test case we use in many
of our solver tests later in this chapter. This operation serves as an example to reformulate
an inefficient scatter operation to an efficient gather operation: The underlying hardware
does not support scatter until late 2006 due to the architecture being restricted to the CREW
parallel machine model, cf. Section 3.3.1 on page 74. Denoting the size of the coarse ar-
ray with Ncoarse and the size of the fine array with Nfine, then this operation reads in Ncoarse
floating point values, writes out Nfine, and we count the required floating point operations as
follows: For Ncoarse array entries, no operation is necessary, these values are simply copied
from the coarse into the fine array. The values in the fine array that correspond to element
centres in the coarse grid are interpolated from four values, which requires three additions
and one division. The number of elements in the coarse grid, NelemCoarse is related to Ncoarse
via NelemCoarse = (
√
Ncoarse−1)2. All remaining values correspond to edge midpoints of the
coarse grid and are interpolated from two coarse values, which requires two flops. In total,
we have 4NelemCoarse +2((2(
√
Ncoarse−1)+1)2−NelemCoarse−Ncoarse) flops.
We employ an abstract performance model which allows us to compare different implemen-
tations of different operations on all architectures under consideration: In essence, we only count
the ‘minimally mathematically required’ floating point operations and memory accesses. All im-
plementational and hardware-specific details are deliberately excluded, such as index arithmetic,
or repeatedly accessing the same element in a data vector, for instance the coefficient vector in
the defect kernel. One could think of this model as assuming an infinite amount of registers;
repeatedly accessing a datum is for free once it has been moved from memory to a register. Only
after the computation is completely finished, all result data is written back to memory, and we
assume reading from memory costs as much as writing to memory. Obviously, this performance
model does not allow any conclusions relative to theoretical peak performance, except for special
cases like fully bandwidth-limited operations.
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5.2.3. Implementation of Numerical Linear Algebra Operations
In the following, we describe our implementation of the four example numerical linear algebra
operations outlined in Section 5.2.2.
AXPY: Scaled Vector Update
Figure 5.1 illustrates our OpenGL implementation of the saxpy (single precision axpy) kernel.
Input: Vectors x and y, stored in M×M textures named texX and texY, scalar α
Output: Vector y, stored in M×M texture texY
1. Bind ‘passthrough’ vertex program, cf. Listing 3.2 on page 56.
2. Bind fragment program, a trivial modification of the program given in Listing 3.1 on page 55. Bind
texX, texY and α as input parameters to this fragment program.
3. Request a temporary M×M texture from the memory manager, and bind it as output.
4. Set viewport to exactly cover the quadrilateral (0,0), . . . ,(M,M).
5. Render the quadrilateral (0,0)− (M,M).
6. Swap the temporary output texture with texY and return it to the memory manager for future reuse.
Figure 5.1: OpenGL implementation of a saxpy kernel.
The first steps are clear. The notation (0,0)− (M,M) is used to abbreviate a quadrilateral with
the four vertices (0,0), (M,0), (M,M) and (0,M). As textures cannot be read from and written
to in one rendering pass, an auxiliary output texture is used in step 3, i. e., rather than computing
y = αx+y directly, the operation z = αx+y is performed in step 5. Our implementation allows
to swap this temporary result buffer with the ‘real’ texture texY at no cost (a simple swapping of
pointers), so that this hardware limitation is completely transparent to the user. This technique is
commonly known as ping-pong, textures are alternately used as render targets and input.
NRM2: Euclidean Vector Norm
The calculation of the Euclidean norm of a given vector is an example of a parallel reduction
operation. We illustrate the procedure with a sum-reduction, i. e., the calculation of the sum of
all elements in an array. For simplicity, we first restrict ourselves to a square texture with dimen-
sions that are powers of two. The algorithm, depicted in Figure 5.2, proceeds as follows: For
an input texture of size 2K ×2K , the quadrilateral (0,0), . . . ,(2K−1,2K−1) is rendered. The corre-
sponding vertex program doubles these coordinates and writes them to the first texture coordinate
interpolant, so that after rasterisation the generated texture coordinates cover the full input texture.
Each fragment then computes the sum of four values in the input texture and writes them to an
auxiliary output buffer, which is then bound as input: Proceeding recursively for subsequently
smaller textures yields the final result. To improve performance, the process can be stopped before
reaching the trivial input size 2× 2, and the last pass directly computes the sum of the remain-
ing values. Furthermore, the halving per dimension in each step is often replaced by letting each
fragment compute the maximum of larger regions to reduce computational overhead.
Our implementation of the nrm2 kernel essentially follows the same approach. As we are
only dealing with texture dimensions that are ‘off-by-one’ from power-of-two dimensions, we
first reduce the input to power-of-two dimensions and simultaneously compute the squares of
each input value. The generic reduction algorithm implemented for instance by Harris [109] or
in BrookGPU (cf. Section 3.1.5) turned out to impose too much overhead for this particular case.
The resulting texture is then used as input to the above sum-reduction. Two intermediate auxiliary
buffers are used in a ping-pong fashion to avoid overwriting the input array. The reduction is
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Figure 5.2: Conceptual illustration of a sum-reduce operation. The texture coordinate range for
each fragment per pass is highlighted.
stopped as soon as the number of elements to be reduced is less than 1 024, or if the input size is
smaller than 1 089 (corresponding to refinement level L = 5) and the final result is computed on
the CPU. This threshold is determined by calibration runs and is a good compromise on all test
platforms we consider.
Krüger andWestermann [140, 141] suggest to keep the result of the reduction in a 1×1 texture
to avoid the comparatively high latency of halting the pipeline and reading a single scalar value
back to the host. In our implementation, we abstain from using this technique for two reasons:
First, experiments on the hardware under consideration indicate that the performance improvement
for dot product calculations is almost negligible. Second, for norm calculations, we typically need
the result on the host in a subsequent step, e. g., to perform convergence checks of iterative solvers.
Defect Calculation
The implementation of a matrix-vector multiplication has two challenging aspects: First, neigh-
bouring elements in the coefficient vector need to be gathered. Due to our rowwise mapping of
one-dimensional arrays to two-dimensional textures, the underlying tensor product structure of the
mesh is recovered, and to compute the value at index (i, j), the neighbouring values (i±1, j±1)
are required. This is easily performed for indices corresponding to ‘interior’ texels: A vertex pro-
gram precomputes the corresponding nine sets of texture coordinates, and the fragment program
samples the matrix textures (one texture per band) and the coefficient vector correspondingly and
essentially performs one multiply-add operation per matrix band. Consequently, the texture cache
is utilised in an optimal way, as it performs best for data access patterns that exhibit spatial local-
ity in two dimensions. However, this approach does not give correct results at texture boundaries:
The left neighbour of index i is located at index i− 1 in one-dimensional addressing. In two-
dimensional addressing, the index (0.5, j) must be mapped to (M− 0.5, j− 1), and analogously
for the right boundary. In our implementation, we use three different vertex programs to gener-
ate appropriate texture coordinates for the same fragment program. The computation is triggered
by rendering, with the corresponding vertex program activated, first a single line that covers the
leftmost column of texels in the output, then the quadrilateral (1,M), . . . ,(M− 1,M) to compute
all ‘inner’ values, and finally a single line covering the rightmost column. The approach is an
example of static branch resolution, a powerful performance optimisation technique, as the naïve
approach involves the evaluation of a conditional for every fragment. Listing 5.1 depicts GLSL
code for the fragment program.
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1 # e x t e n s i o n GL_ARB_tex tu re_ rec t ang le : e n ab l e
2 uniform sampler2DRect t e x t u r eX , t e x t u r eB ;
3 uniform sampler2DRect t ex tu r eLL , t ex tu reLC , t ex tu r eLU ;
4 uniform sampler2DRect t ex tu reCL , tex tu reCC , t ex tu r eCU ;
5 uniform sampler2DRect t ex tu reUL , tex tureUC , tex tu reUU ;
6 void main ( )
7 {
8 / / y = Ax
9 f l o a t m = texture2DRect ( t ex tu r eLL , gl_TexCoord [ 0 ] . xy ) . x ;
10 f l o a t x = texture2DRect ( t ex t u r eX , gl_TexCoord [ 3 ] . xy ) . x ;
11 f l o a t y = m*x ;
12 m = texture2DRect ( t ex tu reLC , gl_TexCoord [ 0 ] . xy ) . x ;
13 x = texture2DRect ( t ex t u r eX , gl_TexCoord [ 2 ] . xy ) . x ;
14 y = y + m*x ;
15 m = texture2DRect ( t ex tu reLU , gl_TexCoord [ 0 ] . xy ) . x ;
16 x = texture2DRect ( t ex t u r eX , gl_TexCoord [ 3 ] . zw ) . x ;
17 y = y + m*x ;
18 m = texture2DRect ( t ex tu reCL , gl_TexCoord [ 0 ] . xy ) . x ;
19 x = texture2DRect ( t ex t u r eX , gl_TexCoord [ 1 ] . xy ) . x ;
20 y = y + m*x ;
21 m = texture2DRect ( t ex tu reCC , gl_TexCoord [ 0 ] . xy ) . x ;
22 x = texture2DRect ( t ex t u r eX , gl_TexCoord [ 0 ] . xy ) . x ;
23 y = y + m*x ;
24 m = texture2DRect ( tex tureCU , gl_TexCoord [ 0 ] . xy ) . x ;
25 x = texture2DRect ( t ex t u r eX , gl_TexCoord [ 1 ] . zw ) . x ;
26 y = y + m*x ;
27 m = texture2DRect ( t ex tu reUL , gl_TexCoord [ 0 ] . xy ) . x ;
28 x = texture2DRect ( t ex t u r eX , gl_TexCoord [ 4 ] . xy ) . x ;
29 y = y + m*x ;
30 m = texture2DRect ( tex tureUC , gl_TexCoord [ 0 ] . xy ) . x ;
31 x = texture2DRect ( t ex t u r eX , gl_TexCoord [ 2 ] . zw ) . x ;
32 y = y + m*x ;
33 m = texture2DRect ( textureUU , gl_TexCoord [ 0 ] . xy ) . x ;
34 x = texture2DRect ( t ex t u r eX , gl_TexCoord [ 4 ] . zw ) . x ;
35 y = y + m*x ;
36 / / y = b−Ax
37 m = texture2DRect ( t e x t u r eB , gl_TexCoord [ 0 ] . xy ) . x ;
38 g l _F r agCo l o r . x = m−y ;
39 }
Listing 5.1: Fragment program for defect calculation.
The second important aspect of our implementation is the handling of out-of-bounds accesses.
The matrix bands are appropriately padded with zeros, but the coefficient vector is not, and for
certain index ranges, is accessed out-of-bounds. We configure the texturing subsystem to clamp
these out-of-bounds accesses, i. e., a texture lookup always returns the corresponding value at
the texture boundary. This value is well-defined, and multiplying it with a zero which is read
from a matrix band always yields the correct result. This optimisation technique is called moving
branches up the pipeline, as again, the fragment program remains completely free of conditionals.
In emulated double precision, the defect calculation must be performed in two passes, as on
the employed hardware, the maximum number of different textures is limited to 16 per rendering
pass.
Prolongation
Our last example operation is the prolongation of a given coarse grid vector to a fine grid vector.
A viable implementation on CPUs, which is realised in FEAST, is to loop with strided access
over the elements of the coarse grid vector and scattering them, with appropriate weights, into
the fine array. OpenGL and the underlying older hardware generations do not support scattering7
operations, so we have to reformulate the scatter as a gather operation. To achieve this, we
7To be technically correct, scattering can be realised by rendering many single points, but this is very inefficient.
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configure the graphics pipeline with a viewport corresponding to the fine vector, and render a
matching screen-sized quadrilateral. We have three different cases to consider:
1. A node in the fine grid lies in the centre of an element and must be interpolated from four
coarse grid nodes.
2. A node in the fine grid lies on a coarse edge and must be interpolated from two coarse grid
nodes.
3. A node in the fine grid lies on top of a coarse grid node and takes its value.
In general, such a distinction is nontrivial to implement efficiently in OpenGL. Extensive
branches to decide which case applies for the current fragment are prohibitively expensive, at
least on our target hardware for legacy GPU computing with its high branch granularity (cf. Sec-
tion 3.1.7). A common solution in parallel computing would be to implement a multipass al-
gorithm using some kind of colouring technique to decouple the texels. In our implementation
however, we take advantage of the texture coordinate interpolation of OpenGL, and the fact that
texture coordinates are not stored as integers but as floating point values: Instead of going fully to
the next texel in the coarse texture by adding or subtracting 1.0 to the texture coordinates in the
vertical and horizontal direction, we only add or subtract 0.25 and rely on the OpenGL texture co-
ordinate interpolation rules to access the correct values. This results in the same nodes being read
two or four times in the second and third case, but as these values are in the texture cache anyway
after the first access, it does not incur a performance penalty. Consequently, the corresponding
fragment program is free of conditionals, see Listing 5.2. The setting of homogeneous Dirichlet
boundary values where necessary is realised by calling up to eight additional trivial kernels; we
omit the corresponding code to improve clarity, but emphasise that the performance measurements
presented in the next section include these operations.
5.2.4. Performance Microbenchmarks
In this section, we evaluate the performance of the four example kernels on three different host
systems. Unfortunately, the machines that the author has used in previous publications are not
available any more. For the majority of the tests in this section, we use a system that marks a
typical high-end workstation as of June 2006. It comprises an AMD Athlon64 X2 4200+ CPU
(Windsor, 512 kB level-2 cache, 2.2GHz), and fast DDR2-800 memory in a dual-channel config-
uration. We only use one core in our tests. The GPU is an NVIDIA GeForce 7900 GT (G71 chip),
with 256MB of GDDR3 memory connected via a 256 bit bus for a theoretical peak memory band-
width of 42.2GB/s. The GPU features seven vertex processors and 20 fragment processors, and
is connected to the host system’s AM2 chipset via PCIe x16. This GPU implements the multiply-
add operation in a fused way (the intermediate result of the multiplication is not rounded prior to
the addition), which allows for significant performance improvements of the emulated precision
arithmetic (cf. Section 4.2). None of these benchmarks except of the nrm2 kernel include bus
transfers.
As the parameter space of the experiments in this section is rather high-dimensional8, a de-
tailed performance analysis is only presented for this test system. The specifications of the re-
maining two test platforms are given below as soon as they are needed.
The system runs 32 bit OpenSuSE 11.1 and the NVIDIA driver 180.51. All codes are compiled
with the Intel C compiler, version 10.1.021, using tuned compiler settings tailored to the specific
microarchitecture.
8In fact, it comprises the cross product of four different operations with six different input sizes, on three different
test platforms in single and double precision on the CPU and the GPU.
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1 # e x t e n s i o n GL_ARB_tex tu re_ rec t ang le : e n ab l e
2 uniform sampler2DRect t e x t u r eC ; / / c oa r s e t e x t u r e
3 void main ( )
4 {
5 / / 0 . 25 snaps back t o o r i g i n a l p o s i t i o n
6 / / |
7 / / | 0 . 25 snaps p r e c i s e l y t o n e i ghbou r i ng nodes because we add r e s s
8 / / | | t h e midd l e be tween two " r e a l " t e x e l s i n t h e coa r s e mesh
9 / / | |
10 / / <X> <−> <X> <−> X coar s e a r ray
11 / / | \ / | \ / |
12 / / | \ / | \ / |
13 / / | \ / | \ / |
14 / / X X X X X f i n e a r ray
15
16 / / c o n v e r t from f i n e t o coa r s e c o o r d i n a t e s and compute lookup s t e n c i l
17 vec2 pos = 0 .5* f l o o r ( gl_TexCoord [ 0 ] . s t ) + 0 . 5 ;
18 vec4 ccoo rd = vec4 ( pos , pos ) ; / / ( c oa r s e xyxy )
19 vec2 l e n = vec2 ( 0 . 2 5 , 0 . 2 5 ) ;
20 vec4 o f f = vec4 ( len , − l e n ) ; / / ( 0 . 2 5 0 . 25 −0.25 −0.25)
21 vec4 dcoord ; / / d i a gona l
22 vec4 acoo rd ; / / a n t i d i a g o n a l
23 dcoord . xz = ccoo rd . xz + o f f . xz ; / / ( x +0 .25 , x−0.25)
24 dcoord . yw = ccoo rd . yw + o f f . yw ; / / ( y +0 .25 , y−0.25)
25 acoo rd . xz = ccoo rd . xz − o f f . xz ; / / ( x−0.25 , x +0 .25)
26 acoo rd . yw = ccoo rd . yw + o f f . yw ; / / ( y +0 .25 , y−0.25)
27 / / sample t h e coa r s e a r ray a t t h e computed l o c a t i o n s
28 f l o a t r e s = texture2DRect ( t e x t u r eC , dcoord . zw ) . x ;
29 r e s = r e s + texture2DRect ( t e x t u r eC , acoo rd . xy ) . x ;
30 r e s = r e s + texture2DRect ( t e x t u r eC , acoo rd . zw ) . x ;
31 r e s = r e s + texture2DRect ( t e x t u r eC , dcoord . xy ) . x ;
32 g l _F r agCo l o r . x = 0 .25* r e s ;
33 }
Listing 5.2: Fragment program for the prolongation kernel.
Detailed Analysis of the High-End Test System
Figure 5.3 depicts the absolute performance in MFLOP/s and GB/s we measure for the four ex-
ample operations. Looking at the CPU results first, we see the expected behaviour: For large input
sizes, the axpy kernel exhibits a throughput of 4.5–4.7GB/s in single and double precision, and
consequently, single precision is twice as fast (in MFLOP/s) as double precision. This confirms
that performance of this operation is exclusively limited by the available memory bandwidth for
the larger problem sizes. Absolute performance (in MFLOP/s) of the defect kernel is similar to
the axpy kernel. For the less interesting smaller problem sizes, the data fits entirely into cache and
consequently, performance is close to peak. The point at which the cache has no advantageous
effect on performance anymore is particularly pronounced in the GB/s diagram: A problem size
of 2572 (L= 8) just barely exceeds cache capacity in single precision, and requires twice the avail-
able cache memory in double precision. Consequently, the measured performance in GB/s does
not change when further increasing the problem size.
The nrm2 operation performs best for all problem sizes, reaching a remarkable performance
of 2.5GFLOP/s in single and 1.7GFLOP/s in double precision, respectively. This is due to the
extremely well-tuned implementation of the underlying GotoBLAS library which exploits the new
‘horizontal’ instructions of SSE3 if available9, and the fact that this operation exhibits an arith-
metic intensity of 2 instead of 2/3 as the axpy operation (see Section 5.2.2). The prolongate
kernel performs relatively poor.
The most important observation of the GPU results is that the general performance behaviour
is reversed: On the CPU, smaller problem sizes that fit entirely into cache perform best, while
larger problem sizes suffer from the relatively low memory bandwidth. On the GPU, this is ex-
9GotoBLAS is always compiled for the particular microarchitecture.
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actly the other way round: Small input sizes yield very poor performance, because first, there
is simply not enough work available to saturate the hardware-managed threads. Second, there
is a substantial amount of overhead associated with configuring the GPU to perform an actual
computation, overhead mostly due to the fact that a graphics API is used to access the device.
We look at the single precision results first: For the axpy and defect kernels, we measure
5.5GFLOP/s for the largest problem size, and 3.4GFLOP/s for the nrm2 and prolongate kernel.
This corresponds to more than 32GB/s for the axpy operation, more than 75% of the card’s theo-
retical maximum bandwidth. It is worth mentioning that the GPU performance (for large problem
sizes) exceeds the in-cache performance of the CPU, so in a way the 256MB device memory can
be seen as a ‘gigantic’ cache memory, because blocking for locality is equally important. Further-
more, performance still improves quite significantly for the three largest problem sizes, indicating
that the hardware is not entirely saturated yet. Similar to the CPU measurements, the nrm2 oper-
ation is a special case: While the other kernels reach competitive performance, i. e., the device is
sufficiently saturated already for medium-sized input data, the nrm2 kernel is only fast for the two
largest problems. This is due to the reduction character of the operation, which requires multiple
rendering calls on subsequently smaller input domains: The time complexity of a parallel reduc-
tion is O(logN), so the work of O(N logN) is not cost-efficient. The device is not saturated even
for the largest problem size.
Our OpenGL implementation emulates double precision via a double-single format (see Sec-
tion 4.2 on page 86). The GeForce 7 series GPUs all support a fused multiply-add, making the em-
ulation significantly less expensive. To enable a more honest comparison with the CPU results, we
do not count all native single precision operations required for the emulation, but count a double-
single addition as one flop, as in double precision. The bandwidth requirements of the emulated
format are identical to native double precision. This explains the—at first sight—surprisingly low
MFLOP/s rates of the emulated format, which otherwise could be expected closer to being com-
pute bound with an arithmetic intensity of two (addition) and three (multiplication). On average,
the emulated precision kernels are 5–7 times slower than their single precision counterparts on the
device.
Figure 5.4 summarises the results by depicting the achieved speedup of the OpenGL imple-
mentation versus the baseline CPU implementation. For the largest problem sizes and single
precision, the GPU executes the test kernels axpy and defect seven times faster. The nrm2 kernel
just barely outperforms its CPU counterpart, while the prolongate kernel is 35 times faster. As
explained above, the former is a consequence of a particularly well-tuned CPU code and a GPU
code that involves the overhead of performing a parallel reduction in multiple rendering passes;
and the latter is in fact a comparison of a sophisticated GPU implementation with a CPU imple-
mentation that uses strided memory accesses. The break-even point at which the GPU starts to
outperform the CPU is at a problem size of N = 1272 (L = 7) for axpy and a surprisingly small
N = 652 (L = 6) for defect and prolongate. The nrm2 kernel is only faster for the largest prob-
lem size in single precision, and slower otherwise. Only for the defect kernel, the speedup is
constant for sufficiently large problem sizes, for all other kernels, it still increases significantly.
Despite its relatively low performance compared to single precision, the emulated precision
kernels reach a stable speedup by a factor of 2.5 compared to their native double precision CPU
counterparts. Here, the nrm2 operation is not able to achieve faster performance at all.
GPU Performance Increase Across Hardware Generations
To evaluate the performance improvements of GPUs across hardware generations, we use two
other systems. The first one comprises an AthlonXP 2400+ processor (Thoroughbred, 256 kB
level-2 cache, 2.0GHz), DDR-333 memory in a single-channel configuration, and a ‘vanilla’
NVIDIA GeForce 6800 GPU (NV40 chip, 5 vertex- and 12 fragment processors) with 256MB



























































































































































































































































































































Figure 5.3: Microbenchmark results on the high-end test platform, absolute performance in
MFLOP/s (left) and GB/s (right). From top to bottom: axpy, nrm2, defect and prolongate.
All plots share the same legend, and the y-axis uses a logarithmic scale.

































































































Figure 5.4: Microbenchmark results on the high-end test platform, speedup of the GPU imple-
mentation vs. the CPU implementation in single (left) and double (or emulated double-single)
precision (right). The same legend is used in both plots, and the y-axis uses a logarithmic scale.
DDR memory (256 bit interface, 22.4GB/s bandwidth). The GPU is connected via the AGP 8x
bus. The second system is based on an Intel Pentium 4 processor (Prescott, 1MB level-2 cache,
3.0GHz), uses DDR-400 memory in a dual-channel configuration, and the GPU is an NVIDIA
GeForce 7600 GT (G73 chip, 5 vertex- and 12 fragment processors) with 256MB GDDR2 mem-
ory (128 bit interface, 22.4GB/s bandwidth). It is also connected via the AGP 8x slot.
The AthlonXP processor is one generation behind the GeForce 6800 GPU, and the configura-
tion marks a typical desktop PC in 2003/2004 which has been upgraded with a high-end GPU 1.5
years later. This is the oldest GPU available to us, and as explained in Chapter 3.1.3 on page 51,
it comes from the second generation of GPUs supporting single precision floating point. We refer
to this system colloquially as ‘outdated’ and include it to enable a historical comparison. The
Pentium 4 machine is a typical representative of a ‘mid-range’ workstation put into operation in
mid 2006. The NV40 GPU does not support fused multiply-add, while the G73 chip does. Both
systems run the exact same operating system and compiler version as the high-end workstation in
the previous tests.
We do not present results for emulated and double precision in the following. The correspond-
ing experiments and performance measurements have however been performed, and we confirm
that the previously established line of argument is equally valid.
Figure 5.5 depicts the performance (in MFLOP/s) of the four test kernels on the three test
systems. The most important result is that all GPUs exhibit the same general performance char-
acteristics. Comparing the measurements in detail, a couple of interesting observations can be
made.
The mid-range GPU is always approximately as fast as the GeForce 6800 for the axpy and
nrm2 kernels, and faster for the two other operations. This means that the narrower bus to off-chip
memory is compensated by the faster memory; in fact, the peak bandwidth of the two GPUs is
identical. The GB/s rates of the axpy kernel underline this (not shown due to space constraints).
Both the outdated as well as the mid-range systems suffer equally bad from the reduction overhead
of the nrm2 operation. The defect kernel executes almost 50% faster on the GeForce 7600 GT,
even though it has the same theoretical peak bandwidth. This is surprising at first, because this
kernel is also extremely bandwidth-bound with an arithmetic intensity less than one. However,
the larger amount of resources available to each fragment processor and, more importantly, the
higher amount of concurrent threads managed by the hardware allow to hide stalls due to DRAM
latency more efficiently in the newer design. This is a very important observation: Single-threaded,
bandwidth-limited CPU codes are limited in performance by the available bandwidth to off-chip
memory as soon as the computation is not performed in cache. For GPUs as examples of fine-
grained massively multithreaded designs, the ability of an architecture to hide stalls due to DRAM




































































































































































Figure 5.5: Performance in MFLOP/s in single precision on all three test GPUs, axpy (top left),
nrm2 (top right), defect (bottom left) and prolongate (bottom right). All plots share the same
legend, and the y-axis uses a logarithmic scale.
latencies is much more important than raw bandwidth, see also Section 3.3.2 on page 75. The
same argument holds true for the prolongate operation.
The high-end GPU almost doubles the theoretical peak bandwidth and significantly increases
the amount of fragment processors, and consequently performs best. We currently cannot explain
why the factor of two is not visible in the performance of the (fully bandwidth-bound) axpy kernel,
which executes (for the largest problem size) at 21.7, 20.1 and 32.2GB/s, corresponding to 97, 90
and 76% of the theoretical peak bandwidth. The curves in Figure 5.5 indicate that all GPUs are
not completely saturated, though. Nonetheless, for the largest problem size, the 7900 GT GPU
outperforms the vanilla 6800 by factors of 1.5, 1.6, 2.3 and 2.5 for the four test kernels, and the
mid-range model of the same series by a remarkably constant factor of 1.6.
We again confirm that the same performance improvements are observed in emulated double
precision (results not presented here).
Speedup Over Hardware Generations
A common claim of GPU manufacturers is that GPUs are ‘getting faster, faster’ than CPUs. While
this is certainly true for the raw, theoretical peak compute and memory performance, we aim at
examining the achievable speedup by the GPUs versus the CPUs for the four test kernels within
the limitations of our three test systems. By emphasising problem sizes typically encountered,
we actually evaluate the (for us) more practically relevant situation for multilevel and multigrid
type algorithms. We again omit double precision results due to space constraints and confirm that
detailed measurements show the same characteristic behaviour as in single precision.
Figure 5.6 depicts the speedup factors for single precision computations. For the axpy and
nrm2 kernels the outdated system achieves the highest speedups, which is expected because we
compare a CPU with a GPU from a newer hardware generation. This observation justifies one
of our proposed strategies: The addition of a mid-range GPU or even a GPU that comes from
a previous hardware generation into a low-end system significantly improves performance, cf.






















































































































































































Figure 5.6: Speedup of the GPU over the CPU in single precision for the four example operations
on all three test platforms. All plots share the same legend, and the y-axis uses a logarithmic scale,
but different ranges to enable a better comparison.
Section 6.3.4 on page 234. For the other two test kernels, the speedup on the outdated system is
very close to the high-end system, in line with the observations outlined in the previous paragraph:
The achievable fraction of the peak GPU bandwidth decreases, the faster main memory in the two
systems translates perfectly into speedup of the newer CPU (exact numbers not presented here),
and consequently, the obtained speedup levels are observed. The slope of the plots correlates with
the cache size of the CPUs, steepest gradients are observed as soon as a problem size does not
fit into cache anymore, corresponding to problem sizes for which the GPU only starts to become
reasonably saturated. This is particularly emphasised by the mid-range configuration, the Prescott
CPU has twice the amount of level-2 cache memory than the high-end system.
It is interesting to note that the break-even point, i. e., the smallest problem size at which the
GPU outperforms the respective CPU, is at least one refinement level higher for the mid-range
system than for the other test platforms. This is again explained by the doubled (quadrupled)
amount of level-2 cache memory on the Prescott system.
Finally, factoring out the ‘unfair’ comparison of the outdated system, the speedup is always
maximised by the high-end configuration, which within the limitations of our test configurations
confirms that GPU performance indeed increases faster than that of CPUs.
Performance per Watt and Performance per Euro
We conclude our microbenchmark evaluation with a short analysis of derived metrics, as raw,
absolute performance improvements do not tell the whole story. Performance per Watt has become
very important both ecologically and economically (‘green computing’), and in particular high-
end graphics processors are known to be very power-hungry. Performance per Euro can be used to
balance budgets, and is especially relevant in the scenario where an existing workstation or server
is upgraded with a fast GPU. The arguments are prototypical in the sense that we do not fully
use all resources, the CPU is idle while the GPU computes and vice versa. We only focus on the
CPU and the GPU and ignore all remaining components in the system. While this approach is
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potentially simplistic, it is justified because the GPU cannot be used without an existing system.
The AthlonXP processor in the ‘outdated’ system has a TDP10 of 60W, and the GeForce 6800
GPU consumes 100W under full load. The baseline variant using only the CPU thus achieves
353/60≈ 6MFLOP/s perWatt, the addition of the GPU increases this value to 2404/(60+100)≈
15MFLOP/s per Watt, a factor of 2.5. The ‘mid-range’ and ‘high-end’ workstations’ CPUs have
a TDP of 89W, the GPUs consume 40 and 80W under full load, respectively. Without GPUs,
the systems achieve 6.8 and 8.6MFLOP/s per Watt, with GPUs, these values increase to 27.4 and
32.6MFLOP/s per Watt, i. e., by factors of 4.0 and 3.8. The absolute increase in performance is
6.8×, 5.9× and 7.2× for the three test systems, which means that the additional power require-
ments are well justified; in fact, from a peak power consumption perspective, the addition of GPUs
is justified if the increase in performance is higher than the higher power requirements.
At the time of acquisition, the three workstations cost, without the GPUs, approximately 1 000,
500 and 1 000 Euro respectively, and the retail price of the GPUs was 250, 100 and 200 Euro.
Without GPUs, the measured MFLOP/s rates translate to 0.35, 1.21 and 0.77MFLOP/s per Euro.
The addition of GPUs increases these values to 1.9, 5.9 and 4.6MFLOP/s per Euro, i. e., by factors
of 5.5, 4.9 and 6.0 for the ‘outdated’, ‘mid-range’ and ‘high-end’ systems, respectively.
In summary, these derived metrics indicate that increasing the acquisition costs of the worksta-
tions by 20–25% (and the power requirements by 45–266%) yields a speedup between 600 and
720%.
5.2.5. Summary
We discuss important conclusions about GPU performance characteristics that can be drawn from
these first microbenchmarks of individual operations in Section 5.3.4, after presenting our CUDA
implementation and the corresponding microbenchmarks.
10thermal design power, the typical power consumption when running real applications
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5.3. Modern GPGPU: CUDA Implementation
In this section, we describe our implementation of numerical linear algebra operations using C
for CUDA and the corresponding runtime API. Section 5.3.1 briefly summarises the underlying
parallel programming model and its realisation in hardware, and then presents important features
and optimisation techniques that are relevant in the scope of this thesis. Section 5.3.2 describes
CUDA kernels implementing the four instructive exemplary operations (see Section 5.2.2), in the
same way as the OpenGL implementation presented in the previous section. Finally, Section 5.3.3
evaluates the performance of our implementation on a number of GPUs, spanning all three CUDA
hardware generations released to date and different price-performance regimes. We conclude with
a performance comparison of our CUDA and OpenGL implementation on the same hardware, and
summarise the most important conclusions that we can draw from our findings in the microbench-
marks of the legacy (Section 5.2.4) and CUDA implementations in Section 5.3.4.
5.3.1. CUDA Programming Techniques
An approach to interpret the graphics pipeline (as exposed in the OpenGL API) as a computational
engine has been presented in Section 3.1.4 on page 53. In contrast, CUDA is explicitly designed
as a compute API and consequently exposes the hardware more directly. Thus, it is not necessary
to devise an analogous mapping of graphics concepts to general-purpose computations, and we
only briefly summarise the analogies in the CUDA programming model and its implementation in
hardware and refer to Section 3.2.2 on page 64 and the references therein for the details we omit
in the following. In the remainder of this section, basic and advanced CUDA features relevant for
our implementation are introduced, features that have not been discussed previously.
CUDA Programming Model Summary
In Section 3.2.2 we have described the CUDA hardware-software model in an unbiased way.
CUDA-related publications, the official CUDA documentation [171] and in particular press re-
leases vary dramatically in how the programming model is mapped to the actual hardware. En-
thusiastic reports classify the stream/thread processors as actual ‘cores’, using the terminology of
multicore CPU designs. The author of this thesis disagrees with this terminology. In the follow-
ing, our presentation builds upon the classification of Fatahalian and Houston [68] as outlined in
Section 3.3.2:
CUDA kernels are executed by partitioning the computation into a grid of thread blocks. The
‘atomic’ execution unit in our view on CUDA is thus the thread block, which corresponds to
a virtualised multiprocessor (SM, in Section 3.2.2 we used the official NVIDIA terminology of
‘streaming multiprocessors’). The same multiprocessor can execute several blocks, the order in
which blocks are assigned to multiprocessors is undefined, but blocks do not migrate from one
SM to the next once their execution has begun. Threads within one block may coordinate via
a 16 kB, low-latency on-chip shared memory, and hardware barrier synchronisation instructions.
Synchronisation between blocks is only possible at the kernel scope, i. e., there is always an im-
plicit synchronisation between kernel calls on dependent data (the output of one kernel is used
as input to the next). It is not possible (except via slow atomic memory operations which are
currently not available for floating point data) to synchronise blocks within the execution of one
grid.
All threads within one block are executed in a SIMT/SIMD fashion, and the SIMD granularity
is the warp. The threads within one block are assigned subsequently to warps, i. e., the first 32
(warp size on current hardware) threads form the first warp etc. The ALUs (‘streaming processor
cores’ or ‘CUDA cores’ in NVIDIA nomenclature) within a multiprocessor execute an entire warp
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in lockstep, using a shared instruction pointer. Branch divergence within a warp should therefore
be avoided, the performance penalty can be large, because the multiprocessor computes both sides
of the conditional and masks out threads, respectively. In the worst case (32 conditionals to select
each thread separately), the instruction throughput is 1/32-th of the maximum throughput.
Each multiprocessor (multithreaded hardware unit) is capable of keeping 768 threads (1 024
on newer GPUs) per multiprocessor in flight simultaneously, by switching to the next available
warp when the currently executed one stalls due to memory requests. This approach maximises
the utilisation of the ALUs, minimises the effective latency of off-chip memory requests, and thus
maximises the overall throughput.
In summary, CUDA employs a blocked single program multiple data (SPMD) programming
model.
Launch Configuration Parameter Space Pruning
Ideally, several thread blocks reside on one multiprocessor simultaneously. Its resources, in par-
ticular the shared memory and the register file, can easily become a limiting factor because they
are partitioned among the resident thread blocks. Additionally, a high multiprocessor occupancy
is essential to allow the hardware to adequately hide off-chip memory latency. This is achieved
by prescribing a partitioning of the computation (an execution configuration into a grid of blocks)
so that the number of independent warps is maximised, to increase the probability that at any
given stall, a warp exists that can be computed immediately. For low-resource kernels, this task
is trivial, but for kernels that put significant pressure onto the register file and in particular onto
shared memory, it means a partitioning into small enough thread blocks, i. e., trading the degree of
intra-block communication via shared memory and synchronisation for a larger amount of blocks
in the grid. In all our kernels, the shared memory which is split disjunctly among resident blocks
is the relevant factor, the amount of available registers is never a bottleneck.
Ryoo et al. [189, 190] discuss the impact of various techniques to maximise performance in
this context based on a dense matrix multiply kernel. We adapt their nomenclature of ‘parameter
space pruning’, and whenever applicable, our CUDA kernels are parameterised with the launch
configuration: A special variable per operation determines the number of threads per block, and
the dimension of the resulting grid is automatically calculated depending on the problem size.
The optimal setting for each kernel, which obviously depends on the problem size, is determined
by a small benchmarking code that measures performance for all block dimensions in multiples
of the warp size and automatically stores this configuration in a small database, for each GPU
model evaluated so far. This approach is analogous to FEAST’s SBBLAS and SBBLASBENCH
functionality (cf. Section 2.3.1), and therefore the name SBCUBLASBENCH has been adopted.
Coalescing of Memory Transactions
In general, the threads of a warp can access arbitrary addresses in off-chip (global) memory, with
both load and store operations. As the instruction pointer of the warp is shared, a concrete situation
in the following—assuming no warp divergence for simplicity—is for instance a load instruction
from an array with offsets (indices) depending on the thread number. Memory requests are ser-
viced for 16 threads (a ‘half-warp’) at a time. In the most general case each thread accesses
an arbitrary location in the array, which results in so-called memory divergence: The memory
controller has to issue one memory transaction per thread. If the locations being accessed are
sufficiently close together, the memory requests can be coalesced by the hardware into as few as a
single transaction per half-warp for greater memory efficiency. One can think of this mechanism
as short-vector loads and stores, even though the analogy to vectorised load and store operations
for instance in SSE is only partly valid. In the most recent GPU generation based on the GT200
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architecture, the following (simplified) rules hold: When accessing single or double precision
floating point values, global memory can be conceptually organised into a sequence of 128-byte
segments. The number of memory transactions performed for a half-warp is equal to the number
of segments touched by the addresses used by that half-warp. Fully coalesced memory requests
and thus maximum performance are achieved if all addresses within a half-warp touch precisely
one segment. This is trivially achieved for linear addressing, but also for 1:1 permutations or if
not all threads participate. On the other hand, in the worst case the effective bandwidth utilisation
is only 1/16-th, when each thread of a half-warp touches a separate segment. Older hardware (the
first and second generation of CUDA capable GPUs) has much stricter coalescing rules. Another
issue stems from the fact that global memory is partitioned, and accessed through several memory
controllers operating in parallel. Data is assigned to memory partitions in chunks of 256 bytes,
in a round-robin fashion. For best performance, simultaneous global memory accesses should be
distributed evenly among the partitions. If this is not the case, one speaks of partition camping.
For technical details, we refer to the CUDA documentation [171].
Arranging memory accesses and the addresses touched by each half-warp to maximise coa-
lescing is in general the single most important performance tuning step for memory-bound kernels
and thus for our entire implementation. Bell and Garland [22] demonstrate the impact of non-
coalesced memory requests with a very simple yet illustrative example, a strided axpy kernel:
yi·stride = αxi·stride +yi·stride. Any stride greater than one results in an increase of memory transac-
tions issued, and hence, a reduction of the achieved memory bandwidth up to a order of magnitude.
Figure 5.7, based on a quick re-implementation of their test case and measured on two of our test































Figure 5.7: Impact of memory coalescing for a strided axpy kernel, in single and double precision.
An important technique to improve coalescing for both load and store operations is to stage
loads and stores through shared memory. This effectively means that different threads within the
block are used to load data into shared memory (and to write out data back to global memory) than
for the actual computation. Synchronisation via barriers is required inbetween these three stages
of the execution of the kernel. We use this technique in many of our kernels, Section 5.3.2 presents
a concrete example for the defect operation.
Texture Cache
As explained in Section 3.2.2, the texture cache is optimised for streaming hits exhibiting two-
dimensional spatial locality. All grid transfer (prolongation and restriction) and matrix-vector
multiplication kernels exhibit a high degree of spatial locality when neighbouring values are gath-
ered, due to the tensor product structure of the underlying mesh. CUDA allows to route memory
11See Section 5.3.2 (discussion of the performance of the axpy kernel) why double precision achieves higher through-
put than single precision.
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requests through the texture cache, reusing cached data. This technique can only be used for load
operations from memory, as the hardware does not provide cache coherence and no sophisticated
cache replacement policies. CUDA essentially supports two different approaches to using tex-
ture memory: In the simple case, an array in global memory is bound to a texture object, routing
accesses to it through the texture cache. This approach only requires a few additional lines of
code and is therefore practically for free, the data just travels differently from off-chip memory to
the processing cores. One can argue that this approach to using the texture cache amounts to an
increase of the effective memory bandwidth, but as it increases latency, it is not beneficial when
memory accesses can be fully coalesced into one memory transaction per half-warp already. The
full functionality of (OpenGL) textures, in particular interpolation of neighbouring values, mip-
mapped accesses and address warping at texture boundaries (cf. our OpenGL implementation of
a defect calculation in Section 5.2.3), is only available if the data to be accessed is either already
available in, or manually copied to a special CUDA array type. In our implementation, only the
former variant is feasible: As textures are read-only on a per-kernel basis, the implied memory
copies and data re-arrangements into the special CUDA array type proved to be too costly. We
finally note that double precision textures are not natively available. It is however possible to
load a double precision value as a pair of signed integers, which is a supported format for tex-
ture memory, and recombine the two integers into a double precision value using the intrinsic
__hiloint2double() device function.
Asynchroneity: Stream API
The stream API, a subset of the CUDA runtime API, provides support for overlapping data trans-
fers from host to device memory (and vice versa) with the execution of kernels on the device.
Simple test codes demonstrate the potential of this technique to hide the PCIe bottleneck entirely.
From a practical perspective, streaming from or to host memory is only supported if the host mem-
ory is allocated using a special CUDA variant of the malloc command which allocates so-called
page-locked memory, enabling DMA transfers performed by the device driver. Pageable memory
cannot be copied asynchronously since the operating system may move it or swap it out to disk
before the GPU is finished using it. In the case of FEAST, it is nontrivial to employ this mecha-
nism, because all host memory is allocated outside the libcoproc library. Allocating all memory
in FEAST using the CUDA runtime is not a feasible option, because the allocation of too much
page-locked memory causes system instabilities.
Bank Conflicts in Shared Memory
As many threads access shared memory simultaneously, it is realised in hardware as a multi-
banked memory. On the GPUs we employ throughout this thesis, the number of banks is 16, the
size of a half-warp. Successive 32-bit words are assigned to successive banks. Each bank can serve
one memory request per cycle, and shared memory is then as fast as registers. A valid conceptual
model is to view bank conflicts as the shared memory analogue of partition camping in global,
off-chip memory. If all threads in a half-warp access the same value, no performance penalty oc-
curs because of a built-in broadcast mechanism. Simultaneous accesses to the same bank result in
bank conflicts, and memory requests are then serialised. By construction, accesses of independent
half-warps are free of bank conflicts. Optimal performance is achieved trivially when using se-
quential (or random 1:1 permutated) addressing within each half-warp for 32-bit words, because
each thread addresses a consecutive bank and all requests are serviced concurrently. In double pre-
cision, there are consequently always at least two-way conflicts, even for linear addressing. For
strided accesses, performance drops significantly, and in the worst case of stride-16 addressing, all
shared memory accesses are serialised, resulting in a 16-fold slowdown. In our advanced kernels
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that extract most of their performance from shared memory usage (see Section 5.4 on page 142
for our implementation of strong smoothers), we rearrange the data layout when loading data from
global to shared memory to allow for sequential addressing.
5.3.2. Implementation of Numerical Linear Algebra Operations
In the following, we describe our implementation of the four example numerical linear algebra
operations summarised in Section 5.2.2. We restrict ourselves to the single precision variants of
the operations, as double precision requires only trivial modifications.
AXPY: Scaled Vector Update
Listing 5.3 depicts the host and device code (the kernel) for the single precision axpy operation.
We do not use CUBLAS, because we do not need support for strided memory accesses; this yields
a small performance improvement because it needs less index arithmetic.
1 / / h o s t code
2 dim3 g r i d ;
3 dim3 b lock ;
4
5 b lock . x = getNumThreads (OP_SAXPY, PREC_SINGLE , N) ;
6 g r i d . x = ( i n t ) c e i l (N / ( double ) ( b l ock . x ) ) ;
7 s axpy_ke rne l <<<g r i d , b lock ,0 ,0 > > >(y , x , a lpha ,N ) ;
8
9 / / d e v i c e code
10 __g loba l__ void s a x py_k e r n e l ( f l o a t *y , f l o a t *x , cons t f l o a t a lpha , cons t i n t N)
11 {
12 i n t i dx = blockDim . x * blockIdx . x + threadIdx . x ;
13 i f ( i dx < N)
14 y [ i dx ] = y [ i dx ] + a l ph a * x [ i dx ] ;
15 }
Listing 5.3: Host and device code for the single precision axpy kernel.
Each hardware thread computes one element in the output vector, based on one-dimensional
addressing for both the grid and the thread block. On the host, the number of threads per block is
read from the database of benchmarking results, and the number of blocks is calculated accord-
ingly (lines 5–6). Then, the kernel is launched, array parameters are assumed to be resident in
device memory already, the scalar parameters are residing on the host. Due to the fully general
memory model, there is no need to use an auxiliary vector as in the OpenGL implementation,
the update can be computed in-place. In the kernel, we first compute the global index from the
built-in variables storing the number of threads per block (blockDim), the number of the current
block (blockIdx) and the local index of the current thread within the block (threadIdx). As
the total number of threads exceeds that of the elements in the vectors (the last block is partially
‘empty’ except for vector lengths that are multiples of the block size), the conditional in line 13
is obligatory to prevent out-of-bounds reads and in particular writes. Because of the sequential
addressing, all reads and writes are trivially fully coalesced.
NRM2: Euclidean Vector Norm
The basic idea of implementing reduction operations in CUDA is the same as in the OpenGL im-
plementation: Portions of the array(s) are recursively reduced, using a tree-like approach to—in
case of the nrm2 kernel—sum up partial results. In the blocked SPMDmodel CUDA provides, this
applies to both the level of threads within each block, and to the level of blocks: The threads within
each block compute partial results using a tree-like pattern, and the blocks corresponding to inde-
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pendent partial results are then further reduced analogously. There are two main challenges: First,
communication is only possible using hardware barrier functions within each block, there is no
global communication except at the granularity of the kernel launch. The computation must there-
fore be partitioned into several kernel launches, each one corresponding to a successively coarser
level of the reduction tree. Second, on these coarser levels, not all threads within each block or
not all multiprocessors are busy as the partial reductions and the computation as a whole proceed.
Furthermore, during the summations within one block, the data access patterns on coarser levels
of the tree are challenging to arrange in a way to achieve full coalescing due to the interleaved
addressing imposed by the (binary) tree structure. One solution to this problem is to perform the
per-block reductions in shared memory, which unfortunately gives rise to an analogous problem:
Uncoalesced accesses to global memory have a similar impact as accesses to shared memory that
introduce bank conflicts. Shared memory is implemented as a multi-banked memory in hardware,
and if several addresses touch the same bank simultaneously, the accesses are serialised. Access
patterns that improve coalescing can easily lead to bank conflicts, and additional rearrangements
of the actual work that individual threads perform are necessary.
Furthermore, detailed experiments by NVIDIA engineers12 reveal that on coarser levels of
the reduction tree, the instruction overhead dominates. Performance can be improved further by
unrolling, i. e., by letting each thread sum more values: Unrolling the last warp or even the entire
block has the additional advantage that a sufficient amount of work remains on the coarser levels,
reducing the depth of the reduction tree. Once the global reduction size is small enough, the
intermediate results are transferred to the CPU, which computes the final result.
As the nrm2 and dot kernels are readily available in CUBLAS, NVIDIA’s optimised imple-
mentation of the BLAS subroutine collection, we call these functions in our implementation in-
stead of using self-implemented variants. From a practical point of view, no additional dependen-
cies are added because CUBLAS is an integral component of the CUDA toolkit, so we only have
to link against CUBLAS and include its header file.
Defect Calculation
Listing 5.4 depicts the CUDA kernel for the single precision defect operation.
On the host, the same one-dimensional indexing and partitioning is used as for the axpy kernel,
cf. lines 1–6 in Listing 5.3. The result vector is computed rowwise, using one thread per row. The
current row index is computed in line 13. The matrix bands are stored as individual vectors, like
in our CPU and OpenGL implementations, see Figure 2.7 on page 30 for notation. Each thread
gathers nine distinct values from the matrix bands, and the reads are fully coalesced (lines 45–
49) because of the sequential addressing. The same holds true when loading the right hand side
vector, and storing the result. The coefficient vector however is not accessed contiguously, as
demonstrated by the following equivalent but naïve code snippet:
y [ i dx ] = b [ i dx ] − ( l l [ i dx ]* x [ idx−M−1] + l c [ i dx ]* x [ idx−M] + l u [ i dx ]* x [ idx−M+1] +
c l [ i dx ]* x [ idx −1] + cc [ i dx ]* x [ i dx ] + cu [ i dx ]* x [ i dx +1]
u l [ i dx ]* x [ i dx+M−1] + uc [ i dx ]* x [ i dx+M] + uu [ i dx ]* x [ i dx+M+1 ] ) ;
Here, N is the number of matrix rows, and M =
√
N, cf. Section 2.3.1. We use the shared
memory of each multiprocessor to coalesce the reads into larger memory transactions, and route
these memory requests through the texture cache to take advantage of the spatial and temporal
locality of the accesses: Each thread reads one element from the index region corresponding to
the lower three bands, one for the centre three bands, and one for the upper three bands, which
is fully coalesced. The first and last threads additionally load the missing border cases, which
12See for instance the parallel reduction case study in NVIDIA’s Supercomputing 2007 CUDA tutorial, available
at http://gpgpu.org/static/sc2007/SC07_CUDA_5_Optimization_Harris.pdf and also included in the CUDA
SDK version 2.3 ‘reduction’ example.
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1 t e x t u r e < f l o a t , 1 , cudaReadModeElementType > t e x ;
2
3 __g loba l__ void s d e f e c t _ k e r n e l ( f l o a t *y , f l o a t *b ,
4 f l o a t * l l , f l o a t * lc , f l o a t * lu ,
5 f l o a t * c l , f l o a t *cc , f l o a t *cu ,
6 f l o a t * ul , f l o a t *uc , f l o a t *uu ,
7 cons t i n t N, cons t i n t M, cons t i n t o f f s e t )
8 {
9 / / d e c l a r e shared memory ( a l l o c a t e d a t k e r n e l l aunch t ime )
10 ex tern __shared__ f l o a t s d e f e c t _ c a c h e [ ] ;
11
12 / / g l o b a l and l o c a l i n d i c e s
13 i n t i dx = blockDim . x * blockIdx . x + threadIdx . x ;
14 i n t l i n d e x = threadIdx . x ;
15
16 / / " p a r t i t i o n " shared memory i n t o t h r e e chunks f o r e a s i e r i n d e x a r i t h m e t i c
17 / / C r e f e r s t o t h e t h r e e c e n t r e d i a gona l s e t c .
18 f l o a t * Ccache = s d e f e c t _ c a c h e ;
19 f l o a t * Lcache = s d e f e c t _ c a c h e + blockDim . x +2 ;
20 f l o a t * Ucache = s d e f e c t _ c a c h e + 2*( blockDim . x +2 ) ;
21
22 / / p r e f e t c h chunks from c o e f f i c i e n t v e c t o r :
23 / / each t h r e ad l oad s t h r e e e l emen t s v i a t h e t e x t u r e cache , t h e f i r s t
24 / / and l a s t one a d d i t i o n a l l y load t h e border ca s e s
25 Ccache [ l i n d e x +1] = t ex1Dfe t ch ( t ex , i dx + o f f s e t ) ;
26 Lcache [ l i n d e x +1] = t ex1Dfe t ch ( t ex , idx−M + o f f s e t ) ;
27 Ucache [ l i n d e x +1] = t ex1Dfe t ch ( t ex , i dx+M + o f f s e t ) ;
28 i f ( l i n d e x == 0)
29 {
30 Ccache [ 0 ] = t ex1Dfe t ch ( t ex , blockDim . x*blockIdx . x−1 + o f f s e t ) ;
31 Lcache [ 0 ] = t ex1Dfe t ch ( t ex , blockDim . x*blockIdx . x−M−1 + o f f s e t ) ;
32 Ucache [ 0 ] = t ex1Dfe t ch ( t ex , blockDim . x*blockIdx . x+M−1 + o f f s e t ) ;
33 }
34 i f ( l i n d e x == blockDim . x−1)
35 {
36 Ccache [ blockDim . x +1] = t ex1Dfe t ch ( t ex , blockDim . x * ( blockIdx . x +1) + o f f s e t ) ;
37 Lcache [ blockDim . x +1] = t ex1Dfe t ch ( t ex , blockDim . x * ( blockIdx . x+1)−M + o f f s e t ) ;
38 Ucache [ blockDim . x +1] = t ex1Dfe t ch ( t ex , blockDim . x * ( blockIdx . x+1)+M + o f f s e t ) ;
39 }
40 / / s y n c h r o n i s e and compute
41 __ s y n c t h r e a d s ( ) ;
42 i f ( i dx < N)
43 {
44 y [ i dx ] = b [ i dx ] −
45 ( l l [ i dx ]* Lcache [ l i n d e x ] + l c [ i dx ]* Lcache [ l i n d e x +1] +
46 l u [ i dx ]* Lcache [ l i n d e x +2] + c l [ i dx ]* Ccache [ l i n d e x ] +
47 cc [ i dx ]* Ccache [ l i n d e x +1] + cu [ i dx ]* Ccache [ l i n d e x +2] +
48 u l [ i dx ]* Ucache [ l i n d e x ] + uc [ i dx ]* Ucache [ l i n d e x +1] +
49 uu [ i dx ]* Ucache [ l i n d e x + 2 ] ) ;
50 }
51 }
Listing 5.4: Device code for the defect kernel.
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is not coalesced but only introduces a small performance penalty that is fully alleviated by the
texture cache. The amount of shared memory used by each thread block is set to three times the
number of threads per block plus two floating point values, as part of the launch configuration
on the host. The host also binds the coefficient vector to the texture object tex. As the threads
load different subsets of the coefficient vector13 than they compute on, a synchronisation barrier
is necessary (line 41). The actual computation is then performed using data from both global
and shared memory. Besides achieving almost full coalescing, a major benefit of this approach is
that the shared memory serves as an additional cache, enabling limited data reuse of the coefficient
vector in each thread block. Figuratively speaking, we cache three regions in the coefficient vector,
corresponding to a batch of subsequent matrix rows.
More generally, our approach is inspired by viewing the shared memory as a software-managed
cache in addition to the texture cache. Small experiments based on the axpy kernel already demon-
strate that staging reads through shared memory that are already fully coalesced does not yield per-
formance improvements: In fact, it is consistently slower due to the increased instruction overhead
and the higher latency of texture reads compared to fully coalesced memory transactions. The val-
ues from the matrix bands are read once and then discarded, so we use all available shared/cache
memory to store portions of the coefficient vector. On the CPU, preventing the matrix bands from
occupying valuable cache lines is only possible by explicit SSE programming, in the author’s ex-
perience, compilers are often not able to realise that some data need not be cached because it is
not reused in the current working set.
A word of caution is necessary: Our kernel accesses the coefficient vector out-of-bounds,
with a maximum offset of M± 1. It is not guaranteed that multiplying these arbitrary values
with zero (from the corresponding matrix band) evaluates to zero. As explained in Section 5.1.2,
correctness is ensured by manually padding all vectors on both sides with zeros: WhileM+1 zeros
are technically sufficient, it violates data alignment rules and thus significantly reduced memory
throughput. We therefore pad by rounding the offsetM+1 up to the nearest multiple of the block
size. This approach is a good compromise between (slightly) increased storage size in global
memory and a high-performance implementation: The only viable alternative approach to prevent
out-of-bounds accesses is to evaluate a conditional for each band in each matrix row, which is
much too expensive.
Prolongation
The prolongation operation, including the enforcement of homogeneous Dirichlet boundary con-
ditions where necessary, is implemented using the texture cache, but entirely different from the
OpenGL version.
Listing 5.5 presents the corresponding CUDA kernel code. Each thread computes one element
in the output array corresponding to the fine grid, so similar to the OpenGL version, we reformulate
an inefficient scatter operation into a more efficient gather operation. First, the row and column
indices in both the coarse and fine array are computed based on the index of the current thread. The
correct case (copy, interpolate across an edge, interpolate at element centre) is then determined by
classifying each thread based on odd or even row and column indices. The result is computed by
gathering the necessary values from the ‘coarse array’, and finally, homogeneous Dirichlet values
are enforced at the boundary if necessary. The implementation relies, similar to the defect kernel,
on an appropriate zero-padding of the arrays.
13The additive offset parameter to the texture read function tex1Dfetch is a consequence of how the texture cache
is exposed in CUDA, see the programming guide for details [171].
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1 t e x t u r e < f l o a t , 1 , cudaReadModeElementType > t e x ;
2 __g loba l__ void s p r o l o n g _ k e r n e l ( f l o a t * f i n e , cons t i n t Nfine , cons t i n t Ncoarse ,
3 cons t i n t Mfine , cons t i n t Mcoarse , cons t i n t o f f s e t
4 cons t i n t node1 , . . . , cons t i n t edge1 , . . . )
5 {
6 i n t i f i n e = blockDim . x*blockIdx . x+ threadIdx . x ; / / o u t p u t i n d e x
7 i f ( i f i n e < Nf ine ) {
8 i n t r f i n e = i f i n e / Mfine ; / / row i nd e x i n t h e f i n e a r ray
9 i n t c f i n e = i f i n e − r f i n e *Mfine ; / / column i nd e x i n t h e f i n e a r ray
10 i n t r c o a r s e = ( i n t ) f l o o r f ( 0 . 5 f * r f i n e ) ; / / row i nd e x i n t h e coa r s e a r ray
11 i n t c c o a r s e = ( i n t ) f l o o r f ( 0 . 5 f * c f i n e ) ; / / column i nd e x i n t h e coa r s e a r ray
12 i n t i c o a r s e = r c o a r s e *Mcoarse + c c o a r s e ; / / base i nd e x i n t h e coa r s e a r ray
13
14 / / compute odd / even i n f o rma t i o n (==0 = even )
15 i n t rodd = r f i n e & 1 ;
16 i n t codd = c f i n e & 1 ;
17
18 / / manua l l y f a c t o r ou t common e x p r e s s i o n
19 f l o a t v a l = t ex1Dfe t ch ( t ex , i c o a r s e + o f f s e t ) ;
20 i f ( rodd ==0) {
21 i f ( codd ==0) / / ca se 1 : node i s p r e s e n t i n coa r s e and f i n e a r ray
22 f i n e [ i f i n e ] = v a l ;
23 e l s e / / ca se 2 : node on coa r s e edge , h o r i z o n t a l
24 f i n e [ i f i n e ] = 0 . 5 f * ( v a l + t ex1Dfe t ch ( t ex , i c o a r s e +1+ o f f s e t ) ) ;
25 } e l s e {
26 / / manua l l y f a c t o r ou t common e x p r e s s i o n
27 f l o a t va l 2 = v a l + t ex1Dfe t ch ( t ex , i c o a r s e +Mcoarse+ o f f s e t ) ;
28 i f ( codd ==0) / / ca se 3 : node on coa r s e edge , v e r t i c a l
29 f i n e [ i f i n e ] = 0 . 5 f * va l 2 ;
30 e l s e / / ca se 4 : i n n e r node
31 f i n e [ i f i n e ] = 0 .25 f * ( v a l 2 + t ex1Dfe t ch ( t ex , i c o a r s e +1+ o f f s e t )
32 + t ex1Dfe t ch ( t ex , i c o a r s e +Mcoarse+1+ o f f s e t ) ) ;
33 }
34 / / app l y homogeneous D i r i c h l e t BCs i f n e c e s s a r y
35 / / q u i c k coa r s e branch t o m in im i s e warp d i v e r g e n c e
36 i f ( r f i n e ==0 | | r f i n e ==Mfine−1 | | c f i n e ==0 | | c f i n e ==Mfine−1) {
37 i f ( i f i n e ==0 && node1==DIRICHLET ) / / bo t tom l e f t node
38 f i n e [ i f i n e ] = 0 . 0 f ;
39 e l s e i f ( i f i n e ==Mfine−1 && node2==DIRICHLET ) / / bo t tom r i g h t node
40 f i n e [ i f i n e ] = 0 . 0 f ;




Listing 5.5: Device code for the prolongation kernel.
5.3.3. Performance Microbenchmarks
In this section, we evaluate the performance of the four example kernels on four different test sys-
tems. The majority of the tests in this section is carried out on a system that marks a typical high-
end workstation as of June 2008, from now on referred to as the ‘high-end system’. It comprises an
Intel Core2Duo E6750 CPU (Conroe, 4MB level-2 cache, 2.66GHz), and fast DDR2-800 mem-
ory in a dual-channel configuration for a theoretical peak bandwidth of 10.6GB/s. We only use
one core in our tests, as FEAST uses MPI on each core of a multicore compute node, see the tests in
Chapter 6. The GPU is an NVIDIA GeForce GTX 280 (GT200 chip), with 1 024MB of GDDR3
memory connected via a 512 bit bus for a theoretical peak memory bandwidth of 141.7GB/s. The
GPU features 30 multiprocessors, supports double precision, and is connected to the host system
via PCIe x16 Gen2. Similarly to the OpenGL microbenchmarks, a detailed performance analysis
is only presented for this test system, and the specifications of the remaining test systems are given
as soon as they are needed.
The test system runs 32 bit OpenSuSE 11.1 and the NVIDIA driver 190.18. All codes are
compiled with the Intel C compiler (version 11.1.046), and the CUDA toolkit version 2.3.
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Influence of the Partitioning into Blocks and Threads
The partitioning of a kernel into a grid of thread blocks, in particular the number of threads per
block which in our case always determines the total number of scheduled blocks, has potentially
significant impact on performance, see Section 5.3.1 for details: A sufficiently high amount of
concurrently active threads is necessary to hide the latency of off-chip memory accesses, but there
are not necessarily enough resources (register file, shared memory) available per microprocessor.
We demonstrate this effect by measuring the runtime of the defect kernel (refinement level L =
10) in double precision, increasing the number of threads per block from 32 to 512 in multiples
of 32, the size of the warp. Figure 5.8 presents the results of this experiment. The influence of
the number of threads per block is clearly visible, the difference between the slowest and fastest
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Figure 5.8: Influence of the number of threads per block.
Further experiments reveal that for certain operations, the influence is much more pronounced
when varying input problem sizes. An optimal partitioning for a large problem instance can some-
times lead to a substantial slowdown for small problems, if the number of scheduled blocks is
smaller than two or three times the amount of multiprocessors on the device: With low occupancy,
the hardware is no longer able to adequately hide off-chip memory latency.
In the remainder of this thesis, we always use an ‘optimal’ launch configuration on each test
platform, empirically determined by the SBCUBLASBENCH tool.
Detailed Analysis of the High-End Test System
Figure 5.9 depicts the absolute performance in MFLOP/s and GB/s we measure for the four ex-
ample operations. The CPU exhibits the same qualitative behaviour as the CPU in the test system
used to evaluate the OpenGL implementation in Section 5.2.4, cf. Figures 5.3 on page 120 and 5.5
on page 122. We only note that, mostly due to the much larger level-2 cache memory, the kernels
are executed on average twice as fast if the cache can be exploited, i. e., for small problem sizes. In
particular, the refinement level that fits entirely into cache is now higher. For larger problem sizes,
and for operations without any data reuse such as the axpy kernel, performance barely improves,
because both systems use the same, fast DDR2-800 memory.
On the GTX 280 GPU however, performance is overall very fast as soon as the problem size
is sufficiently large. The axpy kernel is able to extract 85% and 87% of the theoretical peak
bandwidth for the largest input vectors in single and double precision, respectively. Consequently,
the MFLOP/s rate in double precision is half that of single precision as soon as the chip is entirely
saturated. It is worth mentioning that for smaller problem sizes, double precision is more efficient
than single precision (cf. for instance 101.4 and 113.6GB/s for refinement level L = 9 or 65.4 and
85.9GB/s for L = 8). A similar observation of more efficient 64 bit loads has been reported by
Billeter et al. [25]. In contrast to the OpenGL implementation, the overhead due to the parallel

































































































































































































































































































































Figure 5.9: Microbenchmark results on the high-end test platform, absolute performance in
MFLOP/s (left) and GB/s (right). From top to bottom: axpy, nrm2, defect and prolongate.
All plots share the same legend, and the y-axis uses a logarithmic scale.
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reduction in the nrm2 kernel is almost entirely alleviated by the carefully tuned implementation
using shared memory to compute intermediate results, and we observe more than 27GFLOP/s in
single precision. The runtime in double precision is more than twice as long, with a maximum
rate of 9.5GFLOP/s. As the CUBLAS code is not publicly available, we cannot explain why,
but suspect that the computation of the intermediate results is faster in single precision simply
because eight ALUs are available per microprocessor in contrast to only one double precision
unit, and that the block size can be chosen larger so that the reduction can be performed with
fewer kernel launches. This argument is emphasised by the measured memory throughput, which
is 40% higher in single than in double precision: If the computation were entirely bandwidth
bound (like the axpy kernel), the throughput would be the same. The carefully tuned implemen-
tation of the defect kernel results in excellent performance, reaching as much as 46GFLOP/s
in single and 18.5GFLOP/s in double precision. Without using the texture cache, we achieve 36
and 16 GFLOP/s, respectively. This result underlines impressively that the texture cache is very
beneficial for operations for which memory accesses cannot be fully coalesced but exhibit some
kind of spatial locality. The prolongation kernel performs worst. The implementation seems to
be limited by instruction overhead and warp divergence due to the ‘checkerboard’ pattern, as the
similar MFLOP/s rates in single and double precision indicate, compare 6 to 4.75GFLOP/s. We
tried many different implementation variants, such as splitting the computation into four phases
resulting in linear thread addressing in each of the four cases, using a two-dimensional launch con-
figuration to reduce the amount of index arithmetics etc., but none performed better.14 The version
of the code we present simply benefits best from data reuse through the texture cache. Finally,
the absolute runtime of all four test kernels does not change when the problem size is increased
from 1 089 to 4 225 elements (L = 5,6), it is always approximately 8 µs. This means that smaller
problem sizes do not make sense on this GPU, since the runtime is dominated by the overhead


































































































Figure 5.10: Microbenchmark results on the high-end test platform, speedup of the GPU imple-
mentation over the CPU implementation in single (left) and double precision (right). The same
legend is used in both plots, and the y-axis uses a logarithmic scale.
Figure 5.10 summarises the results by depicting the achieved speedup of the CUDA implemen-
tation versus the baseline CPU implementation. For the largest problem sizes and single precision,
the GPU executes the test kernels between 10.5 (nrm2) and 39 (defect) times faster. Despite its
comparatively low speed, the prolongate kernel is still up to 23 times faster. In double precision,
the factors are similar, reaching for instance 29 for the defect kernel. The break-even point at
which the GPU starts to outperform the CPU is at a problem size of 652 (L = 4) for the defect
kernel, 1292 (L = 7) for nrm2 and prolongate and 2572 (L = 8) for axpy.
14The odd-even split-and-merge techniques developed for the multicoloured Gauß-Seidel preconditioner (see Sec-
tion 5.4.3 on page 143) will be evaluated in future work.
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CUDA vs. OpenGL Comparison
In this experiment, we compare the performance of the legacy OpenGL implementation with
the CUDA implementation on the same hardware, i. e., the ‘high-end’ test system based on the









































































































































































Figure 5.11: OpenGL vs. CUDA implementation on the high-end test platform, absolute perfor-
mance in MFLOP/s: axpy (top left), nrm2 (top right), defect (bottom left), prolongate (bottom
right). All plots share the same legend, and the y-axis uses a logarithmic scale.
The following observations are valid in both single and double precision: The axpy kernel is
significantly faster for small problem sizes, which confirms that CUDA exposes the hardware more
directly; the smaller overhead of launching computations is clearly visible. For the larger problem
sizes, both implementations achieve the same performance, because this operation is only limited
by the available memory bandwidth. The CUDA implementation of the nrm2 and defect kernels
is between 1.5 and four times faster than the equivalent OpenGL implementation, even for small
test problems. This highlights the significant benefit of the small shared memory per multipro-
cessor, which is not exposed in OpenGL. The speedup obtained with the CUDA implementation
is particularly large for the nrm2 kernel in single precision. Finally, the prolongate kernel is
(for the larger problem sizes) roughly three and 1.75 slower than the OpenGL implementation in
single and (emulated) double precision, respectively. This is a consequence of exploiting graphics
constructs in OpenGL compared with a suboptimal CUDA variant as explained in the discussion
of the above benchmark results. Technically, CUDA exposes the full functionality of OpenGL
texture objects as explained in Section 5.3.1, and consequently, the technique used in the OpenGL
implementation could be ported to CUDA. However, we did not implement such a variant yet.
In summary, with the exception of the prolongate operation, a modern CUDA implementa-
tion of numerical linear algebra building blocks is very beneficial: It is much less cumbersome
and error-prone, and at the same time at least as fast as an equivalent OpenGL variant. In case of
small problem sizes or if the shared memory can be exploited optimally, CUDA is significantly
faster.
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GPU Performance Increase Across Hardware Generations
To evaluate the performance improvements of GPUs across hardware generations, we use three
other systems. The first one comprises an Intel Core2Duo E4500 processor (Allendale, 2MB
level-2 cache, 2.2GHz), DDR2-667 memory, and an NVIDIA GeForce 8600 GT GPU (G84 chip,
4 multiprocessors) with 256MB GDDR3 memory (128 bit interface, 22.4GB/s bandwidth). This
machine marks a typical ‘low-end’ workstation as of July 2007. The second system comprises
an AMD Opteron 2214 processor (Santa Rosa, 2×1MB level-2 cache, 2.2GHz), DDR2-667
memory, and an NVIDIA GeForce 8800 GTX GPU (G80 chip, 16 multiprocessors) with 768MB
GDDR3 memory (384 bit interface, 86.4GB/s bandwidth). This machine is part of our small GPU
cluster (cf. Section 6.3.1), and we refer to it as the ‘server’ system. It constitutes the state of the
art as of mid 2007. The third system is based on an Intel Core2Duo E6750 CPU (Conroe, 4MB
level-2 cache, 2.66GHz), fast DDR2-800 memory, and an NVIDIA GeForce 9600 GT GPU (G94
chip, 4 multiprocessors) with 512MB GDDR3 memory (256 bit interface, 57.6GB/s bandwidth).
This machine marks a typical ‘mid-range’ workstation as of mid 2008.









































































































































































Figure 5.12: Performance in MFLOP/s in single precision on all four GPUs under consideration,
axpy (top left), nrm2 (top right), defect (bottom left) and prolongate (bottom right). All plots
share the same legend, and the y-axis uses a logarithmic scale.
Figure 5.12 depicts the measured MFLOP/s rates (single precision) of the four test kernels
obtained on the four test systems. A couple of important observations can be made:
Due to their superior memory bandwidth, the two high-end GPUs (GeForce 8800 GTX and
GTX 280) exhibit the best performance for all four tests. These two models are the initial releases
of the first and third generation of CUDA-capable boards, and despite spanning the development
over three hardware generations, the GTX 280 is on average only 1.6 to 2.3 times faster. The
axpy kernel which is fully limited by the available bandwidth to off-chip memory achieves al-
most exactly the expected speedup when comparing the improvement of the theoretical memory
bandwidth. The other three kernels benefit to a (slightly) higher extent from microarchitecture
improvements (the shader clock is almost identical on both GPUs).
The number of multiprocessors does not have a significant impact on performance except for
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the prolongate kernel which is limited in performance by instruction overhead. The 8800 GTX
and the 8600 GT come from the same hardware generation, and for the largest problem size, the
better GPU is faster by a factor of 3.5. The 9600 GT is the direct successor of the 8600 GT, and
on the new hardware generation, all kernels execute approximately 2.5 times faster.
Speedup Over Hardware Generations
Figure 5.13 depicts the speedup factors we obtain in single precision. The speedup is maximised
on the two high-end systems for all four test kernels. With the exception of the defect kernel, the
other two systems exhibit very similar speedup factors, which is the expected behaviour because
the mid-range workstation comprises not only a better GPU, but also a faster CPU with twice the

























































































































































































Figure 5.13: Speedup of the GPU over the CPU in single precision for the four example operations
on all three test platforms: axpy (top left), nrm2 (top right), defect (bottom left), prolongate
(bottom right). All plots share the same legend, and the y-axis uses a logarithmic scale.
The break-even point, i. e., the smallest problem size at which the GPU outperforms the re-
spective CPU, does not change for all four test systems, but of course depends on the specific
operation. On all four systems, remarkable speedups are achieved, even a very cheap entry-level
GPU can deliver reasonable performance improvements, close to an order of magnitude except for
the nrm2 kernel.
Performance per Watt and Performance per Euro
Similarly to the OpenGL benchmarks in Section 5.2.4, we briefly analyse the derived metrics
performance per Watt and performance per Euro. All calculations are based on the MFLOP/s rate
of the single precision defect kernel and the largest problem size, and the TDP of the CPU as a
baseline reference value.
The Core2Duo processor in the ‘low-end’ system has a TDP of 65W; the GeForce 8600 GT
GPU consumes 40W under full load. The baseline variant using only the CPU thus achieves
710/65 ≈ 11MFLOP/s per Watt, the addition of the GPU increases this value to 7151/(65+
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40) ≈ 68.1MFLOP/s per Watt, a factor of 6.2. The CPU in the ‘server’ test system a TDP of
95W, and the GPU consumes 185W. Without GPUs, the measured MFLOP/s rate translates to
9.1MFLOP/s per Watt, with the GPU, this value increases to 94.2MFLOP/s per Watt, i. e., by
a factor of 10.4. The ‘mid-range’ and ‘high-end’ workstations’ CPUs have a TDP of 65W, the
GPUs consume 100 and 236W under full load, respectively. Without GPUs, the systems achieve
17.2 and 18.4MFLOP/s per Watt, with GPUs, these values increase to 112.6 and 154.2MFLOP/s
per Watt, i. e., by factors of 6.5 and 8.4. The absolute increase in performance is 10.1×, 30.6×,
16.7× and 38.9× for the four test systems.
At the time of acquisition, the four systems cost, without the GPUs, approximately 500, 3 000,
600 and 800 Euro, and the retail price of the GPUs was 100, 500, 130 and 570 Euro. Without
GPUs, the measured MFLOP/s rates translate to 1.4, 0.3, 1.9 and 1.5MFLOP/s per Euro. The
addition of GPUs increases these values to 11.9, 7.5, 25.5 and 33.9MFLOP/s per Euro, i. e., by
factors of 8.5, 25, 13 and 22.6 for the ‘low-end’, ‘server’, ‘mid-range’ and ‘high-end’ systems,
respectively.
In summary, especially when comparing these values with the ones obtained on the older
systems used in the OpenGL benchmarks in Section 5.2.4, the derived metrics indicate that per-
formance per Watt and performance per Euro increases steadily over hardware generations. CPUs
are becoming more energy-efficient without sacrificing performance. GPU power requirements
remain the same for mid-range models and increase for high-end variants, but this increase trans-
lates to significant performance improvements. The same holds true for the acquisition costs.
Both effects are in essence a consequence of the shrinking semiconductor manufacturing pro-
cess. Phrased differently, these derived metrics indicate that increasing the acquisition costs of the
workstations and servers by 15–75% (and the power requirements by 60–460%) yields a speedup
between 1 000 and 3 900%. In all systems, the addition of GPUs (unless a low-end model such as
the 8600 GT is already included in the system anyway) is very beneficial in all three metrics.
5.3.4. Summary
In Section 5.2.3 and Section 5.3.2 we have described our implementation of numerical linear al-
gebra building blocks. We have selected four example operations, corresponding to the important
parallel programming primitives map, reduce, gather and scatter. This approach allowed us to
present different techniques for general problem classes and discuss technical aspects based on
concrete examples at the same time. Our implementation has been evaluated by means of per-
formance microbenchmarks of these operations in terms of the MFLOP/s and GB/s rates, and the
achieved speedup over an equivalent (singlecore) CPU implementation, see Section 5.2.4 and 5.3.3
for detailed results.
The most important observation of these microbenchmark measurements is that the general
performance characteristic is reversed: On the CPU, smaller problem sizes that fit entirely into
cache perform best, while larger problem sizes suffer from the relatively low memory bandwidth.
On the GPU, this is exactly the other way round: Small input sizes yield very poor performance,
because there is simply not enough work available to saturate the device; GPUs are designed to
maximise throughput over latency. If the problem size is too small, using the GPU instead of the
CPU can lead to a slowdown by more than an order of magnitude, and this does not include any
bus transfers yet. On the other hand, we always observe more than an order of magnitude speedup
if the problem size is sufficiently large. The best speedup we obtain is an impressive factor of 40
for the single precision defect computation.
This is a very remarkable observation: Single-threaded CPU codes with limited data reuse
scale almost exactly with the available bandwidth to off-chip memory as soon as the computation
can no longer be performed in cache. For GPUs as examples of fine-grained massively multi-
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threaded designs, the ability of an architecture to hide stalls due to DRAM latencies is much more
important than raw bandwidth. Furthermore, due to the lack of large caches, arranging memory
access patters carefully for spatial and temporal locality is even more important on GPUs than on
CPUs.
CUDA allows for a much better control over how a given computation is actually performed
on the device. By partitioning the available resources per microprocessor (register file, shared
memory) specifically for each individual operation, performance can be influenced significantly.
This is however not a trivial task, as certain algorithms require careful balancing. For the defect
calculation which uses the on-chip shared memory as a software-managed cache, we could launch
one block of threads per multiprocessor and allocate the entire shared memory for it. However,
this would mean that the entire multiprocessor stalled at the synchronisation barrier, resulting
in a significant degradation of performance. Balancing the amount of communication between
threads, the resource usage and the goal to ensure a high number of independent warps (the SIMD
granularity in CUDA) to maximise throughput can be quite an ‘art’, and carefully tuning the
implementation is necessary. In our experience, getting correct results is easy, getting them fast is
challenging.
Our comparison of CPUs and GPUs spanning five hardware generations confirms two common
claims: First, GPUs are becoming significantly faster with each hardware generation, at a higher
pace than CPUs. Second, even entry-level GPUs can give an order of magnitude speedup over
modern CPUs.
GPUs also excel in terms of performance per Watt and performance per Euro, we established
this using reasonable estimates on energy consumption. The former metric is becoming more and
more important, as practitioners and vendors in the HPC field are increasingly aware of the energy
consumption of large-scale cluster installations, which can easily require several megawatts. This
is known as green computing. For instance, any given supercomputer that ranks among the top 20
in the Top500 lists of supercomputers at the time of writing requires approximately one million
Euro per year just for energy. Due to the lack of measurement equipment, we do not pursue this
interesting topic further in the remainder of this thesis.
In summary, our microbenchmark results are very promising. In Sections 5.5, 5.7 and 5.8 we
analyse how these findings carry over to Krylov subspace and in particular multigrid solvers.
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5.4. Parallelisation and Implementation of Preconditioners
In this section, we present parallelisation techniques for preconditioners specifically tailored to
the banded matrix structure stemming from the linewise numbering of generalised tensor product
meshes. Section 5.4.1 introduces the notation and the exact matrix structure we are concerned
with, which is exploited in the implementation. Here, we also explain the difference between
preconditioning and smoothing (in multigrid solvers), and discuss the limitations of our current
implementation for the CUDA architecture. Sections 5.4.2–5.4.6 present a number of precondi-
tioners, their parallelisation and various implementational challenges. We conclude with perfor-
mance microbenchmarks in Section 5.4.7 and a summary in Section 5.4.8.
The efficient implementation we present in Section 5.4.4 has been co-developed with Robert
Strzodka, and has been accepted for publication in IEEE Transactions on Parallel and Distributed
Systems [80]. The idea of recovering stronger coupling in the multicoloured parallelisation of
Gauß-Seidel type smoothers has also been co-developed with Robert Strzodka, during the work for
a textbook chapter [81]. All other contributions of this section have not been published previously.
5.4.1. Introduction and Preliminaries
As throughout the entire chapter, we consider the case of one subdomain in FEAST, i. e., the
underlying mesh has the logical tensor product structure as outlined in Section 2.3.1 on page 29.
The unknowns, which for bilinear finite elements coincide with the grid points, are numbered
linewise starting in the bottom left corner. The mesh comprises M rows of M unknowns each,
N = M×M.
Figure 5.14: Numbering of the unknowns (left) and illustration of the sparsity structure of the
systemmatrix corresponding to one subdomain in FEAST (right, only the first half of the unknowns
shown).
Figure 5.14 depicts the numbering of a 5× 5 mesh and the sparsity structure of the matrix.
Figuratively speaking, we observe that the first subdiagonal realises the coupling of each entry
with its left neighbour (its predecessor in the numbering), the first superdiagonal the coupling to
the right, and analogously, the lower three bands and the upper three bands realise the coupling to
the bottom and top, respectively. It is important to note that all off-diagonals contain zeros at those
entries corresponding to the beginning and end of each row in the mesh. This simple observation is
crucial for the design of efficient implementations of the preconditioners. We adopt the following
formal decomposition of the system matrix into its nine bands as introduced in Section 2.3.1,
labeled from bottom left to top right (see also Figure 5.14 on the right):
A = (LL+LC+LU)+(CL+CC+CU)+(UL+UC+UU)
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Smoothers and Preconditioners
The underlying goal of preconditioning is to reduce the condition number of the system matrix.
A good preconditioner C is a (spectrally) good approximation to A−1, so that cond(C−1A) is
much smaller than cond(A), because cond(A−1A) = cond(I) = 1. In the algorithms presented
in Section 2.2.1 and Section 2.2.2 and more generally in the textbook by Barrett et al. [13], it
can be seen that the application of a preconditioner can be written in the form x = C−1d, where
C ∈RN×N—in our case—is a submatrix of the banded system matrix A which is ‘easier to invert’
than A. In multigrid, smoothing is realised by few steps of a (damped), preconditioned defect
correction iteration, x(k+1) = x(k) + ωC−1(b−Ax(k)), see Section 2.2.3. This means that we can
use the terms preconditioner and smoother synonymously in the remainder of this section: One
preconditioning step is the formal application of C−1 to a given vector d. Note that C−1 is never
assembled explicitly, as in general it does not exhibit the sparsity pattern (band structure) of the
original system matrix A.
Limitations of the Current Implementation
It is certainly possible to implement some of the advanced preconditioners we present in the fol-
lowing in terms of ‘legacy GPGPU’, i. e., by using graphics constructs. This has been done for
instance by Kass et al. [124]. However, the libcoproc library does not provide such implemen-
tations in its OpenGL backend. On the CPU, the most efficient sequential algorithms have been
implemented, their performance is on par with the highly tuned implementations in the SBBLAS
library. On the GPU, different schemes are necessary to recover parallelism from these inherently
sequential algorithms, and we have chosen the CUDA backend for the implementation because of
the much higher flexibility of the underlying programming model. In any case, both double and
single precision variants are provided. Due to limitations of current hardware (in particular on
the size of the small on-chip shared memory), not all preconditioners can be applied for arbitrary
problem sizes in the current implementation.
5.4.2. Jacobi Preconditioner
The JACOBI preconditioner is defined as the diagonal of the system matrix, i. e.,
CJAC := CC.
Its application is a pointwise operation and reduces to scaling each entry of the vector d with the
reciprocal of the corresponding entry of the main diagonal of the matrix. An efficient implemen-
tation in CUDA is straightforward and has the same structure as the code shown in Listing 5.3 on
page 129. We map one thread to each entry in the result vector, and due to the linear addressing,
all memory accesses are automatically fully coalesced into one memory transaction per half-warp.
Consequently, the bandwidth to off-chip memory—which is the decisive performance factor for
this operation—is fully saturated for sufficiently large problem sizes.
When used within a multigrid solver, it is even possible to merge the scaling and damping steps
of the defect correction with the defect calculation into one kernel for one damped, preconditioned
Richardson step to further improve performance, using Listing 5.4 on page 131 as a starting point.
5.4.3. Preconditioners of Gauß-Seidel-Type
The GSROW preconditioner has the following form (see Section 5.4.6 for a motivation of the
suffix ‘row’):
CGSROW := (LL+LC+LU+CL+CC)
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CGSROW is a lower triangular matrix (cf. Figure 5.14), and consequently, its application is
inherently sequential. Starting with the first row of the matrix which only affects one unknown,
the CPU implementation performs a standard forward substitution sweep. All values xi depend on
the previously updated values xi−1,xi−M+1,xi−M and xi+M−1 corresponding to the coupling by the
matrix bands CL,LU,LC and LL.
To recover parallelism in this operation, we have two general possibilities: Wavefront tech-
niques parallelise the operation in an exact manner, and multicolouring decouples some of the
dependencies. The term wavefront refers to maximally independent sets of values that can be
computed in parallel. Figure 5.15 (left) depicts such wavefronts of independent work, in the order
red, green, blue, yellow, magenta, cyan, orange and so on. It becomes clear that this parallelisation
technique does not lead to a sufficient amount of independent work for the applicability on GPUs:
We would need 2M+3 sweeps through the domain, and the maximum amount of work per sweep
is ⌈M/2⌉. We therefore relax the preconditioning step and introduce a multicolouring scheme.
The common approach in the literature is to use a red-black Gauß-Seidel scheme, alternatingly
updating all odd-indexed and then all even-indexed values in parallel, see for instance the text-
book by Barrett et al. [13]. Closer inspection reveals that two colours are only sufficient in case
of a five-point stencil. In our setting we have a nine-point stencil, and we need four colours to
decouple all dependencies.
Figure 5.15: Illustration of the wavefront (left) and multicolouring (right) schemes to recover
parallelism in the GSROW preconditioner. See online version for colours.
We split the nodes into four disjoint index sets by alternating colours between rows in the
mesh, and additionally alternating colours between adjacent grid points per row. The application
of the GSROW preconditioner thus decomposes into four sweeps over the domain, each sweep
is trivially parallel. We illustrate the procedure exemplarily for the nodes 12, 13, 17 and 18, see
Figure 5.15 on the right. During the treatment of node 12 (coloured red), no neighbours have been
updated so far, and it is updated with a standard Jacobi step. Node 13 (green) can incorporate the
previously updated node 12. Node 17 (blue) takes into account the ‘green’ nodes 11 and 13 and
the ‘red’ node 12, and finally, node 18 (yellow) can include all four neighbours. These updates
are realised by shifting new contributions to the right hand side as soon as they become available.
Figure 5.16 summarises the multicoloured algorithm to apply the GSROW preconditioner.
Comparison with Natural Ordering Gauß-Seidel
The Gauß-Seidel preconditioner is not independent of the order of the unknowns. In fact, we ob-
tain an entire family of preconditioners, one for each ordering. A common interpretation is that
the multicoloured version corresponds to a different enumeration of the unknowns, see also the
following paragraph. However, the ‘optimal’ order is highly dependent on the concrete problem at
hand, and the natural ordering is not necessarily the best one. It is obvious that the multicoloured
variant is not equivalent to the natural ordering which is exploited in the sequential forward sub-
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1. For all red nodes in parallel:
xi = di/CCi
2. For all green nodes in parallel:
xi = (di−CLixi−1)/CCi
3. For all blue nodes in parallel:
xi = (di−LLixi−M−1−LCixi−M−LUixi−M+1)/CCi
4. For all yellow nodes in parallel:
xi = (di−CLixi−1−LLixi−M−1−LCixi−M−LUixi−M+1)/CCi
Figure 5.16: Multicoloured GSROW preconditioner.
stitution on the CPU. Only the fourth sweep resolves the same dependencies, and thus, this first
decoupled variant is not equivalent to a renumbering of the unknowns. In fact, it corresponds to
the blockwise application of the Jacobi preconditioner, interwoven with defect calculations.
One idea to alleviate the comparatively high amount of unknowns that are treated with lesser
coupling is to change the underlying colouring in each application of the preconditioner. There
are many possibilities to implement this idea, for instance by shifting colours circularly, or by
switching from treating even rows with the first two colours to treating odd rows with the first two
colours. We evaluate these ideas in our numerical and efficiency studies in Section 5.5.2 and in
Section 5.5.3.
Increasing the Coupling in the Multicoloured Algorithm
Once the implicit neighbourhood dependencies are decoupled by a multicolour numbering, the
standard Gauß-Seidel update as interpreted from the point of view of the mesh (i. e., the inclusion
of all already available values to the left and bottom) is a suboptimal choice with unnecessarily
restricted explicit coupling between the colours. Instead, a fully coupling multicoloured algorithm
can be used in which the four sweeps over the domain incorporate all already available values.
This idea has been co-developed by Robert Strzodka and the author of this thesis [81].
Figure 5.17: Numbering of the unknowns (left) and illustration of the sparsity structure of the
preconditioner CGSFULLROW.
As demonstrated in Figure 5.17, the approach now corresponds to a renumbering of the un-
knowns, and thus, all theoretical properties of the Gauß-Seidel preconditioner, in particular the
smoothing property when used in multigrid solvers, directly carry over. All ‘red’ nodes (node 12
in the example) are treated without modification. The ‘green’ nodes are updated with both their
left and right neighbours (node 13 in the example incorporates the ‘red’ nodes 12 and 14). The
remaining two sweeps not only include the previous line, but also the next one, both of which have
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been treated with the first two colours. These updates are realised by shifting new contributions
to the right hand side at the beginning of each sweep. Figure 5.18 summarises the multicoloured
algorithm to apply the resulting parallel GSFULLROW preconditioner.
1. For all red nodes in parallel:
xi = di/CCi
2. For all green nodes in parallel:
xi = (di−CLixi−1−CUixi+1)/CCi
3. For all blue nodes in parallel:
xi = (di−LLixi−M−1−LCixi−M−LUixi−M+1
−ULixi+M−1−UCixi+M−UUixi+M+1)/CCi




Figure 5.18: Multicoloured GSFULLROW preconditioner.
Implementational Details
The efficient implementation of the multicoloured Gauß-Seidel type preconditioners is surpris-
ingly challenging due to the inherent stride-two memory access patterns implied by the ‘checker-
board’ numbering. Our solution is to fuse the computations per mesh line into one CUDA kernel
that treats both associated colours. We use blocks of 128 (or less) threads for each line in the
mesh, and let each thread compute two values. The last thread additionally treats the last value
as the size of each mesh line, M, is a power of two plus one. All loads from global memory are
staged through shared memory, and with linear addressing, these loads are fully coalesced. Unfor-
tunately, this mapping now introduces bank conflicts in shared memory when reading the values
to compute the final result for each colour. This can be avoided by separating the values during
the loads, so that all even and odd indexed values are stored contiguously. With an appropriate
padding between the two arrays, these and all subsequent shared memory accesses are completely
free of bank conflicts. To guarantee correctness, each block loads data with a halo of one to each
side. The resulting kernels (sketched in Listing 5.6) are thus completely free of bank conflicts and
off-chip memory is accessed in a fully coalesced fashion. We again rely on zero-padding of the
arrays to avoid special treatment of out-of-bounds accesses in the coefficient vector for indices
corresponding to the bottom row of the mesh (and the top row in case of GSFULLROW), and at
the left and right boundaries.
5.4.4. Tridiagonal Preconditioner
The TRIDIROW preconditioner has the following form:
CTRIDIROW := (CL+CC+CU)
CTRIDIROW couples each degree of freedom with its immediate left and right neighbour. We make
one simple yet important observation (cf. Figure 5.14): Each row in the mesh is completely in-
dependent of the other ones because at the left and right boundary, there are no neighbours. This
can also be seen in the matrix, which has zero entries at the corresponding positions in the first
sub- and superdiagonal. In other words, TRIDIROW is a linewise preconditioner in contrast to
JACOBI which acts entirely pointwise. We exploit this observation as follows: The tridiagonal
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1 / / g r i d and b l o c k d imens ions , e x emp l a r i l y f o r M=1025
2 dim3 g r i d ; g r i d . x = 513 ; g r i d . y = 4 ;
3 dim3 b lock ; b l ock . x = 128 ;
4 / / padd ing and shared memory r e q u i r emen t s i n b y t e s
5 i n t p adO f f s e t = c e i l ( ( b l ock . x +1) / 8 . 0 ) * 8 ;
6 i n t l i n e O f f s e t = p a dO f f s e t + b lock . x ;




11 / / k e r n e l code , f o r t h e f i r s t two c o l o u r s ( t h e l o ad s o f t h e bo t tom
12 / / and top row are t h e same f o r bo th c o l o u r s and are t h u s t r i v i a l l y
13 / / c o a l e s c e d . I t s u f f i c e s t h a t each t h r e ad reads two v a l u e s i n t o
14 / / shared memory per row r a t h e r than t h r e e , r e duc i ng bandwid th .
15 ex tern __shared__ f l o a t shmem [ ] ;
16 f l o a t * deven = shmem + 0* l i n e O f f s e t ;
17 f l o a t *dodd = shmem + 0* l i n e O f f s e t + p a dO f f s e t ;
18 f l o a t * ceven = shmem + 0* l i n e O f f s e t ;
19 f l o a t *codd = shmem + 0* l i n e O f f s e t + p a dO f f s e t ;
20 f l o a t *CCeven = shmem + 0* l i n e O f f s e t ;
21 f l o a t *CCodd = shmem + 0* l i n e O f f s e t + p a dO f f s e t ;
22
23 / / i n d i c e s t o c o a l e s c e r eads and t o do t h e odd / even s p l i t t i n g
24 i n t b l o c k S t a r t = 2* blockIdx . x*m + m + blockIdx . y*2*blockDim . x ; / / g l o b a l
25 i n t t i d = threadIdx . x ; / / j u s t a s h o r t c u t
26 i n t t i dOdd = ( t i d %2); / / t h e s e do t h e magic o f s p l i t t i n g
27 i n t t i d H a l f = t i d / 2 ; / / i n t o odd and even shared memory l o c a t i o n s
28 i n t i nd = t i d H a l f + t idOdd * p adO f f s e t ; / / f i n a l i n d e x i n shared memory ,
29 / / a l t e r n a t e s be tween t h e even and odd p o i n t e r s
30
31 / / l oad d f u l l y c o a l e s c e d and per form t h e s p l i t t i n g
32 deven [ i nd ] = d [ b l o c k S t a r t + t i d ] ;
33 deven [ blockDim . x / 2 + ind ] = d [ b l o c k S t a r t + blockDim . x + t i d ] ;
34 i f ( t i d ==blockDim . x−1)
35 deven [ blockDim . x ] = d [ b l o c k S t a r t + 2*blockDim . x ] ;
36 _ _ s y n c t h r e a d s ( ) ;
37
38 / / compute f i r s t co lo r , w i t h o u t bank c o n f l i c t s
39 ceven [ t i d ] = deven [ t i d ] / CCeven [ t i d ] ;
40 i f ( t i d ==blockDim . x−1)
41 ceven [ blockDim . x ] = deven [ blockDim . x ] / CCeven [ blockDim . x ] ;
42 _ _ s y n c t h r e a d s ( ) ;
43
44 / / compute second c o l o r i n t o codd , u s i n g ceven as i n p u t [ . . . ]
45 codd [ t i d ] = ( dodd [ t i d ] − CL[ t i d ]* ceven [ t i d ] − CU[ t i d ]* ceven [ t i d +1 ] ) / CCeven [ t i d ] ;
46 i f ( t i d ==blockDim . x−1)
47 codd [ blockDim . x ] = ( dodd [ blockDim . x ] − CL[ blockDim . x ]* ceven [ blockDim . x ] −
48 CU[ blockDim . x ]* ceven [ blockDim . x +1 ] ) / CCeven [ blockDim . x ] ;
49 _ _ s y n c t h r e a d s ( ) ;
50
51 / / undo t h e s p l i t t i n g and s t o r e back t o g l o b a l memory
52 x [ b l o c k S t a r t + t i d ] = ceven [ i nd ] ;
53 x [ b l o c k S t a r t + blockDim . x + t i d ] = ceven [ blockDim . x / 2 + ind ] ;
54 / / o n l y l a s t ha lo va l u e per l i n e i s w r i t t e n back
55 i f ( t i d ==blockDim . x−1 && blockIdx . y * ( blockDim . x *2)+2* t i d +2 == m−1)
56 x [ b l o c k S t a r t + 2*blockDim . x ] = ceven [ blockDim . x ] ;
Listing 5.6: Avoiding uncoalesced global and bank-conflict shared memory accesses in Gauß-
Seidel preconditioners.
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preconditioner does not treat one large tridiagonal system with N equations, but rather M smaller,
independent systems, each of which is tridiagonal and hasM unknowns.
The CPU implementation is a straightforward application of the Thomas algorithm [221],
which in turn is Gaussian elimination in the tridiagonal matrix case. It comprises two phases, first
a forward sweep to eliminate the lower subdiagonal by distributing it to the upper one and the
right hand side. The values are also scaled by the main diagonal, effectively eliminating it as well.
We only show the necessary computations for the first tridiagonal system to improve clarity; the










i = 1, . . . ,M−1
The resulting bidiagonal system with the superdiagonal ĈU, a main diagonal containing only ones,
and the right hand side d̂ is then solved in the second phase by a backward substitution sweep:
xM−1 = d̂M−1
xi = d̂i− ĈUixi+1 i = M−2, . . . ,0
We refer to the diploma thesis by Altieri [1] for tuning strategies, such as precomputing an LU
decomposition and minimising the number of divisions. His work served as the basis for the
implementations available in the SBBLAS library.
The entire solution process is inherently sequential. In contrast to the GSROW preconditioner
presented in the last section, it is impossible to recover parallelism by a multicolour decoupling,
because each individual value depends not only on previously computed neighbours in the ‘down-
stream’ direction, but also on ‘upstream’ values: The tridiagonal solve constitutes a three-term
recurrence, the dependencies are implicit, and thus, the application of the preconditioner requires
the inversion of a tridiagonal system.
Our first step to parallelise this preconditioner is to exploit the independence between the
individual M-unknown systems in each row trivially, by mapping each M-unknown system to a
thread block and thus to (virtualised) multiprocessors in CUDA. The remaining problem for an
efficient implementation of the TRIDIROW preconditioner on GPUs is thus the question on how
to solve one such comparatively small tridiagonal problem in parallel using the threads within one
thread block.
Previous Work
Parallel methods for solving tridiagonal systems have been developed since the 1960s, the most
important approaches are cyclic reduction [46, 117], parallel cyclic reduction [118] and recursive
doubling [204]. These algorithms have mostly been targeted at vector supercomputers, and are
thus good candidates for the implementation on GPUs, because GPUs have wide-SIMD charac-
teristics (cf. Section 3.3.2).
Kass et al. [124] present the first GPU implemention of the alternating direction implicit (cf.
Section 5.4.6) stencil-based tridiagonal solver using shading languages. Sengupta et al. [197]
use on-chip shared memory with CUDA to obtain faster results. Both papers use classical cyclic
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reduction. Shortly before our publication [80], Zhang et al. [247] published a paper in which they
discuss multiple parallelisation strategies for the tridiagonal solve. They carefully analyse various
algorithmic and implementational bottlenecks. In the following, we briefly present standard and
parallel cyclic reduction as well as recursive doubling, and summarise the main results from their
paper. This is important to assess our implementation, which we present afterwards. Zhang et al.
also map each system to one thread block, and coordinate the threads within each block via shared
memory: They copy the three matrix bands and the right hand side to shared memory, and allocate
an additional array for the solution vector.
Cyclic Reduction (CR)
Cyclic reduction has been proposed by Hockney [117]. The algorithm proceeds by recursively
halving the number of equations and the number of unknowns (forward elimination), until a sys-
tem of two unknowns is reached. This system is then solved, and in the backward substitution
phase, the remaining half of the unknowns (per level of the reduction tree) is determined using the
previously solved values.
The procedure starts by copying the three matrix bands and the right hand side into temporary
vectors, denoted by ·̂. In each step of the forward reduction, all odd-indexed equations are updated









ĈCi = ĈCi− k1ĈUi−1− k2ĈLi+1
ĈUi = −k2ĈUi+1
d̂i = −d̂i− k1d̂i−1− k2d̂i+1
After the solution on the coarsest level of this reduction, all even-indexed values are solved in




Figure 5.19 illustrates the data flow and communication pattern to solve one tridiagonal system
with M = 17 unknowns. Cyclic reduction performs 23M arithmetic operations overall, almost
three times as many as the Thomas algorithm. However, it only requires 2 log2M− 1 steps in
parallel. Cyclic reduction can be implemented entirely in-place, which is important due to the size
constraints of fast on-chip shared memory.
Zhang et al. [247] analyse their implementation of cyclic reduction in detail, and conclude
that the algorithm suffers significantly from high-degree bank conflicts in shared memory in later
stages of the elimination and early stages of the substitution sweeps: The shared memory access
stride is doubled in each step of the reduction. Furthermore, there is fewer and fewer work to be
done on coarse levels of the reduction tree, and more and more threads are inactive: Their im-
plementation uses contiguously numbered threads which significantly improves performance as it
minimises warp divergence. Nonetheless, for fewer than 32 equations in the reduced system, only
one warp remains active, and this leads to low vector hardware utilisation: The algorithm proceeds
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Figure 5.19: Data flow and data placement in shared memory cyclic reduction, M = 17. Super-
script hat stands for updated equations, and data in the same column occupies the same storage.
to perform four steps in the elimination phase, the direct solution of the final two-unknown sys-
tem, and four backward substitution steps with only one warp. While the latter problem cannot be
avoided in cyclic reduction, we present an implementation that has much more favourable memory
access patterns, at the cost of not being completely in-place.
Parallel Cyclic Reduction (PCR)
Parallel cyclic reduction is a variant that has been developed by Hockney and Jesshope [118]. In
contrast to classical cyclic reduction, PCR only has the forward reduction phase. Instead of halving
the number of equations in each step, each system is reduced to two systems of half the size. The
reduction mechanism and formulae are the same as in CR. PCR requires fewer algorithmic steps,
but each step performs asymptotically more work: PCR takes 12M log2M operations and log2M
steps to compute the solution of a tridiagonal system with M unknowns. Zhang et al. [247] report
that PCR takes roughly half the time of CR despite performing more operations, for two reasons:
First, it comprises only one phase, and second, it is free of bank conflicts in shared memory and
there are always as many active threads as unknowns in the original system.
Recursive Doubling (RD)
Recursive doubling has been proposed by Stone [204]. Eg˘eciog˘lu et al. [64] reformulate the algo-
rithm in terms of the scan primitive (parallel prefix sum), exploiting the fact that a trilinear system
constitutes a three-term recurrence relation. We refer to Blelloch [26] for a general discussion on
solving recurrences using parallel prefix sums. The recursive doubling algorithm is well suited
for the implementation on GPUs, because the scan primitive can be implemented efficiently, see
Section 3.1.5, Section 3.2.4 and the references therein.
Defining αi =−CCi/CUi, βi =−CLi/CUi and γi = di/CUi, the recurrence of the tridiagonal
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system,
xi+1 = αixi +βixi−1 + γi
can be written in a convenient matrix form:xi+1xi
1
=





We define CL0 = CUM−1 = 1 and x−1 = xM = 0 so that the recurrence expressions hold for
0≤ i≤M−1. B0 is then duplicated, and the sequence of matrices Bi is generated by performing a
parallel scan in the forward direction, using matrix-matrix multiplication as the binary, associative
operator. We obtain the following formal sequence of chained matrix multiplications:
X1 = B0X0
X2 = B1X1 = B1B0X0
...
XM = BM−1BM−2 · · ·B1B0X0
The last equation reads more explicitly, xMxM−1
1
=





where the ckl depend on the αi, βi and γi for all equations i. Since x−1 = xM = 0, the first entry of
the solution vector can be computed immediately by x0 = c02/c00. With this ‘seed value’, we can
compute all entries of the solution vector in parallel using the matrix multiplication chains, i. e.,
the output of the scan.
Zhang et al. [247] use a step-efficient scan implementation, and report that their implementa-
tion of RD requires 20M log2M arithmetic operations and log2M+ 2 steps. Timings reveal that
RD takes slightly longer than PCR, the implementation is also free of bank conflicts in shared
memory.
Hybrid Variants
Based on their detailed performance analysis of the three parallel tridiagonal solvers, Zhang and
his coworkers propose hybrid variants. The idea is that CR is the best algorithm from a computa-
tional complexity point of view, it is O(M) while PCR and RD are O(M logM). On the other hand,
CR suffers from a lack of parallelism at coarser levels of the elimination and substitution phases,
while PCR and RD always have more parallelism. Their hybrid methods thus switch from CR to
PCR and RD to solve intermediate, reduced systems when there is not enough parallelism to keep
the device busy, allowing to finish the inefficient intermediate steps in less time. Best performance
is achieved for a hybrid combination of CR and PCR. They also perform accuracy experiments
using diagonally dominant but random test matrices and conclude that RD delivers significantly
worse accuracy, while CR, PCR and the hybrid CR+PCR scheme are all on par with a sequential
solver using the Thomas algorithm.
This concludes our summary of parallel tridiagonal solvers and the work by Zhang et al. [247].
In the following, we describe our implementation of cyclic reduction, which achieves the same
performance as their best variant, at the cost of slightly increased shared memory usage and a
more complicated addressing to minimise bank conflicts.
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An Alternative, Efficient Implementation of Cyclic Reduction
Let superscript k denote the steps of the reduction and substitution. We first note that it is only
necessary to store the three matrix bands and the right hand side in shared memory, the solution
is computed incrementally by storing values in the corresponding entries of the right hand side
vector as soon as they are available. After the backward substitution has finished, the result is
written back to the vector x in global memory. If all updates in cyclic reduction occur in-place,
i. e., CLk,CCk, CUk and dk all occupy the same shared memory storage for all k, then the reading
and writing occurs with a 2k stride in step k, see Figure 5.19. This causes bank conflicts in the
on-chip memory and greatly reduces the internal bandwidth, as accesses to the same bank are
serialised (cf. Section 5.3.2).
Our solution to this problem is to group the indices always in two contiguous arrays corre-
sponding to odd and even indices. When the initial data is loaded into shared memory, the even-
and odd-indexed data are already separated. With an appropriate padding between the arrays this
read operation from global to shared memory is fully coalesced and free of bank conflicts. The
output of each elimination step again writes into separate even and odd arrays. The even-indexed
values of level k+ 1 overwrite the location of the odd-indexed ones of level k in a contiguous
fashion, whereas the odd-indexed values of level k+ 1 are written into a new array. With appro-
priate padding there are absolutely no bank conflicts in the involved read and write operations.
As a tradeoff to reduce the amount of memory needed, we can remove the padding and introduce
two-way conflicts for the writes only.
Unfortunately, any out-of-place CR scheme makes the backward substitution more difficult,
because now the even-indexed dki cannot be updated in-place. Instead, they are written with stride-
two into the odd array on level k. The second stride-two write into this array copies the already
known odd-indexed dki values. Only on the last level 0 all even-indexed d
0
i can be updated in
place, before the result is written back into global memory. Because of the special treatment of
the finest level the additional storage requirements of our efficient implementation are M · (1/4+
1/8+ . . .) = M/2. Figure 5.20 summarises the data placement of our implementation, the data
flow remains unchanged.
Figure 5.20: Data placement in our implementation of cyclic reduction, M = 17. Superscript hat
stands for updated equations (we store updated solution values in the right hand side vector), and
data in the same columns occupy the same storage.
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With 16 kB on-chip memory per multiprocessor on current CUDA-capable GPUs we can thus
solve a tridiagonal system with M = 513 unknowns (refinement level L = 9), as the storage re-
quirement for all four vectors in single precision is 4 · 32 ·513 ·4B = 12312B plus a few bytes of
padding and local variables. Accordingly, in double precisionM = 257 (L= 8) is the current max-
imum. This underlines that the mixed-precision approach analysed in this thesis not only leads
to faster transfers and computations, but, very importantly, enables fast on-chip solvers for larger
problem sizes. Clearly, we could implement an algorithm for large M when all data does not fit
into on-chip memory and we perform multiple transfers to global memory, but this variant would
be significantly slower. Zhang et al. [247] report at least a 3× performance improvement when all
updates are performed in shared memory instead of global memory. Our current implementation
does not support larger problem sizes yet, as we have focused on the improvements inside shared
memory.
In September 2009, NVIDIA announced the technical capabilities of their next-generation
architecture named ‘Fermi’ (chip name GT300) [172]. According to the disclosed details, this
design has 64 kB of on-chip memory, which can be partitioned into shared memory and first-level
cache. A convenient configuration for our tridiagonal solver would thus be 16 kB L1 and 48 kB
shared memory, enabling the computations on refinement level 10 and 9 in single and double
precision, respectively.
We compare the performance of our CR implementation with the best algorithm from the
work by Zhang et al., which clearly outperforms previous GPU implementations. Both Zhang
et al. and we deal with the simultaneous solution of M tridiagonal systems with M unknowns
each. In our case (due to the finite element discretisation), M is always a power of two plus one,
whereas Zhang et al. support powers of two, but the additional ‘plus one’ does not make the code
much more difficult. They report that the standard, in-place CR implementation on a GeForce
GTX 280 GPU for 512 systems of 512 unknowns executes in 1.066ms. Their fastest solver, a
hybrid combination of CR and PCR, needs less than half the time: 0.422ms. In comparison our
memory friendly CR implementation executes in 0.446ms for 513 systems of 513-unknowns on
the same GPU, see Section 5.4.7. In other words, the additional memory requirements of our
approach are well-invested.
5.4.5. Combination of Gauß-Seidel and Tridiagonal Preconditioners
The TRIGSROW preconditioner combines the TRIDIROW and GSROW preconditioners:
CTRIGSROW := (LL+LC+LU+CL+CC+CU)
CTRIDIROW couples each grid point with its immediate left, bottom and right neighbours, see Fig-
ure 5.14 on page 142. To apply this preconditioner, we iterate over the rows of the mesh, shift
the (already known) values from the previous row to the right hand side (Gauß-Seidel) and solve
the remaining tridiagonal system. This solve can be performed efficiently in parallel with our
cyclic reduction implementation, but in contrast to the TRIDIROW preconditioner, the rows de-
pend sequentially on each other. To recover parallelism, we decouple the lines by multicolouring.
The minimum number of colours is two, first treating all even-indexed lines with the TRIDIROW
preconditioner, and then all odd-indexed ones with the full TRIGSROW operation.
The implementation of this preconditioner (see Figure 5.21) is straightforward based on the
ideas presented in Section 5.4.3 and in Section 5.4.4. The colouring scheme relaxes the coupling
compared to the sequential implementation (cf. Section 5.4.3), and we could implement a stronger
coupling similar to the GSFULLROW preconditioner, incorporating not only the line below, but
also the one above in the second sweep over the domain. We did not implement this feature
yet, because stronger coupling can also be achieved by partitioning the computation with more
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Let Ik = {kM, . . . ,kM+M−1} denote the index set corresponding
to the k-th line in the grid, k = 0, . . . ,M.




di i ∈ Ik
2. For all odd k in parallel:




di i ∈ Ik
Figure 5.21: Multicoloured TRIGSROW preconditioner.
colours: With k = 4 colours, it suffices to treat every fourth row with the TRIDIROW precondi-
tioner only, resulting in four parallel sweeps: First, the rows 0,4,8, . . . are treated in parallel with
the TRIDIROW preconditioner, then the rows 1,5,9 . . . can incorporate the previous row, followed
by the rows 2,6,10, . . . and finally the remaining rows 3,7,11, . . .. The same idea can also be ap-
plied using more colours, and in the limit k = M, the sequential variant is recovered. The actual
choice of the number of colours k depends on the underlying hardware, i. e., how much indepen-
dent parallelism is needed to sufficiently saturate the device. This parallelisation technique thus
allows to balance the amount of coupling (better convergence rates) with the amount of decoupling
(more independent work). We evaluate the variants with two and four colours in Section 5.5.2.
5.4.6. Alternating Direction Implicit Preconditioners
Due to the rowwise numbering, the dependencies within each row (TRIDIROW) and to the left,
right and bottom (TRIGSROW) of the underlying mesh are implicit (i. e., the application of the
preconditioner involves formally inverting a system) but other dependencies are explicit. The same
idea can be formulated for a columnwise numbering, so that the dependencies along the columns
are implicit, resulting in the elementary preconditioners TRIDICOL and TRIGSCOL. Alternating
the direction that is treated implicitly leads to the class of so-called alternating direction implicit
(ADI) methods [179], and we denote the resulting elementary preconditioners by ADITRIDI and
ADITRIGS. An analogous idea, even if the coupling is not implicit, can be formulated for any
preconditioner. JACOBI acts entirely pointwise, so the row- and columnwise variants are identical.
GSCOL corresponds to a renumbering of the unknowns compared to GSROW. To apply the ADI
variant of a preconditioner C to the vector d, three steps are performed: First CROW is applied,
then the new defect is computed, and finally CCOL is applied. Consequently, in terms of work
performed, one ADI step corresponds to two steps of an elementary preconditioner.
Our realisation of the columnwise and ADI preconditioners follows the implementation in
FEAST: Instead of re-assembling the local matrices per subdomain based on a columnwise num-
bering of the mesh points, we rearrange the already assembled bands. We start with Figure 5.22
that illustrates the row- and columnwise numbering of a mesh with 25 grid points.









The actual implementation cannot simply copy all bands to their new counterparts, but has to
respect the zero entries at locations in the off-diagonals corresponding to the mesh boundaries.
This operation is performed in a preprocessing stage immediately after assembling the matrices.
because each preconditioner is typically applied to many different vectors. Instead of recomputing
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Figure 5.22: Row- and columnwise numbering of the unknowns.
this mapping on the fly, we introduce additional storage requirements of four bands (GSCOL),
three bands (TRIDICOL) and six bands (TRIGSCOL), respectively. The preconditioners CROW
and CCOL have exactly the same structure, and we can use the implementations for the rowwise
variants developed throughout this section without any modifications for the columnwise and al-
ternating direction implicit cases, we just have to provide the corresponding sets of precomputed
matrix bands in the parameter lists.
The conversion of a vector from its row- to columnwise representation must be performed on
the device, before and after the application of CCOL. The CUDA implementation of this operation
is surprisingly challenging, because a naïve code has either coalesced reads and stride-M writes or
vice versa. We instead use a tile-based approach where each block of threads rearranges one tile:
Each thread reads four sequential values of a 32×32 tile, using two-dimensional addressing of a
block with 256 threads. All reads are fully coalesced, and the values are stored in shared memory,
directly at their permuted locations in the tile. Because of the sequential addressing, these writes
are also free of bank conflicts. In the same way, each thread stores the rearranged tile back to off-
chip memory, directly at its new location; these writes are fully coalesced. Our implementation
does not run at peak off-chip bandwidth however because of the special cases of tiles that are not
‘full’, as the number of mesh points per direction,M, is not a multiple of 32.
5.4.7. Performance Microbenchmarks
Figure 5.23 presents timing results for the JACOBI, GSROW. GSFULLROW, TRIDIROW and
TRIGSROW smoothers, and additionally for the conversion kernel from a row- to a columnwise
representation of a vector. All timings are obtained on the ‘high-end’ test system which has been
used for the CUDAmicrobenchmarks in Section 5.3.3, i. e., a Core2Duo CPU, a GeForce GTX 280
GPU and fast PC800 DDR2 memory. As the implementations of the CPU and GPU variants differ
significantly, we measure performance in milliseconds and not MFLOP/s, this approach gives us
a more meaningful, ‘honest’ comparison.
Table 5.1 highlights the speedup factors we obtain with our GPU implementation. None of
the timings include any damping (as required, e. g., within the smoothing iteration of a multigrid
solver), we only measure the application of each preconditioner, i. e., the operation y = C−1x.
Looking at the performance of the JACOBI kernel first, we observe a significant drop in per-
formance when going from single to double precision on the GPU. The reason for this is that the
only arithmetic operation performed in this kernel is a division, which is less efficient in dou-
ble than in single precision: There is only one double precision ALU per eight single precision
ones.15 Nonetheless, the JACOBI smoother achieves a speedup of 26 and 11 for the largest prob-
lem size in single and double precision, respectively; corresponding to a memory throughput of
15As GPU memory is in general a more precious resource than CPU memory, we do not precompute the inverse of
the matrix diagonal for any of our smoother implementations, to trade more memory for faster performance.















































































































































































































































Figure 5.23: Smoother microbenchmarks on CPU and GPU in single and double precision (tim-
ings in milliseconds, logscale plot to emphasise differences). Top row: Vector permutation and
JACOBI. Middle row: GSROW and GSFULLROW (the CPU measurements are the same in the
two plots). Bottom row: TRIDIROW and TRIGSROW. Missing data points indicate insufficient
shared memory resources for the tridiagonal solver. All plots share the same legend, and the y-axis
uses a logarithmic scale.
120 and 43GB/s. On the other hand, this operation requires most unknowns compared to the other
smoothers to achieve a noteworthy speedup, for the smaller problem sizes that do not saturate the
device, we observe significant slowdowns on the GPU.
Our multicoloured implementation of the GSROW preconditioner achieves the largest speedup
overall, because the CPU compiler only partly vectorises the inherently sequential forward substi-
tution.16 On the GPU, its application executes only four and two times longer than the application
of the JACOBI kernel in single and double precision, respectively. While these measurements are
at first surprising because the kernel loads much more data and executes much more arithmetic
operations, they underline that modern GPUs are throughput-oriented: This preconditioner ben-
efits to a great extent from the ability of the hardware to hide stalls. Furthermore, all additional
arithmetic operations compared to the JACOBI kernel are multiplications and additions rather than
divisions, which all execute in four cycles per entire warp. GSROW achieves a speedup already
16This has been determined by studying the output of the Intel compiler’s optimisation report, but can also be seen
in the plots because there is no big difference between single and double precision execution time.
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for the small problem size of 4 225 degrees of freedom (L = 6). For the GSFULLROW precondi-
tioner, the speedup numbers are smaller, since one additional mesh row has to be loaded for the
second half of the unknowns. The drop in performance is however surprisingly small, expecially
in double precision.
The GeForce GTX 280 GPU only has 16 kB of shared memory, and therefore, the largest
problem size we can execute our implementation of a tridiagonal solver for is limited to refinement
level 9 and 8 in single and double precision, respectively. Consequently, the speedup compared to a
CPU implementation, which furthermore implements a more efficient algorithm, is comparatively
small, reaching more than a factor of eight for the largest two possible problem sizes and the
TRIDIROW preconditioner, and a factor of three in double precision. On the CPU, GSROW and
TRIDIROW take approximately the same time; on the GPU, GSROW is roughly 2.5 times faster.
TRIGSROW is 25% and 18% slower than TRIDIROW on the CPU and GPU, respectively.
Consequently, the speedups we obtain are slightly larger, reaching more than a factor of ten in
single and still a factor of three for the largest admissible problem sizes.
The ‘vector permute’ operation, which rearranges data from a row- to a columnwise represen-
tation, achieves the largest speedup. This is mostly due to the fact that this kernel has not received
exhaustive tuning in FEAST yet: Its absolute runtime is very small compared to that of the actual
preconditioners and the defect calculations, which together form the application of an alternate
direction implicit preconditioning.
vector permute JACOBI GSROW GSFULLROW TRIDIROW TRIGSROW
L single double single double single double single double single double single double
5 0.61 0.58 0.09 0.59 0.41 0.43 0.46 0.47 0.69 0.63 0.47 0.33
6 2.54 2.38 0.38 2.12 1.58 1.65 1.75 1.77 2.52 1.67 1.62 0.97
7 9.59 8.62 1.38 5.55 5.51 4.94 6.82 5.85 5.42 2.44 5.52 1.81
8 14.87 9.93 3.66 8.40 11.77 10.28 11.81 8.77 8.68 3.08 7.60 3.05
9 30.15 26.07 5.36 9.98 25.23 15.45 15.67 12.84 9.62 10.28
10 56.19 37.84 26.24 11.12 33.12 18.48 17.83 14.29
Table 5.1: Speedups obtained by the GPU in microbenchmarks of preconditioners, for increasing
level of refinement. Missing numbers indicate problem sizes that cannot be tested due to shared
memory limitations.
5.4.8. Summary
We have presented efficient GPU implementations of the preconditioners available in FEAST to
date, which are specifically tailored to the underlying generalised tensor product property of the
mesh. All these preconditioners are inherently sequential, and we have applied two different
techniques to decouple the dependencies and recover parallelism. Preconditioners of Gauß-Seidel
type are parallelised via multicolouring techniques. The resulting coupling between the unknowns
is weaker than in the sequential case. Tridiagonal solvers cannot be parallelised with this approach.
Our novel implementation (co-developed with Robert Strzodka) of the cyclic reduction procedure
alleviates most of the drawbacks of previous implementations, outperforms previously published
implementations significantly, and performs on par with the fastest published tridiagonal solver
known to the author of this thesis.
Our performance microbenchmarks indicate substantial speedups over tuned CPU implemen-
tations. In the next section, we analyse how these preconditioners perform in Krylov subspace and
multigrid solvers, both in terms of convergence rates and runtime. We are particularly interested
in how much numerical efficiency is lost by the decoupling of dependencies, and to which extent
the performance microbenchmark results carry over to full solvers.
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5.5. Numerical Evaluation of Parallelised Preconditioners in Iterative Solvers
In this section we numerically analyse the (parallelised) preconditioners developed in Section 5.4
in more detail. We are interested in the numerical performance (in terms of convergence rates),
their robustness and applicability, and ultimately, their runtime efficiency. Special focus is placed
on differences between the CPU and the GPU versions, in particular for the multicolouring vari-
ants that effectively reduce the degree of coupling between the values taken into account by the
preconditioner. We focus on multigrid solvers, but also briefly test the applicability of these pre-
conditioners in Krylov subspace methods. None of the results in this section have been published
previously.
5.5.1. Overview and Test Procedure
To avoid convergence effects that may occur on purely isotropic unitsquare configurations, we use
the distorted geometry depicted in Figure 5.24. The geometry is covered with one subdomain,
and either regular or anisotropic refinement is applied, the latter only in the first refinement step.
Dirichlet boundary conditions on the bottom and left side of the domain are prescribed, and Neu-
mann boundary conditions otherwise. On these domains, we solve the Poisson problem −∆u= 1.
Figure 5.24: Benchmark grids used to evaluate the simple (left) and advanced (right) smoothers
and preconditioners (refinement level L = 2).
All computations are performed entirely in double precision, in particular we do not employ
our mixed precision iterative refinement scheme in order to clearly separate the effects of the paral-
lelised smoothers and preconditioners from precision issues that may arise in the mixed precision
setting (cf. Section 5.6.2 and Section 5.7).
We emphasise that in our implementation, smoothing is always realised by a damped, pre-
conditioned Richardson iteration. This means that the smoother is always applied first, and the
damping is applied afterwards. If the damping parameter is larger than 1.0, we speak of overre-
laxation. Gauß-Seidel with overrelaxation is thus not equivalent to an SOR (successive overre-
laxation) smoother, as it is the case in other formulations of the scheme. We analyse the JACOBI,
GSROW, GSFULLROW, ADIGS, ADITRIDI and ADITRIGS operators, and refer to Altieri [1]
for a similar analysis of multigrid smoothers specifically tailored to generalised tensor product
meshes. Since the first four operators are less robust, they are evaluated on the isotropic domain,
and the latter two are employed on the more challenging anisotropic case. For the isotropic test
case, the GSCOL operator behaves almost identically to the GSROW variant, because it provides
the same degree of coupling. In practice, this may not always be the case, for instance for prob-
lems involving convection given an appropriate numbering of the mesh nodes. The TRIDIROW
and TRIDICOL preconditioners are very well suited to capture anisotropies that only occur in one,
‘matching’ mesh direction, for instance when boundary layers are resolved in the simulation of
highly viscous fluids. To keep the number of tests manageable, we immediately evaluate the alter-
nating direction implicit variants of the ADITRIDI and ADITRIGS preconditioners, the latter is
the most robust one available in FEAST.
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As explained in Section 5.4.4, the maximum admissible problem size (in double precision)
for the two operators that involve solving tridiagonal systems is limited to refinement level L = 8
(66 049 unknowns) in our current implementation. All other tests are performed for up to one
million grid points (refinement level L = 10).
All tests in this section are executed on the ‘high-end’ test system which is conformant to
IEEE-754 in double precision on both the CPU and the GPU, see Section 5.3.3 for the exact
machine specifications.
Solver Configurations
All solvers are configured to reduce the initial residuals by eight digits. Our main focus is placed
on using the (parallelised) operators as smoothers in a multigrid scheme. The multigrid solver is
always configured to perform four pre- and postsmoothing steps each with an elementary smoo-
ther, and two with an ADI smoother (we count one application of an alternating direction implicit
smoother as two elementary smoothing steps, e. g., four JACOBI steps count as two TRIDIROW
and two TRIDICOL steps). We employ a V cycle, and vary the damping factor in steps of 0.1.
A conjugate gradient solver is used for the coarse grid problems. As not all preconditioners are
symmetric, we use the JACOBI preconditioner for the coarse grid solver when the multigrid solver
employs JACOBI or a Gauß-Seidel smoother, and ADITRIDI when the multigrid solver employs
ADITRIDI or ADITRIGS.
In Section 5.5.4 we briefly comment on the suitability of these operators as preconditioners in
Krylov subspace schemes.
Target Quantities
We measure the ‘pure’ numerical efficiency in terms of the convergence rate κ, which quantifies






Here, superscript k denotes the iteration number, and Ax = b is the sparse linear system to be
solved. For the solution of finite element problems, an ideal multigrid solver converges indepen-
dently of the mesh width h, while the number of iterations increases proportionally to h for the
conjugate gradient and BiCGStab solvers, see Section 2.2. A value of κ = 0.1 means that the given
solver gains one digit per iteration.
The ultimate metric from a user perspective is of course the time to solution. However, due
to granularity effects, this metric can be too coarse-grained to allow a meaningful comparison.
Such granularity effects may occur for instance when a solver just barely misses the prescribed
stopping criterion and performs an additional iteration, which leads to the final residual being (in
absolute numbers) possibly significantly smaller than the prescribed stopping criterion. Another
solver may just ‘be lucky’ and just barely meet a prescribed criterion. The situation may very well
be the other way around for a different problem size, or for a different stopping criterion. The
convergence rate alone does not capture the runtime of a given iterative solver at all.
For these reasons, we also compute the total (runtime) efficiency Etotal, which measures the
time in µs per unknown necessary to gain one digit in the residual for all tests. It allows a better
comparison, independent of the problem size (refinement level, mesh width), the solver configu-
ration, the stopping criterion and the problem under consideration. The total efficiency is defined
as follows,
Etotal := − T ·10
6
log10(κ) ·N · k
,
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where T denotes the time to solution in seconds and N the number of unknowns. The total runtime
efficiency thus reduces the performance and (numerical) efficiency of a given iterative solver to a
single number, smaller values are better.
All timings of the GPU solver include the initial transfer of the right hand side to the device (we
always start with the zero vector as initial iterate) and the final transfer of the computed solution
back to the host, but do not include transfers of matrix data, because this is the relevant setting in
our large-scale tests in Chapter 6.
5.5.2. Pure Numerical Efficiency of Multigrid Solvers
JACOBI Smoother
Figure 5.25 depicts convergence rates of the multigrid solver equipped with the simple JACOBI
smoother. This operation acts entirely pointwise and is thus trivially parallelisable. As expected,
the CPU and GPU variants perform identically. The convergence rate is highly dependent on the
(manual) choice of an ‘optimal’ damping parameter, in fact, the multigrid scheme diverges for
damping factors larger than 0.8. For this test case, a damping parameter of 0.7 is the best choice,






















































































Figure 5.25: Convergence rates depending on the damping factor for the JACOBI smoother on the
CPU (left) and the GPU (right). The y-axis uses a logarithmic scale and both plots share the same
legend.
GSROW Smoother
On the CPU, the convergence rate of the multigrid solver with the damped GSROW smoother
slightly more than halves compared to the best JACOBI case when the number of smoothing steps
is kept constant, see Figure 5.26 (left). Equally important, the GSROW smoother is almost in-
dependent of the choice of the damping parameter and only starts to degrade for underrelaxation
with more than 0.8 or overrelaxation with more than 1.4 (not shown in the figure). For this con-
figuration, small overrelaxation with a factor of 1.1 gives optimal results.
The multicoloured GPU implementation (see Section 5.4.3) provides looser coupling as it
takes less values into account. Consequently, the convergence rate is higher, i. e., worse, between
66% on small levels of refinement and 45% on larger problem sizes, respectively. For this par-
ticular test problem, the effect manifests itself as one additional multigrid iteration performed by
the GPU variant. Furthermore, overrelaxation leads to worse convergence or even divergence, and
optimal results are obtained without damping. As explained in Section 5.4.3, this is the expected
behaviour: The multicoloured variant treats only asymptotically 1/4 of all unknowns as strong
as the natural order Gauß-Seidel variant available on the CPU. The experiment confirms that the
decoupled variant still leads to faster convergence than the simple JACOBI smoother, and exhibits
























































































Figure 5.26: Convergence rates depending on the damping factor for the GSROW smoother on
the CPU (left) and the GPU (right). The y-axis uses a logarithmic scale and both plots share the
same legend.
much less sensitivity to the optimal choice of the damping parameter as long as overrelaxation is
not applied.
We experimented with three different ideas to obtain faster convergence with the less powerful
GPU-based smoother. Performing six pre- and postsmoothing steps instead of four as on the CPU
yields (almost) identical convergence rates as on the CPU, thus alleviating the disadvantage of the
multicoloured algorithm. The sensitivity to overrelaxation is not removed. However, this makes
the application of the smoother more expensive, and we discuss if the additional work is invested
well in terms of total runtime efficiency in Section 5.5.3. In the second and third experiment,
we alternate the colouring of the mesh points, effectively varying the degree of coupling that a
given mesh point receives inbetween applications of the smoother. For simplicity, we only swap
the role of two pairs of colours: In the variant labeled alternate-in-smoothing, in all even
smoothing steps we treat the unknowns in even-indexed rows of the grid with the first two colours
and the unknowns in odd-indexed rows with the remaining two colours. In odd-indexed steps,
odd-indexed rows are treated with the first two colours and even-indexed rows with the other two.
In the variant labeled alternate-in-cycles, all pre- and postsmoothing smoothing steps in one
multigrid cycle use the same colouring, but we alternate it analogously in subsequent multigrid
cycles. As the results in Figure 5.27 show, the first strategy leads to (slightly) slower convergence,
and the second achieves the same convergence rate as leaving the colouring fixed. We therefore













































Figure 5.27: Influence of alternating colours in the GPU implementation of the GSROW smoother.
The y-axis uses a logarithmic scale.
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GSFULLROW Smoother
The GSFULLROW smoother is an alternative idea to improve the numerical properties of the
parallel GSROW preconditioner, which includes all previously updated values in the decoupled
sweeps through the domain and is thus equivalent to a renumbering of the unknowns. As depicted
in Figure 5.28, it gives best results for this test problem when overrelaxation is applied. Even
in the case of damping with 0.9, the convergence rates are better than of the sequential CPU
variant. For damping by 1.3 (more overrelaxation reduces performance again), the best variant
exhibits between 70% (small problem sizes) and 40% (L = 10) better convergence rates than
the sequential variant. These results underline the effectiveness of our idea to include all already
available intermediate values. In Section 5.5.3 we investigate if the slower execution of this variant






























































































Figure 5.28: Convergence rates depending on the damping factor for the GSROW smoother on the
CPU (left, repeated from Figure 5.26) and the GSFULLROW smoother on the GPU (right). The
y-axis uses a logarithmic scale.
ADIGS Smoother
























































































Figure 5.29: Convergence rates depending on the damping factor for the ADIGS smoother on the
CPU (left) and the GPU (right). The y-axis uses a logarithmic scale and both plots share the same
legend.
On the CPU, we observe convergence rates that are up to 5% worse than for the standard
Gauß-Seidel algorithm, in practice this means that two applications of the GSROW smoother are
equivalent to one application of the ADIGS one. This is the expected behaviour, as we see no
difference between the GSROW and GSCOL variants for this configuration (cf. Section 5.5.1). On
the GPU however, employing the alternating direction variant is beneficial in terms of convergence
rates and robustness: Overrelaxation does not lead to divergence any more, although we observe
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a dependency on the choice of the damping parameter. The disadvantage of the multicolouring
slightly reduces from 45% (GSROW) to 33% (ADIGS). We investigate the influence on the total
efficiency in Section 5.5.3.
ADITRIDI Smoother
The results in the next paragraphs are obtained on the anisotropic domain (cf. Figure 5.24 (right)).
Due to limitations of the current GPU implementation, we can only compute problem sizes up to
















































































Figure 5.30: Convergence rates depending on the damping factor for the ADITRIDI smoother on
the CPU (left) and the GPU (right). The y-axis uses a logarithmic scale and both plots share the
same legend.
The CPU- and the GPU-based solvers equipped with the ADITRIDI smoother exhibit identical
convergence rates (see Figure 5.30), underlining that the inversion of tridiagonal systems with the
cyclic reduction algorithm is as stable as the standard Thomas algorithm: The matrices stemming
from the discretisation of all problems in this thesis are diagonally dominant and thus, no pivoting
needs to be applied which would impact stability. The performance of the ADITRIDI smoother
depends significantly on an optimal choice of the damping parameter: Overrelaxation leads to
divergence, and for this configuration, optimal results are obtained for a damping factor of 0.7–
0.8. Further underrelaxation increases the convergence rates again.
ADITRIGS Smoother
The ADITRIGS smoother is the most robust smoother available in FEAST. We discuss the CPU
variant first. As depicted in Figure 5.31 (left), the resulting convergence rates of the multigrid
solver are more or less independent of the damping parameter only too strong underrelaxation
starts to have a deteriorating effect. Best results for this test case are obtained without any damping.
Compared to the ADITRIDI smoother, we observe more than a halving of the convergence rates.
The implementation on the GPU uses a bicolouring of the mesh rows to decouple the depen-
dencies of the inherently sequential Gauß-Seidel part, see Section 5.4.5. Similar to the observa-
tions for the GSROW smoother, we see that the parallelised variant is no longer independent of the
choice of the damping parameter. Moderate underrelaxation by a factor of 0.9 yields best results,
and overrelaxation is generally bad. The convergence rates of the GPU solver are approximately
60–80% higher than on the CPU, which manifests itself as one additional multigrid cycles com-
pared to the CPU version. It would be interesting to alternate the colouring for this smoother as
well, but discouraged by the limited success we had with this approach for the GSROW smoother,
we did not implement this technique for ADITRIGS. In future work, we will implement a stronger
coupling in every second row of the mesh as well, analogously to the GSFULLROW smoother.
Figure 5.32 depicts the convergence rates for varying damping parameters when using four
















































































Figure 5.31: Convergence rates depending on the damping factor for the ADITRIGS smoother on
the CPU (left) and the bicoloured variant on the GPU (right). The y-axis uses a logarithmic scale
and both plots share the same legend.
instead of two colours, which improves the coupling because only one quarter instead of half the
rows in the mesh are treated with a tridiagonal preconditioner only. Consequently, the convergence












































Figure 5.32: Convergence rates depending on the damping factor for the ADITRIGS smoother on
the GPU when using four instead of two colours. The y-axis uses a logarithmic scale.
5.5.3. Total Runtime Efficiency of Multigrid Solvers
In the following, we compare the total efficiency of multigrid solvers on the CPU and the GPU
for the six different smoothers under consideration in this section. We restrict ourselves to the
configurations and parameter settings identified as optimal in terms of convergence rates for the
test problems under consideration in Section 5.5.2.
Mostly Isotropic Case: JACOBI, GSROW, GSFULLROW and ADIGS
Figure 5.33 depicts the total runtime efficiency (measured in µs) of multigrid solvers equipped with
the JACOBI, GSROW, GSFULLROW and ADIGS smoothers for a Poisson problem on the mostly
isotropic test domain. Looking at the CPU results first, we observe that for all problem sizes the
GSROW smoother yields exactly the same efficiency as the JACOBI smoother, which requires the
tedious, manual search for an ‘optimal’ damping parameter. In terms of runtime efficiency, the
independence of the GSROW smoother of the damping parameter is practically for free: For the
largest problem size, we measure a total runtime efficiency of 0.654 µs and 0.648 µs for JACOBI
and GSROW, respectively. Since the JACOBI and GSROW smoothers are applicable in the same































































































































































Figure 5.33: Total runtime efficiency on the CPU and GPU, JACOBI (top left), GSROW and
GSFULLROW (top right) and ADIGS (bottom). The y-axis uses a logarithmic scale and all plots
share the same legend.
situations, GSROW should thus always be used instead of JACOBI. In other words, the additional
computations performed by the GSROW smoother are well invested. In terms of convergence
rates, GSROW and ADIGS are practically equally efficient. The conversion operations from a
row- to a columnwise representation and vice versa of the defect vector however have a significant
effect in terms of total efficiency, leading to an approximately 20% higher value of Etotal for the
latter. The additional work thus does not yield returns in this test case.
On the GPU, the situation is different, as the multicoloured parallelisation of Gauß-Seidel
type smoothers reduces the ‘pure’ numerical performance. We observe between 66% and 45%
worse convergence rates for the GSROW smoother (cf. Figure 5.26) as compared to the natural
ordering sequential CPU implementation. These factors are identical when measuring the impact
in terms of total efficiency. The total efficiency of multigrid with GSROW is 33% worse than
that of JACOBI for large problem sizes, while its convergence rate is approximately 60% better
(compared to more than 200% on the CPU). The conclusion is thus not as straightforward as on
the CPU, as the better numerical efficiency and the worse runtime do not cancel out as favourably.
From a practical point of view we nonetheless suggest to use GSROW instead of JACOBI, because
the multicoloured variant is still almost independent of the choice of the damping parameter as
long as overrelaxation is avoided. The GSFULLROW variant is however always more efficient
than the parallel GSROW smoother. Its more favourable numerical properties are not offset by the
higher runtime due to higher bandwidth demands and more computations. In the remainder of this
thesis, we therefore always use this variant of the parallel Gauß-Seidel smoother. ADIGS leads
to almost exactly the same total efficiency as GSROW on the GPU while reducing the difference
(compared to the natural order CPU algorithm) in terms of convergence rates from 45% to 33%
(L= 10, similar improvements for smaller problem sizes), so in contrast to the CPU, the alternating
direction implicit variant is more favourable.
Finally, we want to highlight the speedup obtained by the GPU. We measure this speedup
only in terms of total efficiency to abstract from purely numerical performance. This approach is
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justified by the fact that the parallelised variants are in general applicable for the same configura-
tions as their CPU variants. We first note that—as expected from our microbenchmark results in
Section 5.3.3 and Section 5.4.7—total efficiency on the CPU degrades significantly as soon as the
problem size does not fit entirely into on-chip cache memories any more. In contrast, the GPU is
always most efficient for the largest problem size, as the device needs to be saturated to be able to
fully hide latencies of accesses to off-chip memory. More importantly, the latency17 of the PCIe
transfers (which we always include in our timings of entire subdomain solvers) impacts efficiency
for smaller problem sizes to a greater amount: The break-even point at which the GPU reaches the
same performance as the CPU implementation is reached for a problem size of 16 641 unknowns
(refinement level 7). For larger problem sizes, we observe speedup factors of 4.5, 13.1 and 20.9
(L = 8,9,10, JACOBI smoother), of 3.2, 9.3 and 15.5 (GSROW smoother), of 4.4, 12.3 and 19.6
(GSFULLROW smoother) and of 3.5, 9.6 and 16.8 (ADIGS smoother). Roughly speaking we can
say that in order to achieve (close to) an order of magnitude speedup for the entire multigrid solver,
we need at least a problem size of 263 169 degrees of freedom (corresponding to refinement level
L = 9). For the sake of completeness, we also state the absolute time to solution for the largest
problem sizes, which amount to 0.27 s, 0.37 s, 0.30 s and 0.41 s for the four different smoothers,
respectively.
Anisotropic Case: ADITRIDI and ADITRIGS
For these twomore robust smoothers which are evaluated for the anisotropic test problem, the max-
imum problem size is currently limited to refinement level L = 8 in double precision on the GPU.
Figure 5.34 depicts the total runtime efficiency of multigrid solvers using these two smoothers. On
the CPU, ADITRIGS is always more efficient than ADITRIDI, the superior numerical properties
translate directly to efficiency, and the additional computations are well invested. The situation
is symmetric to the comparison between JACOBI and GSROW in the previous paragraph. Con-
sequently, ADITRIGS should always be used, since it is more robust, it is applicable to a wider
range of problems, and the additional computations lead to good returns in efficiency. However,
in certain situations, there may not be enough memory available to store the additional vectors re-
quired by the alternating direction implicit implementation: ADITRIDI only needs three additional




































































































Figure 5.34: Total runtime efficiency on the CPU and GPU, ADITRIDI (left) and ADITRIGS
(right). The y-axis uses a logarithmic scale and both plots share the same legend.
On the GPU, the decoupling introduced by the bicolouring or quadcolouring of the parallelised
ADITRIGS smoother results in a deterioration of convergence rates compared to the CPU variant,
17Latency is more important than bandwidth for small problem sizes, as the transferred amount of data is rather small
and only increases by a factor of four for increasing level of refinement. In essence, the penalty to transfer 16 641 values
via PCIe is the same as for any smaller data size, see also the measurements by Kindratenko et al. [132].
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while the ADITRIDI smoothers are identical on the two platforms. ADITRIGS improves conver-
gence rates by a smaller amount on the GPU, leading to an increase of Etotal. The exact numbers
are 0.7674 µs vs. 0.2295 µs for multigrid with ADITRIDI compared to 0.5967 µs vs. 0.2282 µs for
ADITRIGS (with two colours) on the CPU and GPU for the largest possible refinement level L= 8.
Using four colours in the parallelised ADITRIGS smoother improves convergence rates slightly,
but this advantage does not pay off in terms of total runtime efficiency. For this test problem,
the efficiency is always worse than for the bicoloured variant, approximately 28% for the largest
admissible problem size compared to a 11% better convergence rate. This result is surprising,
because for the largest admissible problem size, only one mesh row is resident on each multi-
processor at a given time, independent of the amount of colours, and one would expect that the
computations on the finest level of refinement dominate the absolute runtime. However, computa-
tions on smaller levels of refinement, where the device is not saturated, suffer disproportionately:
For smaller problem sizes, the improvements in terms of convergence rates are almost identical
(cf. Figure 5.31), but the total efficiency of the four-coloured variant is 58, 59, 37 and 28% higher
than of the two-coloured variant, for refinement levels L = 5, . . . ,8, respectively. The GPU used
for these tests has 30 multiprocessors, which means that the device is severely underutilised for
small problem sizes: For 1 089 unknowns (L = 5), only 16 and eight multiprocessors are actually
active (33 mesh rows partitioned into two and four kernel calls, respectively). Underutilisation
is even worse for coarser mesh resolutions that are visited in the course of the multigrid cycle:
Each block of threads comprises only one warp for problem sizes below 1 089 unknowns (each
row/block has only 16 unknowns), and consequently, the multiprocessors cannot benefit from la-
tency hiding to off-chip memory any more: In the limit case of the coarsest level of refinement, the
GPU behaves more like a 1.3GHz serial processor with a high latency to access uncached off-chip
memory. Alternatively, one could argue that coarser levels in multigrid suffer to a great extent
from serialisation effects (that prevent strong scaling improvements with an increasing amount of
multiprocessors) on GPUs than on CPUs.
As all these effects on coarser levels of refinement build up in the course of the computation,
their individually negligible impact is no longer negligible for the entire multigrid solver. We
discuss this aspect further in Section 5.8 in the context of F andW cycle multigrid, which spend
much more time on coarser resolutions than theV cycle we employ here. A final conclusion which
of the two parallel ADITRIGS implementations is better cannot be made yet, and we revisit this
question during our evaluation of mixed precision methods in Section 5.7.3, because we can apply
this smoother on refinement level L = 9 in single precision.
Even better convergence rates can be obtained when decoupling the treatment of rows to a
lesser degree, i. e., by introducing more than four colours (see Section 5.4.5). However, with eight
colours, the device is already underutilised for refinement level L= 7 (129 mesh rows lead to eight
sweeps with 17 and 16 active multiprocessors). Given the discouraging analysis of the slowdown
introduced by computations on smaller levels of refinement, we did not implement this variant,
and always employ the bicoloured variant of ADITRIGS in double precision in the following,
unless explicitly mentioned otherwise.
Performing more smoothing steps does improve the convergence rates of multigrid with ADI-
TRIGS smoother, but decreases its efficiency, so the extra work is not invested well (results not
shown in the plots).
In terms of speedup, the break-even point from which on the GPU implementation is faster
than the CPU (including transfers via PCIe) is the same as for the ‘simple’ smoothers, except for
multigrid with the ADITRIGS smoother which only achieves speedups for the largest problem
size under consideration. Nonetheless, we observe speedup factors of 3.3× and 2.6× (2.1× for
the four-coloured variant) for Etotal on refinement level L = 8, in line with speedups measured for
simple smoothers and this problem size. Future hardware will enable computations on larger prob-
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lem sizes with more shared memory [172], so we expect larger speedups for the more advanced
smoothers as well, see also Section 5.7.4 for the single precision case which allows computations
up to L = 9.
5.5.4. Krylov Subspace Solvers
We want to briefly examine if our findings carry over to the case of preconditioned Krylov sub-
space methods. We only consider the largest admissible problem size of L = 8, because we only
employ Krylov subspace methods as coarse grid solvers in the multigrid algorithm, which is much
more efficient than Krylov subspace methods for the problems under consideration in this the-
sis. At the time of writing, our implementation provides the conjugate gradients and BiCGStab
algorithms. Only the latter can use unsymmetric preconditioners of Gauß-Seidel type, therefore
we limit our tests to this solver. BiCGStab is known to react sensitively to floating point noise,
i. e., very small variations can influence the convergence behaviour dramatically. Table 5.2 lists
the number of iterations required until convergence when using different preconditioners for a
BiCGStab solver, the more powerful ADITRIDI and ADITRIGS preconditioners are evaluated on
the anisotropic domain, and the remaining four on the isotropic one.
JACOBI GSROW / GSFULLROW ADIGS ADITRIDI ADITRIGS (2,4 colours)
Level CPU GPU CPU GPU GPU CPU GPU CPU GPU CPU GPU GPU
5 91 94 58 73 54 33 45 24 24 17 22 20
6 199 190 118 166 128 69 87 48 48 35 45 40
7 387 385 296 322 258 147 283 106 113 75 91 84
8 795 755 739 826 562 358 624 206 222 167 221 209
Table 5.2: Number of iterations until convergence of a BiCGStab solver with different precondi-
tioners.
The GPU solver is, compared to the CPU case, particularly bad for ADIGS. For JACOBI and
ADITRIDI, the number of iterations until convergence is almost identical on the CPU and on the
GPU except for the largest problem size where floating point noise starts to deteriorate the con-
vergence. This is the expected behaviour, because the two implementations are equivalent and
do not involve weaker coupling due to multicolouring techniques. The beneficial effects of the
GSFULLROW preconditioner, and of using four rather than two colours in the ADITRIGS pre-
conditioner carry over from the multigrid solver. For instance, the GSFULLROW preconditioner
leads to a reduction from 739 to 562 iterations compared to the standard, sequential Gauß-Seidel
preconditioner on the CPU.
5.5.5. Summary
The numerical evaluation of the preconditioners developed in Section 5.4 yields a number of in-
teresting findings. The following conclusions are valid for both multigrid and Krylov subspace
solvers.
On the CPU, the GSROW smoother is as efficient (in terms of total runtime efficiency) as
the JACOBI smoother, its better convergence rates are perfectly balanced by the higher amount of
computations and memory accesses. Since JACOBI is less robust and depends to a high degree on
the manual, ‘optimal’ choice of the damping parameter, GSROW is always more favourable than
JACOBI. The alternating direction implicit variant of the Gauß-Seidel smoother is less efficient,
which is surprising because it only corresponds to a renumbering of the mesh in its columnwise
sweeps. Analogously, the ADITRIGS smoother, the most robust smoother available in FEAST, is
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more (runtime-) efficient than using only the tridiagonal part as with the ADITRIDI smoother.
On GPUs, the analysis is not as straightforward. JACOBI and ADITRIDI yield identical con-
vergence rates on CPUs and GPUs, and both depend on the ‘optimal’ manual choice of the damp-
ing parameter. With moderate damping, we achieve best results. The multicolouring to recover
parallelism from the inherently sequential Gauß-Seidel type smoothers relaxes dependencies and
thus provides weaker coupling. In our experience, the parallelised variants still provide enough
coupling so that they are applicable in the same situations the natural ordering variant on the
CPU. GSROW on the GPU is mostly invariant of the relaxation parameter unless overrelaxation
is applied. The convergence rate is worse than on the CPU; in this particular test case, the GPU
performs one more multigrid cycle. In terms of runtime efficiency, the better convergence rate and
slower execution compared to JACOBI do not cancel out as favourably as on the CPU. We analysed
two techniques that alternate the colouring to improve numerical performance of the parallelised
Gauß-Seidel smoothers, but none proved to be beneficial. The alternating direction implicit variant
of the GSROW smoother is advantageous both in terms of convergence rates and runtime efficiency
on the GPU. The decoupling makes it possible to interpret the Gauß-Seidel smoother in a different
way, by always incorporating all previously computed intermediate results in later sweeps over
the domain. This idea has been co-developed with Robert Strzodka, and we termed this stronger
coupling parallel variant GSFULLROW. Our numerical evaluation of this preconditioner leads to
very promising results, in our experiments, we observe that with moderate overrelaxation, we are
able to outperform the sequential, natural ordering Gauß-Seidel operation both in terms of con-
vergence rates of Krylov subspace and multigrid solvers equipped with this preconditioner, and,
more importantly, also in terms of total runtime efficiency. Finally, the parallelised ADITRIGS
variants using two and four colours to decouple the sequential dependencies of mesh rows on their
predecessors in the numbering lose numerical efficiency compared to the sequential algorithm on
the CPU. Using four colours rather than just two, i. e., treating only every fourth row in the mesh
with the tridiagonal preconditioner only, is advantageous in terms of convergence rates. Due to
device underutilisation (only refinement level L = 8 can be treated in double precision), we have
not been able to determine the better of the two choices yet.
In terms of speedup, we observe more than one order of magnitude (in fact, a factor of 20)
for large problem sizes and the simpler smoothers, and factors of 3.3 and 2.6 for more robust
smoothers and medium problem sizes. Due to limitations of the current implementation, we cannot
apply the more robust smoothers to large problem sizes where a full saturation of the device and
hence an even larger speedup is achieved.
We analyse the smoothers again in the context of mixed precision iterative refinement solvers
on a single subdomain (Section 5.7), and in our evaluation of accelerating applications built on
top of FEAST, in particular for the Poisson problem (Section 6.3), and for the Navier-Stokes ap-
plication in Section 6.5, where the difficulty to solve the linearised problems does not result from
(artificially introduced) anisotropies but from nonlinearities in the governing equations.
In future work, we plan to add the stronger coupling which incorporates all already known
values during the sweeps of a multicolour parallelisation also to the ADITRIGS preconditioner
which uses two colours, because this technique has proven to be highly beneficial in the GS-
FULLROW case. Furthermore, MG-Krylov techniques can be implemented and analysed, i. e.,
techniques that use few iterations of for instance the preconditioned conjugate gradient algorithm
as a smoother within the multigrid solver. The advantage of this approach is that due to the un-
derlying A-orthogonalisation, the smoother computes optimal steplength parameters, i. e., optimal
damping factors.
The best known preconditioners in practice—for these kinds of problems—are based on an
incomplete LU decomposition (ILU), see for instance the textbook by Barrett et al. [13]. These
techniques generally change the sparsity pattern of the matrices, and are thus not applicable in our
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context, but rather in the context of completely unstructured grids. The sparse approximate inverse
(SPAI) algorithm promises to bridge this gap [101]: It computes an explicit representation—with
a fixed sparsity pattern—of the inverse of a given matrix by minimising ‖AC−I‖ in the Frobenius
norm. The SPAI algorithm has been implemented by Marcus J. Grothe, and the code is freely
available.18 According to the developers, it is possible to configure the SPAI package to compute
an approximate inverse that exactly matches our banded matrix structure. Once such an approx-
imate inverse is available, preconditioning reduces to matrix-vector multiplication, and it would
be interesting to analyse such approaches, both from a numerical point of view, and in the context
of Chapter 6 and nonlinear problems in general where we cannot neglect matrix assembly and the
associated ‘preprocessing’ steps of assembling preconditioners any more.
18http://www.computational.unibas.ch/software/spai/
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5.6. Accuracy of Emulated and Mixed Precision Solvers
In Section 4.5 on page 95 we have demonstrated numerically—for the prototypical yet fundamen-
tal Poisson problem—that single precision is insufficient to solve many ill-conditioned problems
stemming from finite element discretisations. The conventional solution to this problem, applied
by the vast majority of practitioners in the field of numerical mathematics, is to use double pre-
cision exclusively, simply because double precision as defined by the IEEE-754 standard [122] is
the highest precision natively available on commodity hardware. However, this is not necessar-
ily the best approach in terms of performance, or might even be impossible on certain hardware.
The ideas to emulate high precision formats based on unevaluated sums of native low precision
values (Section 4.2), and to use different precision formats in the same algorithm (Section 4.3),
have many potential benefits, as outlined in Section 4.1.2. Before evaluating performance aspects
in Section 5.7, the goal of this section is to answer the following simple, yet important question:
Are emulation or iterative refinement techniques able to deliver the same accuracy as computing
entirely in high native precision for the problems in the scope of this thesis? If this is not the case,
then there is no alternative to using high precision exclusively.
Section 5.6.1 describes our test environment. In Section 5.6.2 and Section 5.6.3 we examine
the iterative refinement procedure (using standard double and single precision) and the emulated
high precision format, respectively. We conclude with a summary in Section 5.6.4. Although we
only focus on double, single and emulated double-single precision, some of our findings are also
relevant for emulated quadruple precision formats, which may become important if for some ap-
plications double precision is not sufficiently accurate any more. All tests in this section are based
on the Poisson problem, and constitute an updated and extended version of previously published
joint work with Robert Strzodka [80], and with Robert Strzodka and Stefan Turek [85].
5.6.1. Overview and Test Procedure
Three different floating point formats are available for our tests: Single precision (s23e8), dou-
ble precision (s52e11) and the emulated double-single format (s46e8, see Section 4.2). Single
and double precision are available on the CPU. Single precision (though not entirely IEEE-754
conformant) is available on all GPUs, both in our legacy OpenGL implementation and in CUDA.
Emulated double-single precision is only available in our OpenGL implementation, and finally,
the GeForce GTX 280 (included in the ‘high-end system’, see Section 5.3.3) is the only GPU
available to us that supports native double precision, compliant with the IEEE-754 specification.
All tests below are executed on this ‘high-end’ test system.
As explained in Section 4.5.1, the condition number of the system matrix determines to what
extent errors in the input data and errors accumulating in the course of the solution are amplified.
The mixed precision iterative refinement procedure is only guaranteed to converge to working
accuracy if the system to be solved is ‘not too ill-conditioned’ in the low precision format, see
Section 4.3. Instead of using arbitrary test matrices with known estimates of the condition number
(e. g., Hilbert matrices of increasing dimension), we employ mesh anisotropies. Such anisotropies
are very common in practice, and we have the additional benefit that all anisotropies we consider
do not break the logical tensor product property of the mesh, and thus the banded structure of the
system matrices. In the following, we use two different methods to introduce anisotropies and thus
strongly varying coefficients to the system matrices:
• Uniform anisotropies: Using rectangular instead of square elements allows us to specify
the aspect ratio of each element in the refined discretisation. We refine the mesh uniformly
(cf. Figure 5.35 on the left) which leads to uniformly distributed varying coefficients in the
matrix.
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• Anisotropic refinement: In this strategy, we start with the unitsquare and in each refine-
ment step, we subdivide the bottommost and rightmost layer of elements anisotropically
(cf. Figure 5.35 on the right). This refinement scheme is often used to accurately resolve
boundary layers in fluid dynamics, or discontinuities in solid mechanics. For each refined
element in these layers, the new midpoint xc is calculated by recursively applying the for-
mula xc = xl +ν · xr−xl2 with a given anisotropy factor ν (ν = 1.0 yields uniform refinement)
and xl and xr denoting the x-coordinates of the left and right edge of a element before sub-
dividing (analogously for the y-component). All other elements are refined uniformly. This
leads to matrices with locally condensed, non-uniformly distributed anisotropies instead of
uniform ones.
Figure 5.35: Example of different mesh anisotropies on refinement levels 1–3. Left: Uniform
subdivision of an anisotropic coarse mesh. Right: Anisotropic subdivision of the rightmost and
bottommost element layer in each refinement step.
We note that the above cases generate matrices which also occur when discretising anisotropic
operators. For example, operators of the type div(G∇u) for a constant (i. e., independent of the
spatial location) diagonal matrix G lead to the same matrix entries as introducing a corresponding
degree of anisotropy directly on the coarse mesh level. Consequently, our test results also apply
directly to these problems of operator anisotropy (cf. also the description of the discrete systems
arising in linearised elasticity in Section 2.3.5).
Detailed Test Cases
Our tests comprise the following eight configurations, which have already been used in previously
published work [80, 85]. In addition to the dimensions of the domain Ω, we also list the maximum
aspect ratio on the finest level of refinement (ARmax) and the smallest mesh width hmin. Further-
more, we compute the condition numbers of the system matrix for refinement levels L≤ 6 by brute
force, see Section 4.5.1. This allows us to estimate an upper bound of the condition number for the
larger problems, because it scales with the square of the mesh width, and hence, with the square
of hmin.
UNI1 No anisotropies: Ω = [0,1]2, uniform refinement, ARmax = 1.0, hmin = 9.77E-4. Condition
numbers: 1.33E4 (L = 8), 5.31E4 (L = 9) and 2.12E5 (L = 10).
UNI2 Weak uniform anisotropy: Ω = [0,0.25]× [0,1], uniform refinement, ARmax = 4.0,
hmin = 2.44E-4. Condition numbers: 2.50E4 (L = 8), 1.00E5 (L = 9) and 4.00E5 (L = 10).
UNI3 Medium uniform anisotropy: Ω = [0,0.0625]× [0,1], uniform refinement, ARmax = 16.0,
hmin = 6.10E-5. Condition numbers: 2.70E4 (L = 8), 1.08E5 (L = 9) and 4.31E5 (L = 10).
ANISOREF1 Weak anisotropic refinement: Ω = [0,1]2, ν = 0.75, ARmax = 22.20,
hmin = 5.50E-5. Condition numbers: 7.20E4 (L = 8), 3.84E5 (L = 9) and 2.05E6 (L = 10).
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ANISOREF2 Medium anisotropic refinement: Ω = [0,1]2, ν = 0.5, ARmax = 1.54E3,
hmin = 9.54E-7. Condition numbers: 1.25E6 (L = 8), 1.00E7 (L = 9) and 8.00E7 (L = 10).
ANISOREF3 Hard anisotropic refinement: Ω = [0,1]2, ν = 0.25, ARmax = 1.84E6,
hmin = 9.31E-10. Condition numbers: 2.11E8 (L= 8), 3.38E9 (L= 9) and 5.41E10 (L= 10).
This test case yields a problem which cannot be assembled in single precision, because the
Jacobi determinant of the mapping from the real long and thin elements to the reference
element evaluates to zero.
ANISOREF4 Hard anisotropic refinement: Ω = [0,1]2, ν = 0.0625, ARmax = 2.13E12,
hmin = 8.88E-16. Condition numbers: 1.07E13 (L = 8), 6.83E14 (L = 9) and 4.37E16
(L= 10). This test case also yields a problem which cannot be assembled in single precision.
ANISOREF5 Extremely hard anisotropic refinement: Ω = [0,1]2, ν = 0.03125, ARmax = 2.08E15,
hmin = 9.24E-19. Condition numbers: 2.57E15 (L = 8), 3.29E17 (L = 9) and 4.21E19
(L = 10). This test case can barely be assembled in double precision for refinement level 9,
cannot be assembled for refinement level 10 in double precision, and is therefore extremely
challenging for our mixed precision solver.
Looking at the condition numbers for uniform anisotropies, we see that they increase very
slowly with the degree of anisotropy. Our tests thus concentrate on the ANISOREF configurations,
because they lead to ill-conditioned problems much more quickly.
For a domain Ω := [0,A]× [0,B], we define the function u(x,y) := x(A− x)y(B− y) and use
its analytical Laplacian to prescribe a right hand side so that the Poisson problem has a known an-
alytical solution. This is a straightforward generalisation of the ‘hard’ function which we already
analysed in Section 4.5. Note that configuration ‘UNI1’ is therefore not identical to the previous
tests in Section 4.5. Homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions are prescribed along the whole
boundary. We measure the relative L2 error of the computed solution against the analytical refer-
ence solution, as explained in Section 2.1.3. A computed solution is considered accurate if the L2
errors are reduced by a factor of four per refinement step up to L = 10, the finest discretisation we
apply for these tests.
The L2 error is computed in double precision; and to minimise errors in the input data, the ma-
trix and right hand side are always assembled in double precision and casted to single or emulated
precision as needed.
Solver Configuration
We employ a multigrid solver with the ADITRIDI smoother unless stated otherwise, either to
solve the entire system directly, or to approximately solve the (inner) defect problems in the mixed
precision scheme (cf. Figure 4.4 on page 92). We emphasise that the results are quantitatively and
qualitatively identical independent of the actual solver configuration. We use ADITRIDI because
it is particularly well suited for these kinds of anisotropies. The (outer) stopping criterion is set
to reduce the initial residual by eight digits, and the solver performs four pre- and postsmoothing
steps, in a V cycle. We count one application of the alternating direction implicit smoother as
two smoothing steps. As explained in Section 5.4.4, our CUDA implementation of the ADITRIDI
smoother does not support the largest problem size (refinement level L = 10) in single precision
due to the limited size of the shared memory per multiprocessor. Therefore, we execute all mixed
precision solvers also on the CPU to be able to obtain results for the largest problem size. As we
demonstrate in Section 5.6.2, the results are quantitatively and qualitatively independent of the
hardware architecture they are computed on, in particular, small differences in compliance to the
IEEE-754 standard (lack of denormalisation, flush-to-zero, slightly higher error bounds for some
operations) in single precision do not have any effect on the achieved accuracy.
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5.6.2. Accuracy of Mixed Precision Iterative Refinement Solvers
In this test series, we execute all eight configurations first entirely in double precision, and then
in a mixed precision setting using double precision for the outer loop and single precision for
the inner solver iterations. As the exact numbers in Table 5.3 demonstrate, the mixed precision
iterative refinement scheme computes identical results compared to the standard double precision
case, even for extremely ill-conditioned problems. We also observe that the differences between
the CPU and the GPU, and between double and mixed precision are always in the noise. This is
remarkable for the hardest cases ANISOREF4 and ANISOREF5, because the condition numbers
on refinement levels 10 and 9 are close to the limits of double precision already. Based on the
mixed precision iterative refinement results on the CPU, it is safe to assume that the differences
between the CPU and the GPU will continue to be in the noise, as soon as sufficient resources are
available on future hardware to compute on the finest level of refinement [172].
Double precision CPU Mixed precision CPU Mixed precision GPU
Configuration Level L2 error Reduction L2 error Reduction L2 error Reduction
UNI1 8 1.7344895E-5 4.00 1.7344902E-5 4.00 1.7344902E-5 4.00
UNI1 9 4.3362264E-6 4.00 4.3362356E-6 4.00 4.3362292E-6 4.00
UNI1 10 1.0841185E-6 4.00 1.0841276E-6 4.00
UNI2 8 1.6946217E-5 4.00 1.6946284E-5 4.00 1.6946281E-5 4.00
UNI2 9 4.2365330E-6 4.00 4.2365355E-6 4.00 4.2363011E-6 4.00
UNI2 10 1.0590902E-6 4.00 1.0591051E-6 4.00
UNI3 8 1.6603963E-5 4.00 1.6603658E-5 4.00 1.6603650E-5 4.00
UNI3 9 4.1508011E-6 4.00 4.1508177E-6 4.00 4.1504573E-6 4.00
UNI3 10 1.0377274E-6 4.00 1.0377500E-6 4.00
ANISOREF1 8 2.2559231E-5 4.00 2.2559231E-5 4.00 2.2559230E-5 4.00
ANISOREF1 9 5.6398002E-6 4.00 5.6397700E-6 4.00 5.6397099E-6 4.00
ANISOREF1 10 1.4099726E-6 4.00 1.4099751E-6 4.00
ANISOREF2 8 3.3671244E-5 4.00 3.3671243E-5 4.00 3.3671243E-5 4.00
ANISOREF2 9 8.4177915E-6 4.00 8.4177934E-6 4.00 8.4177905E-6 4.00
ANISOREF2 10 2.1044773E-6 4.00 2.1047529E-6 4.00
ANISOREF3 8 4.9063089E-5 4.00 4.9063092E-5 4.00 4.9063092E-5 4.00
ANISOREF3 9 1.2265724E-5 4.00 1.2265729E-5 4.00 1.2265727E-5 4.00
ANISOREF3 10 3.0664399E-6 4.00 3.0664452E-6 4.00
ANISOREF4 8 6.3654794E-5 4.00 6.3654923E-5 4.00 6.3654654E-5 4.00
ANISOREF4 9 1.5913491E-5 4.00 1.5913579E-5 4.00 1.5913506E-5 4.00
ANISOREF4 10 3.9782878E-6 4.00 3.9784532E-6 4.00
ANISOREF5 8 6.6448219E-5 4.00 6.6447627E-5 4.00 6.6447308E-5 4.00
ANISOREF5 9 1.6612151E-5 4.00 1.6611850E-5 4.00 1.6612856E-5 4.00
ANISOREF5 10
Table 5.3: Solution of a Poisson problem directly in double precision and with the mixed preci-
sion iterative refinement solver (relative L2 errors). Missing GPU results are due to insufficient
resources on the device.
5.6.3. Accuracy of the Emulated Double-Single Format
The emulated double-single format using the unevaluated sum of two single precision values (also
called ‘double-single’) is only available in our legacy OpenGL-based implementation and has not
been implemented in the CUDA backend yet. Hence, this experiment can only be performed for
the isotropic test case (labeled ‘UNI1’), as our legacy OpenGL implementation does not provide
stronger smoothers other than JACOBI.
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Emulated Double Precision Solvers
Table 5.4 compares the accuracy of the computed results using double precision on the CPU
with that of a GPU solver executing in emulated double-single precision; single precision data is
included for reference. We observe that the double-single format is not sufficient for this numerical
test: While the results are better than in single precision (differences only occur on refinement
level 9 rather than level 6), our accuracy demands are not met for the largest problem size. Similar
to the single precision case (cf. Section 4.5.3), convergence control fails already on smaller levels
of refinement, because the residuals of intermediate solutions cannot be reduced further. This
behaviour can be explained by the fact that the double-single format does not increase the dynamic
range beyond that of single precision, despite twice the bit length of the combined mantissa: The
emulated format is not equivalent to native double precision (s52e11), but rather to a s46e8 format.
Double precision CPU Single precision CPU Emulated double-single precision GPU
Level L2 error Error reduction L2 error Error reduction L2 error Error reduction
5 1.1102361E-3 4.00 1.1110228E-3 4.00 1.1102652E-3 4.00
6 2.7752813E-4 4.00 2.8084065E-4 3.96 2.7756658E-4 4.00
7 6.9380090E-5 4.00 6.1993631E-5 4.53 6.9414942E-5 4.00
8 1.7344930E-5 4.00 4.4250309E-5 1.40 1.7364390E-5 4.00
9 4.3362698E-6 4.00 2.9111338E-5 1.52 4.4038127E-6 3.94
10 1.0841660E-6 4.00 5.7460920E-5 0.51 1.4652436E-6 3.01
Table 5.4: Solution of a Poisson problem in double, single and emulated double-single precision
(relative L2 errors, UNI1 configuration).
Mixed Precision Solvers Using Emulated Double Precision
As the emulated double-single format does not give sufficient accuracy when used as a replace-
ment of native double precision, the question arises if the emulated format is precise enough to
execute the high precision correction loop within a mixed precision iterative refinement scheme.
This experiment also determines if the problems observed in the previous paragraph are due to
accumulated roundoff and cancellation errors in the course of the computation, or due to the gen-
eral inappropriateness of the emulated precision format. The benefit of such a configuration is
that it can be executed entirely on the device when native double precision is not available, such
as on older GPUs. Without expensive data transfers over the narrow AGP and PCIe buses (cf.
Section 3.1.3), the GPU is almost entirely decoupled from the CPU, leaving the CPU mostly idle
for other tasks. Thus, it would be very beneficial in terms of performance if the emulated format
were accurate enough.
Double precision CPU Mixed precision (double-single/single) GPU
Level L2 error Error reduction L2 error Error reduction
5 1.1102361E-3 4.00 1.1102578E-3 4.00
6 2.7752813E-4 4.00 2.7755694E-4 4.00
7 6.9380090E-5 4.00 6.9400158E-5 4.00
8 1.7344930E-5 4.00 1.7373998E-5 3.99
9 4.3362698E-6 4.00 4.4217465E-6 3.93
10 1.0841660E-6 4.00 1.5605046E-6 2.83
Table 5.5: Solution of a Poisson problem directly in double precision and with a mixed precision
iterative refinement solver using emulated double precision in the outer loop (relative L2 errors,
UNI1 configuration).
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Table 5.5 shows that this is not the case. The L2 errors of the computed solutions are similarly
unacceptable for this configuration. This is in some sense the expected behaviour, as the solver
is indeed converging to working precision, i. e., emulated double-single precision. Consequently,
the emulated format does not provide sufficient accuracy.
5.6.4. Summary
The experiments in this section demonstrate that emulated high precision in a double-single com-
bined format does not meet the accuracy demands of this thesis. In addition, the microbenchmarks
of individual operations in this format (see Section 5.2.4) show that the performance of the emu-
lated format is significantly slower than native single precision on the device, and we conclude that
emulated precision is not a feasible approach for the applications in the scope of this thesis. Con-
sequently, further performance benchmarks and parameter studies for solvers using this format are
not presented in the remainder of this thesis.
On the other hand, the mixed precision iterative refinement technique always converges to
double precision accuracy if the outer loop is executed in double precision. We have verified this
claim even for very ill-conditioned problems, in particular for problems that cannot be assembled
in single precision, and will return to this question in the context of the large-scale solution on
GPU-accelerated clusters of problems from linearised elasticity in Section 6.4.2 and laminar flow
in Section 6.5.3. We emphasise that we always obtain double precision accuracy, independent of
the actual solver configuration (smoother/preconditioner, hardware, etc.).
For older GPUs that only support single precision natively in hardware, our results imply that
the mixed precision approach that performs the correction loop in native double precision on
the CPU is the only viable solution scheme. This approach is potentially slower due to the AGP
and PCIe bus transfers of right hand sides and solution updates once per outer iteration, but this
is a price we cannot avoid to pay without sacrificing accuracy. In other words, single-precision
GPUs can only be used as co-processors to the general-purpose CPU, and can never execute self-
contained solvers. We return to the performance and efficiency aspects of mixed precision iterative
refinement in Section 5.7, for GPUs with and without native double precision support.
Interestingly enough, the failure of the emulated precision format also indicates a potential
problem for extremely ill-conditioned linear systems for which native double precision may not
be sufficient. No current CPU supports quadruple precision natively in hardware, so an emu-
lated quad-double format using the unevaluated sum of two double precision values to construct
an s104e11 number representation is a feasible approach. However, the emulation is potentially
bound to fail, and a more expensive form of emulation has to be applied. We will examine this
aspect in future work.
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5.7. Numerical Evaluation of Mixed Precision Iterative Solvers
In Section 5.6 we have experimentally demonstrated that mixed precision iterative refinement
solvers using double and single precision converge to double precision accuracy even for ex-
tremely ill-conditioned problems. In this section we are interested in the numerical performance,
their robustness and their runtime efficiency compared to solvers that execute entirely in double
precision. Special focus is placed on the speedups of mixed precision solvers over executing in
double precision alone, both on the CPU and on the GPU. We investigate the acceleration achieved
by GPU-based solvers compared to conventional CPU versions, and of hybrid variants that execute
the correction loop on the CPU but the inner solver on the GPU.
Section 5.7.1 motivates and summarises the goals of the following experiments in detail. Effi-
ciency on the CPU and the GPU is evaluated in Section 5.7.2 and 5.7.3, respectively. We discuss
the speedups achieved by the GPU over the CPU in Section 5.7.4 and conclude with a summary
of the most important findings in Section 5.7.5.
The presented results are significantly updated and extended from previously published joint
work with Robert Strzodka and Stefan Turek [80, 85].
5.7.1. Overview and Test Procedure
For dense systems, mixed precision iterative refinement (cf. Section 4.3) is typically applied by
computing an LU decomposition in low precision and using it to solve the auxiliary systems by
forward- and backward substitution, to low precision accuracy. The speedup in this case stems
from the fact that asymptotically, the computation of the decomposition dominates with its cubic
runtime. Provided that the systemmatrixA is ‘not too ill-conditioned’ in low precision, the number
of iterations required until convergence can be bounded from above by (see for instance Langou
et al. [142]): ⌈
log10 εhigh
log10 εlow− log10 cond(A)
⌉
Here, εhigh and εlow denote the machine epsilon of the high and low precision floating point
formats. In the case of single and double precision, log10 εdouble ≈ −16 and log10 εsingle ≈ −8,
and Langou et al. report that in practice this bound is reasonably exact and usually, 3–4 iterations
suffice.
In our case of large, sparse systems, we cannot fully solve the auxiliary systems: As demon-
strated in Section 4.5, iterative solvers are not guaranteed to converge in single precision, they may
stall or even diverge. The decisive parameter, to be set manually by the user, is thus the stopping
criterion of the inner iterative solver. Consequently, the above bound on iteration numbers does
not hold in our case. We are not aware of any theoretical analysis in the literature that yields a
similar asymptotic bound for the iteration number, so we perform numerical experiments to gain
insight into the relation between the amount of work performed (the accuracy gained) by the inner
solver and the convergence rate and total efficiency of the (outer) iterative refinement scheme.
Our primary motivation to investigate mixed precision iterative refinement methods is to im-
prove performance and efficiency over standard solvers employing only double precision, without
sacrificing accuracy. When using multigrid as the inner solver, we do not benefit from the asymp-
totics as in the case of dense systems and direct solvers. In our case, convergence rates alone do
not convey enough information to assess the numerical performance: The single precision approx-
imate solution is used as a preconditioner of the high precision Richardson iteration, and the more
exact the approximate solution is, the better the convergence rate is. We therefore use the total
runtime efficiency Etotal as the only metric to quantify performance in the tests in this section, see
Section 5.5.1 for its definition. This quantity alleviates all granularity effects incurred by varying
numbers of iterations, and also captures differences in floating point performance, for instance in
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the case where high precision is only available at the penalty of a bus transfer between host and
co-processor.
In Section 5.7.2 we numerically analyse the impact of several typical choices of the stopping
criterion. We use the same ill-conditioned test cases as in the accuracy measurements and in
previously published work [80, 85], see Section 5.6.1 for the exact definitions. However, we omit
the tests for the uniformly refined anisotropic domains, because they do not exhibit challenging
condition numbers. A second important question in this context is whether the accurate solution
(Section 5.6.2) can only be achieved with an disproportionately increasing amount of iterations,
or more generally, if our mixed precision iterative refinement schemes using only approximate
inner solutions are efficient compared to using double precision exclusively, for practical purposes
independent of the condition number.
On GPUs, performance characteristics of single and double precision arithmetic are potentially
different to CPUs. This is especially important on older GPUs, where native double precision is
not available and the refinement loop has to be performed on the CPU, involving comparatively
expensive bus transfers of right hand sides and solution updates. This situation is symmetric to
our large-scale FEAST solvers, where results computed by GPU-based subdomain solvers have to
be incorporated in the global solution and communicated between the nodes in a cluster, see Sec-
tion 2.3 and Chapter 6. Therefore, we analyse efficiency on the GPU separately in Section 5.7.3.
The speedups we achieve with various GPU-based solvers over CPU implementations are dis-
cussed in Section 5.7.4.
All tests in this section are performed on the ‘high-end system’, see Section 5.3.3, and as
before, we always include at least one pair of bus transfers into our timings (see Section 5.5.1 for
our rationale for this test procedure).
Solver Configuration
The majority of our experiments is performed using a multigrid solver with ADITRIDI smoother.
As pointed out in Section 5.6.1, this solver is particularly well-suited for the anisotropic problems
that we use to rapidly increase the condition numbers in a controlled fashion. We demonstrate
that the results are qualitatively and quantitatively independent of the choice of the smoother by
performing selected experiments also on an isotropic configuration for which the JACOBI smoother
suffices.19 Finally, we also briefly evaluate the ADITRIGS smoother in the context of mixed
precision methods. In practice, the same guidelines to choosing a suitable smoother apply to both
solving entirely in double precision and to using mixed precision iterative refinement, at least for
multigrid. In any case, the multigrid solver is configured to execute four pre- and postsmoothing
steps in a V cycle. We count one application of this alternating direction implicit smoother as
two elementary smoothing steps, see Section 5.5.1. The coarse grid problems are solved with a
conjugate gradient algorithm, preconditioned with the same operator as used for smoothing. All
solvers are configured to reduce the initial residual by eight digits, either the multigrid itself when
solving entirely in double precision, or the Richardson solver when using iterative refinement. The
stopping criterion of the inner solvers is varied.
At the end of Section 5.7.2, we briefly comment on using Krylov subspace solvers in a mixed
precision iterative refinement context.
19We use the JACOBI smoother despite having established in Section 5.5.3 that at least on the CPU, one should always
favour Gauß-Seidel type smoothers over JACOBI. Robust and strong smoothers are however a fairly recent addition to
our code base, and many of the results we present in Chapter 6 and in previously published work [84, 85, 87, 90] have
been obtained at a time when only JACOBI was available.
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5.7.2. Efficiency on the CPU and Influence of the Stopping Criterion
Figure 5.36 compares the total efficiency of multigrid solvers executing entirely in double preci-
sion with that of mixed precision iterative refinement solvers using multigrid for the low-precision












































































































































































































































































































Figure 5.36: Total runtime efficiency of double precision and mixed precision iterative refinement
multigrid solvers with varying stopping criteria, on the CPU. Top row: UNI1, ANISOREF1. Mid-
dle row: ANISOREF2, ANISOREF3. Bottom row: ANISOREF4, ANISOREF5. The y-axis uses a
logarithmic scale, and all plots share the same legend.
We first observe, by looking exemplarily at the total efficiency of the double precision solver
(red dashes) on the highest level of refinement, that there is a certain degree of dependence on
the condition number: The efficiency of the multigrid solver degrades with increasing condition
number, because the systems become harder to solve and the number of iterations needed until
convergence increases. From the UNI1 configuration to the ANISOREF5 configuration, we lose
between 50 and 100% efficiency, for all levels of refinement. The more important observation is
however: Mixed precision iterative refinement using multigrid cycles with limited stopping crite-
ria, i. e., approximate solutions, exhibits the same behaviour, even for very ill-conditioned systems
and high levels of refinement. For all six configurations, the plots of the double and best mixed
precision solvers are apart by a constant offset. Consequently, we can conclude that the identical
accuracy independent of the condition number (as demonstrated in Section 5.6.2) is not paid for
by a disproportionate increase in iteration numbers compared to using double precision alone.
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The best mixed precision scheme is, for the first four test cases, always between 1.4 (small
problem sizes) and 1.7 times more efficient than using double precision exclusively. For the two
hardest test problems, the factor even increases to 1.8–1.9. Based on bandwidth considerations,
the maximum speedup we expect is a factor of two, because we can transfer twice the amount of
values to and from off-chip memory in the same time (cf. Section 4.1). The measured speedups
are in line with this upper bound, as the mixed precision solver actually performs more arithmetic
work, namely a defect calculation and a vector update once per outer loop iteration.
We now discuss the efficiency of iterative refinement solvers as a function of the ‘inner’ stop-
ping criterion. In other words, we want to establish a rule of thumb which setting of the user-
defined inner stopping criterion yields some sort of black-box character. As our results indicate,
reducing the residuals by three digits or even more is always suboptimal for the largest problem
size under consideration. Depending on the actual test case, the inner solver mostly reaches its
maximum prescribed number of iterations because at some point it stalls, and the total efficiency
Etotal loses its expressiveness. The stalling of the inner solvers for large problem sizes is in fact the
expected behaviour: Single precision is not only insufficient to give accurate results, but can lead
to stalls for moderately complex scenarios, as discussed in Section 4.5.3. Consequently, we omit
the configuration that gains three digits in the following, three digits are not a suitable stopping
criterion. We emphasise nonetheless that the solvers always converge to double precision accuracy
in our tests. The inner solver stalls but computes a solution that still advances the global solution.
To make the solvers more robust, in future work we will add some detection mechanism for this
behaviour, e. g., by monitoring the reduction of residuals over three or more iterations.
For the less ill-conditioned test problems, the difference in efficiency is more pronounced,
and the variant that performs three inner multigrid cycles per update step loses efficiency. This
situation is symmetric to the variant that gains three digits. For all configurations, performing
either one or two iterations, or reducing the residual by one digit gives optimal efficiency. In fact,
in all tests, performing exactly one multigrid cycle in the inner solver yields a sum of all inner
iterations which is identical to the number of cycles performed by the double precision solver.
JACOBI and ADITRIGS Smoothers
Figure 5.37 (left) depicts the results of using multigrid with a JACOBI smoother, configured to
perform four pre- and postsmoothing steps. This experiment is only performed for the UNI1 con-
figuration. The plots on the right illustrates the performance of ADITRIGS on the ANISOREF5
configuration. The results confirm that—as expected—the above findings are independent of the
smoothing operator in the multigrid solver: The shapes of the curves are identical to the ones
obtained when using ADITRIDI as smoother. The speedups of mixed precision iterative refine-
ment solvers are maximised for the variants that either perform two iterations or reduce the initial
residuals by two digits. We observe approximately a factor of 1.9–2.1 up to refinement level L= 9
for both smoothers, and still 1.7 for the largest problem size and JACOBI at which the doubled
effective bandwidth of the mixed precision approach dominates.
Krylov Subspace Solvers
In this experiment, we use a conjugate gradient solver with JACOBI preconditioner to solve the
UNI1 configuration. This solver does not converge independently of the mesh width, so pre-
scribing a fixed number of inner iterations needs to incorporate some heuristics depending on the
problem size. We thus only analyse the case where the conjugate gradient solver is configured to
reduce the initial residuals by one, two or three digits.
Table 5.6 presents the results, we only discuss iteration numbers because the effects are visible
more clearly than in terms of total efficiency. We first observe that the double precision con-








































































































Figure 5.37: Total runtime efficiency of double precision and mixed precision iterative refinement
multigrid solvers on the CPU, UNI1 configuration, JACOBI smoother (left); and ANISOREF5
configuration, ADITRIGS smoother (right). The y-axis uses a logarithmic scale and both plots
share the same legend.
jugate gradient solver exhibits the expected behaviour: The number of iterations required until
convergence doubles with each refinement step, i. e., proportionally to the reciprocal of the mesh
width. This is not the case when using conjugate gradients in a mixed precision iterative refine-
ment scheme, which requires significantly more iterations overall. The outer iteration numbers
for the larger problem sizes also indicate that the solver does not converge smoothly: Gaining ten
times one digit (or five times two digits etc.) only gives eight digits in total, this was not the case
in multigrid. This effect is most pronounced for the first mixed precision configuration, but still
clearly visible in the remaining two. In terms of total efficiency, only the latter two configurations
perform on par with the double precision variant, but we only observe a speedup of approximately
10% (total efficiency results not shown in detail).
mixed mixed mixed double double double
Level double (1 digit) (2 digits) (3 digits) (1 digit) (2 digits) (3 digits)
2 3 2:6 2:6 2:6 1:3 1:3 1:3
3 9 4:14 3:15 2:12 4:14 3:15 2:10
4 19 6:38 4:36 3:40 6:38 4:33 3:32
5 38 8:82 4:68 3:76 8:82 4:70 3:61
6 73 9:174 4:130 3:151 9:178 4:140 3:122
7 146 10:373 5:338 3:312 10:382 5:354 3:245
8 293 10:844 5:754 3:575 10:831 5:685 3:494
9 590 10:1723 5:1649 4:1762 10:1305 5:1360 3:991
10 1188 10:3878 5:3000 4:3458 11:3508 5:2603 3:2004
Table 5.6: Number of iterations required by a conjugate gradient solver on the UNI1 configura-
tion in double precision (left), with mixed precision iterative refinement (middle columns) and
with iterative refinement only in double precision (right columns). The shorthand notation x : y
abbreviates the number of outer iterations and the sum of all inner iterations.
In joint work with Robert Strzodka we have investigated the reason for this behaviour [211].
Looking at the algorithmic description of the conjugate gradient scheme, we see that it builds up
a search space of A-orthogonal directions (see Figure 2.2 on page 25). One idea is that due to the
reduced precision, these search directions are no longer A-orthogonal. To quantify this claim, we
execute the iterative refinement solver again, but this time use double instead of single precision to
solve the auxiliary problems (which means that we perform ‘same precision iterative refinement’).
For the two configurations that reduce the residuals by two and three digits respectively, the savings
are significant but do not alleviate the initial problem. For the first stopping criterion, we see almost
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no difference, and even for the third one, we still perform almost twice the amount of conjugate
gradient steps compared to solving directly in double precision. So the loss of A-orthogonality
due to reduced precision is not causing the behaviour we observe. When comparing the results
for varying stopping criteria, we observe that the conjugate gradient solver reacts very sensitively
to restarts. In fact, when a conjugate gradient solver is restarted, the entire search space of A-
orthogonal directions is lost. To alleviate this problem, we have developed a residual-guided
conjugate gradient variant: The standard algorithm stores information about the solution process
in the auxiliary vectors p, q and r (see Figure 2.2). In fact, p is the vector that stores the next
orthogonal search direction. The idea of our variant is to maintain this search direction from one
outer iteration to the next. It cannot be reused immediately, because in each outer iteration, the
system is solved for a different right hand side. We thus have to add a correction step to the
outer loop to orthogonalise the last search direction from the last solve prior to entering into inner
iterations for the new problem. Due to space constraints (and as our focus is on efficient multigrid
solvers), we do not present the improved solver in algorithmic form, and refer the interested reader
to the original publication for details and a set of tests that demonstrate the feasibility of our
modification [211].
5.7.3. Efficiency on the GPU
Figure 5.38 depicts the results of the same experiments as Figure 5.36, but this time on the GPU.
We first confirm that there are no differences in the number of iterations and the relation of in-
ner and outer iterations between the CPU and the GPU variants. As already observed in our
microbenchmarks of basic operations (Section 5.3.3) and smoothing operators (Section 5.5), the
GPU always achieves maximum efficiency for the largest problem sizes. In double precision, we
can only solve problems up to refinement level L= 8 due to the limited size of shared memory per
multiprocessor on current generation hardware; the mixed precision iterative refinement approach
enables calculations corresponding to one additional level of refinement.
In double precision and for the largest possible problem size, we achieve a total efficiency of
0.12–0.13 µs per degree of freedom and digit gained for the first four test cases, and 0.2 and 0.26 µs
for the last two, extremely ill-conditioned test cases. Setting the inner stopping criterion to reduce
the initial residuals by three digits increases runtime for large levels of refinement and moderately
ill-conditioned test cases, analogously to the CPU tests.
The speedup of the best mixed precision iterative refinement solver compared to using double
precision exclusively is, for all test cases, approximately 1.2 for small levels of refinement and 1.9–
2.1 for L = 8, the largest possible input size in double precision. For smaller problem sizes, this
speedup is smaller than on the CPU, which further underlines that GPUs are only fully efficient
if completely saturated, and that the two included bus transfers incur a performance penalty that
cannot be ignored. With more shared memory available on the device, we expect the speedup
to grow even larger for the problem on refinement level L = 9 (currently possible in single but
not in double precision) and L = 10 (currently not possible at all). At first, it is surprising to see
more than a factor of two, which on the GPU as well as on the CPU is the expected theoretical
upper bound based on bandwidth considerations alone, at least for sufficiently large problem sizes.
However, the parameter space on the GPU is higher-dimensional as on the CPU. The decisive
performance factor is again the degree of saturation and consequently, the ability of the hardware
thread scheduler to hide stalls by switching to different warps of execution. Our implementation of
the tridiagonal solver at the core of this smoother maps each row in the mesh to one thread block.
In single precision, the hardware can thus always switch between twice the amount of mesh rows
per multiprocessor20, except for the largest problem size which requires so much shared memory
20More correctly speaking, the hardware can switch between twice the amount of warps, because there are warps














































































































































































































































































































Figure 5.38: Total runtime efficiency of double precision and mixed precision iterative refinement
multigrid solvers with varying stopping criteria on the GPU. Top row: UNI1, ANISOREF1. Middle
row: ANISOREF2, ANISOREF3. Bottom row: ANISOREF4, ANISOREF5. The y-axis uses a
logarithmic scale, and all plots share the same legend.
that only one thread block is active per multiprocessor.
This also explains why the difference between the various choices of stopping criteria is less
pronounced on the GPU than on the CPU. Unless the number of inner iterations increases signif-
icantly because the solver cannot reduce the residuals to the prescribed threshold (i. e., gain three
digits), the amount of work saved by performing fewer update steps in expensive double precision
is balanced by the faster execution in single precision.
In summary, we can say that the ‘rule of thumb’ established for the CPU solvers, namely to
perform either one or two inner multigrid cycles or to gain one or two digits in the inner solver,
also holds on the GPU.
JACOBI and ADITRIGS Smoothers
Figure 5.39 (top) illustrates the results obtained on the UNI1 configuration when using the JACOBI
smoother instead of ADITRIDI, the plots in the bottom row make the same comparison for ADI-
from at least one additional thread block of the same size. More active warps mean a higher probability that at a given
stall, another warp is instantaneously ready for execution.
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TRIGS and the ANISOREF5 test case. The same conclusions can be drawn as in the CPU case.
For the largest problem size and JACOBI, we achieve a total efficiency of 0.016 µs per unknown per
digit gained in double precision, and 0.0085 µs for the mixed precision variants, corresponding to
a speedup factor of 1.9. In terms of absolute timings, the best mixed precision iterative refinement
solver is able to solve a problem with one million unknowns in less that 0.08 seconds without
sacrificing accuracy. Admittedly, the ‘barrier’ of solving such problems accurately in less than 0.1
second is artificial and mostly of psychological nature, but the result in itself remains impressive.
We discuss speedups achieved by the GPU further in Section 5.7.4. The ADITRIGS case is slightly
less efficient than ADITRIDI when using four colours to parallelise the sequential Gauß-Seidel
dependencies between subsequent mesh rows, and on par with ADITRIDI when only two colours
are used. The gap between the (numerically stronger) four-coloured variant and the two-coloured
smoother than exhibits more independent parallel work in each sweep over the domain is however
narrower than in the case of solving entirely in double precision, see Figure 5.34 on page 166. The
exact numbers for refinement level L = 9 are 0.0645 µs (two colours, inner stopping criterion two




























































































































































Figure 5.39: Total runtime efficiency of double precision and mixed precision iterative refinement
multigrid solvers on the GPU, UNI1 configuration, JACOBI smoother (top); and ANISOREF5
configuration, ADITRIGS smoother (bottom left: two colours, bottom right: four colours). The
y-axis uses a logarithmic scale and all plots share the same legend.
Executing the High Precision Correction Loop on the CPU
Two settings exist in the scope of this thesis where the high precision correction loop has to be
executed on the CPU and not on the GPU, yielding a hybrid solver. On older GPUs, native double
precision is not available. We have already ruled out the possibility to use the emulated high pre-
cision format based on the unevaluated sum of two native single precision values in Section 5.6.3,
this variant does not meet our accuracy requirements. Therefore, there is no other possibility than
to perform the defect correction steps on the CPU, which incurs a potentially significant perfor-
mance penalty due to expensive data transfers of right hand sides and solution updates over the
comparatively narrow PCIe (and on ‘ancient’ hardware, AGP) buses. Furthermore, in the context
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of FEAST, the outer loop is not a simple Richardson iteration, but a much more involved multilevel
domain decomposition scheme: The subdomain solves discussed in this chapter constitute the
Schwarz preconditioner (smoother) of the two-layer SCARC solution scheme, see Section 2.3.3














































































































































































































































































































Figure 5.40: Total runtime efficiency of double precision and mixed precision iterative refinement
multigrid solvers with varying stopping criteria. Top row: UNI1, ANISOREF1. Middle row:
ANISOREF2, ANISOREF3. Bottom row: ANISOREF4, ANISOREF5. The high precision loop is
performed on the CPU. The y-axis uses a logarithmic scale, and all plots share the same legend.
The goal of the following tests is thus to gain insight to what extent the bus transfers reduce the
total efficiency of our mixed precision iterative refinement solvers. To this end, we repeat the tests
depicted in Figure 5.38, but this time execute the refinement loop on the CPU. This setting implies
the bus transfer of two vectors per outer iteration. We perform these experiments on the same test
system to enable a meaningful comparison with the results depicted in Figures 5.36 and 5.38, in
other words, we deliberately ignore that the GPU under consideration natively supports double
precision. Double precision results on the device are repeated from Figure 5.38 and included for
easier reference.
As expected, the convergence behaviour of these configurations is identical, independent of
using double precision on the device or on the CPU. For the first four test problems, the speedup
compared to using double precision exclusively reduces to a factor of 1.1 for small problem sizes,
and to 1.5–1.6 for the larger ones. For the extremely ill-conditioned test cases, we note a reduction
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in speedup compared to double precision to factors of 1.3 and 1.7–1.8 for small and large problem
sizes, respectively.
More interestingly, the total efficiency of configurations executing hybridly on CPUs and
GPUs compared to iterative refinement solvers performing all work on the device becomes worse
with the problem size. For small problem sizes, these variants achieve 90% of the efficiency, this
fraction remains remarkably constant, and then drops rapidly to 80% for L = 8 and 50–80% for
L = 9. The concrete loss is dependent on the amount of update steps performed compared to the
inner multigrid iterations. The explanation for this behaviour is straightforward: Up to a certain
threshold, the high latency of the PCIe bus is the decisive factor, as long as the amount of data
being transferred remains sufficiently small, it does not matter how much data is being transferred.
The latency of the PCIe bus is of the order of 10–20 µs [132]. As soon as the amount of data
is large enough, bandwidth starts to have an impact, and the time spent per transfer is no longer
constant, but linear in the data size. Furthermore, for large problem sizes the defect computation
and the vector update on the CPU become a bottleneck as well, because not all data fits into cache
anymore. In contrast to the variants executing entirely on the device, in this setting it is beneficial
to shift more work to the inner loop to reduce the number of outer iterations and thus the amount
of expensive bus transfers. For the first four test cases, the setting of performing two iterations or
gaining two digits is always optimal. For the last two test cases, gaining three digits or performing



























































Figure 5.41: Total runtime efficiency of double precision and mixed precision iterative refinement
multigrid solvers, UNI1 configuration, JACOBI smoother. The high precision loop is performed
on the CPU. The y-axis uses a logarithmic scale.
When using JACOBI as elementary smoother instead of ADITRIDI, the observations and con-
clusions are qualitatively the same, see Figure 5.41. The faster execution of the JACOBI smoother
in single than in double precision on the device however does not cancel out favourably with the
penalty of the bus transfers and the slower computations on the CPU, and consequently, execut-
ing in double precision alone is always more efficient than employing a hybrid mixed precision
iterative refinement scheme.
5.7.4. Speedup of GPU-based Solvers
So far, we have discussed the speedup achieved by mixed precision iterative refinement multigrid
solvers compared to using native double precision, separately on the CPU and the GPU. In this sec-
tion we are interested in the speedups obtained by the GPU over CPU-based solvers. We consider
all three possibilities on the GPU: Solving entirely in double precision, solving in mixed precision
entirely on the device, and solving in mixed precision hybridly on the device (multigrid) and the
CPU (iterative refinement loop). We compute speedups against two baseline configurations, either
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double precision on the CPU, or mixed precision iterative refinement on the CPU. All speedups
are computed from the total runtime efficiency of the tests performed in Section 5.7.2 and Sec-
tion 5.7.3. We do not consider the comparison of double precision on the device against mixed
precision iterative refinement on the CPU, and restrict the presentation to the ‘optimal’ choice of




































































































































































































































Figure 5.42: Speedup of double precision and mixed precision iterative refinement multigrid GPU
solvers against CPU double and mixed precision solvers. Top row: UNI1, ANISOREF1. Middle
row: ANISOREF2, ANISOREF3. Bottom row: ANISOREF4, ANISOREF5. The y-axis uses a
logarithmic scale, and all plots share the same legend.
Figure 5.42 depicts the speedups we observe. Looking at the comparison between the two
double precision solvers (filled squares, cyan) first, the GPU-based solver is for all six configura-
tions more than three times faster than its CPU counterpart on refinement level L = 8, the largest
possible problem size. This speedup is in line with the measurements presented in Section 5.5.3.
The break-even point from which on the GPU outperforms the CPU is refinement level L = 7
(16 641 degrees of freedom).
Compared with using double precision on the CPU (the only case available in FEAST, see
Chapter 6), the mixed precision iterative refinement solver executing entirely on the GPU is almost
twice as fast for refinement level L= 7, six times faster for refinement level L= 8 and 16–17 times
faster for L= 9. These factors are achieved for all six test cases, emphasising again that the mixed
precision iterative refinement scheme converges identically to the baseline CPU variant.
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The comparison with a mixed precision iterative refinement scheme executing entirely on the
CPU is more honest, because we have demonstrated in Section 5.7.2 that the CPU benefits from
the mixed precision approach to the same extent as the GPU. In this case, the speedup factors
reduce to 1.2 (L = 7), 3–4 (L = 8) and a remarkable factor of 10 (L = 9). Again, these factors are
achieved independently of the test case and thus of the condition number of the linear system to
be solved.
Finally, the hybrid configuration that executes the multigrid solver for the auxiliary problems
on the device and the iterative refinement loop on the CPU is still significantly faster than using
the CPU alone. The hybrid solver is 10.5–12 times faster than the pure double precision solver on
the CPU, for the largest problem size. For smaller levels of refinement, we still see factors of 5.5
(L= 8) and 1.8 (L= 7). The more honest comparison against mixed precision iterative refinement
on the CPU yields factors of 6–7 (L = 9), 3 (L = 8) and 1.2–1.3 (L = 7).
The curves only start to flatten for the largest possible problem size, indicating again that with
more shared memory available on future devices, the speedups would be significantly better for
larger problem sizes.
JACOBI and ADITRIGS Smoothers
Our implementation of the JACOBI smoother is not limited by the amount of shared memory, and



















































































Figure 5.43: Speedup of double precision and mixed precision iterative refinement multigrid GPU
solvers against CPU double and mixed precision solvers, UNI1 configuration, JACOBI smoother
(left); and ANISOREF5 configuration, bicoloured ADITRIGS smoother (right). The y-axis uses a
logarithmic scale and both plots share the same legend.
Looking at the two solvers first that execute entirely in double precision, we observe that the
GPU is 1.1, 4, 12.5 and 20 times faster than the CPU for L = 7. . . . ,10, respectively. These re-
sults are in line with the experiments presented in Section 5.5.3. The mixed precision iterative
refinement solver that executes entirely on the device is 20 (L = 9) and 37.5 (L = 10) times faster
than a pure double precision solver on the CPU, these factors reduce to 10 and 22 when compar-
ing against a mixed precision iterative refinement solver on the CPU. Executing the refinement
loop on the CPU instead of on the GPU and hence incurring expensive data transfers and slow
CPU calculations in each update step reduces the speedup further, and to a greater extent than for
multigrid with the ADITRIDI smoother. We observe speedup factors of 9 and 11 against dou-
ble precision, and of 4.5 (compared to 6–7 for ADITRIDI) and 6.5 against mixed precision, for
L = 9 and L = 10, respectively. For the largest problem size, the speedup curves start to flatten,
indicating that the device is sufficiently saturated on refinement level L = 10. When employing
the ADITRIGS smoother (Figure 5.43 on the right, only the results for the bicoloured variant are
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shown), we observe speedups of 15.6 (vs. double precision) and 8 (vs. mixed precision) for the
largest admissible problem size, in line with the results for the tridiagonal solver.
Older Hardware
We repeat the previous experiment using multigrid with a JACOBI smoother on the best machine
used for microbenchmarks of our legacy GPGPU implementation, see Section 5.2.4, and on the
‘server’ machine with a GeForce 8800 GTX, see Section 5.3.3. Neither of these two GPUs support










































































































Figure 5.44: Hybrid CPU-GPU mixed precision iterative refinement on the ‘server’ (left) and
‘high-end legacy’ (right) machines compared to mixed and double precision on the CPU, UNI1
configuration, JACOBI smoother. The y-axis uses a logarithmic scale.
Figure 5.44 depicts the measured total efficiency of the solvers. On both CPUs, the mixed
precision approach is approximately 1.7 times faster than executing the entire computation in
double precision. On the ‘server’ machine, the hybrid CPU-GPU iterative refinement solver is
12.2 times faster (10.7 for L = 9) than the solver in double precision on the CPU, and still 7.4 (5.7
for L = 9) times faster when comparing to the mixed precision solver that executes only on the
CPU. The break-even point from which onwards the GPU achieves speedups is at refinement level
L = 7. Using our legacy OpenGL implementation on the GeForce 7900 GT based workstation,
the break-even point is at refinement level L = 8, and the GPU achieves a speedup of 5.3 and 4.4
for the largest two problem sizes compared to executing the computation in double precision on
the CPU. The more honest comparison against a mixed precision iterative refinement solver on
the CPU alone gives a factor of 3 (L = 9) and 2.7 (L = 10). These results are in line with the
microbenchmarks presented in Section 5.2.4 and Section 5.3.3, and confirm that GPUs are indeed
becoming faster at a higher pace than CPUs.
5.7.5. Summary
The most important conclusion that can be drawn from the numerical experiments presented in
this section is as follows: Mixed precision iterative refinement multigrid schemes are always more
efficient than using double precision exclusively, both on CPUs and on GPUs. For sufficiently
large problem sizes, these solvers are asymptotically twice as fast while delivering the same ac-
curacy in the computed results. The actual speedup depends on the performance characteristics
between single and double precision on the hardware under consideration. For instance, if double
precision is not available natively on a co-processor architecture, then the achieved speedup is
reduced because of comparatively expensive bus transfers and slow calculations on the CPU.
In the literature, mixed precision iterative refinement has been analysed theoretically mostly
for the case of dense matrices and direct solvers based on LU decompositions. In particular,
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all upper bounds on the number of refinement iterations required until convergence to double
precision accuracy are based on the exact solution of the auxiliary systems in single precision. In
our setting, we cannot solve the auxiliary problems exactly. The systems are large and sparse, and
iterative solvers are likely to stall or even fail to converge in single precision. We therefore have to
introduce a comparatively weak stopping criterion for the inner solver, which contradicts the idea
of constructing black-box solvers and prevents rigorous theoretical analysis. As our numerical
experiments indicate, our mixed precision iterative refinement solvers are however very robust
with respect to this user-defined parameter, given that it is not chosen too restrictively, i. e., that
the auxiliary systems are not solved too accurately. Performing one or two multigrid cycles or
reducing the initial residuals of the auxiliary systems by one or two digits turns out to be always
a good choice, unless the mixed precision iterative refinement procedure involves expensive bus
transfers and less frequent update steps are more beneficial.
In terms of speedups achieved by the GPU over the CPU, mixed precision iterative refine-
ment is very beneficial and even enables the solution of larger problems in case current hardware
generations provide too limited resources for double precision alone. Depending on the type of
smoother employed by the multigrid solver, we observe significant speedups, reaching up to 37×
compared to 20× when using double precision exclusively. We always observe speedups of at
least an order of magnitude for sufficiently large problem sizes in the honest comparison of mixed
precision solvers on the CPU and the GPU. Executing the refinement loop on the CPU rather than
on the device has a significant impact on the achievable speedup, but again, the actual reduction
depends on how much slower the CPU is compared to the GPU, and of the overhead of expensive
bus transfers between host and device. As our proposed minimally invasive co-processor integra-
tion into FEAST (cf. Section 6.2.2) constitutes a mixed precision scheme as well (with a much
more involved outer loop), we return to this topic in the performance evaluations in Section 6.3
(Poisson problem), Section 6.4 (linearised elasticity) and Section 6.5 (stationary laminar flow).
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5.8. Influence of the Multigrid Cycle Type and the Coarse Grid Solver
After the discussion of the efficiency of different smoothers and their respective damping factors
in GPU-based multigrid solvers in Section 5.5, and of the accuracy and performance of mixed
precision solvers in Section 5.6 and Section 5.7, we now analyse the impact of the remaining
‘free’ algorithmic parameters on performance and efficiency, i. e., the choice of the cycle type and,
closely related, the coarse grid solver. The cycle type determines the traversal through the mesh
hierarchy and in particular how often the coarse grid problem is visited (cf. Figure 2.5 on page 28).
After a brief overview of the test procedure in Section 5.8.1, we demonstrate in Section 5.8.2 that F
andW cycles incur a (significant) impact on the achievable speedup by executing multigrid solvers
on the GPU rather than on the CPU. Detailed analysis reveals that (1) the loss of parallelism on
coarse mesh levels, and (2) the limitation of the current implementation to only solve coarse grid
problems with iterative Krylov subspace schemes rather than direct sparse LU solvers, contribute
equally to the deficiencies we observe. The remainder of this section is devoted to the analysis
of various techniques to alleviate these problems. All numerical studies are performed in double
precision, implications for mixed precision iterative refinement solvers are discussed separately in
Section 5.8.8. We conclude with a summary in Section 5.8.9.
5.8.1. Overview and Test Procedure
All numerical and runtime efficiency tests in this section are performed for the isotropic and
anisotropic test cases introduced in Section 5.5.1 on page 158. We restrict ourselves to using
JACOBI and ADITRIDI as smoothers for the multigrid solver or as preconditioners for the coarse
grid solver. Our parallelisation of Gauß-Seidel type operators relies on multicolouring and re-
duces the implicit coupling between the unknowns in the application of the smoothers, potentially
introducing deteriorating side effects (cf. Section 5.5) that we want to avoid in our tests in this sec-
tion. This allows us to focus entirely on the influence of the coarse grid solver and the type of the
multigrid cycle. For the same reason, the majority of our experiments is performed with multigrid
solvers executing entirely in double precision. In Section 5.8.8 we comment on the implications
of our findings for mixed precision iterative refinement multigrid solvers. If not stated otherwise,
we use the conjugate gradient solver for the coarse grid problems, its preconditioner is always
the same operator as used for smoothing the multigrid algorithm. The multigrid solver is always
configured to perform four pre- and postsmoothing steps each (we count one application of an
alternating direction implicit smoother as two elementary smoothing steps, i. e., four JACOBI steps
count as two TRIDIROW and two TRIDICOL steps). Smoothing is damped with the ‘optimal’
damping parameter, as determined in Section 5.5.2.
In the comparisons in this section, we are mainly interested in the relative differences between
one fixed cycle type either on the CPU or on the GPU. We never explicitly compare, e. g., a V
cycle with a W cycle multigrid, simply because a V cycle suffices for the problems previously
considered throughout this chapter. However, many problems in practice require F or even W
cycles to ensure convergence in competitive time.
To avoid granularity effects, we continue to perform all comparisons in the total (runtime)
efficiency which measures the time (in µs) per unknown to gain one digit, see Section 5.5.1 for the
exact definition.
5.8.2. Baseline Experiment – Problem Statement
Figure 5.45 depicts the total runtime efficiency of multigrid solvers depending on the choice of the
cycle type. The coarse grid solver is always configured to solve ‘exactly’, i. e., to reduce the initial
residuals by eight digits. The mesh hierarchy is always traversed fully, the coarse grid problem


















































































































Figure 5.45: Total runtime efficiency depending on the choice of the multigrid cycle. Left: mostly
isotropic domain (JACOBI smoother), right: anisotropic domain (ADITRIDI smoother). The y-axis
uses a logarithmic scale.
thus consists of nine unknowns; in fact even less, as five unknowns correspond to boundary points
with homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions and their solution is thus known a priori (the
matrix has unit rows corresponding to these unknowns). In case of the JACOBI smoother, we
observe a significant reduction in speedup when using more advanced cycle types: The V cycle
on the GPU is four, twelve and 20 times faster than the CPU implementation for refinement levels
L = 8,9,10, respectively. With F cycles, the speedup reduces to factors of 1.4, 4.8 and 11.7,
and when usingW cycles, the GPU only achieves a speedup on the finest level of refinement, the
exact factor is 1.8. For multigrid with a stronger smoother on the more distorted, anisotropically
refined test domain (cf. Figure 5.24 on the right), the maximum problem size that can be treated in
double precision is L = 8. While we do see speedups when using a V cycle, the F cycle results in
approximately the same efficiency on the CPU and the GPU, and all speedups are lost when using
W cycles.
As we have pointed out regularly throughout this chapter, the GPU is not sufficiently satu-
rated for the small problem sizes which do not exhibit enough parallelism. The number of times
the coarse grid solver is executed per cycle is one, L− 1 and 2L−1 for the V , F and W cycles,
respectively. On the CPU, the additional work does impose some overhead, but all computations
on smaller levels of refinement are executed entirely in cache. Consequently, F andW cycles are
not much more expensive than V cycles. On the GPU, this is not the case and performing more
work on small problem sizes leads to a disproportionate slowdown: For one, the SIMD width
of current CUDA-capable GPUs is the warp size (32), and the G200-based GPUs only have one
double precision ALU per multiprocessor. Furthermore, not all our kernels exhibit perfectly co-
alescable memory access patterns for border cases, and on small input sizes these can no longer
be ‘hidden’, as the inner grid points do not outnumber the boundary points by a vast amount.
Finally, there is a large amount of synchronisation between the host and the device, many small
kernels are launched, their parameters have to be set, and during the iterations of the conjugate
gradient solver, scalar values have to be transferred back and forth. It is unclear which of these
factors dominates the slowdown, we are however convinced that they all contribute significantly.
One could say that for very small input problems, the GPU is not suited, due to its design goal of
maximising throughput: In these cases, the GPU can be seen more like a 1.3GHz SIMD proces-
sor with a very high latency to access off-chip memory. We point out that our implementation is
purposely designed in a modular way. It would certainly be possible to merge an entire cycle type
for one particular smoother and one concrete coarse grid solver into fewer kernel calls, this has for
instance been demonstrated by Kazhdan and Hoppe [125] who merged a V cycle multigrid with a
fixed number of JACOBI smoothing steps into two kernel calls.
The observed slowdowns in the more distorted test case are of the same order as when using
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multigrid with JACOBI smoother on the corresponding levels of refinement. We can therefore
restrict the discussion in the remainder of this section to the simpler case, which allows us to
perform all computations up to refinement level L = 10, where the device is fully saturated. In
summary, we can say that in terms of speedup, using GPUs for problems that require F cycles is
well justified, we still observe more than an order of magnitude faster execution than on the CPU
if the device is sufficiently saturated. ForW cycle multigrid however, this is not entirely the case,
the speedup is less than a factor of two.
Coarse Grid Solver
Detailed analysis of the convergence behaviour of the coarse grid solver indicates a fundamental
deficiency of the conjugate gradient algorithm in floating point in the context of the test problems
we consider.21 It computes the next search direction p via




where z is the result of the preconditioning and ρ denotes the square of the norm of the current
incrementally computed residual, see Figure 2.2 on page 25. For this particular test case and
for very fine grids in the multigrid cycle, we occasionally observe ρk−2 ≈ 10−16 and ρk−1 ≈
10−32 or even smaller, i. e., the squares of the defects are very small in absolute numbers and are
becoming smaller rapidly. The computed steplength parameter, i. e., the quotient of ρk−1 and ρk−2,
becomes very small, and in the scaled addition to compute the next search direction, roundoff and
cancellation occurs. Subsequently, the solver stalls or diverges, because the search directions differ
only by a tiny amount and are no longer A-orthogonal. In our implementation, we terminate the
conjugate gradient solver before this detrimental effect of finite floating point arithmetic occurs,
to prevent divergence. An alternative idea is to recompute ρ = ‖b−Ax‖2, but in our experience,
this only shifts the problem on to the next or the subsequent iteration of the conjugate gradient
algorithm, as we cannot avoid that the (initial) defect is so small.
As this behaviour often occurs already in the first iteration of the conjugate gradient scheme,
in particular when the multigrid solver has performed a number of cycles already, it means that
the initial guess (the zero vector) is returned as the solution of the coarse grid solver. After pro-
longation to the second-coarsest level of refinement, the coarse grid correction (see Figure 2.3 on
page 27) thus does not yield a reduction in the defect norm, as required for convergence of the
multigrid solver: The prolongation of the zero vector is the zero vector. However, postsmoothing
ensures that after prolongating to the next finer level, the corresponding coarse grid correction
results in an error reduction. The whole multigrid solver thus converges if the mesh hierarchy is
sufficiently deep, i. e., if the error from the coarse grid solve on the coarsest level is ‘smoothed
away’ during the prolongation phase.
Furthermore, we always employ adaptive coarse grid correction, see Section 2.3.3 on page 37.
While this technique has originally been introduced to FEAST to alleviate the impact of its non-
conforming local grids due to FEAST’s domain decomposition approach to couple neighbouring
subdomains via special boundary conditions [242], it is very beneficial in general. Without adap-
tive coarse grid correction, the multigrid solver always executes 1–3 (compared to 10–11 total)
additional iterations for this particular test case. This is however a side effect that we do not pur-
sue further in this thesis: Adaptive coarse grid correction as well as standard coarse grid correction
both add the zero vector to the current solution on the finer grid if the coarse grid solver returns it
as the solution.
21More correctly speaking, of Krylov subspace schemes in general; we observe the same behaviour when using
BiCGStab.
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We want to emphasise that the observed problem with the conjugate gradient solver is not
specific to this particular problem, we have witnessed it in many situations when investigating
the acceleration of FEAST applications on GPU clusters, see Section 6.4 and Section 6.5. At
some point during the solution process, the computed quantities like iterates and defects are very
small—in absolute numbers—on coarser levels, in particular if several coarse grid solves have
been performed already: This is inherent to the multigrid algorithm, which smoothes different
error components on different mesh levels, see Section 2.2.3.
In double precision, the deficiency of the conjugate gradient solver never influences the con-
vergence behaviour of the entire scheme, but can very well explain why F or W cycles are not
much better than V cycles, in this particular example. The convergence rate of V cycle multigrid
for refinement level L = 10 is 0.185, and for F and W cycles, we observe 0.148. Initially, both
F and Wcycle multigrid converge much faster than the V cycle. After a few cycles have been
performed already, this problem appears for the first time, and soon, coarse grid corrections on the
finest level are always performed with the zero vector.
We return to this question in Section 5.8.8 where we discuss this topic in the mixed preci-
sion iterative refinement case. In the following, we describe and analyse several techniques to
improve the speedup when using F orW cycles. Because of this observation, we never compare
the efficiency between different cycle types, we restrict all comparisons to the same cycle type on
different hardware architectures.
5.8.3. Truncation of Multigrid Cycles
Truncating refers to executing the coarse grid solver not on refinement level L = 1, but on finer
levels. We have already employed this technique quite early, in our first paper on GPU cluster
computing with FEAST [87].22 This approach has several potential advantages: First, it reduces
the depth of the mesh hierarchy and thus the number of coarse grid solves for the F andW cycles.
As the problems to be solved are now larger, the computational intensity of the coarse grid solves
increases, as there is actual work to do instead of pure overhead.
Figure 5.46 depicts the resulting effects on efficiency, the coarse grid solver is still configured
to reduce the initial residual by eight digits. Looking at the CPU results first, we see that truncating
decreases the efficiency (increases the runtime) for smaller levels of refinement. The conjugate
gradient solver does not converge independent of the mesh width h, its number of iterations is
proportional to h and thus approximately doubles on each level of refinement. Thus, the coarse
grid solver actually performs a significant amount of arithmetic work. This effect is particularly
visible when setting the truncation parameter to 5: The multigrid solver on refinement level L = 7
in this case reduces to a two-grid scheme, where each coarse grid problem has 4 225 unknowns.
For the largest problem size, truncating does not affect the efficiency at all when using V cycles.
The same is true when employing the other cycle types, except that when truncating five levels
of refinement, the resulting multigrid solver achieves only approximately 90% of the efficiency
as without truncation. In summary, for F and W cycles and sufficiently large problem sizes, the
additional arithmetic work induced by the h-dependency is almost perfectly balanced with the
resulting savings in the number of coarse grid solves performed.
On the GPU, the behaviour is different. For the V and F cycles, truncating always decreases
the efficiency. This is the opposite to our initial expectation, because the device is more saturated
the larger the problem sizes are. Nonetheless, the efficiency reduces the more we truncate, mean-
ing that the h-dependency of the conjugate gradient algorithm has a more severe impact than on
the CPU, where all calculations on such small levels of refinement are performed in cache. For
22Due to delays in the publication process, it actually was in press later than our second cluster paper [84], but the
work was performed first.

















































































































































































































































































































Figure 5.46: Influence of truncating on the CPU (left) and GPU (right). Top to bottom: V , F
andW cycle. Notation: trunc=0 means no truncation, trunc=1 means coarse grid problems are
solved not on level L = 1 but on L = 2, etc. All plots share the same legend, and the y-axis uses a
logarithmic scale.
instance, with V cycles and truncating so that refinement level L = 5 (trunc=4, 1 089 unknowns)
is the coarse grid, is 2.4 times slower than traversing the mesh hierarchy fully to L = 1. For theW
cycle, the reduction of coarse grid solves is exponential in the truncation level, rather than linear
or constant as for the other two cycle types. Additionally, the device is severely underutilised on
small levels of refinement, levels that are skipped by truncation. Consequently, this technique is
always beneficial, we observe an increase in efficiency of at least 30%. Due to the h-dependency,
the increase is maximised when truncating at refinement level L = 4 (trunc=3, 289 unknowns),
and in this case, the speedup compared to the best (not truncated) CPU variant increases from a
factor of 1.8 to a factor of 2.8.
We finally point out that the truncation of multigrid cycles and thus the reduction of the depth
of the multigrid hierarchy completely alleviates our observation of coarse grid corrections by the
zero vector on the second-coarsest level of refinement. Truncating the mesh hierarchy by two
levels of refinement already removes all these artifacts, even when employing W cycles. This
is simply a consequence of the fact that the involved quantities are now much larger in absolute
numbers. Of course, our emergency stopping criterion which prevents floating point cancellation
and thus divergence due to the loss of A-orthogonality still holds occasionally, but only after a
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sufficient amount of conjugate gradient iterations have been performed. In practice, this means
that the coarse grid problems are not necessarily solved ‘exactly’, i. e., to eight digits accuracy.
We return to this topic in Section 5.8.7.
5.8.4. Better Preconditioning of the Coarse Grid Solver
Not only for the Poisson problem, but also for subproblems that occur in the applications we
consider from solid mechanics and fluid dynamics (cf. Chapter 6), the condition number of the
system matrix A depends on the mesh width h after discretisation. The idea of preconditioning
with a given operator C is that the condition number of C−1A is ideally much smaller than that of
A. In our context, this can be exploited, employing a better preconditioner reduces the number of
iterations of the coarse grid solver. The iterations of the coarse grid solver are disproportionately
expensive on the GPU as demonstrated by the previous experiments. We can therefore hope for
an overall efficiency improvement, if the more expensive application of the better preconditioner
































































































































































Figure 5.47: Influence of truncating on the GPU when using a better preconditioner for the coarse
grid solver. Top: V and F cycle, bottom: W cycle. All plots share the same legend, and the y-axis
uses a logarithmic scale.
The conjugate gradient algorithm requires a symmetric and positive definite preconditioner,
the former criterion is relevant given the preconditioners we have at our disposal, see Section 5.4.
We thus repeat the experiment performed in Section 5.8.3, employing exemplarily the better pre-
conditioner ADITRIDI. Its application involves the solution of one tridiagonal system per mesh
row, which is implemented entirely in shared memory on the device and thus comparably fast,
shared memory can be interpreted as a cache on the device.
Figure 5.47 presents the total runtime efficiency of the resulting multigrid solvers, we only
perform this experiment on the GPU. The results are qualitatively identical to the ones depicted in
Figure 5.46. For theV and F cycles, truncation of the multigrid cycle always results in a slowdown.
When employing theW cycle, truncation is always beneficial, and best results are obtained when
truncating the mesh hierarchy so that the coarse grid solver is executed on refinement level L = 4
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(trunc=3, 289 unknowns).
Compared to the baseline variants on the GPU (cf. Figure 5.46) which precondition the con-
jugate gradient solver with JACOBI, we however note that for the V and F cycle multigrid, the
efficiency is always between 50 and 80% of the best solver configuration so far for the respective
cycle type. The (constant or linear) reduction in the amount of coarse grid solves is not balanced
by the (linear) reduction of iterations performed by the coarse grid solver for each solve. The
better preconditioner results in a reduction of 20–50% of conjugate gradient iterations (in the sum
of all coarse grid solver iterations until convergence of the entire scheme), but each iteration is
more expensive than using the simple JACOBI preconditioner. Our idea is nonetheless justified,
as the solvers lose less efficiency by truncating. For W cycles, the best setting of the truncation
parameter yields an efficiency that is on par with the best variant on the GPU that does not involve
truncation, reaching a speedup against the best CPU variant by a factor of 1.9 compared to 1.8.
But this small improvement is outweighed by the improvements we achieve by truncation and the
JACOBI preconditioner (a factor of 2.8 versus the CPU).
In summary we can say that employing a better preconditioner for the coarse grid problems
does have positive effects. The ADITRIDI preconditioner is however not powerful enough to re-
duce the number of iterations on the coarse grids by a sufficient amount in balance with its more
expensive application. An overall better speedup compared to using the simple JACOBI precondi-
tioner is not achieved, but we expect this technique to be beneficial with a stronger preconditioner.
5.8.5. V Cycles with Variable Smoothing: An Alternative to F andW Cycles
Brenner [39] proves that the contraction property (and thus convergence) of V cycle multigrid
can only be guaranteed under the assumption of ‘a sufficiently large number of smoothing steps’,
see also the references therein. In practice, an established technique that exploits this result is to
double the amount of smoothing steps in each restriction, and to halve it again during each prolon-
gation, leading to a V cycle multigrid with variable, i. e., level-dependent smoothing. Experience
in the multigrid community shows that this modification of the V cycle is applicable in situations
that normally require F or even W cycles to ensure convergence, i. e., situations where V cycle












































































































Figure 5.48: Efficiency of V cycle multigrid with variable smoothing on the CPU (left) and GPU
(right). Both plots share the same legend, and the y-axis uses a logarithmic scale.
We do not perform numerical tests to quantify the difference in efficiency of this approach
compared to using F or W cycles, but instead, we experimentally analyse and quantify the dif-
ference in speedup of our GPU-based multigrid solver compared to the CPU executing the same
configuration. Figure 5.48 depicts the results of this experiment.
We only discuss the larger problem sizes, as the qualitative impact of truncation on coarser
levels of refinement is the same we have observed in our previous experiments. On the CPU, this
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strategy has no noticeable effect in terms of the truncation parameter, the additional iterations of
the (h-dependent) conjugate gradient solver are perfectly balanced by the truncation level. This
behaviour is identical to what we have observed previously for V cycle multigrid. On the GPU,
truncation always results in a significant increase in efficiency. For the best setting of the truncation
parameter (trunc=3, coarse grid problems are solved for 289 unknowns), we observe a speedup by
a factor of 13 for the largest problem size, and of 6.2 and 1.9 for L= 9 and L= 8, respectively. The
speedups are slightly better than those we observed for the best, i. e., non-truncating configuration
of F cycle multigrid, and significantly better than for W cycles. V cycle multigrid with variable
smoothing is thus well-suited on GPUs.
5.8.6. Direct Coarse Grid Solvers on the CPU
Given the deficiencies of utilising Krylov subspace schemes as coarse grid solvers, we want to in-
vestigate how sparse direct LU decomposition schemes perform in our setting. Such direct solvers
are typically based on multifrontal techniques, and the numbering of the unknowns determines the
amount of fill-in of nonzero values, see Section 4.5. FEAST employs UMFPACK for these prob-
lems, in our experiments in Section 4.5 we use SuperLU because UMFPACK is currently limited
to double precision arithmetic only.
To the best of our knowledge, such sparse direct solvers have not been analysed or imple-
mented on the GPU to date, because this is a very challenging task due to the involved irregular
memory access patterns and their inherent sequentiality. We will investigate such approaches on
GPUs in future work. A simple workaround for the time being is to execute such coarse grid
solvers on the CPU. The goal of the following experiment is to evaluate if this workaround is fea-
sible: As the impact of the comparatively narrow PCIe bus between host and device is potentially
high, we set up a simple test prior to deciding if implementing such a coupling is worth the effort.
We configure the multigrid solver to perform exactly the same amount of iterations as for our
baseline configuration, see Figure 5.46. Instead of executing the coarse grid solver on the device,
we copy the restricted right hand side vector to the host, perform a ‘dummy operation’ on it, and
transfer it back to the GPU for prolongation. If we actually solved the coarse grid problems with a
sparse direct solver, the convergence rates of the multigrid solvers would be the same as observed
for our baseline experiment. We can therefore reuse these original values to postulate the total
runtime efficiency. Our results do not take the runtime of the projected sparse direct solver into
account, meaning that we establish a relative lower bound for the efficiency of (hybrid) multigrid
solvers executing all coarse grid solves on the host instead of the device.
Figure 5.49 depicts the results of this experiment. For small problem sizes and truncation at
high levels of refinement, the large improvements are an artifact of our test procedure, as the major-
ity of the work that is normally spent in the coarse grid solver is replaced by a simple dummy op-
eration which takes less time. For sufficiently large problem sizes, the V cycle multigrid achieves
only 75% of the baseline variants depicted in Figure 5.46, in other words, executing the coarse
grid solvers on the host is not advantageous. The same is true for F cycle multigrid: While truncat-
ing does improve the efficiency up to a factor of two, we only observe between 35 and 70% of the
efficiency of the best configuration that executes the conjugate gradient solver on the device, i. e.,
of a configuration that actually solves coarse grid problems instead of performing only a dummy
operation. ForW cycles, where the number of coarse grid solves is exponential in the depth of the
mesh hierarchy, truncating the multigrid solver has the biggest impact. Nonetheless, the speedup
against the baseline variant on the device is only a factor of one to two, and this estimate does not
include the time spent executing the ‘virtual’ coarse grid solver on the CPU. We can thus conclude
that the PCIe bus constitutes too much of a bottleneck in order to make this workaround strategy
feasible in practice.
































































































































































Figure 5.49: Influence of truncating on the GPU when executing the coarse grid solver on the
CPU. Top: V and F cycle, bottom: W cycle. All plots share the same legend, and the y-axis uses
a logarithmic scale.
5.8.7. Approximate Solution of Coarse Grid Problems
To ensure convergence of the multigrid algorithm, it is not necessary to solve the coarse grid prob-
lems exactly, even though this is used in the general convergence proofs [102] that use induction
arguments. Looking at the proofs in detail reveals that the coarse grid solves should be as exact as
the convergence rate of the entire multigrid solver in order to not degrade the overall convergence.
However, this criterion does not lead to a practical parameter setting, because the convergence
rate is not known a priori. In all tests presented in Section 5.5, Section 5.7, and in Chapter 6, we
have thus heuristically configured the conjugate gradient coarse grid solver to reduce the initial
residuals by two digits, this is a compromise between large and small levels of refinement: In our
experiments, we usually observe convergence rates between 0.1 and 0.2 for large problems, and
below 0.1 for small problems. The setting of two digits is thus slightly too careful for large prob-
lem sizes, but we want to be on the safe side and suggest solver configurations with a ‘black-box
character’.
Alternative choices are basic stationary defect correction schemes, like the Jacobi-, Gauß-
Seidel or SOR iterations, but in our experience, the conjugate gradient solver is, for the most part,
the best choice, because it typically converges very fast in its first iterations.
Figure 5.50 presents the efficiency of multigrid solvers using this approximate conjugate gra-
dient solver, we compare these results with the measurements obtained when solving the coarse
grid problems exactly, see Figure 5.46 on page 195. For the following discussion, it is important
to note that in all cases, the amount of multigrid iterations is identical to solving coarse grid prob-
lems exactly. Looking at the CPU data for small problem sizes first, we see a significant increase
in efficiency: Due to the h-dependency of the conjugate gradient algorithm, the coarse grid solver
performs four times less work. For larger problems however, the results are indistinguishable be-
tween the two figures. This underlines again that on the CPU and for large problem sizes that do
not fit into cache, the computation time is determined by the memory wall problem, the work on
the finer grids dominates the runtime. For the GPU, the shape of the curves looks at first sight

















































































































































































































































































































Figure 5.50: Influence of truncating on the CPU (left) and GPU (right) when solving coarse grid
problems approximately to two digits accuracy. Top to bottom: V , F andW cycle. All plots share
the same legend, and the y-axis uses a logarithmic scale.
reasonably similar to the ones obtained when solving coarse grid problems exactly. To empha-
sise the subtle yet important differences, we compute a number of different speedup factors, see
Figure 5.51.
We look at V cycle multigrid first. The corresponding two lines in the top left plot (red dashes
and green crosses) show that we always obtain a speedup compared to the exact coarse grid so-
lution. For a medium truncation setting (trunc=3, coarse grid problems have 289 unknowns),
we observe a small decrease in speedup with increasing level of refinement. For full truncation
(trunc=5, coarse grid problems have 4 225 unknowns), the speedup is significantly higher for
small levels of refinement, based on the amount of arithmetic work that we save, we expect a
factor of four, because the number of iterations performed by the conjugate gradient solver is pro-
portional to the mesh width. The actual factor is smaller, underlining again that the penalty of
underutilising the device is disproportionately high. For large problem sizes, this penalty has a
smaller impact on overall performance, and the speedup reduces from a factor of 1.5 to 1.2 when
truncating the mesh hierarchy less aggressively. These effects translate directly to the speedup
comparison against the variant that does not apply truncation at all (top right plot), the slowdown
induced by truncation of the mesh hierarchy is much smaller than for solving the coarse grid prob-
lems exactly (actual numbers for the latter case are not shown, but can be derived from the data



































































































































Figure 5.51: Speedup obtained by approximate coarse grid solving: Top left: Approximate vs.
exact coarse grid solution on the GPU. Top right: Truncated vs. untruncated multigrid cycles on
the GPU. Bottom: Speedup of the GPU over the CPU. The y-axis uses a different linear scaling
for all plots to emphasise differences, all plots share the same legend.
in Figure 5.46): V cycle multigrid achieves 90% and 42% efficiency compared to traversing the
mesh hierarchy fully for the two truncation levels under consideration when solving coarse grid
problems exactly, and 91% and 64% for inexact coarse grid solutions. Consequently, the speedup
compared to the CPU (bottom plot), whose efficiency is invariant of truncation, drops less, and we
achieve factors of 17.6 and 12.1 compared to 14.9 and 8.0 for exact coarse grid solutions. The best
speedup without truncation in both cases is 19.4 and 19.7, respectively; we expect the difference
to be in the noise because the coarse grid solver does not dominate the total time to solution at all
when fully traversing the mesh hierarchy in a V cycle.
For F cycle multigrid, we observe the same qualitative and quantitative behaviour (blue stars
and magenta squares in Figure 5.51), the only noteworthy exception is the speedup compared to not
truncating the mesh hierarchy for small problem sizes (top right plot). This effect is however the
expected behaviour based on the explanation given above and a direct consequence of the speedup
obtained by the faster coarse grid solution. The speedup compared to executing the solvers on the
CPU and switching from exact to inexact coarse grid solution is slightly higher than in the case
of the V cycle multigrid, because there are more coarse grid problems to be solved. The actual
numbers are 11.7 for the exact solution and 12.0 for the inexact solution. Truncation always leads
to a reduced speedup.
The effects are much more pronounced for W cycle multigrid (cyan filled squares and black
circles in Figure 5.51). The truncation of multigrid cycles has the biggest impact, because the
amount of disproportionately expensive work reduces exponentially. The savings compared to
solving the coarse grid problems exactly are always maximised in Figure 5.51 on the left, when
comparing the corresponding plots for matching truncation levels. The speedups against the base-
line variant that does not apply truncation on the GPU reaches a stable factor of 2.3 and 3 for the
truncation levels depicted, while for F and V cycles, truncation always leads to a slowdown (see
Figure 5.51 (top right)). When the coarse grid solves are exact, this speedup factor is only 1.3,
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emphasising again that the GPU is disproportionately slow for small problem sizes. Consequently,
the speedup of the GPU-based solver against the CPU is maximised when truncating aggressively,
reaching a factor of 5.7 compared to a factor of 2.8 when solving exactly.
5.8.8. Implications for Mixed Precision Iterative Refinement Multigrid
In single precision, the exact solution of the coarse grid problems is not possible, as demonstrated
in Section 4.5. Therefore, we only have one possibility to execute the mixed precision iterative
refinement solver using multigrid for the low precision part, given the limitation of our current
implementation to coarse grid solvers of Krylov subspace type: We have to solve the coarse grid
problems inexactly. Furthermore, we expect cancellation effects in the computation of the search















































































































































































Figure 5.52: Convergence rates of mixed precision iterative refinement V cycle multigrid solvers
when applying truncation. Top left: Updates in double precision every multigrid cycle, the coarse
grid solver gains one digit (in short, 1:1). Top right: 1:2. Bottom left: 2:1. Bottom right: 2.2. All
plots share the same legend, and the y-axis uses a logarithmic scale.
We investigate the latter problem first, by repeating the tests from Section 5.8.7 using exem-
plarily V cycle multigrid as the low precision inner solver. All presented tests are performed on
the CPU only, but we confirm that the GPU exhibits the same behaviour. We vary the update fre-
quency in double precision, i. e., we change the stopping criterion for the inner solver to perform
one or two multigrid cycles in between double precision correction steps. Furthermore, we modify
the stopping criterion of the inner coarse grid solver to gain either one or two digits. Figure 5.52
presents the results in terms of convergence rates. Obviously, truncation of the mesh hierarchy
has severe consequences, in all cases, the mixed precision approach only barely converges when
the truncation level is set so that the coarse grid problems are solved on finer levels than L = 3
(trunc=2, 81 unknowns). By looking at the convergence behaviour of the solvers in detail, we
were able to identify the coarse grid solver to cause this problem. With high truncation levels
and (depending on the configuration) after 6–8 overall multigrid iterations, the coarse grid solver
returns the zero vector because our emergency stopping criterion (appropriately modified by eight
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orders of magnitude, i. e., the quotient of ρk−1 and ρk−2 evaluates to less than 10−8 rather than
10−16). to prevent cancellation and thus divergence holds, see Section 5.8.2. In double precision,
we regularly observe this problem as well, but only for F or W cycles and high levels of refine-
ment. Here, the multigrid solver cannot recover from the bad or even nonexisting coarse grid
solves, so that the mixed precision iterative refinement scheme converges like a randomly precon-
ditioned Richardson iteration. In double precision, the application of level truncation never results
in an increase in the number of multigrid iterations compared to traversing the hierarchy down to




























































































Figure 5.53: Influence of solving coarse grid problems in double precision. Both plots share the
same legend, and the y-axis uses a logarithmic scale.
To demonstrate that this problem is only a consequence of the particularities and early termina-
tion of the conjugate gradient coarse grid solver, and not inherent to the mixed precision iterative
refinement technique, we repeat exemplarily one of these tests, and only switch the coarse grid
solver to double precision. Figure 5.53 underlines this impressively. Only by improving the preci-
sion of the coarse grid solver, we can recover the robustness of the multigrid solver. Nonetheless,
we do not use this setting in the following for two reasons: First, we would potentially lose the
comparability to the results in the following and all previous results, in particular the previously
published work that is presented in Chapter 6. Second, this trick is only applicable on recent hard-
ware, as older hardware does not support double precision floating point. An alternative idea to
avoid the problems of the conjugate gradient coarse grid solver in single precision is to use, e. g.,
a preconditioned Richardson solver for the coarse grid problems, but since it is also h-dependent,
it converges too slowly in our experience. So we do not present any numerical studies along these
lines. Looking into using different coarse grid solvers, e. g., sparse direct schemes, is, in summary,
mandatory in future work: Sparse direct solvers do not exhibit this problem, and switching to
double precision is not necessary.
Influence of Refinement Level Truncation
Figure 5.54 shows the efficiency of various mixed precision iterative refinement solvers, it cor-
responds to Figure 5.50 on page 200 which depicts the same experiments performed in double
precision. The solver is configured to perform two multigrid cycles without convergence control
per double precision update step, and the coarse grid solver is configured to reduce the initial resid-
ual by two digits. We omit all configurations that suffer from the problem described above for the
three largest problem sizes, so that we can use single precision for the entire multigrid solver.
The results are qualitatively identical to the ones in double precision. On the CPU, truncating
the mesh hierarchy does not improve efficiency for the interestingly large problem sizes. On the
GPU, truncating is always beneficial for F- andW cycles, but leads to the problem described above






















































































































































































































































































































Figure 5.54: Influence of truncating on the CPU (left) and GPU (right). Top to bottom: V , F
andW cycle. Notation: trunc=0 means no truncation, trunc=1 means coarse grid problems are
solved not on level L = 1 but on L = 2, etc. All plots share the same legend, and the y-axis uses a
logarithmic scale.
much earlier so that aggressive truncation cannot be applied: The setting of trunc=4 (cyan filled
squares in the plot) is already impossible for V cycle multigrid, and has severe consequences for
the other two cycle types and smaller levels of refinement.
Speedup
Figure 5.55 depicts different speedup factors of the best (in terms of the truncation parameter)
mixed precision iterative refinement solver for each cycle type. We are only interested in the
largest three problem sizes, on smaller ones, the number of iterations might have already started
to increase, because of the missing coarse grid solve. Looking first at the top left plot which
shows speedups against using double precision exclusively on the device first, we see that when
using V cycles, the speedup increases slowly as soon as the device becomes sufficiently saturated,
and reaches the expected factor of two. In case of F cycles, the speedup remains remarkably
constant at 1.9 for all problem sizes. The W cycle multigrid exhibits a ‘superlinear’ speedup
by a factor of three compared to using double precision, a behaviour that does not occur on the
CPU. When truncating the mesh hierarchy at coarser levels, the corresponding factors are 2.1,
1.2 and 0.7 for L = 10. All configurations require the same (total) amount of multigrid cycles,
























































































































Figure 5.55: Speedup of mixed precision iterative refinement on the GPU over double precision
on the GPU (top left), double precision on the CPU (top right) and mixed precision on the CPU
(bottom). All plots share the same legend, and the y-axis uses different logarithmic scales.
independent of the precision. The only ‘variable’ parameter in our test is the stopping criterion of
the coarse grid solver, so this observation can again be explained as an artefact of the conjugate
gradient algorithm: In single precision, the emergency stopping criterion to prevent roundoff and
cancellation holds more often, so that overall less work is performed. This underlines again to
what extent GPUs are disproportionately inefficient if the current workload is not large enough to
exhibit a sufficient amount of data-parallel computations.
Compared to the CPU executing entirely in double precision (top right graph in Figure 5.55),
the mixed precision iterative refinement solver on the GPU is 5.3, 18.4 and 39.5 times faster for
refinement levels L = 8,9,10 and V cycles, 2.7, 9.1 and 23.1 times faster for F cycles, and 2.1,
5.6 and 12.5 times faster forW cycles. The break-even point from which on the GPU achieves an
overall acceleration is refinement level L= 7 forV cycles, and L= 8 otherwise. In the more honest
comparison against a mixed precision solver that executes entirely on the CPU (bottom graph in
Figure 5.55), these factors reduce to 2.2, 9.3 and 21.4 for V cycle multigrid, 1.2, 4.4 and 12.2 for
F cycles, and 1.0, 2.8 and 6.5 forW cycles. The break-even point lies at L = 8 in all cases.
All these factors are in line with the speedups we measured previously, see Figure 5.43 on
page 188 for mixed precision V cycle multigrid on a unitsquare domain, and Figure 5.50 (on the
left) for all cycle types in double precision.
Variable Smoothing
In double precision, variable smoothing ofV cycle multigrid is very beneficial on the GPU, and we
observe speedup factors slightly higher than for F cycle multigrid, see Section 5.8.5. No coarse
grid solve is performed on the coarsest grid at all (our emergency stopping criterion always holds
already in the first multigrid cycle and the first conjugate gradient iteration) for problems with more
than 16 641 unknowns, even in double precision. The exponential increase in smoothing iterations
however guarantees in the current configuration that the coarse grid correction after prolongation
to the next finer grid results in an advance towards the solution. Consequently, this scheme seems
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to be very suitable for the mixed precision case as well.
Except for the two largest truncation settings, the curves in Figure 5.56 look qualitatively the
same as the ones obtained using double precision, see Figure 5.48 on page 197. V cycle multigrid
with variable smoothing is thus also applicable in the mixed precision setting. Both on the CPU
and the GPU, and in the pure double and mixed precision setting, the configuration that truncates
the mesh hierarchy at refinement level L = 4 (trunc=3, 289 unknowns) is the most efficient one,
and we compute speedup factors for this case only. On the CPU, the mixed precision iterative
refinement solver is faster than the multigrid solver that executes entirely in double precision by
factors of 1.9–2.3, depending on the level of refinement. The corresponding comparison on the
GPU gives approximately the same factors for sufficiently high levels of refinement, only a factor
of 1.2 for the problem size with 16 641 unknowns, and is slower otherwise. These factors translate
to speedups of 13 and 25 of the GPU over the CPU for the largest problem size, comparing to
mixed precision on the CPU, and to double precision on the CPU, respectively. We can conclude
that V cycle multigrid with variable smoothing is equally beneficial when used within a mixed
precision iterative refinement scheme, and the acceleration of the GPU over the CPU is in line













































































































Figure 5.56: Efficiency of mixed precision iterative refinement performing two iterations of V
cycle multigrid with variable smoothing per outer loop, on the CPU (left) and GPU (right). Both
plots share the same legend, and the y-axis uses a logarithmic scale.
Executing the Coarse Grid Solver on the CPU
As the latency of the PCIe bus between host and device is the dominant factor rather than the
bandwidth, and as in the mixed precision setting only half the amount of data is transferred, we
expect a larger impact compared to the pure double precision case. Furthermore, computing the
correction term in single rather than in double precision is faster, so that the CPU constitutes a
more severe bottleneck. Therefore, we do not repeat the experiment from Section 5.8.6 here.
5.8.9. Summary
We conclude this section with a brief summary and discussion of our most important findings.
Main Numerical Result
Our current implementation of GPU-based multigrid solvers is limited to using Krylov subspace
schemes as coarse grid solvers. We have identified a problem in these solvers that can easily lead to
coarse grid solves by the zero vector in the multigrid scheme. As we always apply adaptive coarse
grid correction and typically look at deep refinement hierarchies, this problem does not degrade the
convergence of the overall solver in double precision: This effect only occurs after prolongating
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the coarse grid solution to the next finer level; after postsmoothing and further prolongation or
eventually restriction in case of the F orW cycles, the problem is entirely alleviated.
In single precision however, the multigrid solver does not recover easily when this problem
occurs, leading to a dramatic loss in efficiency because the mixed precision iterative refinement
solver (which is preconditioned by the multigrid iteration) needs much more iterations until con-
vergence than its double precision multigrid counterpart. Here, the mesh hierarchy must comprise
more levels in order to recover fast convergence. Furthermore, F or even W cycles are more
beneficial to alleviate this problem.
Efficiency and GPU Speedup
The speedup of the GPU over the CPU degrades significantly when using F cycles or even W
cycles. While F cycles still yield more than an order of magnitude speedup (and are thus practi-
cally relevant in the scope of our acceleration of large-scale fluid dynamics and solid mechanics
applications in Chapter 6), forW cycles we initially observe less than a factor of two. These mea-
surements are obtained in double precision. Our main approach to improve the speedup of the
GPU over the CPU is to truncate the mesh hierarchy, i. e., to execute the coarse grid solver not
on the coarsest level, but already on finer ones. The investigation of different ideas to improve
speedups gives a lot of insight into GPU performance characteristics, we discuss our findings
separately for the three cycle types.
ForV cycles on the CPU, truncation results in a slowdown for small problem sizes, because the
number of iterations required by the coarse grid solver is proportional to the mesh width h and thus
increases when truncating the mesh hierarchy. For larger problem sizes, the CPU is invariant of
truncation, because the time spent on fine levels of the mesh hierarchy dominates the overall time
to solution, these computations are not performed in cache. On the GPU, truncation always results
in a slowdown, the h-dependency of the coarse grid solver yields a larger loss in efficiency than on
the CPU, in other words, the GPU is disproportionately slow for small problem sizes. Employing a
stronger preconditioner in the conjugate gradient solver in order to reduce the number of iterations
until convergence does not result in a net gain in efficiency, it is always slower because the smaller
number of iterations is not balanced by the more expensive application of the preconditioner.
These statements are equally valid for F cycle multigrid, both on the CPU and on the GPU.
In contrast to the other cycle types, the number of coarse grid solves performed by W cycle
multigrid is exponential in the depth of the mesh hierarchy, and not linear or constant. Conse-
quently, the truncation of the mesh hierarchy has a significant effect. On the CPU, truncation
results, similar as for the other cycle types, in a slowdown if too many levels are removed, because
the amount of work performed by the h-dependent coarse grid solver is higher than the savings by
the reduction in overall coarse grid solves. For small truncation levels, the CPU is again invariant:
For sufficiently large problem sizes that are computed out of cache, the fraction of time spent on
the finest level of refinement dominates the total runtime. Truncating is however always beneficial
on the GPU. The speedup over the CPU depends on the truncation level, and reaches up to a factor
of 2.8 for large problem sizes. Stronger preconditioning of the coarse grid solver results in roughly
the computation times as for the standard Jacobi preconditioner without truncation, so this strategy
does not give returns forW cycles, either.
In practice, a technique called V cycles with variable smoothing is an established alternative
to using F or evenW cycles. Here, the number of smoothing steps is doubled in each restriction,
and halved again during prolongation. For this modified cycle type, the performance characteristic
depending on the truncation level is the same as observed for theW cycle multigrid; on the GPU,
truncation is always beneficial for sufficiently large problem sizes. The speedups compared to
computing on the CPU are in the same range as the ones observed for F cycle multigrid without
truncation, reaching a factor of 13.
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The best improvements in speedup are however obtained when the coarse grid problems are
not solved exactly, but only approximately. In our tests, configuring the conjugate gradient solver
to reduce the initial residuals by two digits is a good compromise between the a posteriori bound
stemming from convergence theory and practical performance improvements. For V cycles, trun-
cation leads to a loss of efficiency, and therefore, the differences in speedup compared to the exact
solution of the very small problems on the coarsest level of the mesh are in the noise. The same
holds true for F cycle multigrid. ForW cycles however, we observe significantly better speedups,
peaking at almost a factor of six compared to two (without truncation) or three (with truncation).
This speedup is high enough to justify the use of GPUs in the case ofW cycles.
In the mixed precision iterative refinement solver that uses multigrid as its preconditioner, we
can solve coarse grid problems only approximately since single precision is not accurate enough
for an exact solution. For V cycles on the GPU, these solvers are twice as fast as pure double
precision on the GPU, 40 times faster than executing on the CPU in double precision, and 21
times faster than their CPU counterpart. These factors reduce to 2, 23 and 12 when F cycles are
employed. ForW cycle multigrid, the best speedup against the GPU in double precision is 3, 12
vs. the CPU in double precision, and 6.8 against mixed precision iterative refinement on the CPU.
The mixed precision approach benefits equally from V cycle multigrid with variable smoothing,
and we achieve speedups of 2, 25 and 13, respectively. In general, we can conclude that the
achievable speedups are in line with our previous findings, i. e., the mixed precision approach
is always beneficial compared to executing the solvers entirely in double precision. The loss of
efficiency on coarse levels of refinement is smaller, which explains the better speedups for the F
andW cycles.
‘Ideal’ coarse grid solvers compute the solution independently of the mesh width. On the CPU,
so-called direct sparse solvers are often employed. We are not aware of any efforts in this field on
GPUs and will investigate this topic in future work. One idea of a workaround for the time being
is to execute the coarse grid solvers on the host and the remaining components of the multigrid
solver on the device. Before implementing such a coupling, a small experiment reveals that the
low bandwidth and high latency of the PCIe bus between host and device, and the bottleneck due to
slow computations on the host, makes this approach impractically expensive in our setting. Even
when only performing a dummy operation on the host, the repeated transfers of right hand sides
and solution vectors to and from the device always result in worse efficiency compared to using
the conjugate gradient algorithm as the coarse grid solver on the device.
Future Work
The main avenue for future work is research into sparse direct methods on GPUs, such as the
multifrontal techniques as employed in the UMFPACK and SuperLU packages. Furthermore, we
plan to investigate, for problems that do require F or evenW cycles to converge sufficiently fast, if
the variable smoothing technique can be superior on the device compared to using F orW cycles
on the host.
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5.9. GPU Performance Guidelines
As mentioned in the introduction already, this chapter has covered a wide range of numerical and
implementational topics. Therefore, a complete summary of all of our results is not the aim of
this last section, instead, the interested reader is referred to the chapter overview in Section 5.1.1
and the pointers therein to section summaries. Here, we want to provide a comprehensive list
of performance guidelines which may be helpful for practitioners in GPU computing, within the
limitations to bandwidth-bound operations as they typically occur in the context of finite element
discretisations and iterative solvers for the resulting sparse linear equation systems. We aim at
keeping this list as general as possible, because we regard GPUs as current representatives of
throughput-oriented many-core processors. As discussed in Section 3.4.1 on page 77, OpenCL
exposes the same architecture model as CUDA [128], and is designed as a unified programming
model for multi- and many-core devices. For CUDA-related techniques, we refer to the above-
mentioned section summaries, and to NVIDIA’s ‘Best Practice Guide’ [170] for technical details.
5.9.1. Control Flow Between CPU and GPU
At the time of writing, GPUs can only be used as co-processors to the general-purpose CPU,
which orchestrates the computation: The CPU triggers (synchronous and asynchronous) memory
transfers and (asynchronous) kernel launches, and maintains the control flow of the application
in between kernel invocations. A concrete example in the scope of this chapter is: The GPU
computes a norm, and the CPU decides if the multigrid solver has converged or if another solver
iteration should be executed. Therefore, viewing GPUs as standalone compute devices is not
justified (at the moment).
5.9.2. The PCIe Bottleneck
GPUs are included in the host system via the standardised PCIe interface, which constitutes a low
bandwidth, high latency bottleneck. Measured numbers are 10–20 µs latency [132], and 3–6GB/s
bandwidth.23 In comparison, a kernel launch takes approximately half the time of initiating a
transfer (see below), and a floating point multiply-add operation of one warp on each of the 30
multiprocessors in this particular GPU, i. e., 32 ·2 ·30 = 1920 flops, execute in four clock cycles,
i. e., in 5.2 ns at a clock frequency of 1.3GHz.
For many applications (in particular since GPUs have started to support double precision na-
tively in hardware), this is not a problem, the input data is transferred once to the device, and
the result is read back only after the computation has finished. This is the configuration we have
analysed throughout this chapter, exemplarily for the solution of a Poisson problem on a gener-
alised tensor product domain. In addition, Section 3.2.4 on page 71 provides a bibliography of
publications related to successfully mapping applications to GPUs.
In distributed environments such as GPU-enhanced commodity based clusters, the PCIe bot-
tleneck however cannot be ignored. Implementations should therefore avoid transferring data over
this bus between host and device too frequently. Due to the high latency, it is advantageous to move
data in larger batches, rather than in many small chunks. Finally, modern GPUs allow to overlap
PCIe transfers with independent computations, so a suitably adapted and decoupled algorithm can
exploit this asynchroneity, almost fully alleviating the PCIe bottleneck. We have discussed this
bottleneck in Section 5.7.4 on page 186; and in Section 6.2.3 on page 222 and Section 6.6.4 on
page 263 we will present experiments to evaluate the impact.
23This number has been measured on the high-end system used for the experimental evaluation throughout this
chapter, using the bandwidthTest utility that ships with the NVIDIA CUDA SDK.
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5.9.3. GPU vs. CPU Performance Characteristics
The most important difference between CPUs and GPUs is that the general performance behaviour
is reversed: On the CPU, smaller problem sizes that fit entirely into cache perform best, while
larger problem sizes suffer from the relatively low bandwidth to main memory. On the GPU,
this is exactly the other way round: Small input sizes yield very poor performance, and only for
considerably large input domains, GPUs show superior performance, and significant speedups are
achieved. There are two reasons for this behaviour: First, a significant amount of overhead (on
the order of 8–10 µs) is associated with launching compute kernels on the device, see for instance
Section 5.3.3 on page 133 and the microbenchmarks by Volkov and Demmel [237]. For the kernels
we have implemented and analysed, this means that all computations for input sizes below an array
length of approximately 1 000–10 000 values (depending on the characteristics of the operation at
hand) are dominated by the launch overhead, and not by actual execution speed.
Second, accessing off-chip memory has a high latency because GPUs do not employ hier-
archies of caches in contrast to CPUs. Latencies on the order of several hundred clock cycles
are typical, and memory performance depends significantly on access patterns, see below. If a
given application is memory-bound on the CPU, it will certainly be memory-bound on the GPU,
whereas compute-limited applications on CPUs are not necessarily compute-limited on GPUs. At
first sight, the main reason for speedup by GPUs for memory-intensive calculations is that GPUs
provide at least one order of magnitude more bandwidth to off-chip memory: Commodity based
architectures employ standard components, for instance, memory modules from a wide range of
vendors can be plugged into the memory sockets of mainboards from many manufacturers. On
graphics boards, the connection between the GPU and the off-chip DRAM is hardwired, which en-
ables a higher signal quality, a higher clock of the memory bus, etc. However, raw bandwidth does
not tell the whole story: The GPU employs massive hardware-multithreading to keep all ALUs
and multiprocessors (cores) equally busy. For small problem sizes, there is simply not enough par-
allel work available to saturate the device. For operations that are primarily memory-bound, the
ability of an architecture to hide stalls due to DRAM latencies is much more important than raw
bandwidth: GPUs maximise throughput rather than latency of individual operations, by switching
from one ‘thread group’ (warp in CUDA speak) to the next in case of memory stalls.
If a problem size is too small to saturate the device, then using the GPU instead of the CPU can
lead to a slowdown by more than an order of magnitude, even when not taking any bus transfers
into account. In the limit case, the GPU behaves more like a 1.3GHz serial processor with a
high latency to access uncached off-chip memory. However, it is often necessary to perform
computations on small problem sizes, in particular if the underlying data structure is based on
some hierarchy. In this thesis, the most prominent example is the nested multigrid hierarchy;
other examples in the scope of our work are reduction-type algorithms (norm and dot product
computations, cyclic reduction), for which intermediate sub-tasks are performed on smaller input
sizes in the course of a computation.
For sufficiently large problem sizes, the time spent on finer levels (larger input domains) dom-
inates the runtime on the CPU: All work on coarser levels of refinement (small input domains) is
performed—effectively in zero time, at least relatively—in cache, and this work is often dominated
by the instruction issue rate of the CPU rather than by the compute rate, as CPUs are optimised
for low-latency computations. On the GPU in contrast, a large amount of (independent) batches
of work per multiprocessor is needed to saturate the device. Since there are many multiprocessors
computing concurrently, this amount scales with the number of GPU ‘cores’. Achieving good
speedups with the GPU means balancing the speedup that is lost on coarse levels of refinement
with the large speedups on finer levels. It is thus not always justified to ignore all the work on
small levels of refinement, compared to the CPU. Maximising efficiency on the GPU is thus equal
to minimising the time spent underutilising the device. This can for instance be achieved by trun-
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cating the mesh hierarchy (see Section 5.8 on page 191), or by restructuring the implementation so
that the amount of kernel calls for small input problems is minimised (which explains why trunca-
tion is not always the best choice). This aspect is discussed in almost all of the section summaries
throughout this chapter. In the long run, OpenCL promises efficient CPU-GPU hybridisation:
The same code can be compiled for both architectures, and a runtime environment can schedule
tasks to the most suitable architecture. We expect such a feature to be provided by middleware
developers soon.
5.9.4. Locality, Vectorisation and Memory Access Patterns
On the CPU, spatial locality of memory access patterns is tantamount to achieving good per-
formance, because it immediately determines cache hit rates and thus data reuse. On the GPU,
locality is even more important. As described in Section 3.3.2 on page 75, GPUs exhibit SIMD
characteristics. On current CUDA-capable GPUs from NVIDIA, the execution on one multipro-
cessor (‘core’) is performed on a per-warp basis (the warp is the SIMD unit on these GPUs); the
32 threads per warp execute in lockstep. Branch divergence at the scope of a warp should therefore
be avoided. More importantly, accesses to off-chip memory must be vectorised as well, because
otherwise, the parallel memory subsystem cannot be exploited. In Section 5.3.1 on page 125 we
present a simple yet instructive example that highlights this aspect. The same holds true for ac-
cesses to the (multi-banked) scratchpad shared memory available per multiprocessor to coordinate
threads.
In many applications, it is not immediately possible to arrange memory access patterns for
maximum throughput of the memory subsystem (known as ‘coalescing’ into a minimal number of
memory transactions). Rearranging memory accesses on a per-thread basis to enable maximum
memory throughput is thus very important, we have applied this technique throughout this thesis,
see for instance Section 5.3.1 on page 125.
5.9.5. Resource Allocation
Each ‘core’ in a GPU only has limited resources (shared memory, register file). By partitioning
the available resources per microprocessor specifically for each individual operation, performance
can be influenced significantly. This is however not a trivial task, as certain algorithms require
careful balancing. For the defect calculation (see Section 5.3.2 on page 129) which uses the on-
chip shared memory as a software-managed cache, we could launch one block of threads per
multiprocessor and allocate the entire shared memory for it. However, this would mean that the
entire multiprocessor stalled at the synchronisation barrier, resulting in a significant degradation
of performance. Balancing the amount of communication between threads, the resource usage
and the goal to ensure a high number of independent warps (the SIMD granularity) to maximise
throughput can be quite an ‘art’, and carefully tuning the implementation is necessary. In our
experience, getting correct results is easy, getting them fast is challenging.
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6Minimally Invasive Co-Processor Integration into FEAST
In Chapter 5 we have demonstrated that graphics hardware has evolved into a very powerful al-
ternative data parallel computing platform for the problems under consideration in the (wider)
scope of this thesis. All our experiments have been based on the solution of the prototypical yet
fundamental Poisson problem, using finite element discretisations and Krylov subspace and fast
multigrid solvers. However, our tests so far have been limited to a single subdomain in FEAST.
This chapter deals with the applicability of GPUs in the framework of this large-scale finite el-
ement discretisation and solution toolkit. The minimally invasive integration suggested here has
two important advantages: First, it encapsulates the heterogeneities within the compute node so
that MPI sees a globally homogeneous system; and second, applications built on top of FEAST
benefit from the GPU acceleration without any code changes. Even though we focus on GPUs
and present results on large-scale heterogeneous CPU-GPU clusters, our technique is indepen-
dent of the accelerator hardware. We consider GPUs the most prominent and the most promising
accelerator technology at the time of writing.
6.1. Introduction and Motivation
In Section 6.1.1, we motivate the approach presented and evaluated in this chapter in detail. Sec-
tion 6.1.2 provides an overview of the remaining chapter.
6.1.1. Motivation
The straightforward approach to port a given application to new hardware architectures such as
GPUs is to rewrite it, often from scratch. The most important benefit of full application-specific re-
implementations obviously is that efficiency (and hence, speedup over conventional, existing CPU
implementations) can be maximised by fully exploiting performance tuning techniques specific to
the architecture and application at hand. This includes the coupling of the co-processor with the
orchestrating CPU and, closely related, the network interconnect between cluster nodes.
One could argue that the experiments presented in Chapter 5 fall into this category. Our ‘ap-
plication’ has been the accurate solution of the Poisson problem, or more accurately speaking,
of linear systems stemming from the finite element discretisation of the Poisson problem on a
generalised tensor product domain. The accelerator under consideration has been a single GPU.
However, in the scope of this thesis, these experiments serve as building blocks and the Poisson
problem is a fundamental model problem in our context, so the analogy is only partly valid.
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Accelerate vs. Rewrite
A full rewrite is feasible when one application is to be executed many times on one particular
architecture, for instance for parameter studies. Another practically relevant scenario comprises
applications for which efficiency is of utmost importance and when real-time constraints exist,
for instance tsunami or earthquake predictions, computer-assisted surgery or applications from
computational finance. Nonetheless, the programming effort increases drastically with each archi-
tecture to be supported. Since the hardware evolves too fast (even in terms of basic feature sets),
it is prohibitively expensive and thus practically impossible to re-implement each application for
each generation of hardware accelerators. In practice, there is often additional reluctance to re-
implement established ‘legacy’ codes from scratch. Prospective gains in speedup, efficiency and
other relevant metrics have to be balanced with the implementational effort, and finally, there is al-
ways the risk of having invested into technology that is discontinued early. Section 3.1.5 (‘legacy’
GPGPU) and Section 3.2.4 (‘modern’ GPGPU) provide bibliographies of publications that report
on successful re-implementations, for a single GPU and for GPU-accelerated commodity based
clusters. In addition, we have surveyed the integration of various co-processors in commodity
based clusters in detail in a previous publication [84, Section 1].
The alternative to fully rewriting applications is to identify and accelerate crucial portions of
the code, i. e., subroutines in which most of the time is spent. This idea is as old as scientific com-
puting itself, the most prominent examples are vendor-tuned BLAS, LAPACK and FFT libraries.
Due to the low arithmetic intensity of the operations typically encountered in finite element pack-
ages, and due to the narrow bus between host and co-processor, such a library approach on the level
of individual operations does not promise performance gains in our case, though. Furthermore,
standardisation for sparse codes is poor, even in terms of fundamental data structures.
A weakened variant of this library approach is the concept of tuning and adapting ‘application-
specific kernels’ within a (fully rewritten) general framework that provides all infrastructure re-
quired to facilitate the re-implementation of existing applications for a wide variety of hardware
platforms. Together with his co-workers, the author of this thesis has pursued this approach and
evaluated it for the Poisson problem and an explicit solver for the shallow water equations [236].
Similarly, Cohen and Molemaker [49] present OpenCurrent, a framework that has been designed
from scratch to facilitate the simulation of fluid flow on graphics hardware.
Accelerating Established Large Software Packages
In the scope of FEAST, a full re-implementation is not possible for another important reason:
FEAST is a toolkit that applications can be built upon. To this end, FEAST provides finite element
discretisations, matrix and right hand side assembly routines, linear solvers, and postprocessing
routines, e. g. for visualisation. Furthermore, on a lower level, FEAST comprises data structures
for distributed matrices and vectors, data storage, numerical linear algebra and finally (MPI) com-
munication routines tailored to the underlying multilevel domain decomposition approach, cf. Sec-
tion 2.3. These FEAST kernel routines, i. e., all code shared by all applications, comprises more
than 100 000 lines of code, which clearly makes a full re-implementation prohibitively expensive.
This approach to build different applications on top of a common framework is not unique
to FEAST, and therefore, we believe the methodology we present and evaluate in this chapter
can be applied in many other numerical software packages as well. In addition to their already
mentioned full re-implementation (cf. Section 3.2.4), Phillips et al. [182] also describe a strategy
to integrate GPUs into their Fortran solverMBFLO, using a concept very similar to ours. Erez et al.
[66] present a general framework and evaluation scheme for what they term ‘irregular scientific
applications’ (such as finite element computations) on stream processors and architectures like
ClearSpeed, Cell BE and Merrimac. Sequoia [69] is a general framework for portable data parallel
programming of systems with deep, possibly heterogeneous, memory hierarchies, which can also
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be applied to a GPU-cluster. Our work distribution is similar in spirit, but more specific to PDE
problems and more diverse on the different memory levels.
In summary, our goals are threefold: We want to keep the modifications to the existing code-
base of FEAST as small as possible, in particular, we do not want to introduce interface changes to
routines that are called by users. The underlying hardware should be encapsulated transparently
for the user, i. e., changes to application code should not be necessary, and applications built on
top of FEAST should benefit immediately from the faster execution. Finally, we want to retain all
functionality, in particular, sacrificing accuracy is not acceptable.
Issues Related to GPU Clusters
A major issue with GPUs in high performance production environments is the lack of error-
protected memory, because DRAM errors occur much more frequently in practice than commonly
anticipated, cf. the recent large-scale analysis by Schroeder et al. [193]. In all our experiments
between 2006 and 2009, we found no indication of such errors. The issue is valid nonetheless,
and NVIDIA reacted recently and announced ECC protection on all memory levels of their future
HPC products [172].
From a practical perspective, job allocation in large-scale clusters is an issue, in particular
under the control of standard multiuser queueing systems such as PBS, because typical GPU-
accelerated clusters have more CPU cores than GPUs per node. In our experiments, manual
resource scheduling has been problematic initially, especially when MPI implementations were
not aware of multicores and process pinning yet. In production environments, data security and
privacy are becoming an issue. Kindratenko et al. [132] provide an excellent survey on this topic,
and they present a number of tools they developed to address these problems.
6.1.2. Chapter Overview
The remainder of this chapter is structured as follows: In Section 6.2.1, we analyse the two-layer
SCARC solvers with respect to accelerating and executing them on co-processors. Section 6.2.2
presents our acceleration approach in a general way, while Section 6.2.3 discusses implementa-
tional details and challenges related to an efficient coupling of FEAST with GPUs. Finally, Sec-
tion 6.2.4 introduces a technique to execute computations hybridly on the CPUs and accelerators
in a heterogeneous compute cluster.
In Section 6.3 we analyse and evaluate our approach with detailed numerical experiments.
We consider the Poisson problem as an important building block, and discuss the accuracy and
efficiency of the accelerated mixed precision two-layer SCARC solvers in Section 6.3.2. As mixed
precision techniques on the CPU have not been possible in FEAST prior to this thesis, and as we
obtained promising performance improvements on a single subdomain in our tests in Chapter 5,
we evaluate the pure CPU and the CPU-GPU case. Section 6.3.3 analyses the obtained speedups,
and discusses factors inherent to our approach that limit the speedup. Here, we also develop an
analytical performance model to assess and predict how the local speedup achieved in the portions
that are offloaded to accelerator hardware translate into global speedup of the entire solver. In
Section 6.3.4, we analyse weak scalability and energy efficiency on a large cluster of 160 compute
nodes, both for the accelerated and unaccelerated solvers. The hybrid solvers are examined in
Section 6.3.5.
Section 6.4 and Section 6.5 assess the applicability and performance of the minimally invasive
integration technique, using the two applications FEASTSOLID and FEASTFLOW. These two
applications are developed by Hilmar Wobker and Sven Buijssen, respectively, and we only use a
subset of their functionality, namely the solution of model problems from linearised elasticity and
stationary laminar flow. The two applications have a more diverse CPU/co-processor coupling, a
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smaller acceleration potential, higher computational demands, and are in general more challenging
than the Poisson problem. Both applications build on the extension of the SCARC solver concept
to vector-valued problems as developed by Wobker (see Section 2.3.4 on page 39) and we refer
to Section 2.3.5 on page 41 and Section 2.3.6 on page 43 for a brief outline of the theoretical
background of these two applications. We emphasise that from the point of view of this thesis,
we only use these two applications, the author of this thesis has neither implemented them nor
contributed substantially to them.
In Section 6.4.2, the accuracy of mixed precision two-layer SCARC solvers is analysed for
various ill-conditioned benchmark problems from the field of solid mechanics, for instance a can-
tilever beam configuration. Section 6.5.3 describes similar experiments for standard laminar flow
benchmark problems. Weak scalability of the accelerated linearised elasticity solver is studied in
Section 6.4.3. Section 6.4.4 and Section 6.5.4 are concerned with performance measurements of
the accelerated solvers, and a detailed analysis.
This chapter concludes with a summary and a critical discussion including preliminary exper-
iments that examine the feasibility of several avenues for future work, in Section 6.6.
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In this section, we present our minimally invasive co-processor integration. We start with an
analysis of the two-layer SCARC solvers with respect to accelerability on co-processors in Sec-
tion 6.2.1. Our approach is detailed in Section 6.2.2, and Section 6.2.3 discusses implementational
details and challenges related to an efficient coupling of FEAST with GPUs. Finally, Section 6.2.4
introduces hybrid solvers that execute on the CPUs and accelerators in a heterogeneous compute
cluster. The approach has been designed and implemented by the author of this thesis, and has
previously been evaluated and published together with a number of co-workers [83, 87].
6.2.1. ScaRC Solver Analysis
The starting point of the integration of co-processors into FEAST is an analysis of its parallel
multilevel solver concept. Figure 6.1 depicts a typical scalar two-layer SCARC solver, see also
Section 2.3.3 on page 37. In the following, we use the terms ‘outer’ and ‘global’ synonymously
for the parts of the computation that involve MPI communication; and ‘local’ and ‘inner’ for the
multigrid solvers acting on individual subdomains only (highlighted in the figure).
global BiCGStab
preconditioned by
global multilevel (V 1+1)
additively smoothed by
for all Ωi: local multigrid
coarse grid solver: UMFPACK
Figure 6.1: Template two-layer SCARC solver, communication-free components are highlighted.
The global work is clearly separated from the local work, and furthermore, communication and
computation are discrete steps in the implementation. As explained in Section 2.3.2, the domain
decomposition is realised by special ‘extended Dirichlet’ boundary conditions, corresponding to a
minimal overlap of one layer of mesh points. Each global operation, for instance a defect calcu-
lation, is performed in the same way: First, a local calculation is carried out on each subdomain,
which is immediately followed by MPI communication between neighbouring subdomains to en-
sure consistency of the shared degrees of freedom. This means that only a relatively small amount
of work is executed inbetween communication phases, in particular on coarser levels of the multi-
level hierarchy.
In commodity based computer systems, co-processors are included via standardised interfaces
such as the PCIe or PCI-X buses. These buses provide a relatively narrow bandwidth connection,
and furthermore, the latency of data transfers is high. This situation is symmetric to interconnect
hardware between cluster nodes, such as (Gigabit) ethernet or Infiniband technology: In order
to synchronise a co-processor in one cluster node and a co-processor in another one, data has to
travel through three high latency, low bandwidth bottlenecks, first from device memory to host
memory, then via the interconnect to the next node, and finally to device memory. Data local-
ity and a favourable ratio between computation and communication is thus even more important
in heterogeneous cluster installations than in homogeneous nodes without accelerator hardware.
Figure 6.2 illustrates the situation, exemplarily for the bandwidth of data paths in heterogeneous
cluster nodes. As a consequence, one design goal of the accelerated SCARC scheme is to exe-
cute a sufficient amount of independent work on the device, without expensive synchronisation or
communication with the CPU that orchestrates the computation.
The second, equally important observation we make is that it is impossible to execute the
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Figure 6.2: Bandwidth between and within heterogeneous cluster nodes equipped with hardware
accelerators.
outer solver(s) on hardware that does not support double precision natively: In Section 4.5 on
page 95 we have demonstrated that single precision is not accurate enough to compute correct
results for the problems in the scope of this thesis. In Section 5.6.3 on page 174 we have shown
that the emulated high precision formats using unevaluated sums of native low precision values
are not sufficient either. This is of course true independent of the type of co-processor. When
the author of this thesis designed the coupling between co-processors and FEAST in early 2006,
the consequence of this simple observation has been that GPUs could not be used for any global
computation. On newer hardware, it is however possible to execute the outer computations on the
device, and the question arises how big the impact of cascaded bottlenecks for device-to-device
communication as outlined above is in practice. We return to this topic in Section 6.6.5.
6.2.2. Minimally Invasive Integration
The observations outlined in the previous paragraphs lead to the core idea of the minimally in-
vasive co-processor integration into FEAST: Only the local multigrid solvers are executed on the
accelerators, leaving the remaining ScaRC solver unchanged. The approach is justified, because
typically most of the arithmetic work of the entire linear solver is executed by the inner solver.
This straightforward idea has many benefits:
• The external interface of the SCARC solvers is not modified. Consequently, all applications
that call two-layer SCARC solvers benefit from the co-processor acceleration without any
code changes.
• FEAST’s MPI infrastructure does not have to be modified, only local work is offloaded to
the device.
• The entire SCARC solver can now be interpreted as a mixed precision solver, with a much
more involved outer iteration compared to the Richardson loop in the basic solver (cf. Fig-
ure 4.4 on page 92).
• Code for new co-processors can be written, tested and tuned on a single workstation, only a
multigrid solver for a single subdomain on the device is needed.
• The amount of wrapper code between FEAST and the co-processors is kept small, because
all necessary data conversions etc. are already taken care of by our libcoproc library which
encapsulates different hardware accelerators under one common interface.
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We now turn towards implementational aspects on a high level. In FEAST, several subdomains
(generalised tensor product patches) can be grouped into one MPI process. The application of
the Schwarz preconditioner is then performed in a loop over all subdomains per MPI rank, cf.
Figure 6.1. In other words, smoothing on all subdomains by local scalar multigrid solvers is per-
formed independently, prior to communicating entries corresponding to all subdomain boundaries.
As explained in Section 2.3.4 on page 39, multivariate problems are brought down to such local
scalar subproblems as well.
One additional loop over all subdomains is performed during the initialisation phase of the
SCARC solver, immediately after the linear systems have been assembled. In this preprocessing
step, auxiliary vectors are allocated and computed, for instance the columnwise representation of
the matrix if the local multigrid iteration is smoothed with an alternating direction implicit scheme
(cf. Section 5.4.6 on page 154).
To include accelerators, we replace these two loops, and execute either the existing implemen-
tation in FEAST, or a replacement implementation, which is specific to each type of accelerator
and provided by specialisations within the libcoproc library. Via a switch in a configuration file,
the user can select which code path is executed. The interface exposed by all implementations is
identical, which minimises the code overhead of our approach: In fact, only a branch statement is
needed for each supported co-processor; and we diverge the code paths as late as possible.
Cross-Language Interoperability
As FEAST is implemented in Fortran 95, and vendor-supplied APIs to access accelerators typically
only provide C interfaces, the actual coupling involves technical difficulties. In practice, Fortran-
C-interoperability is a solved problem, and most C compilers provide flags to generate symbol
tables in a way that C subroutines can be found by Fortran linkers (commonly known as ‘Fortran
bindings’). Passing data and configuration settings from FEAST to the libcoproc library which
encapsulates all device-specific code (cf. Section 5.1.2 on page 110) is thus straightforward. In the
experience of the author of this thesis, the other way round is more involved, because Fortran 95
is designed around so-called modules (compilation units similar to classes without polymorphism
and inheritance), and no standardisation exists for the symbol tables and procedure entry points
generated by the compiler. The co-processors execute entire subdomain solvers, and we want them
to be able to talkback to FEAST, e. g., to terminate execution in case of divergence, or to add con-
vergence information to FEAST’s distributed logging mechanism and screen output. Allegedly, the
Fortran 2003 standard alleviates most of these issues, but at the time of writing, compiler support
for this standard is poor and in parts nonexistent. Our solution to this problem is a straightforward
partitioning of the implementation between (partially redundant) Fortran routines which gather the
data from FEAST, and the libcoproc library which works on the data, accompanied by callback
routines for feedback.
Preprocessing and Handling of Matrices
In the preprocessing step, the accelerator is initialised if it has not been used before, and other-
wise, all existing data on the device is invalidated. This distinction is important if matrices are
re-assembled in the course of a simulation, for instance in the Navier-Stokes solver which as-
sembles new (linearised) systems once per nonlinear defect correction step (cf. Section 6.5). We
deliberately do not deallocate all arrays in the latter case, because repeated allocations and deal-
locations are potentially costly. Instead, we mark these arrays as available and return them to the
pool of allocated resources, which is maintained by the memory manager in the libcoproc library
(cf. Section 5.1.2). The memory manager is able to page out data from the device to the host if
the device memory is exceeded; and to page it back in when it is accessed. We assume that the
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amount of memory on the device is (relatively) small compared to the host, and if there are not
enough resources to keep copies of the data in device memory, two fallback solutions exist: If
there is only enough memory to keep the data associated with one subdomain on the device, then
the data is replaced in each call to the device solver (see below). Otherwise, an error message is
generated and the existing CPU solvers in FEAST are executed. Another way to view our memory
handling is that we model the device memory as a ‘gigantic’ level-3 cache, either with manual or
automatic prefetching.
The actual implementation of the memory management is device-specific, we discuss the GPU
case in Section 6.2.3. In any case, the final preprocessing steps are to compute auxiliary matrix data
(e. g., for alternating direction implicit smoothers), to request arrays from the memory manager
needed for auxiliary data in the multigrid and Krylov subspace solvers (e. g., depending on the
preconditioner), to convert all arrays to single precision and to transfer both matrix and auxiliary
data to the device.
Solving and Handling of Right Hand Side and Iteration Vectors
Every time the Schwarz preconditioner is called, we loop over all subdomains in the given MPI
process. For each subdomain, the right hand side data and the initial guess (unless it is the zero
vector) are converted to single precision and copied to the device. After the preconditioning has
been performed, the result is copied back to the host and added to the solution maintained by
FEAST. Our system thus requires a device-dependent implementation of a multigrid solver acting
on a single subdomain with generalised tensor product property. This solver can be implemented,
tested and tuned on a single node or workstation, and the integration of new accelerators into
FEAST then reduces to few lines of infrastructure code.
If only the data associated with one subdomain fits into the limited device memory, we also
have to transfer the matrix data. Otherwise, we can select the correct data corresponding to the
current subdomain.
As each subdomain is treated independently (and FEAST provides all data before the loop
over all subdomains is entered), asynchronous data transfers can be exploited if supported by the
hardware.
Performance Issues due to the Global Multilevel Solver
The global solver in the two-layer SCARC scheme is a multilevel solver, and we always configure
it to execute in aV cycle with exactly one pre- and postsmoothing step (application of the Schwarz
smoother). This means that the local multigrid solver is started not only on the finest level of refine-
ment, but also on coarser ones. On the CPU, the ratio between computation and communication
thus deteriorates. To alleviate this problem, FEAST applies truncation of the mesh hierarchy and
starts the coarse grid solver not on the coarsest level of refinement (on the grid comprising only
the unrefined subdomains), but already on finer levels, see Section 2.3.2. As the global coarse grid
solver is executed serially on a master node while the slave processes are idle, the exact choice of
the truncation parameter is problem-dependent, because the coarse grid problems have to be small
enough in order not to trade one bottleneck with another one. The same technique can be applied
for the local multigrid solves, both on the CPU and on co-processors (cf. Section 5.8.3). However,
due to the overhead associated with co-processor configuration, with data transfers over the nar-
row bus between host and accelerator, and most importantly due to the fact that most fine-grained
parallel devices are actually less efficient than the CPU for small problem sizes (see the solver
benchmarks in Chapter 5 for the GPU case), level truncation alone is not sufficient.
We therefore apply level thresholding, i. e., depending on the currently finest refinement level
that the local solver is to be executed on, we reroute the computation from the co-processor to the
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CPU, which solves these problems in less time with an identically configured solver. The exact
choice of the threshold parameter is again depending on the problem, the solver and the perfor-
mance characteristics of the CPU, the accelerator and the bus between them. Our implementation
currently does not provide an automatic way to select this parameter. Instead, it is supplied by the
user based on few calibration runs on a single node, or even heuristically based on microbench-
marks of individual operations.
Summary
Figure 6.3 summarises our minimally invasive integration of co-processors into FEAST. The most
important benefits of our approach are:
• User application code does not have to be modified at all in order to benefit from co-
processor acceleration.
• The heterogeneity within each compute node is encapsulated in the local layer of the two-
layer SCARC scheme, so that MPI sees a globally homogeneous system.
• Support for additional co-processors can be developed on a single node or workstation, the
integration into FEAST is straightforward as soon as a multigrid solver acting on a single
subdomain is provided.
• The changes applied to FEAST reduce to a minimum.
The currently implemented prototype supports GPUs as co-processors, programmed either
through OpenGL or via CUDA. Additionally, a CPU fallback implementation is available. The
whole design is independent of the type of accelerator, and in future work we plan to add an in-
terface to OpenCL, a vendor-independent open industry standard to program fine-grained parallel
architectures (cf. Section 3.4.1).
Figure 6.3: Illustration of the minimally invasive co-processor integration into FEAST.
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6.2.3. GPU Integration Challenges and Implementational Details
In this section, we discuss challenges we met in an efficient CPU-GPU realisation of our minimally
invasive integration, as outlined in Section 6.2.2.
Limited Device Memory
OpenGL virtualises device memory and pages texture data in and out of device memory automat-
ically. To the best of our knowledge, there is no means to query the amount of total or available
device memory through the OpenGL API. However, it is possible to assign priorities to the res-
idency of textures in device memory. The paging behaviour and in particular the point in time
when paging happens is implementation-dependent and may vary between vendors, or even be-
tween driver releases. In our experiments, we found no advantage in using this feature, and we
rely on the default behaviour. Our general modelling of device memory as a ‘gigantic’ cache, and
the corresponding manual and automatic replacement policies, are implemented as follows (cf.
Section 6.2.2, and a previous publication [87] for more details): The automatic replacement policy
is trivially achieved by exploiting that OpenGL virtualises device memory: Textures to hold all
matrices per refinement level per subdomain are allocated in a preprocessing step, matrix data is
copied to these textures, and control to page data in and out of device memory during the solution
process is passed to the GL as implemented in the device driver. The manual replacement policy
allocates one set of textures to hold exactly one matrix and copies the data as needed.
CUDA also does not allow to query the amount of dynamically available memory at runtime,
while it is possible to query the total amount of device memory via API calls.1 On all CUDA-
capable GPUs we have used so far in our experiments, the amount of device memory has been
well-balanced with the host memory: There has always been a sufficient amount of memory to
keep all data associated with all subdomains per MPI process on the device. Therefore, we did
not implement all features of our memory manager yet, even though it would certainly be possible
to realise a bookkeeping procedure for the allocated and used device memory and to page data in
and out manually, to realise the automatic prefetching in a general way. The implementation of
the manual prefetching policy is a trivial modification of the OpenGL case.
Data Transfers Between CPU and GPU
Fully asynchronous transfers of independent data, i. e., overlapping computation and data copying,
are not exposed to the programmer in OpenGL, as the device memory is virtualised. An extension2
provides support for asynchronous readbacks of data from the device to the host, but these trans-
fers are only asynchronous on the CPU. In our experiments, we found no advantage using these
partially asynchronous transfers, when applying an analogous technique to the one described in
the following.
CUDA is capable of overlapping independent computation and data copies through its stream
API, see Section 5.3.1. This technique is only applicable if the host memory is allocated in a page-
locked way, i. e., the involved arrays must not be paged out to disk by the operating system. Page-
locked memory enables direct memory access by the driver, and thus more efficient transfers. We
have not implemented support for this feature yet because it requires significant modifications to
the existing code. The obligatory use of page-locked memory does not pose additional difficulties,
as we convert the data from double to single precision on the host so that less data is transferred
via PCIe, this single precision array can be allocated in a page-locked way. The challenge lies in
1This query returns the physical global memory, not all of it may be available for our purposes if for instance there
is an X-server running on the device which needs memory, at least for its double-buffered framebuffer. A reasonable
estimate is that 90% of the memory is available to the application.
2ARB_pixel_buffer_object, see http://www.opengl.org/registry
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the implementation of the loop over all subdomains in FEAST’s implementation of the Schwarz
preconditioner of the outer multilevel solver. In the design we envision, one CUDA stream is
associated with each subdomain in the MPI rank. Each stream contains the following operations,
and the streams are enqueued in a loop over all subdomains:
1. conversion of the right hand side and eventually initial guess from a double precision FEAST
array to a single precision page-locked CUDA array on the host
2. asynchronous transfer of these arrays to the device
3. execution of the multigrid solver
4. asynchronous transfer of the result back to the host
5. barrier synchronisation of the stream
6. (scaled) addition of the result to the solution array consumed by FEAST
Each stream executes in-order, so correctness is guaranteed. The hardware can overlap compu-
tations from one stream (subdomain) with independent transfers from another one, and thus, we




































Figure 6.4: Influence of asynchronous transfers and overlapping computation using streams.
Figure 6.4 presents timings obtained when simulating this procedure outside of FEAST in a
small test code. We configure the local multigrid solver to perform twoV cycles with four pre- and
postsmoothing steps each, and measure its execution time for an increasing number of subdomains.
The experiment corresponds to the very first Schwarz preconditioning step in the SCARC solver,
in this case, exemplarily for a local problem size of refinement level L = 9 (263 169 degrees
of freedom). We observe that the fully asynchronous application of the Schwarz preconditioner
executes between 25% and 35% faster than the sequential variant, independent of the number
of subdomains as soon as more than four subdomains are present. On this GPU and for this
problem size, approximately 64 subdomains are required to fill up the entire device memory. The
timings are obtained on a single node of our small GPU test cluster, see Section 6.3.1 for the
hardware specifications. The performance improvements are promising, and we will incorporate
this technique in future versions of FEAST.
For non-scalar problems, it will be interesting to evaluate a similar software pipelining ap-
proach, e. g., to treat the two velocity components in the CFD case in a decoupled way if the
block-preconditioner is not sequential (i. e., Block-Jacobi instead of Block-Gauß-Seidel). Such a
treatment is not possible in the current implementation of FEAST.
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6.2.4. Hybrid Solvers for Heterogeneous Clusters
FEAST has originally been designed for homogeneous compute clusters, and only supports using
one type of SCARC solver, at least for scalar problems. On heterogeneous clusters where some
nodes include accelerators, or when there are more CPU cores than co-processors in a system,
we would like to be able to execute (different) local solvers on CPUs and accelerators. We have
extended FEAST by a simple prototypical implementation, which is limited to two different types
of local solvers, that are called from the same global multilevel iteration. One of the problems in
implementing more generality in this context is the assignment of the solvers to the subdomains.
While it is not very difficult to initialise more solvers, the problem is to formulate the rules upon
which the assignment takes place.
A similar problem occurs with the assignment of jobs within the MPI framework when faced
with heterogeneous architectures. In the absence of explicit directives, the assignment of jobs to
nodes is clearly sub-optimal in these cases. For ‘pure’ co-processor cases (which still require CPU
management), and for pure CPU jobs, the assignment is simple since all jobs are equally sized.
However, for mixed CPU-accelerator runs, the allocation of jobs across nodes must be managed
more carefully, since MPI cannot distinguish between a ‘pure’ CPU job and a CPU job which is
actually managing, e. g., a GPU-based solver.
During the work for our first GPU-cluster publication [87], we often experienced extreme
imbalance between nodes, until we identified this problem and inserted explicit assignment direc-
tives. As a concrete example, for a combined run with CPU and GPU jobs, instead of the desired
partitioning of one CPU subdomain and one GPU subdomain per node, the default scheduling
assigned two CPU subdomains each to the first half of the nodes and two GPU subdomains each
to the second. Given that each node of this particular cluster had only one GPU, this resulted in
both GPU jobs competing for the same co-processor. These clearly incorrect assignments yielded
in extremely poor performance, and required significant effort to remedy.
A further complication introduced by the heterogeneous architecture is load balancing between
the two different processors. While some of the partitioning is dictated by the solver capabilities
or memory considerations, there is still considerable leeway in the assignment of subdomains to
either processor. Obviously, the goal is that all subdomains complete simultaneously to minimise
wait times of the global solver. As we shall see from the results in Section 6.3.5, the optimal
partitioning of subdomains between GPU and CPU is both problem and size dependent, and con-
siderable effort is required to explore the parameter space. At the time of writing, FEAST only
supports static load balancing.
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6.3. Numerical Building Block: Poisson Problem
In this section, we evaluate the performance and accuracy of double and mixed precision two-
layer parallel SCARC solvers, in particular in view of the minimally invasive accelerator inte-
gration technique as outlined in Section 6.2. All tests are performed for the Poisson problem,
the fundamental model problem in the scope of this thesis. Section 6.3.1 presents an overview
of this section, and our findings are discussed and summarised in Section 6.6, for the Poisson
problem, the linearised elasticity solver and the stationary laminar flow solver. This section con-
stitutes an extension and update to previously published work by the author of this thesis and his
co-workers [83, 84, 87].
6.3.1. Introduction and Test Procedure
In Section 5.6.2 on page 174 we have demonstrated that the mixed precision iterative refinement
procedure, i. e., a double precision Richardson solver preconditioned by ‘few’ single precision
multigrid cycles, delivers exactly the same accuracy as a multigrid solver executing entirely in
double precision. The experiments in Section 5.7 and Section 5.8.8 have shown that the mixed
precision solver is always advantageous in terms of total efficiency, both on conventional CPUs
as well as on GPUs from various hardware generations. The two-layer SCARC solver can be
interpreted as a mixed precision scheme as well when the local solvers are executed in single
precision (cf. Section 6.2.2). In contrast to the classical iterative refinement procedure, the outer,
double precision solver is more involved in this case, and we present a number of numerical
experiments in Section 6.3.2 to assess the accuracy and efficiency of mixed precision two-layer
ScaRC solvers on commodity based clusters comprising CPUs and GPUs.
The core idea of our approach to integrate hardware accelerators into FEAST is to only of-
fload the local multigrid solvers to them, i. e., parts of the Schwarz preconditioner of the global
multilevel solver. To alleviate the inefficiency of fine-grained parallel co-processors on small sub-
problems that are approximately solved in the course of the two-layer SCARC solver, we have
implemented a thresholding technique, that schedules local problems either to the CPU or to the
accelerator based on the problem size. This heuristic approach is also evaluated in Section 6.3.2.
An important benefit of our minimally invasive integration is that the entire MPI infrastructure
and the domain decomposition approach in FEAST do not have to be modified. However, as
a consequence the global efficiency improvement due to a prospective reduction in runtime is
limited, and potentially significant portions are executed on the CPU. We discuss this question
and its implications in much detail in Section 6.3.3, where we also develop an analytical model to
assess and predict the acceleration capabilities of our approach.
In Section 6.3.4, we evaluate the weak scalability of both the original SCARC solver and the
GPU-accelerated variant, on a large-scale cluster with 160 nodes. Here, we also discuss energy
efficiency and other power considerations, which are increasingly important in terms of ‘green
computing’.
Finally, Section 6.3.5 is dedicated to the hybrid local solvers distributing the work simultane-
ously between CPU cores and CPU cores orchestrating co-processors (cf. Section 6.2.4).
Hardware Platform
The majority of the tests in this section are performed on a small four-node test cluster, which
allows us to explore and exploit the full functionality of the unified libcoproc library (cf. Sec-
tion 5.1.2). In particular, this includes the CUDA backend, and the ability to execute CPU solvers
in single precision, both features have not been available at the time when the original experiments
for the underlying publications have been performed [83, 84, 87]. A number of older results are
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presented nonetheless, results that have been obtained with an OpenGL-based predecessor of the
libcoproc library on a medium-sized and a large-scale GPU accelerated cluster installed at Los
Alamos National Laboratory. Details on these systems are presented as soon as they are needed.
We have already used a single node of this test cluster in several of our microbenchmarks and
local solver benchmarks, see for instance Section 5.3.3 and Section 5.7.4.3 Each node comprises
a dual-core AMD Opteron 2214 processor (Santa Rosa, 2×1MB level-2 cache, 2.2GHz), DDR2-
667 memory (peak shared bandwidth 10.7GB/s), and an NVIDIA GeForce 8800 GTX GPU (G80
chip, 16 multiprocessors) with 768MBGDDR3 memory (384 bit interface, 86.4GB/s bandwidth).
Gigabit ethernet is used as interconnect. The cluster is part of the heterogeneous server collection
at the Faculty of Mathematics at TU Dortmund, and the network also services a distributed filesys-
tem (NFS) for more than 100 users. In our measurements, we found an average amount of noise of
approximately 10% in the system. The timing results are thus averaged over many runs, and the
irregular maximum data points (due to, e. g., some user moving several gigabytes worth of data
through the network) are not taken into account. The approach is justified, because dedicated HPC
installations typically do not exhibit this problem, and furthermore use lower-latency interconnects
such as Infiniband.
Test Problems and Solver Configuration
The function v(x,y) = 16x(1−x)y(1−y) and its Laplacian are used to construct Poisson problems
on the unitsquare with analytically known solutions, to be able to measure the L2 error of the com-
puted solution (cf. Section 2.1.3). We have already used this particular function in the numerical
studies in Section 4.5. In Section 4.5.1 we have shown that single precision is insufficient to yield
correct solutions of an analogous Poisson problem on a single subdomain.
The computational domain is covered with either four by four, six by four or eight by four
congruent subdomains (i. e., the global coarse mesh exhibits mild anisotropies), and each patch is
refined uniformly eight to ten times. The corresponding local problem sizes are 66 049, 263 169
and 1 050 625; and the global problem sizes reach up to 32 million degrees of freedom. We refer
to these configurations as 4X4, 6X4 and 8X4, respectively.
The ‘template’ two-layer SCARC solver (see Figure 6.1 on page 217) is configured as follows:
The global BiCGStab iteration reduces the initial residuals by eight digits, and is preconditioned
with exactly one iteration of the global multilevel scheme, which executes in a V cycle with one
pre- and postsmoothing step (damped by ω = 0.8) of the Schwarz preconditioner. The local multi-
grid solver gains one digit and traverses the hierarchy in a V cycle. The local multigrid solvers
employ preconditioned conjugate gradient iterations (set to gain two digits, cf. Section 5.8.7) as
coarse grid solver, the global multilevel scheme uses the sparse direct solver UMFPACK, ex-
ecuted serially on a master node. Even though stronger smoothers are not necessary for this
simple domain, we employ JACOBI, GSROW, ADITRIDI and ADITRIGS (GSFULLROW in-
stead of GSROW on the GPU, and ADITRIGS in the bicoloured variant, see Section 5.4.3 and
Section 5.4.5) as smoothers for the local multigrid solvers for simplicity on these test domains,
and explicitly refrain from comparing their efficiency with each other: Different smoothers are
employed because they exhibit different compute and memory intensities, and thus allow us to
explore the balance between local and global work. The latter remains constant (at least when
measured in the total runtime efficiency, see below) because the global solver is configured to per-
form a fixed amount of arithmetic work per iteration. We count one application of an alternating
direction implicit smoother as two smoothing steps, and set the number of elementary smoothing
steps to four pre-and postsmoothing steps each for all configurations.
For the three test domains 4X4, 6X4 and 8X4, we statically schedule four, six and eight sub-
3In the tests in Chapter 5, this machine has been referred to as the ‘server’ configuration.
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domains per node. The available hardware resources allow us to explore the following parameter
space (the outer solver always executes in double precision):
1CORE-DOUBLE one MPI process per node, inner solver double precision
1CORE-MIXED one MPI process per node, inner solver single precision
2CORE-DOUBLE two half-sized MPI processes per node, inner solver double precision
2CORE-MIXED two half-sized MPI processes per node, inner solver single precision
1COREGPU-MIXED one MPI process per node, inner solver single precision on the GPU
HYBRID-MIXED one CPU core and one GPU per node (controlled by the other core, varying
load balancing among the two processes), both inner solvers single precision
The GeForce 8800 GTXGPU does not support double precision, so we can only execute mixed
precision two-layer SCARC solvers with GPU acceleration. For consistency, the CPU process in
the hybrid configuration executes the local solver in single precision as well. As there is only one
GPU per node, we cannot test the remaining 2COREGPU-MIXED configuration. It is technically
possible to access one device from two processes, the driver then shares the resources via time-
slicing. We have performed a few experiments, and found that the runtime increases by a factor of
2.5–3 when scheduling two half-sized tasks simultaneously to one GPU, rather than one full size
task. This configuration is therefore not feasible, and we exclude it in the following. Switching
from single- to dualcore configurations constitutes a standard strong scalability experiment, the
problem size stays constant while the amount of resources are doubled. In such a configuration
where several MPI processes reside on the same node, OpenMPI (the MPI runtime that we em-
ploy) does not route data exchange between processes that reside on the same node through the
interconnect, but utilises a shared memory buffer instead. This implementation effectively makes
local communication more efficient than interconnect communication. Furthermore, we take ad-
vantage of OpenMPI’s processor and memory affinity features, i. e., processes are pinned to their
respective cores and cannot be migrated by the operating system.
We continue to measure the total runtime efficiency rather than the time to solution or other
coarse-grained metrics of the various solver configurations, see Section 5.5.1 on page 158 for the
exact definition.
6.3.2. Accuracy and Efficiency of Mixed Precision Two-Layer ScaRC Solvers
Accuracy
Table 6.1 lists the L2 errors of the computed solutions for the three tests problems. Identical
results are achieved independent of the partitioning of the problem into MPI processes, of the
floating point precision of the inner, local solver, and of the hardware architecture the local solver
is executed on.
Efficiency on the CPU
Figure 6.5 depicts the total runtime efficiency of the four CPU-based problem partitionings. For
simplicity, we restrict ourselves to the 4X4 test domain, so the global problem sizes are one, four
and 16 million unknowns for refinement levels L = 8,9,10, respectively.
The 1CORE-DOUBLE configuration is always the least efficient one, independent of the choice
of the smoother for the local subdomain solver. Partitioning the computation so that both cores
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Level 1CORE-DOUBLE 2CORE-DOUBLE 1CORE-MIXED 2CORE-MIXED 1COREGPU-MIXED
4X4
8 1.0841E-6 1.0841E-6 1.0841E-6 1.0841E-6 1.0841E-6
9 2.7132E-7 2.7132E-7 2.7132E-7 2.7132E-7 2.7132E-7
10 6.8965E-8 6.8994E-8 6.8997E-8 6.8997E-8 6.8997E-8
6X4
8 8.0989E-7 8.0989E-7 8.0989E-7 8.0989E-7 8.0989E-7
9 2.0248E-7 2.0248E-7 2.0248E-7 2.0248E-7 2.0248E-7
10 5.0168E-8 5.0168E-8 5.0168E-8 5.0168E-8 5.0168E-8
8X4
8 7.3301E-7 7.3301E-7 7.3301E-7 7.3301E-7 7.3301E-7
9 1.8349E-7 1.8349E-7 1.8349E-7 1.8349E-7 1.8349E-7
10 4.6830E-8 4.6830E-8 4.6830E-8 4.6830E-8 4.6830E-8
Table 6.1: Accuracy of double and mixed precision two-layer SCARC solvers (relative L2 errors).
of the Opteron processor are responsible for a half-sized problem increases efficiency by approx-
imately 40% when employing the simple JACOBI smoother, and by 50% for the other configu-
rations, independent of the problem size. In terms of strong scalability, these results are disap-
pointing, because 50–60% speedup are lost. The reason for this behaviour is that in the Santa
Rosa architecture, both cores share the same memory controller and the bus to off-chip DRAM.
The effect is most pronounced when using the simple JACOBI smoother, because it exhibits the
highest memory intensity and no potential for data reuse compared to the other smoothers. It is
worth noting that we observe the same qualitative and quantitative behaviour on other commodity
CPU designs. For instance, the LIDONG cluster operated at TU Dortmund4 comprises two quad-
core Xeon processors (Harpertown) per node, and all eight cores share two Northbridge memory
controllers through a QPI bus operating at 1.3GHz compared to 3GHz processor clock. In an
exhaustive study on parallelised sparse matrix-vector multiply, Williams et al. [241] state that off-
chip bandwidth scales rather with the number of sockets (or more precisely, memory controllers)
per node than with the number of cores per CPU. In summary we can conclude: Bus contention
prevents multicore CPUs to scale well for codes that are limited in performance by the memory
wall problem.
Switching the local multigrid solvers to single precision is more beneficial in terms of effi-
ciency, as the results in Figure 6.5 demonstrate. The two stronger smoothers in general benefit
more from switching to single precision, because they have a higher arithmetic intensity and con-
sequently, more memory bandwidth and cache capacity is saved by halving the data size. For
all configurations except when employing the GSROW smoother, the singlecore configuration in
single precision for the local solver is at least as efficient as executing a dualcore configuration in
double precision, which is remarkable because the singlecore variant executes twice the amount
of arithmetic work in the same time (for this test case, all configurations always perform the same
amount of global iterations until convergence). The dualcore mixed precision solver is between
1.7 and 1.9 times (refinement levels L = 8 and L = 9, all smoothers), 1.5 and 1.3 (L = 10, JACOBI
and GSROW) and 1.9 and 1.7 (L = 10, ADITRIDI and ADITRIGS) times faster than the corre-
sponding solvers executing entirely in double precision. These speedup factors underline again
the impact of bus contention, because now, the mixed precision variants halve their bandwidth
requirements for the local solvers. It is worth noting that these factors are in line with (or only
slightly smaller than) previous measurements on a single subdomain, see Section 5.7.2. We dis-
cuss this aspect further in Section 6.3.3. Finally, when comparing the baseline double precision
singlecore configuration with the mixed precision dualcore configuration, we observe remarkably
4ranking at # 404 in the November 2009 Top500 list of supercomputers

















































































































































































Figure 6.5: Total runtime efficiency of double and mixed precision two-layer SCARC solvers on
the CPU, 4X4 test problem, JACOBI (top left), GSROW (top right), ADITRIDI (bottom left) and
ADITRIGS (bottom right) smoother for the local multigrid. All plots share the same legend, and
the y-axis uses a logarithmic scale.
constant speedups by a factor of 2.5, with two exceptions on refinement level L = 10: GSROW
only reaches a factor of 2.25, and ADITRIDI peaks at almost 3.0.
Efficiency on the GPU and Influence of Thresholding between Host and Accelerator
Figure 6.6 presents the total runtime efficiency of the 1COREGPU-MIXED accelerated two-layer
SCARC solver on the 4X4 configuration. We vary the type of smoother for the inner multigrid,
and increase the thresholding parameter to execute small local subproblems on the host and large
ones on the GPU. Both stronger smoothers involve the inversion of a tridiagonal system, which
limits the maximum admissible problem size to refinement level L = 9, cf. Section 5.4.4.
A number of interesting conclusions can be drawn from these results, and we start by looking
at the impact of the thresholding parameter alone: For the smaller L= 8 test configuration, thresh-
olding between host and device has a noticeable effect, and we gain 20% and 32% for the simple,
and 10–13% efficiency for the two stronger smoothers, respectively. The optimal thresholding pa-
rameter is thresh=4225, i. e., all local problems with a maximum problem size of 4 225 or fewer
degrees of freedom are treated on the CPU and not on the GPU (if a problem is scheduled to the
GPU, it is solved entirely there, and coarser levels of refinement are not re-scheduled to the CPU).
For the largest admissible problem size, the beneficial impact of thresholding diminishes. This can
be explained by the fact that the absolute time spent on the two finest levels of refinement is much
larger than the time spent treating smaller problems, irrespective of solving them on the CPU or
on the GPU (the local solver executes a V cycle, cf. Section 5.8). Finally, setting the thresholding
parameter too large results in a significant loss in efficiency, up to a point where the solver is less
efficient compared to not applying thresholding at all. Even when taking the comparatively ex-
pensive bus transfers into account, the CPU executes too slowly compared to the GPU as soon as
the problem sizes are large enough to saturate the device to a sufficient amount. We have already
observed this behaviour in the local solver benchmarks, see Figure 5.44 on page 189 for results on
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the same hardware. Interestingly enough, those measurements indicate a higher break-even point
than the one we observe here. The outer solver, which is included in the measurements, is different













































































































































































Figure 6.6: Total runtime efficiency of mixed precision two-layer SCARC solvers on the GPU
with varying threshold settings, 4X4 test problem, JACOBI (top left), GSFULLROW (top right),
ADITRIDI (bottom left) and ADITRIGS (bottom right) smoother for the local multigrid. All plots
share the same legend, and the y-axis uses a logarithmic scale.
In the local solver benchmarks of the mixed precision iterative refinement solver accelerated
by the GPU, and also in the microbenchmarks of individual operations, we have observed that the
GPU always improves efficiency when the problem sizes increases from L= 9 to L= 10, or at least
maintains the same degree of efficiency. Here, this is no longer the case when the local multigrid
employs the simple JACOBI smoother. Surprisingly enough, the reason is also the worse efficiency
of the CPU, which will become clear in the following section: The local acceleration by the GPU
is so high that it results in an unfavourable ratio between computation and communication. We
come to this conclusion because we do not observe this behaviour when scheduling more local
work per node, see Figure 6.11 on page 239 for a comparison between the 4X4, 6X4 and 8X4 test
configurations.
6.3.3. Speedup and Speedup Analysis
Figure 6.7 depicts the speedup factors of the GPU-accelerated 1COREGPU-MIXED configuration
over the four CPU variants. The optimal thresholding parameter as determined in the previous
experiment is chosen. The GPU-accelerated two-layer SCARC solvers are, for the largest admis-
sible problem sizes, between 5.5 and 6.5 times faster than the 1CORE-DOUBLE configuration.
The more honest comparison of the two singlecore mixed precision solvers yields a speedup by a
factor of 3.5–4.5, similar to the comparison with the multicore double precision CPU configura-
tion. A speedup of more than a factor of three is maintained over the mixed precision CPU solver
that distributes the work across two CPU cores, with the exception of the ADITRIGS case which
achieves only a speedup of 2.2.





























































































































Figure 6.7: Speedup (based on total runtime efficiency) of mixed precision two-layer SCARC
solvers on the GPU over the four CPU variants, 4X4 test problem, JACOBI (top left), GSROW vs.
GSFULLROW (top right), ADITRIDI (bottom left) and ADITRIGS (bottom right) smoother for
the local multigrid. All plots share the same legend, and the y-axis uses a logarithmic scale.
Acceleration Potential
These speedups are impressive and practically relevant. Nonetheless, the question arises why these
numbers are more than a factor of two away from the performance we measure with the plain
mixed precision iterative refinement solver for a single subdomain on a single node of this cluster:
With the same fraction of runtime spent in expensive bus transfers between host and device as for a
single subdomain, the mixed precision iterative refinement solver on the GPU is more than twelve
times faster than a double precision solver on one CPU core, and still more than seven times faster
than its singlecore CPU equivalent, see Figure 5.44 on page 189 for the corresponding local solver
benchmarks on the same hardware. Furthermore, the speedup obtained by the mixed precision
scheme on the CPU (Figure 6.5) is much more in line with expected numbers than on the GPU.
The answer to this question is surprisingly straightforward, and independent of the GPU, which
serves as an exemplary co-processor in our tests. The behaviour we observe is an immediate
consequence of ourminimally invasive approach that does not accelerate the entire solver, but only
parts of the Schwarz preconditioner. The correct model to analyse the speedup is strong scalability
within the node, as the addition of GPUs increases the available compute resources. Consequently,
the portions of the application dealing with the coarse-grained parallelism constitute the ‘fixed’
part of the solution process, i. e., they are not accelerated. In other words, the fraction of the
execution time that can be accelerated limits the achievable speedup, this is analogous to Amdahl’s
Law [3]. To improve clarity, the detailed analysis in the following is not based on total runtime
efficiency but on absolute time to solution.5 Due to granularity effects (for the most part, one half-
iteration more or less of the outermost BiCGStab solver), the calculated speedups are different
to the ones in the previous section. For the sake of brevity, we only perform the analysis for
the speedup achieved by the 1COREGPU-MIXED configuration over the four double and mixed
5Computing the total runtime efficiency of all inner solves is not feasible, as it would involve an averaging of
convergence rates.
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precision CPU variants, and furthermore restrict ourselves to the solvers employing the JACOBI
and ADITRIDI smoothers locally. We emphasise that the same analysis can be applied, e. g.,
to assess the speedup obtained by the mixed precision CPU solvers over their double precision
counterparts.
To separate the accelerable from the unaccelerable portions of the local solution process and
thus to quantify the acceleration potential, we instrumented the code with a special timer Tlocal
that measures the local multigrid solvers on each subdomain independently, including all data
transfers between the host and the co-processor. Ttotal denotes the total time to solution of the
two-layer SCARC solver. This data allows us to calculate the following derived quantities:
• Tfixed := Ttotal−Tlocal is the amount of time spent in the outer solver and in MPI communi-
cation.
• Racc := Tlocal/Ttotal is the accelerable fraction of a given solver.
• Slocal := TCPUlocal /T
GPU
local is the local acceleration achieved by the GPU, i. e., it only takes work
into account that can actually be offloaded to the device.
• Stotal := TCPUtotal /T
GPU
total is the measured speedup of the entire solver.
Table 6.2 depicts these derived quantities. Looking at the column ‘Slocal’ first, we note that the
speedup factors we expected to see based on the experiments on a single subdomain are fully re-
covered. In fact, they are surpassed, because the acceleration we measured in Section 5.7 has been
achieved for a mixed precision iterative refinement solver which includes additional arithmetic
work amounting to one defect calculation and one vector update in each outer iteration. We expect
the Tfixed timings to be identical within the single- and dualcore configurations, respectively. This
is not the case due to a granularity effect: The mixed precision solvers 1CORE-MIXED, 2CORE-
MIXED and 1COREGPU-MIXED are ‘lucky’ so to speak and need one half-iteration of the global
BiCGStab solver less. Such small variations are the normal behaviour of the BiCGStab solver,
and justify again the use of the total runtime efficiency to compare solvers on a high level. If we
normalise the timings with the number of iterations performed, then all numbers are as expected.
Nonetheless, these granularity effects do not impair our argument in the following.
Amdahl’s law, suitably paraphrased for our situation, states that if a fraction of Racc ∈ [0,1]
of a given solver is ‘fixed’, then the theoretical upper bound for the speedup, Smax, is 1/(1−
Racc), assuming infinite local acceleration. For the L = 8 test problem, the CPU solvers exhibit an
acceleration potential of at least 2/3 (limiting the speedup to a factor of 3), and for larger problem
sizes, 85–90% of the entire solvers can be accelerated. It is worth noting that these numbers justify
again our minimally invasive approach, because the local computations clearly constitute the bulk
of the total arithmetic work. Nonetheless, the measured total speedups are still considerably far
from the theoretical upper bounds and diminish rapidly for the dualcore solvers. We address this
question in a more general framework in the following.
Analytical Performance Model





Note the similarity of this formula to Amdahl’s law [3]. Let us exemplarily validate this model for
the measured acceleration of the 1COREGPU-MIXED configuration compared to the four solvers
that execute entirely on the CPU, cf. Table 6.2 for the exact numbers. On refinement level L = 10
and when employing JACOBI for the local multigrid, the model predicts total speedups of 7.4,
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JACOBI L Ttotal Tlocal Tfixed Racc Slocal Stotal Smax
1COREGPU-MIXED 8 1.69 0.73 0.96
9 4.67 1.64 3.03
10 19.38 5.52 13.86
1CORE-DOUBLE 8 5.94 5.00 0.94 0.84 6.87 3.52 6.34
9 27.74 24.68 3.06 0.89 15.03 5.94 9.06
10 157.93 142.53 15.39 0.90 25.84 8.15 10.26
1CORE-MIXED 8 3.92 2.64 1.28 0.67 3.62 2.32 3.06
9 15.10 11.75 3.34 0.78 7.16 3.23 4.51
10 90.63 76.65 13.98 0.85 13.90 4.68 6.48
2CORE-DOUBLE 8 4.32 3.51 0.81 0.81 4.82 2.56 5.33
9 20.09 17.59 2.50 0.88 10.71 4.30 8.03
10 113.98 102.78 11.20 0.90 18.63 5.88 10.18
2CORE-MIXED 8 2.29 1.58 0.71 0.69 2.17 1.36 3.24
9 10.47 8.20 2.27 0.78 5.00 2.24 4.62
10 62.25 52.75 9.50 0.85 9.56 3.21 6.55
ADITRIDI L Ttotal Tlocal Tfixed Racc Slocal Stotal Smax
1COREGPU-MIXED 8 2.56 1.39 1.17
9 7.04 3.83 3.21
1CORE-DOUBLE 8 10.18 8.96 1.22 0.88 6.46 3.98 8.36
9 46.17 42.97 3.21 0.93 11.22 6.56 14.40
1CORE-MIXED 8 6.69 5.47 1.22 0.82 3.95 2.61 5.50
9 30.06 26.88 3.18 0.89 7.02 4.27 9.46
2CORE-DOUBLE 8 6.60 5.79 0.81 0.88 4.17 2.58 8.17
9 30.99 28.69 2.30 0.93 7.49 4.40 13.50
2CORE-MIXED 8 3.89 3.11 0.78 0.80 2.24 1.52 4.97
9 18.60 16.33 2.27 0.88 4.27 2.64 8.19
Table 6.2: Detailed analysis of the speedup achieved by the 1COREGPU-MIXED configuration
over the four CPU variants: Breakdown of the speedup into acceleration potential, local and global
acceleration. The disproportionately high Tfixed values for the 1CORE-DOUBLE and 2CORE-
DOUBLE configurations compared to their mixed precision counterparts are a granularity effect.
4.7, 6.7 and 4.2 over 1CORE-DOUBLE, 1CORE-MIXED, 2CORE-DOUBLE and 2CORE-MIXED,
respectively. The measured values are 8.1, 4.7, 5.9 and 3.2. When factoring out the differences in
BiCGStab iterations for the five solver configurations, i. e., when normalising the timings by this
number (which is a first order approximation to the total runtime efficiency), the model predicts
speedups of 7.2, 4.7, 6.5 and 4.0, respectively; so the ‘error’ introduced by not evaluating perfor-
mance based on the total runtime efficiency is negligible and the model is accurate, at least when
only comparing singlecore configurations.
The differences between the measured and predicted values for the two dualcore configurations
are due to an unfair disadvantage of the singlecore GPU solver in our setting, as we only have one
GPU per node: When scheduling two half-sized MPI processes to the two CPU cores in each
node, we benefit from strong scalability effects. The comparison of the Tlocal timings measured
for one GPU compared to two CPU cores is of course fair (one chip vs. one chip). When using
two cores, the local speedup reduces from 25.8 to 18.6 (double precision CPU) and from 13.9 to
9.6 (single precision CPU), i. e., the GPU loses approximately 30% in speedup. However, the
‘fixed’ portion of the solver benefits to the same extent from these strong scalability effects in
the dualcore configuration, while the GPU solver does not. This can be seen in the differences
between the Tfixed timings, and amounts to a fixed penalty for the GPU solver of three to four
seconds in this test case. As this number is a large fraction of the total runtime of the GPU solver
(approximately 20%), the local speedups do not translate to global speedups by the same degree
as in the comparison of singlecore configurations alone. Unfortunately, FEAST does not allow to
consolidate MPI processes within each node (that execute the ‘fixed’ part of the solvers on several
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CPU cores, two in our case) at each local solution step to sequentially treat the local computations
on a single GPU per node. Partitioning the computation in a different way for disjunct stages
of the solution process would require fundamental restructuring of FEAST, modifications that
essentially mean a full re-implementation of FEAST’s domain decomposition approach, because
such a requirement has never been considered in the initial design. We conclude that an ideal
GPU-accelerated cluster for FEAST needs one GPU per CPU core. If the number of CPU cores
and GPUs in a given node is not equal, we could schedule several smaller MPI processes per
node (so that the ‘fixed’ part benefits from strong scalability effects), and partition the local work
between the GPU(s) and the remaining CPU cores. We investigate this approach in the scope of

































Figure 6.8: Illustration of the total speedup Spredicted as a function of the local acceleration Slocal
and the accelerable fraction Racc.
Figure 6.8 illustrates the predicted total speedup as a function of the local speedup and the
accelerable fraction of the entire solver. If we match the (measured) data points for the three
quantities Stotal, Slocal and Racc from Table 6.2 with the predicted values in the figure, it becomes
clear again that our measured total speedups are remarkably close to the predicted limit. The
accelerable fraction, which is a property of the CPU-based solver, determines the speedup once
the local speedup is large enough. For sufficiently large local problem sizes, our implementation
of the GPU-based local solvers is fast enough for this argument to hold.
Implementing, e. g., the asynchronous transfers of data, which in a simple experiment pro-
mised an increase in efficiency of 25–30% (cf. Figure 6.4 on page 223), is expected to yield
only diminishing returns, because the local speedup by the GPU is already substantially high.
Analogously, Figure 6.8 also underlines why the mixed precision two-layer SCARC scheme on
the CPU is inferior to the GPU variant: The theoretical limit of Slocal is always a factor of two for
the former case, while the GPU, based on microbenchmarks or local solver benchmarks, is always
more than an order of magnitude faster. We discuss consequences of these observations in more
detail in Section 6.6.
6.3.4. Weak Scalability on a Large-Scale Cluster
The small four-node test cluster we have employed throughout this section in order to benefit
from the new features of the unified libcoproc library is clearly not large enough to perform
any meaningful weak scaling experiments. In the following, we therefore summarise previously
published results on solving large Poisson problems on an older cluster [84].
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Hardware and Solver Configuration
For the test cases presented in the following, 160 compute nodes and one master node of the
DQ visualisation cluster at Los Alamos National Laboratory’s Advanced Computing Lab have
been used. Each node comprises two singlecore Intel Xeon EM64T processors (3.4GHz, 1MB
level-2 cache), 6–8GB DDR-667 memory (6.4GB/s shared bandwidth), and one NVIDIA Quadro
FX1400 graphics board (NV40 chip, 128MB DRAM, 19.2GB/s bandwidth). The graphics cards
in this cluster are rather old, in fact, they are one generation behind the CPUs and equivalent to the
GeForce 6 boards which we have evaluated in Section 5.2.4. The nodes are connected via a full
bandwidth DDR-1 Infiniband switch.
At the time when these tests were performed, the problem of nonconforming local grids in
the SCARC scheme had not been treated by the adaptive coarse grid correction as described in
Section 2.3.3. Instead, all local multigrid solvers have been executed in an F cycle with four pre-
and postsmoothing steps to alleviate this deficiency, even for isotropic meshes and operators (see
also Wobker [242]). Apart from this, the ‘template’ SCARC solver (cf. Section 6.3.1) has been
used without modifications.
Bandwidth Reduction
The GPUs in the DQ cluster are unfortunately one generation of technology older than the rest of
the system, so we do not expect substantial speedups. Comparing the peak bandwidths alone, we
expect 19.2/6.4= 3.0 as an upper bound for the accelerated parts of the solution procedure minus
the time to transfer data via the PCIe bus and other related overhead. Despite being restricted to
these old GPUs, we want to gain insight into and predict the behaviour of more modern hardware.
The observed peak bandwidth roughly doubles with each generation of GPUs (Quadro FX1000
9.6GB/s, Quadro FX1400 19.2GB/s, Quadro FX4500 33.6GB/s, Quadro FX5600 76.8GB/s).
Thus, we want to lower the bandwidth requirements of the computations on the old GPUs. Addi-
tionally, these GPUs have only very limited on-board memory and run into problems when storing
the full matrix data for large problems; the data required for a multigrid solver on one subdo-
main and refinement level L = 10 just barely fits into the video memory. On better GPUs with
more local memory, we can store the matrix data for more than one subdomain, and we still have
enough memory available to software-pipeline the code to reduce delays due to data transfer (see
Section 6.2.2, and also a previous publication for tests on 16 more powerful GPUs [87]). Here, we
have to manually page matrix data in and out of the device memory via comparatively expensive
PCIe transfers, every time a new subdomain is treated.
We therefore implemented two versions of the matrix-vector multiplication on the GPU. The
first one, labeled var, reads all nine bands of the matrix and hence requires a lot of (PCIe and
memory) bandwidth and storage, this is the standard variant. The second one, labeled const, as-
sumes that the bands are almost constant and only stores a stencil and the 81 values deviating
from it (values of the subdomain edges, vertices and the interior for each matrix band). The actual
matrix entries are reconstructed during each matrix-vector multiplication, substantially reducing
bandwidth and storage requirements while slightly increasing the computational overhead. This
second implementation relies on an equidistant mesh discretisation and is not applicable for sub-
domains that are not parallelogram-shaped, use anisotropic refinement and when the differential
operators depend on spatial locations. We should point out that we use a similar bandwidth-
friendly implementation on the CPU [15], so no artificial advantage is given to the GPU.
Weak Scalability
To test weak scalability, we statically schedule eight subdomains per node, and increase the num-
ber of nodes from 8 to 160. The stencil-based matrix-vector multiplication is used, and we only
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execute the largest refinement level L = 10, i. e., the problem sizes increase from 64 to 1280 mil-
lion unknowns. We either use one GPU, one CPU or both CPUs per node. Figure 6.9 presents
the results of this experiment. All three test cases scale very well, and the outdated GPU out-
performs the two (newer) CPUs by 66%. As the chipset in DQ’s nodes shares the memory bus
between the two processors, the dual-CPU configuration is only 25% faster than the single-CPU
variant, even though the latter treats eight subdomains per CPU and the former only four. This
underlines again, similar to the experiments on more modern multicore CPUs in Section 6.3.2, that
the bandwidth to off-chip memory is the decisive performance factor for the type of applications








































































Figure 6.9: Weak scalability, constant workload of eight L = 10 subdomains per node. The x-axis
uses a logarithmic scale.
Energy Efficiency and Power Considerations
Under full load, each base node consumes approximately 315W and the GPU consumes 75W, so
the addition of the GPUs increases the power requirements of the cluster by 20%, which is sub-
stantially smaller than the increase in performance. Newer generation GPUs generally not only
improve raw performance but also performance per Watt (see Section 5.2.4 and Section 5.3.3), so
adding GPUs to an existing cluster is clearly a worthwhile alternative to a more traditional cluster
extension in this metric. The improvements in performance per Euro are also remarkable. Due to
the limitations of the older GPUs in the DQ cluster, we are not able to perform any meaningful
tests for strong scalability as well. FEAST has been shown to scale well [15, 233], and we have
previously performed limited strong scalability tests on few, but more powerful GPUs [87]. Thus,
we can assume that the strong scalability is maintained on more GPU nodes as well. Under this
assumption, we can estimate how an accelerated GPU cluster will scale in the metric ‘energy to
solution’. As we do not have exact numbers, we calculate an energy efficiency ratio for strong
scalability, which we define as the ratio of modified and base system speed divided by the same
ratio for power consumption (higher values are better). For the outdated GPUs in DQ, we achieve
an energy efficiency ratio of 1.67 (doubling of speed, 20% increase in power consumption). The
ratio for doubling the number of unaccelerated nodes is 1.0 (doubling execution speed, two times
the power consumption), slightly higher in fact as each node requires only half the amount of
memory and hence slightly less power. We estimate 5W/GB power consumption for the mem-
ory modules in DQ. The higher power consumption of newer GPUs is balanced by their speed:
NVIDIA’s Quadro FX 4500 GPUs consume 95W each and execute the test problems (without
the stencil-based matrix-vector multiplication) three times faster than the CPUs [87], achieving an
efficiency ratio of roughly 3.0/1.3 = 2.3. Consequently, GPUs are also favourable in view of the
costs related to operating a cluster, not only in terms of acquisition cost.
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Impact of Refinement Level and Type of Matrix-Vector Product
Figure 6.10 (left) compares the scheduling of eight L = 10 subdomains against 32 L = 9 subdo-
mains per node, shared between the two CPUs, and the difference between the stencil-based and













































































































































Figure 6.10: Impact of refinement level and type of matrix-vector product on the CPU (left) and
the GPU (right), constant workload of 8 million degrees of freedom per node. The x-axis uses a
logarithmic scale.
For the CPU and the bandwidth-friendly stencil-based matrix-vector product (denoted with
‘const’ in the figure), we see that it makes almost no difference whether the problem is partitioned
with subdomains of one million unknowns or with four times the amount of subdomains with 0.25
million unknowns each. The overhead of having four times as many calls into the inner multigrid
solver is equalled by the reduced bandwidth requirement for the smaller subdomains, as a higher
fraction of the operations is performed in cache. For the full matrix-vector product (‘var’ in the
figure), the increased bandwidth requirements for the larger subdomains have a higher impact, and
consequently, the computation takes 10% longer for the higher refinement level. The stencil-based
computations are almost twice as fast due to the bandwidth reduction.
The numbers on the GPU tell a different story. The configuration with 32 L = 9 subdomains
is two times slower for the stencil-based matrix-vector product. The high number of subdomains
implies a configuration overhead for the GPU, less parallel work is available in each step and the
data is transferred via the PCIe bottleneck more frequently, but in smaller batches. In case of the
full matrix-vector product, more local work must be done on the small subdomains (L = 9, var)
and the communication overhead is a smaller fraction of the overall execution time. Therefore,
the difference between const and var is smaller than expected from pure bandwidth considerations
and the same comparison on the CPU.
The plot of the full matrix-vector multiplication (L = 10, var) has several flaws. First, there is
more parallel work per subdomain, so this configuration should be faster than the L = 9 case as
the total problem size per node is the same, while the two runs are switched in the graph. Second,
in contrast to the other plots, there is a higher variance for different numbers of nodes. The
limited memory of the graphics cards6 is most probably responsible for this strikingly different
behaviour. If data cannot be represented locally it must be moved back and forth through the
narrow connection between the host and device memory. Theoretically, there is (just) enough
video memory for a full L= 10 subdomain, but we do not have sufficient control over its allocation
and usage on the GPU to verify this. We attribute this problem to the memory capacity nonetheless,
because graphics cards with more local memory perform very well for this configuration, as could
be tested on up to 16 nodes [87].
6Even though these boards have 128MB physical memory, it is unclear how much memory is actually available and
not consumed by, e. g., the X-server that is running on them. Another aspect is that OpenGL is free to pad textures, to
rearrange them etc., so the memory footprint on a CPU is not necessarily the same as on a GPU.
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Despite these anomalous timings, the graphs clearly demonstrate that the heterogeneous clus-
ter enhancement with GPUs scales very well. Given more local memory on the graphics card these
results are transferred to the full matrix-vector product case, which is required for less regular grids
and anisotropic operators.
Scale-out to Larger Clusters
FEAST executes the coarse grid solver of the global multilevel scheme sequentially on a master
node, while the compute nodes are idle. Consequently, we expect to lose scalability at some
point, because the coarse grid solves become the bottleneck. However, the experiments in this
section demonstrate that this is not the case for large-scale computations on up to 160 nodes,
and coarse grid problems consisting of 1280 scalar subdomains. UMFPACK, the sparse direct
solver employed by FEAST, is efficient enough for this problem size. As the plots are almost
perfectly flat, we do not expect to lose scalability for moderately larger runs. For large-scale runs
on thousands of cores however, FEAST will have to be modified accordingly. Bergen et al. [23]
come to the same conclusions for a finite difference code on a unitcube domain, their results have
been updated in subsequent work by Gradl and Rüde [96] on close to 10 000 cores.
6.3.5. Hybrid CPU-GPU Solvers
Our implementation supports executing two different local solvers within one global two-layer
SCARC scheme, see Section 6.2.4. We have used this feature successfully in earlier published
work, at a time stronger smoothers were not available on the GPU: The CPU executed a stronger
smoother on few, anisotropic subdomains, and the GPU treated many isotropic subdomains with
the simple JACOBI smoother [87].
In the following, we perform a similar experiment. For the three test configurations 4X4, 6X4
and 8X4, we statically schedule one subdomain to the CPU, and the remaining three, five and
seven to the co-processor. This is achieved by scheduling two different MPI processes per node,
one for the CPU and one for the GPU, so that the total load of each node is four, six and eight
subdomains, respectively. Both local solvers use the simple JACOBI smoother, which enables us
to also run the L = 10 case. Figure 6.11 depicts the total runtime efficiency results we obtain,
we compare the 1COREGPU-MIXED and the HYBRID-MIXED variants with the 2CORE-MIXED
solver configuration, which is the most efficient variant that executes on the CPU alone.
The comparison between the two non-hybrid configurations confirms our findings from Sec-
tion 6.3.3: The speedup achieved by the GPU-accelerated solver reaches a factor of 2.8, 2.7 and
3.1 for the three test cases and the largest problem sizes. This is a direct consequence of the fact
that the local acceleration factor, Slocal, is—for practical purposes—identical in all three test cases,
because it is independent of the number of subdomains. We attribute the small differences we
observe nonetheless to the small amount of noise in our test cluster that is unavoidable. The GPU-
based solver does not lose efficiency when going from refinement level L= 9 to L= 10 when more
than four subdomains are scheduled per node. In this case, there is still a favourable ratio between
computation and communication (cf. Section 6.3.2).
The hybrid configuration is, as expected, faster than the CPU-based solver, but less efficient
than executing on the GPU alone. The measured speedup factors are 2.2, 2.3 and 2.5 for the three
test domains, respectively. Compared to the GPU-based solver, the hybrid variant loses 46%,
18% and 22% efficiency. This can be explained by the fact that the local speedup on the GPU
alone is already very high, and that not enough subdomains are available, even for the 8X4 case,
to balance the local execution time on the GPU and the CPU within each node so that one does not
have to wait for the other and introduce stalls. To quantify this, we make use of the local timer that
we have already used in the analysis of the speedups (cf. Section 6.3.3). This timer gathers results





































































































































Figure 6.11: Total runtime efficiency of mixed precision two-layer SCARC solvers on the CPU,
the GPU and hybridly on both, for the configurations 4X4 (top left), 6X4 (top right) and 8X4
(bottom). All plots share the same legend, and the y-axis uses a logarithmic scale.
for each MPI process separately, and thus, we can collect the shortest and longest local execution
time for all eight MPI processes (not taking into account the master process which executes the
global coarse grid solver). This approach has been beneficial throughout all our experiments
already to determine the amount of noise in the results induced by the fact that the test cluster
is not a dedicated HPC installation. Table 6.3 presents a breakdown of these derived quantities,
additionally normalised by the number of subdomains treated by the correspondingMPI processes.
As the hybrid solver always schedules one subdomain to the CPU and the remaining ones to the
GPU, there is no need to normalise the former local measurements. For brevity, we only discuss













4X4 50.62 12.66 5.53 1.38 4.92 1.64 15.93
6X4 57.32 9.55 6.94 1.16 6.89 1.38 13.46
8X4 80.74 10.09 9.67 1.21 9.96 1.42 16.84
Table 6.3: Detailed breakdown of the local computation time for the three solver configurations
on the three test domains.
The measurements for the 4X4 configuration are slightly disturbed, because the 2CORE-
MIXED solver executes one additional half-iteration of the outermost BiCGStab solver. For all
other cases, the solvers converge identically. The normalised timings for the 2CORE-MIXED
and 1COREGPU-MIXED solvers are consistent, and the normalised timings of the 1COREGPU-
MIXED run are almost recovered by the GPU portion of the HYBRID-MIXED solver. However,
in the hybrid case, the local timings are imbalanced between CPU and GPU. The imbalance de-
creases with increasing number of subdomains that are scheduled to the GPU, which explains why
the 6X4 and 8X4 configurations improve efficiency when going from refinement level L = 9 to
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L = 10 (cf. Figure 6.11) while the others do not: For the three test problems and the hybrid solver,
the CPU portion is slower than the GPU portion (comparing TGPUlocal and T
CPU
local ) by factors of 3.2,
2.0 and 1.7, respectively. A second reason why the hybrid solver is less efficient than the pure
GPU solver can be found in the difference between the normalised CPU timings of the hybrid
and CPU-only solver. The latter is 25–67% faster, even though the timings correspond to the
exact same amount of arithmetic work. We suspect that the shared memory bus between the CPU
cores is the primary reason. The configuration that executes the local solvers on the GPU puts
a significant amount of pressure on the host’s memory bus: All matrix data is transferred during
the preprocessing stage, but for each subdomain, iteration and right hand side vectors have to be
consumed from FEAST, have to be converted to and from single precision, have to be copied to
and from device memory (it is not possible to execute these transfers via DMA), and finally, the
result of the local solve has to be accumulated to FEAST’s global solution. On the other hand,
the CPU-only solvers treat each subdomain sequentially, so the memory access patterns are more
coherent, even when using both CPU cores. In summary, all these operations, that are performed
for several subdomains, induce a significant amount of memory bus contention and can explain
the slowdown of the CPU solvers that we observe.
Summary
The possibility to execute different local solvers on different architectures is very beneficial, as
it supports heterogeneous configurations such as, for instance, cluster nodes with several co-
processors with varying capabilities. Nonetheless, if the speedup by the GPU is too high, adding
additional CPU subtasks does not always pay off and can be slower than executing on the GPUs
alone. In any case, load balancing between the different MPI processes is increasingly challenging,
and crucial for optimally exploiting the available hardware with different performance character-
istics. We discuss these aspects further in Section 6.6.
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6.4. Application Acceleration: Linearised Elasticity
For the Poisson problem, we are able to achieve substantial speedups by virtue of our minimally
invasive acceleration approach, see Section 6.3 and previously published work [84, 87]. Here and
in Section 6.5 we demonstrate that even fully developed non-scalar applications can be signifi-
cantly accelerated, without any changes to either the application or the accelerator code. These
application specific solvers have a more complex data flow and more diverse CPU/co-processor
interaction than the Poisson problem. This allows us to perform a detailed, realistic assessment
of the accuracy and performance of co-processor acceleration of unmodified code within our con-
cept. In this section, we consider the application FEASTSOLID, which is built on top of FEAST
and enables the large-scale solution of solid mechanics problems (computational solid mechan-
ics, CSM). It has been written by Hilmar Wobker and constitutes a large part of his thesis [242].
In Section 2.3.5 on page 41 we have summarised the theoretical background of FEASTSOLID.
Section 6.5 is then dedicated to a fluid dynamics application.
The remainder of this section is structured as follows: In Section 6.4.1 we provide a brief
introduction, details of the hardware and the solver we employ, and define the test configurations.
Section 6.4.2 is dedicated to accuracy studies of our mixed precision approach for large-scale cal-
culations on 64 compute nodes. We present three tests, targeting the comparison with analytical
reference solutions, global anisotropies that rapidly increase the condition numbers of the sys-
tems, and local anisotropies. Weak scalability is evaluated in Section 6.4.3. Finally, Section 6.4.4
discusses performance and speedup of the GPU-accelerated solver, using the same analysis we
already applied to the accelerated solution of the Poisson problem in Section 6.3.3.
Most of the results that are presented in this section have been published previously by the
author of this thesis, Hilmar Wobker and their co-workers [86, 90].
6.4.1. Introduction, Test Configurations and Solution Strategy
We restrict ourselves to the fundamental model problem of linearised elasticity for compressible
material, i. e., the small deformation of solid bodies under external loads. We use a displace-
ment formulation in which the only unknowns are the displacements in x- and y-direction, see
Section 2.3.5 on page 41 for details on the mathematical background and the high-level solution
strategy. After discretisation and the application of a suitable renumbering strategy, the resulting













where f = (f1, f2)T is the vector of external loads and u = (u1,u2)T the (unknown) coefficient
vector of the finite element solution. The matrices K11 and K22 of this block-structured system
correspond to scalar elliptic operators (cf. Equation (2.3.3) in Section 2.3.5), and thus, the gener-
alised SCARC solvers (cf. Section 2.3.4 on page 39) are applicable.
Test Configurations
We evaluate four configurations that are prototypical for practical applications. Figure 6.12 shows
the coarse grids, the prescribed boundary conditions and the partitioning for the parallel solution of
each configuration. The BLOCK configuration is a standard test case in CSM, a rectangular block
is vertically compressed by a surface load [185]. The PIPE configuration represents a circular
cross-section of a pipe clamped in a bench vise. It is realised by loading two opposite parts of
the outer boundary by surface forces. With the CRACK configuration we simulate an industrial
test environment for assessing material properties. A workpiece with a slit is torn apart by some
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device attached to the two holes. In this configuration the deformation is induced by prescribed
horizontal displacements at the inner boundary of the holes, while the holes are fixed in the vertical
direction. For the latter two configurations we exploit symmetries and consider only sections of
the real geometries. Finally, the STEELFRAME configuration models a section of a steel frame,
which is fixed at both ends and asymmetrically loaded from above. The latter two configurations
employ unstructured coarse grids.
Figure 6.12: Coarse grids, boundary conditions and static partition into subdomains for the con-
figurations (a) BLOCK, (b) PIPE, (c) CRACK and (d) STEELFRAME.
Figure 6.13 shows the computed deformations of the four geometries and the von Mises
stresses, which are an important measure for predicting material failure in an object under load.
Both the accelerated and the unaccelerated solver compute identical results, according to a com-
parison of the displacement of selected reference points and the volume of the deformed bodies.
Figure 6.13: Computed displacements and von Mises stress for the four main test configurations.
Our fifth test case, a cantilever beam (BEAM), is a standard benchmark configuration in CSM,
and is known to be difficult to solve numerically [34, 173, 242]. A long, thin beam is horizontally
attached at one end and the gravity force pulls it uniformly in the y-direction (see Figure 6.14).
We partition this geometry in such a way that the number of subdomains (and thus compute
nodes) is proportional to the length of the beam, and test two configurations: one consisting of
8× 2 square subdomains (distributed to 4 nodes), the other of 32× 2 square subdomains (16
nodes), resulting in a global domain anisotropy of 4:1 and 16:1, and a maximum problem size of
32 and 128 million degrees of freedom, respectively.
Solver Setup
In all tests we configure the solver scheme (cf. Figure 6.15) to reduce the initial residuals by six
digits, the global multilevel solver performs one pre- and postsmoothing step each in a V cycle,
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Figure 6.14: Computed displacements and von Mises stresses for the BEAM configuration with
anisotropy 1:16 (top) and 1:4 (bottom).
and the local multigrid uses a V cycle with four smoothing steps each and executes exactly one
multigrid cycle. This solver is a straightforward generalisation of the scalar ‘template’ two-layer
SCARC solver depicted in Figure 6.1 on page 217, suitably modified to boil the solution of block
structured systems down to scalar solves as explained in Section 2.3.4.
global multivariate BiCGStab
block-preconditioned by
Global multivariate multilevel (V 1+1)
additively smoothed (block GS) by
for all Ωi: solve A11c1 = d1 by
local scalar multigrid
update RHS: d2 = d2−A21c1
for all Ωi: solve A22c2 = d2 by
local scalar multigrid
coarse grid solver: UMFPACK
Figure 6.15: Multivariate two-layer SCARC solver for the linearised elasticity problem, accelera-
ble components are highlighted.
The subdomains per node are either collected in one MPI process, leaving the second core of
the processors in our test clusters (see below) idle, or distributed to two MPI processes per node.
These scheduling schemes are referred to as 1CORE-DOUBLE and 2CORE-DOUBLE, respectively.
As we only have one GPU per node, we perform GPU tests in the 1COREGPU-MIXED configu-
ration. We could also run one large GPU process and one small CPU process per node in parallel,
but previous experience (cf. Section 6.3.5) has shown that this is only feasible if there is enough
memory to allow for many subdomains per node. As explained in Section 6.2.2, we accelerate
the plain CPU solver with GPUs by replacing the scalar, local multigrid solvers with their GPU
counterparts, as highlighted in Figure 6.15. Otherwise, the parallel solution scheme remains un-
changed. All computations on the CPUs are executed in double precision, i. e., we do not test
the 1CORE-MIXED and 2CORE-MIXED cases, because at the time these experiments have been
performed, the unified libcoproc library has not been available yet. The GPU-based multigrid is
based on a legacy implementation and employs OpenGL and the Cg shading language to access
the device.
Hardware Platforms
The majority of the performance tests in this section are carried out on the 16 nodes of an advanced
cluster called USC. This machine is installed at Los Alamos National Laboratory. Each node com-
prises a dualcore AMD Opteron 2210 processor (Santa Rosa, 2×1MB level-2 cache, 1.8GHz),
DDR2-667 memory (peak shared bandwidth 10.7GB/s), and an NVIDIA Quadro FX5600 GPU
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(G80 chip, 16 multiprocessors) with 1.5GB GDDR3 memory (384 bit interface, 76.8GB/s band-
width). DDR-4 Infiniband is used as interconnect. The scalability experiments are carried out on
the older DQ cluster, see Section 6.3.4. Updated results using the unified libcoproc library are
obtained on our small four-node test cluster, see Section 6.3.1 for hardware details.
6.4.2. Accuracy Studies
On the CPU, we use double precision exclusively. For the Poisson problem, we have already
demonstrated an important benefit of our solver concept and the corresponding integration of hard-
ware acceleration: The restriction of the GPU (and local solvers in general) to single precision has
no effect on the final accuracy and the convergence of the global solver. To verify this claim for the
more challenging linearised elasticity problems, we perform three different numerical experiments
and increase the condition number of the global system and the local systems. As we want to run
the experiments for the largest problem sizes possible, we use the ‘outdated’ cluster DQ, of which
64 nodes were still in operation when these experiments were performed in early 2007. As newer
hardware generations provide better compliance with the IEEE 754 single precision standard, the
accuracy analysis remains valid for better GPUs and for mixed precision solvers on the CPU.
Analytical Reference Solution
This numerical test uses the BLOCK configuration, covered by 16, 64 or 256 subdomains which
are refined seven to ten times. We define a parabola and a sinusoidal function for the x and y
displacements, respectively, and use these functions and the linearised elasticity equation (2.3.2a)
(cf. Section 2.3.5) to prescribe the right hand side for the global system, so that the exact analytical
solution is known. This allows us to compare the L2 errors (Section 2.1.3), which according to
finite element theory are reduced by a factor of four (proportionally to the square of the mesh



































Figure 6.16: Error reduction of the linearised elasticity solver in the L2 norm, BLOCK configura-
tion. Both the x- and y-axis use a logarithmic scale.
Figure 6.16 illustrates the main results. We first note that all configurations require exactly
four iterations of the global solver. Most importantly, the differences between CPU and GPU runs
are in the noise, independent of the level of refinement or the number of subdomains. In fact,
in the figure the corresponding CPU and GPU results are plotted directly on top of each other.
We nevertheless prefer illustrating these results with a figure instead of a table, because it greatly
simplifies the presentation: Looking at the graphs vertically, we see the global error reduction
by a factor of four with increasing level of refinement L. The independence of the subdomain
distribution and the level of refinement can be seen horizontally, for instance 16 subdomains on
level L = 8 are equivalent to 64 level-7 subdomains.
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Global Ill-conditioning: Cantilever Beam Configuration
The high degree of domain anisotropy in conjunction with the large ratio between free Neumann
boundary and fixed Dirichlet boundary (only the narrow side at one end is fixed) and the high
level of refinement found in the BEAM configuration results in a very ill-conditioned global sys-
tem [9, 173, 242]. To illustrate this, we first use a simple unpreconditioned conjugate gradient








































Figure 6.17: Illustration of the ill-conditioning of the BEAM configuration with a simple CG
solver. The y-axis uses a logarithmic scale.
For small problem sizes we solve the two beam configurations described above, as well as a
third variant – a very short ‘beam’ with global ‘anisotropy’ of 1:1. The latter configuration is used
exclusively in this test to emphasise the dependency on the global anisotropy. Figure 6.17 shows
the iteration numbers of the conjugate gradient solver for increasing problem size. Reading the
graphs vertically (for a fixed number of degrees of freedom), shows a significant rise of iteration
numbers due to the increasing degree of anisotropy (note that the y-axis uses a logarithmic scale).
For the isotropic and mildly anisotropic beam we can clearly observe that each grid refinement
doubles the number of iterations, which is the expected behaviour of the conjugate gradient solver.
For the strongly anisotropic beam, however, this is no longer true on the highest refinement levels,
where the precise iteration counts are 8 389, 21 104 and 47 522, showing a factor which is clearly
greater than two.
Table 6.4 contains the results we obtain with the generalised two-layer SCARC solver for
the cantilever beam configuration. The fractional iteration count is a consequence of the global
BiCGStab solver permitting an ‘early exit’ after the first of the two applications of the precondi-
tioner (an entire parallel multilevel iteration), if the scheme has already converged. As we have no
analytical reference solution in this case, we use the displacement (in y-direction) of the midpoint
of the free side of the deformed beam and its volume as features of the solutions to compare the
computed CPU and GPU results, for increasing levels of refinement L and corresponding problem
sizes.
We see no accuracy difference except for floating point noise between the CPU and the GPU
configurations, although the CPU configuration uses double precision everywhere and the GPU
configuration executes the local multigrid in single precision. This is a very important advantage
of our minimally invasive co-processor acceleration and corresponding solver concept. The global
anisotropies and ill-conditioning are entirely hidden from the local multigrids, which see locally
isotropic problems on their respective subdomains.
Overall, we see the expected rise of iteration numbers when elongating the beam and thus in-
creasing the system’s condition number. But apart from some granularity effects that are inevitable
for the BiCGStab solver, we see good level independence and, in particular, identical convergence
of the CPU and the GPU variants.
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aniso04 Iterations Volume y-Displacement
L CPU GPU CPU GPU CPU GPU
8 4 4 1.6087641E-3 1.6087641E-3 -2.8083499E-3 -2.8083499E-3
9 4 4 1.6087641E-3 1.6087641E-3 -2.8083628E-3 -2.8083628E-3
10 4.5 4.5 1.6087641E-3 1.6087641E-3 -2.8083667E-3 -2.8083667E-3
aniso16
8 6 6 6.7176398E-3 6.7176398E-3 -6.6216232E-2 -6.6216232E-2
9 6 5.5 6.7176427E-3 6.7176427E-3 -6.6216551E-2 -6.6216552E-2
10 5.5 5.5 6.7176516E-3 6.7176516E-3 -6.6217501E-2 -6.6217502E-2
Table 6.4: Iterations and computed results for the BEAM configuration with anisotropy of 1:4 (top)
and 1:16 (bottom). Differences are highlighted in bold face.
Local Anisotropies: Towards Incompressible Material
While the previous experiment examined how our solver concept performs for ill-conditioned sys-
tem matrices due to global domain anisotropies, we now analyse the impact of local anisotropies.
These tests and the ones for the cantilever beam configuration are thus symmetric to the uniform
refinement of anisotropic domains, and of the anisotropic refinement of isotropic and anisotropic
domains in Section 5.6 on page 171.
We use the BLOCK configuration for the following tests. To induce local anisotropies, we
increase the Poisson ratio ν of the material, which according to Equation (2.3.5) (page 42) changes
the anisotropy of the elliptic operators in Equation (2.3.3). Physically, this means that the material
becomes less compressible. Since we use a pure displacement finite element formulation, the
value of ν must be bounded away from 0.5, otherwise the effect of volume locking would hinder
convergence to the correct solution [34]. Equation (2.3.1) shows that the critical parameter λ tends
to infinity for ν → 0.5. As the legacy code used for these experiments only provides a simple
JACOBI smoother on the GPU, we have to increase the number of JACOBI smoothing steps of the
inner solver (the outer solver’s configuration remains unchanged) to improve convergence. All
experiments are again performed on 64 nodes of the DQ cluster, yielding a maximum problem
size of 512 million degrees of freedom for the highest refinement level (L = 10). As this cluster
is outdated and its GPUs come from an even older technology generation than its CPUs, only
changes in relative timings (CPU/GPU) are relevant, and we do not examine speedups.
For clarity, Table 6.5 does not contain accuracy results, but we confirm that in this series of
tests we get identical results (up to numerical noise) for the CPU and the GPU just as in the
previous two experiments.
Several important observations can be made from the data listed in Table 6.5. First, as the
increasing value of ν affects the complete system (2.3.3), the number of solver iterations rises
accordingly. Second, the number of iterations required to solve the system is reduced by increased
local smoothing (the anisotropy of the elliptic operators is hidden better from the outer solver),
and occasional granularity effects disappear. Finally, the accelerated solver behaves identically to
the unaccelerated one, in other words, even if there are effects due to the GPU’s reduced preci-
sion, they are completely encapsulated from the outer solver and do not influence its convergence.
Looking at the (normalised) timings in detail, we see that on the CPU, performing twice as many
smoothing steps in the inner multigrid results in a 40–50% increase in runtime for the highest level
of refinement, while on the GPU, only 20–25% more time is required. There are two reasons for
this behaviour: On the CPU, the operations for high levels of refinement are performed completely
out of cache, while on the GPU, full bandwidth is only available to the application for large input
sizes, as the overhead costs associated with launching compute kernels is less dominant. Second,
as the amount of video memory on these outdated GPUs is barely large enough to hold all ma-
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L V-4+4 JACOBI V-8+8 JACOBI V-1+1 ADITRIGS
nu=0.40 Iters. Time/Iter. Iters. Time/Iter. Iters. Time/Iter.
aop = 6 CPU GPU CPU GPU CPU GPU CPU GPU CPU GPU CPU GPU
8 4 4 3.3 4.9 3.5 3.5 4.5 5.7 3.5 3.6
9 4 4 11.1 11.2 3.5 3.5 15.9 13.4 3.5 12.0
10 4 4 48.2 41.2 3.5 3.5 69.7 52.2 3.5 49.3
nu=0.45 Iters. Time/Iter. Iters. Time/Iter. Iters. Time/Iter.
aop = 11 CPU GPU CPU GPU CPU GPU CPU GPU CPU GPU CPU GPU
8 4.5 4.5 3.2 4.9 4.5 4.5 4.3 5.5 4.5 3.4
9 5 5 11.0 11.1 4.5 4.5 15.6 13.2 4 11.8
10 5 5 48.1 41.1 4.5 4.5 69.3 52.1 4 49.4
nu=0.48 Iters. Time/Iter. Iters. Time/Iter. Iters. Time/Iter.
aop = 26 CPU GPU CPU GPU CPU GPU CPU GPU CPU GPU CPU GPU
8 7.5 7.5 3.0 4.6 6.5 6.5 4.1 5.5 6.5 3.1
9 7.5 7.5 10.8 11.0 6.5 6.5 15.4 13.5 6.5 11.5
10 7 7 47.9 42.1 6.5 6.5 69.2 52.4 6.5 49.0
Table 6.5: Convergence behaviour of the CPU and the GPU solver with increasing degree of
operator anisotropy, BLOCK configuration. To concentrate on general tendencies, the timings are
normalised by the number of iterations.
trix data associated with one subdomain, the high cost of paging data in and out of memory is
amortised much better when more operations are performed on the same data.
To verify that our test results are not influenced by the weakness of the JACOBI smoother, we
perform all tests again with a very powerful alternating direction implicit tridiagonal Gauß-Seidel
smoother (ADITRIGS, see Section 2.3.1), for which two smoothing steps (one in each direction)
suffice. Table 6.5 shows the expected results: The type of the inner smoother has no effect on
the outer convergence behaviour, as long as the inner smoother is strong enough to resolve the
local operator anisotropy. This justifies—at least for this particular test case—our ‘emulation’ of
a stronger smoother on the GPU by performing eight JACOBI smoothing steps.
We finally note that a similar type of anisotropy occurs in fluid dynamics simulations, where it
is often necessary to resolve boundary layers more accurately than the inside of the flow domain.
The resulting high element aspect ratios typically influence the condition number of the system
matrix comparably to anisotropies in the elliptic operators, see also Section 5.6 and Section 6.5.
6.4.3. Weak Scalability
In this section, we analyse weak scalability of our GPU-enhanced solver in comparison to the
unaccelerated case. The configurations used in these tests comprise two variations of the standard
BLOCK benchmark test case, modified so that each subdomain remains square when doubling the
number of subdomains. We increase the number of nodes (and hence, unknowns) from 4 to 64 (32
to 512 million, L = 10). As we do not have access to enough nodes with modern GPUs, the runs
are executed on the older DQ cluster (cf. Section 6.3.4).
Figure 6.18 demonstrates good weak scalability of our approach for both the accelerated and
the unaccelerated solver. The relatively poor performance gain of the GPUs is attributed to the
outdated GPUs in the DQ cluster, in particular, their small amount of local memory can only hold
the data associated with a single subdomain, and consequently, the entire matrix data is paged in
and out from video memory for each subdomain (cf. Section 6.3.4).
As described in Section 2.3.3, the parallel computation is completely decoupled, data is ex-
changed only between neighbouring subdomains. The only exception is the solution of the global
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Figure 6.18: Weak scalability on up to 64 DQ nodes, BLOCK configuration. The x-axis uses a
logarithmic scale.
coarse grid problem of the data-parallel multigrid solver, which we perform on the master node
while the compute nodes are idle. The size of this coarse grid problem depends only on the num-
ber of subdomains (to be more precise, on the number of degrees of freedom implied by the coarse
grid formed by the collection of subdomains) and is in particular independent of the level of re-
finement and the number of parallel processes. Due to the robustness of our solver, comparatively
few global iterations suffice. In accordance with similar approaches (see, for example, Bergen
et al. [23] and Gradl and Rüde [96]), we can safely conclude that the global coarse grid solver,
which is the only sequential part of the otherwise parallel execution, is not the bottleneck in terms
of weak scalability. As a concrete example, the solution of the global coarse grid problems in the
scalability tests in Figure 6.18 contributes at most 3% to the total runtime.
As previous experiments with the prototypical scalar Poisson equation on up to 160 nodes
resulted in equally good scalability (Section 6.3.4), combining these results we may argue that
our heterogeneous solution approach for the more demanding application discussed in this section
would also scale well beyond 100 GPU nodes.
6.4.4. Performance and Speedup
To evaluate absolute performance and the speedup of the accelerated solver, we consider only the
refinement level L = 10 (128 million degrees of freedom) of the four test configurations BLOCK,
PIPE, CRACK and STEELFRAME, and statically assign four subdomains per node, such as to bal-
ance the amount of video memory on the USC cluster with the total amount of memory available
per node. We measure the absolute time to solution for the three scheduling schemes 1CORE-
DOUBLE, 2CORE-DOUBLE and 1COREGPU-MIXED, see Figure 6.19. Consistently for all four
configurations, the accelerated solver is roughly 2.6 times faster than the unaccelerated solver us-
ing only one MPI process per node, and the speedup reaches a factor of 1.6 if we schedule two
half-sized MPI processes per node. Finally, the 2CORE-DOUBLE configuration runs 1.6 times
faster than the 1CORE-DOUBLE configuration. For the Poisson problem on similar CPUs from the
same design generation, we have measured only 40% gain, cf. Section 6.3.2. But these absolute
timings do not tell the whole story, and favour the CPU in the 2CORE-DOUBLE vs. 1COREGPU-
MIXED comparison. We investigate this effect further in the following, based on updated results
that incorporate the full functionality of the new libcoproc library.
Updated Results with the Unified libcoproc Library and CUDA
Figure 6.20 depicts updated timing measurements for the BLOCK configuration, suitably down-
scaled for the four nodes of our test cluster (see Section 6.3.1): Two multivariate subdomains are




































Figure 6.19: Execution times for the linearised elasticity solver with and without GPU acceleration
on the USC cluster.
scheduled to each node, so that the workload per node corresponds to the 4X4 configuration in our

















































Figure 6.20: Total runtime efficiency for the BLOCK configuration on the four-node test cluster.
The y-axis uses a logarithmic scale.
The GPU is always more efficient than the CPU, with the exception of the 2CORE-MIXED
solver and the smallest refinement level. The dualcore configuration in double precision is ap-
proximately 40% faster than its singlecore counterpart. The mixed precision singlecore solver is
between 1.33 and 1.55 times more efficient than the corresponding double precision variant, for
L = 8 to L = 10. Finally, the dualcore mixed precision solver achieves a speedup of 2.3 over the
baseline singlecore double precision configuration. These measurements are slightly below the
factors we observe for the Poisson problem, which is the expected behaviour because the ‘fixed’
portions of the solver are more involved than for the Poisson problem.
GPU Performance Analysis
Table 6.6 elucidates the dependencies between the local and the global solver in more detail for the
speedup achieved by the GPU over the four CPU configurations. The measurements correspond
to the computation of the BLOCK configuration on the four-node test cluster, see Figure 6.20.
The local speedup numbers are slightly below those we measured for the Poisson problem
(Table 6.2), which is surprising at first because the scalar subproblems have the same structure and
size. It can be explained by the different stopping criteria of the inner solvers, for the Poisson tests
the inner solver gained one digit, and here, the solver performs a fixed number of iterations. In
contrast to the Poisson problem, the linearised elasticity solver has a slightly smaller acceleration
potential. We only discuss the largest problem size: The accelerable fraction of the double pre-
cision configurations is approximately 70%, compared to 60% for the mixed precision variants.
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L Ttotal Tlocal Tfixed Racc Slocal Stotal Spredicted Smax
1COREGPU-MIXED 8 4.10 0.70 3.40
9 9.30 1.40 7.90
10 30.50 3.90 26.60
1CORE-DOUBLE 8 7.30 4.10 3.20 0.56 5.86 1.78 1.87 2.28
9 23.90 16.40 7.50 0.69 11.71 2.57 2.69 3.19
10 96.10 69.40 26.70 0.72 17.79 3.15 3.14 3.60
1CORE-MIXED 8 5.50 1.80 3.70 0.33 2.57 1.34 1.25 1.49
9 15.70 8.00 7.70 0.51 5.71 1.69 1.73 2.04
10 61.90 35.40 26.50 0.57 9.08 2.03 2.04 2.34
2CORE-DOUBLE 8 4.70 2.90 1.80 0.62 4.14 1.15 1.88 2.61
9 16.80 12.00 4.80 0.71 8.57 1.81 2.71 3.50
10 67.60 50.30 17.30 0.74 12.9 2.22 3.19 3.91
2CORE-MIXED 8 3.10 1.30 1.80 0.42 1.86 0.76 1.24 1.72
9 10.60 5.80 4.80 0.55 4.14 1.14 1.71 2.21
10 43.10 25.70 17.40 0.60 6.59 1.41 2.02 2.48
Table 6.6: Detailed analysis of the speedup achieved by the 1COREGPU-MIXED configuration
over the four CPU variants, BLOCK configuration: Breakdown of the speedup into acceleration
potential, local and global acceleration.
The local speedups of 18 and 9 against the double and single precision singlecore CPU solvers
thus translate to total speedups of 3.2 and 2.2, in line with our analytical performance model and
sufficiently close to the respective theoretical maxima Smax. The difference between the (predicted
and theoretical) acceleration and the measured one is much larger for the dualcore configuration, a
direct consequence of the unfair disadvantage of the singlecore GPU configuration: Due to strong
scaling effects when going from one CPU core to two, the Tfixed dualcore timings are only 2/3
of the singlecore timings, which leads to a constant reduction in total runtime by nine seconds
(30% of the total time to solution of the GPU solver) that the GPU solver cannot benefit from (cf.
Section 6.3.3). Nonetheless, the GPU-accelerated solver is still 2.2 and 1.4 times faster than the
2CORE-DOUBLE and 2CORE-MIXED CPU solvers, the latter one has not been possible in FEAST
prior to this thesis.
A similar analysis has been carried out for the experiments on the USC cluster [90]: For the
16 node runs and the highest level of refinement, the accelerable fraction is approximately 66%,
and local speedups by a factor of 9 and 6.5 (obtained by our legacy OpenGL implementation) are
achieved against one and two cores, respectively.
We finally note that the measured acceleration potential is still very good in view of our mini-
mally invasive integration technique, because substantial speedups are achieved without changing
a single line of application code.
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6.5. Application Acceleration: Stationary Laminar Flow
In this section we explore the limitations of our approach by accelerating the Navier-Stokes solver
FEASTFLOW, which is built on top of FEAST. It is being developed by Sven Buijssen and con-
stitutes a large part of his thesis [44], see also Section 2.3.6 on page 43 for a brief summary of
the theoretical background. This nonlinear saddle point problem is much more involved than our
previous tests, and does not exhibit an equally favourable acceleration potential: Not all compu-
tational work is concentrated inside the linear solver, as linearised systems need to be assembled
in each nonlinear step. The general discretisation and solution scheme has been presented in Sec-
tion 2.3.6 on page 43. Section 6.5.1 provides an overview of this section and introduces the test
problems and concrete solver configurations. In Section 6.5.2 we examine the linear solver alone
by solving the Stokes problem, a simplification of the general Navier-Stokes equations. In all
other experiments in this section, we solve the Navier-Stokes equations. The accuracy of different
double and mixed precision solvers is examined in Section 6.5.3. In Section 6.5.4 we analyse
performance and the speedup of mixed precision solvers on the CPU and the GPU over configu-
rations that execute entirely in double precision. A critical review of our approach is presented in
Section 6.6, where we also discuss conclusions and future work.
The presented results are significantly updated from previously published work by the author
of this thesis, Sven Buijssen and their co-workers [88].
6.5.1. Introduction, Test Configurations and Solution Strategy
Many PDE problems of practical interest are nonlinear. After linearisation, focussing entirely
on accelerating (portions of) linear solvers is justified, because the approximate solution of linear
subproblems typically constitutes the most time-consuming task in the solution process, especially
for saddle point problems arising, e. g., in CFD. However, this focus naturally limits the achiev-
able speedups, as the system matrices for the linearised problems have to be assembled in each
nonlinear sweep. In this section, we explore the limitations of our minimally-invasive integration
approach by applying it to the acceleration of a Stokes and Navier-Stokes solver for small Reynolds
numbers, computing a stationary laminar flow. We refrain from investigating non-stationary flows
for two reasons: First, the result in terms of speedups would be qualitatively comparable and the
time-stepping loop only increases the runtime of our experiments. Second, the stationary approach
significantly worsens the condition number of the matrices, which can be critical in view of our
mixed precision techniques. Hence, by confining ourselves to the stationary case, we actually
examine the more difficult configuration.
Test Configurations
Our first test problem is a lid-driven cavity simulation on a unitsquare domain—a standard bench-
mark for CFD codes. Figure 6.21 depicts the computed results for two different Reynolds numbers,
Re = 100 and Re = 250. Note that the problem is harder to solve the higher the Reynolds number
gets since the pressure mass matrix becomes a less feasible preconditioner for the chosen Schur
complement approach (cf. Section 2.3.6). The outer BiCGStab method requires more iterations,
leading in turn to an increase in the total number of global multilevel iterations. We refer to these
tests as DRIVENCAVITY100 and DRIVENCACITY250, respectively. The domain is partitioned
into eight subdomains, each of which is refined regularly L times, leading to global problem sizes
of 1.5, 6.3 and 25.1 million degrees of freedom for L = 8,9,10, respectively. The corresponding
local, scalar subproblems comprise 66 049, 263 169 and 1 050 625 unknowns. The global problem
sizes are chosen to fill the available host memory of our test cluster, and we statically schedule
two subdomains per node.
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Figure 6.21: Stream tracer plots of the velocity field for lid-driven cavity simulations at Reynolds
number Re = 100 (left) and Re = 250 (right).
Our second test is based on the 1996 DFG benchmark configuration Benchmark computations
of laminar flow around a cylinder [226]. Figure 6.22 shows the domain, the unstructured coarse
grid and the computed pressure and velocity. As the Schur complement solver approach imple-
mented in the FEASTFLOW application is designed for non-stationary flows and is not the optimal
choice for the computation of steady flows [225], we reduce the Reynolds number Re from 1000
to 100, but otherwise, we solve exactly the same configuration as described in the benchmark. The
coarse grid comprises 24 subdomains, so we cannot perform the simulation for refinement level
L = 10 due to memory limitations. The largest problem size for this CHANNELFLOW test is 18.8
million degrees of freedom.
Figure 6.22: Channel flow around a cylinder.
Solver Setup
The general solution process implemented by Buijssen [44] is described in Section 2.3.6 on
page 43. The diagonal block matrices Aii (for the velocities) correspond to scalar operators that
stem from the momentum equations, so FEAST’s tuned scalar solvers can be applied. Our solution
scheme (Figure 6.23) is a two-layer SCARC solver, generalised to treat the vector-valued block
system (2.3.9) (see page 45). The outer layer comprises a global multilevel solver configured to
perform aV cycle with one pre- and no postsmoothing step (more smoothing only results in longer
total runtimes). The global multilevel solver is additively smoothed by local multigrid solvers is-
sued on every subdomain that run either on the CPU or GPU. This inner layer performs a V cycle
with four pre- and postsmoothing steps each. Its coarse grid solver is a conjugate gradient method,
as a sparse direct solver like UMFPACK has not been implemented yet on the GPU. The same
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linear solver is used for the Stokes problem, which is linear. For the Stokes and driven cavity
simulations, it suffices to equip the local multigrid with the simple JACOBI smoother, we found no
performance improvement when switching to stronger smoothers. The CHANNELFLOW bench-
mark requires a stronger smoother; the solver converges too slowly otherwise due to a substantial
increase in calls to the local solvers. We employ the ADITRIDI smoother, as ADITRIGS gives no
substantial improvement, and count one application of this alternating direction implicit scheme
as two elementary smoothing steps.
To speed up the computations in the Navier-Stokes case, we prolongate the solution computed
on refinement level L = 6 to the finest grid, and use it as initial guess for L = 7, . . . ,10.
fixed point iteration
solving linearised subproblems with
global BiCGStab (reduce initial residual by 1 digit)
Block-Schur complement preconditioner
1) approximately solve for velocities with
global multivariate multilevel (V 1+0), additively smoothed by
for all Ωi: solve for u1 with
local scalar multigrid
for all Ωi: solve for u2 with
local scalar multigrid
2) update RHS: d3 =−d3 +BT(c1,c2)T





Figure 6.23: Stationary laminar flow solver, the accelerable components are highlighted.
Hardware Platforms
All tests in this section are carried out on the small four node test cluster that is also used for other
tests in this chapter, see Section 6.3.1 on page 225 for the exact specifications.
6.5.2. Analysis of the Linear Solver
Our first experiment focuses on the linear Schur complement solver alone, so we consider the
(linear) Stokes problem instead of performing a full Navier-Stokes simulation. This test is thus

















































Figure 6.24: Total runtime efficiency of the Stokes solver in five different hardware configurations.
The y-axis uses a logarithmic scale.
Figure 6.24 depicts the total runtime efficiency of the five different scheduling schemes that
we test throughout this chapter, see Section 6.3.1 for their definition. All five configurations show
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the exact same number of iterations and consequently, the same convergence rates for each level
of refinement. Therefore, we can combine the discussion of the total speedup (which is computed
from the total runtime efficiency) and the local speedup (which is measured in seconds) in the
following without the deteriorating influence of too large granularity effects.
The CPU variants all lose efficiency when going from refinement level L = 9 to L = 10, while
the GPU-accelerated solver is most efficient for the largest problem size. We have observed the
latter behaviour throughout all tests in this thesis, whereas the loss of efficiency by the CPU has
not been observed for the linearised elasticity solver (Figure 6.20 on page 249), but to an even
greater extent for the Poisson problem (cf. Figure 6.5 on page 229).
We look at the two CPU variants that execute entirely in double precision first: Using two cores
instead of one improves efficiency by 43–47% for the three refinement levels under consideration,
in line with the measurements for the linearised elasticity (Figure 6.20) and Poisson (Figure 6.5)
solvers. The same holds true when switching the local solvers in these two configurations to
single precision. When both subdomains are scheduled to the same core, the mixed precision
CPU solver achieves speedups of 1.37, 1.44 and 1.59 for L = 8,9,10, these factors are consistent
with the linearised elasticity and Poisson solvers. The mixed precision dualcore configuration is
1.01, 1.47 and 1.55 times faster than its double precision counterpart. Finally, the best 2CORE-
MIXED configuration is faster by factors of 1.45, 2.11 and 2.28 than the baseline 1CORE-DOUBLE
variant. The speedups obtained by the mixed precision solvers are remarkable, and they have not
been available in FEAST prior to this thesis. It is worth noting that the dualcore configuration in
double precision is as fast as the mixed precision solver on a single core, which executes twice the
amount of arithmetic work. This behaviour has been observed for the solid mechanics and Poisson
test problems already.
L Ttotal Tlocal Tfixed Racc Slocal Stotal Smax
1COREGPU-MIXED 8 12.60 1.90 10.70
9 33.70 4.20 29.50
10 127.70 12.40 115.30
1CORE-DOUBLE 8 21.20 10.20 11.00 0.48 5.37 1.68 1.93
9 72.60 43.00 29.60 0.59 10.24 2.15 2.45
10 423.70 297.50 126.20 0.70 23.99 3.32 3.36
1CORE-MIXED 8 15.50 4.70 10.80 0.30 2.47 1.23 1.44
9 50.50 21.30 29.20 0.42 5.07 1.5 1.73
10 265.70 149.10 116.60 0.56 12.02 2.08 2.28
2CORE-DOUBLE 8 14.70 7.30 7.40 0.50 3.84 1.17 1.99
9 50.70 31.10 19.60 0.61 7.4 1.5 2.59
10 287.80 208.70 79.10 0.73 16.83 2.25 3.64
2CORE-MIXED 8 14.60 3.20 11.40 0.22 1.68 1.16 1.28
9 34.40 15.40 19.00 0.45 3.67 1.02 1.81
10 185.70 106.40 79.30 0.57 8.58 1.45 2.34
Table 6.7: Detailed analysis of the speedup achieved by the 1COREGPU-MIXED configuration
over the four CPU variants, Stokes problem: Breakdown of the speedup into acceleration potential,
local and global acceleration.
Table 6.7 presents a breakdown of the speedup achieved by the 1COREGPU-MIXED configu-
ration over the four solvers that execute entirely on the CPU. We only discuss the largest problem
size: The accelerable fraction of the double precision configurations is approximately 70%, com-
pared to 56% of the mixed precision variants. The local speedups of 24 and 12 against the two
singlecore variants thus translate to total speedups of 3.3 and 2.1, in line with our analytical per-
formance model and sufficiently close to the theoretical maximum Smax, see also Figure 6.8 on
page 234. For the two dualcore variants, the difference between the (predicted and theoretical)
acceleration and the measured one is much larger; and the performance improvement of the GPU
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is thus smaller. This is again a direct consequence of the strong scalability benefits in the ‘fixed’
part when switching from one to two CPU cores. The reduction by approximately 1/3 in the Slocal
numbers is honest, a single GPU in single precision is still 17 and 8.5 times faster than two CPU
cores in double and single precision, respectively. However, the Tfixed dualcore timings are only 2/3
of the singlecore timings in absolute numbers, which leads to a constant reduction in total runtime
that only the CPU solvers can benefit from (cf. Section 6.3.3). Nonetheless, the GPU-accelerated
solver is still 2.25 and 1.45 times faster than the 2CORE-DOUBLE and 2CORE-MIXED CPU
solvers, respectively.
As we can only use two subdomains per node due to memory limitations, we cannot test the
hybrid solver configuration in a meaningful way, see Section 6.3.5.
6.5.3. Accuracy of the Mixed Precision Stationary Laminar Flow Solver
We measure the accuracy of the computed results by means of the kinematic energy 12
R
Ω ‖u‖2dx,
a grid independent quantity often used to compare driven cavity tests [232].
JACOBI ADITRIDI
L DRIVENCAVITY100 DRIVENCACITY250 CHANNELFLOW
1CORE-DOUBLE 8 0.03425 0.03805 0.02468
9 0.03437 0.03829 0.02467
10 0.03442 0.03857
1CORE-MIXED 8 0.03425 0.03807 0.02468
9 0.03437 0.03823 0.02467
10 0.03435 0.03858
1COREGPU-MIXED 8 0.03425 0.03809 0.02468
9 0.03437 0.03825 0.02467
10 0.03439 0.03918
2CORE-DOUBLE 8 0.03425 0.03805 0.02468
9 0.03437 0.03829 0.02467
10 0.03442 0.03857
2CORE-MIXED 8 0.03425 0.03805 0.02468
9 0.03437 0.03829 0.02467
10 0.03438 0.03858
Table 6.8: Accuracy (measured in kinematic energy) of the five solver configurations for the three
test problems.
Table 6.8 shows the computed energy values for the two driven cavity and the channel flow
benchmark. We observe small differences between the solvers executing in different precisions
on refinement level L = 10, and for the DRIVENCACITY250 configuration even for all consid-
ered problem sizes. The results computed entirely in double precision are always identical. The
deviations are small, and we attribute them to floating point noise that builds up due to the vari-
ations in the convergence behaviour of the different solver configurations. This is underlined by
the fact that we obtain different results, even in double precision, when switching the scalar multi-
grid solver to the ADITRIDI smoother. For instance, the computed kinematic energies for the
DRIVENCACITY250 problem and the 2CORE-DOUBLE solver are 0.03806, 0.03823 and 0.03805
for L = 8,9,10 and the ADITRIDI smoother, and 0.03802, 0.03824 and 0.03822 for the 2CORE-
MIXED solver with this smoother, different from the results depicted in the table. It is unclear
which set of results is the ‘best’ one. For all practical purposes however, all computed results are
‘identical’.
The results endorse our previous findings, that even for very ill-conditioned problems, the
restriction of the innermost linear solver to single precision does not have any negative side effect.
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6.5.4. Performance Analysis of the Stationary Laminar Flow Solver
The solvers do not converge in exactly the same way, occasionally the linear solves are slightly
cheaper for one configuration, and on a different refinement level and for a different test problem,
the local multigrid solvers in another configuration converge slightly better. This is actually the
expected behaviour, due to the huge amount of floating point operations and the ill-conditioning
of the problem. In the course of the nonlinear loop, these differences build up. Table 6.9 shows
the number of nonlinear iterations, the number of Schur complement solves (which are in turn
executed twice per outer BiCGStab iteration, i. e., twice per linear iteration), and the number of
calls to the local solvers in the course of the global multilevel scheme.
DRIVENCAVITY100 DRIVENCACITY250 CHANNELFLOW
L #NL #SC #LOC #NL #SC #LOC #NL #SC #LOC
1CORE-DOUBLE 8 5 89 12384 4 230 35952 2 20 13248
9 5 76 16896 4 226 51776 2 17 13920
10 5 91 25760 4 204 66320
1CORE-MIXED 8 5 89 12384 4 230 35712 2 20 13248
9 5 76 16896 4 228 52736 2 17 13920
10 5 89 25440 4 204 65520
1COREGPU-MIXED 8 5 89 12384 4 216 34416 2 20 13248
9 5 76 16896 4 226 53440 2 17 13920
10 5 91 26000 4 204 64400
2CORE-DOUBLE 8 5 89 12384 4 230 35904 2 20 13248
9 5 76 16896 4 226 51776 2 17 13920
10 5 91 25760 4 204 66320
2CORE-MIXED 8 5 89 12384 4 218 33792 2 20 13248
9 5 76 16960 4 225 51904 2 17 13920
10 5 92 25600 4 204 65440
Table 6.9: Number of iterations (nonlinear (NL), Schur complement (SC) and number of local
(LOC) multigrid calls) until convergence of the five solver configurations for the three test prob-
lems.
The double precision solvers all perform the same amount of work, independent of a parti-
tioning for a single or both cores per node. The single precision solvers sometimes execute more,
and sometimes less work in the inner solver, and occasionally one or two Schur complement steps
more or less. In the following, we ignore these small differences and base our discussion on the
total time to solution, measured in seconds.
Runtime of the Driven Cavity Simulations
Figure 6.25 depicts the total time to solution required by the five different solvers. For brevity,
we only discuss the largest problem size in detail. Looking at the DRIVENCAVITY100 test case
first, we observe the following: The dualcore variant in double precision is 70% faster than its
singlecore counterpart, this value is surprisingly high. Switching the local solver to single pre-
cision improves performance by 35% and 23% compared to the single- and dualcore solvers,
respectively. Finally, the 1COREGPU-MIXED accelerated solver is twice as fast as the 1CORE-
DOUBLE solver, but the speedup reduces quickly for the remaining CPU configurations, and the
mixed precision dualcore solver is even faster than the singlecore GPU-accelerated solver. The
reason for this disappointing result, an unfair disadvantage due to only one GPU being available
in the test machine, is explained in the discussion of the channel flow benchmark.
For the DRIVENCACITY250 problem, the dualcore double precision solver is 57% faster than
using only one core. The mixed precision solvers increase performance by 56% and 51% over


































































































Figure 6.25: Total time to solution of the two driven cavity simulations DRIVENCAVITY100 (left)
and DRIVENCACITY250 (right) with different solvers. Both plots share the same legend, and the
y-axes use different logarithmic scales.
their double precision counterparts. The speedup factors we measure for the GPU-based solver
over the four CPU configurations are 2.7 (1CORE-DOUBLE), 1.7 (1CORE-MIXED and 2CORE-
DOUBLE) and 1.15 (2CORE-MIXED).
Runtime of the Channel Flow Simulation
Figure 6.26 shows the measured total time to solution of the CHANNELFLOW benchmark for the
different solver configurations. For the largest problem size, the 2CORE-DOUBLE configuration
is 70% faster than the 1CORE-DOUBLE one. Switching these two solvers to single precision for
the local work results in a speedup of 35%. The GPU-accelerated solver is 76%, 31% and 5%
faster than the 1CORE-DOUBLE, 1CORE-MIXED and 2CORE-DOUBLE configurations, while the



















































Figure 6.26: Total time to solution of the CHANNELFLOW simulations with different solvers. The
y-axis uses a logarithmic scale.
Speedup Analysis
In the course of the nonlinear defect correction loop (which is included in the total time to so-
lution), the linearised problems have to be assembled in each iteration. To facilitate a detailed
analysis, a number of additional derived quantities are required compared to the linear case:
• Ttotal: time to solution of the nonlinear loop
• Tass: time spent in matrix assembly
• Tlin: time spent in linear solver
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• Tlocal: time spent in local scalar subproblems
• Tfixed,lin = Tlin−Tlocal: time spent in unaccelerable parts of the linear solver
• Tfixed,total = Ttotal−Tfixed,local: time spent in unaccelerable parts of the entire solver
• Rass = Tass/Ttotal: fraction of the total time spent in matrix assembly
• Racc,lin = Tlocal/Tlin: accelerable fraction of the linear solver
• Racc,total = Tlocal/Ttotal: accelerable fraction of the entire solver
Table 6.10 summarises these quantities for the three stationary laminar flow benchmark problems,
for the largest admissible level of refinement. Small deviations of timings that should normally be
identical (e. g., Tfixed,lin, singlecore) are due to small variations in the convergence behaviour, see
Table 6.9. We first look at the two driven cavity test cases, because they both employ the simple
JACOBI smoother and are solved for refinement level L = 10. Looking at the ratio between linear
solver and matrix assembly, the linear solver dominates the runtime in the CPU case. On the GPU,
this is only true for the DRIVENCACITY250 test problem. These fractions do not necessarily
add up to 100 because we do not explicitly list the few percent needed by the nonlinear defect
correction loop and the initialisation phase that, e. g., reads in the solution of a coarser mesh from
disk and prolongates it as the initial guess. The acceleration potential of the linear solver alone is in
line with the potential we measure for the linear Stokes problem and the same solver configuration.
Since the assembly contributes significantly to the overall runtime, the acceleration potential of
the entire nonlinear solver is substantially smaller. The values are higher for the higher Reynolds
number (DRIVENCACITY250), due to the linear problem being harder to solve (see above). For
the CHANNELFLOW benchmark, in essence the same arguments and conclusions hold, taking into
account the different smoother and the fact that this simulation is carried out on refinement level
L = 9.
Ttotal Tass Tlin Tlocal Tfixed,lin Tfixed,total Rass Rlin Racc,lin Racc,total
DRIVENCAVITY100
1CORE-DOUBLE 4165 1224 2888 1992 895 2173 0.29 0.69 0.69 0.48
1CORE-MIXED 3078 1249 1768 1036 732 2042 0.41 0.57 0.59 0.34
2CORE-DOUBLE 2321 594 1697 1185 513 1136 0.26 0.73 0.70 0.51
2CORE-MIXED 1883 595 1258 745 513 1138 0.32 0.67 0.59 0.40
1COREGPU-MIXED 2128 1193 880 90 791 2038 0.56 0.41
DRIVENCACITY250
1CORE-DOUBLE 8660 1018 7597 5357 2240 3303 0.12 0.88 0.71 0.62
1CORE-MIXED 5563 1045 4474 2658 1816 2906 0.19 0.80 0.59 0.48
2CORE-DOUBLE 5529 499 5004 3764 1240 1765 0.09 0.91 0.75 0.68
2CORE-MIXED 3652 498 3129 1890 1239 1762 0.14 0.86 0.60 0.52
1COREGPU-MIXED 3190 992 2152 218 1934 2972 0.31 0.67
CHANNELFLOW
1CORE-DOUBLE 1047 401 621 502 120 546 0.38 0.59 0.81 0.48
1CORE-MIXED 778 394 360 266 94 513 0.51 0.46 0.74 0.34
2CORE-DOUBLE 624 215 394 329 65 294 0.35 0.63 0.83 0.53
2CORE-MIXED 467 215 238 173 65 294 0.46 0.51 0.73 0.37
1COREGPU-MIXED 594 401 168 40 127 554 0.68 0.28
Table 6.10: Breakdown of the solver components of the five solver configurations for the three
test problems (largest admissible problem size).
A number of interesting speedup factors can be computed from this data. We first look at
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previous experiments for the Poisson problem and test cases from linearised elasticity, we have
measured approximately 40% when employing the JACOBI smoother, and 50% for ADITRIDI.
These values are recovered when computing the quotient between the corresponding Tlocal timings,
independent of the precision (taking for instance the DRIVENCACITY250 problem in double pre-
cision, we have 5357/3764 = 0.42). The corresponding factors for the entire linear solver are
slightly larger, because the speedup of the Tfixed,lin timings is higher. The operations included in
this timer are less data-intensive than the local solves and thus scale better to two cores, because
computations in one MPI process can be overlapped with communication in the other. The ma-
trix assembly scales perfectly to two cores, and we observe the ideal factor of two for refinement
level L = 10. Table 6.11 presents these derived speedup factors for the two dualcore CPU solvers,
computed against their singlecore counterparts.
Sass Slin Slocal Sfixed, lin Sfixed,total
DRIVENCAVITY100
2CORE-DOUBLE 2.06 1.70 1.68 1.75 1.91
2CORE-MIXED 2.10 1.40 1.39 1.43 1.8
DRIVENCACITY250
2CORE-DOUBLE 2.04 1.52 1.42 1.81 1.87
2CORE-MIXED 2.10 1.43 1.41 1.47 1.65
CHANNELFLOW
2CORE-DOUBLE 1.86 1.58 1.52 1.84 1.85
2CORE-MIXED 1.83 1.51 1.54 1.44 1.74
Table 6.11: Speedups of the dualcore CPU solver configurations over their singlecore counterparts
for the three test problems (largest admissible problem size).
We finally compute local and global factors of the GPU-accelerated solver over the four CPU
configurations, see Table 6.12 for the exact numbers. The local and singlecore linear solver
speedups are in line with previous measurements, cf. Table 6.2 on page 233 and Table 6.6 on
page 250. For instance, the local acceleration of the multigrid with JACOBI smoother is more than
a factor of 20 compared to double precision, and approximately 12 for the more honest single vs.
single precision comparison. In absolute numbers, the reduction is even more impressive: The
local solver time reduces from 5357 seconds (2658 in single precision) to slightly more than 200
seconds, i. e., from the order of hours to the order of minutes. These speedups translate to more
than a factor of three for the entire linear solver in double precision, and still a factor of two for
the mixed precision linear solver using only a single CPU core per node. Due to the large frac-
tion of the total time to solution that is spent in the matrix assembly (see Table 6.10 for the exact
numbers), these local speedups diminish rapidly. The obvious conclusion that can be drawn from
these observations is that future work needs to address the question how to speed up the matrix
assembly using GPUs as well. This can only be done on GPUs that support double precision, and
we return to this topic in Section 6.6.
The speedups obtained over the dualcore configurations are flawed in the sense that they suf-
fer disproportionately by the excellent strong scalability of the unaccelerable parts of the linear
solver and in particular of the matrix assembly. From the Tfixed,total measurements in Table 6.10
and the speedups in Table 6.11, we can identify a fixed penalty of approximately 500 seconds for
the GPU-accelerated solver, exemplarily for the DRIVENCACITY250 test case and the matrix as-
sembly alone. Another approximately 400 seconds are added from the Tfixed,lin timings. Together,
these 900 seconds are almost half of the total time to solution of the accelerated solvers, clearly
demonstrating that the dualcore CPU solvers have an unfair advantage. On page 233 we explain
why these flaws are unavoidable in the current implementation of FEAST, given the limitation of
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Sloc Slin Stotal Sloc Slin Stotal Sloc Slin Stotal
DRIVENCAVITY100 DRIVENCACITY250 CHANNELFLOW
1CORE-DOUBLE 22.23 3.28 1.96 24.63 3.53 2.71 12.51 3.71 1.76
1CORE-MIXED 11.56 2.01 1.45 12.22 2.08 1.74 6.63 2.15 1.31
2CORE-DOUBLE 13.22 1.93 1.09 17.31 2.33 1.73 8.21 2.35 1.05
2CORE-MIXED 8.32 1.43 0.89 8.69 1.45 1.15 4.31 1.42 0.79
Table 6.12: Speedups of the GPU-accelerated solver over the four CPU configurations for the
three test problems (L = 10 for the driven cavity tests, L = 9 for the channel flow benchmark).
our test cluster of only providing one GPU per node. Based on these numbers, it is safe to assume
that the speedup factors over the singlecore solvers will be recovered on a cluster with dual-GPU
nodes, or more generally, with a ratio of 1:1 CPU cores to GPUs.
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6.6. Summary, Critical Discussion, Conclusions and Future Work
We have presented a minimally invasive co-processor integration into FEAST. Our approach is
prototypical for the general strategy to accelerate the most time-consuming portions of a given
large-scale, established code of more than 100 000 lines of Fortran code instead of re-implementing
it over and over again for each new emerging and promising architecture. We have presented the
approach and evaluated it for the Poisson problem and several benchmark problems from lin-
earised elasticity and (stationary) laminar flow. In the following, we summarise our approach in
Section 6.6.1. Section 6.6.2 discusses the accuracy of mixed precision two-layer SCARC solvers
and Section 6.6.3 summarises our weak scalability studies. In Section 6.6.4 we review our ap-
proach based on a summary of our performance studies, and discuss various avenues (backed up
by preliminary experiments) for future work, which require a fundamental restructuring of FEAST
and might be useful for the design of FEAST II, the successor package currently in its early design
specifications in Stefan Turek’s group at TU Dortmund. We conclude in Section 6.6.5 with a crit-
ical discussion of future scalability of numerical software in general, in particular in view of the
trend towards many-core and heterogeneity.
6.6.1. Summary of the Minimally Invasive Integration Approach
The core idea of our minimally invasive acceleration of two-layer SCARC solvers is to execute
the local layer on co-processors and leave the outer multilevel (MPI-) layer completely unmodi-
fied. If the local work is performed in single precision, then the entire two-layer SCARC solver
can be interpreted as a mixed precision solver, with a multilevel outer solver that is additively
preconditioned (smoothed) in single precision. This simple idea has many benefits, we list them
in no particular order because these aspects have different priorities for the user, the application
programmer and the kernel developer:
• Applications built on top of FEAST benefit from the acceleration without changing a single
line of code. This is a direct consequence of not modifying the outer layer of the solver,
because we do not introduce interface changes that affect user application code.
• Hardware acceleration is transparent to the applications and can be enabled by a simple
switch in a configuration file.
• Special ‘tricks’ associated with a specific co-processor can be exploited, but the design in
itself is invariant to the type of hardware accelerator.
• Accelerator-specific code reduces to a set of kernels needed to construct multigrid and
Krylov subspace solvers, specialised to treat one subdomain exhibiting the generalised ten-
sor product property. The unified libcoproc library handles the kernel calls and the control
flow. Furthermore, the memory manager needs to be extended by conversion and data trans-
fer operations between host and each device. The current prototypical implementation pro-
vides backend implementation for singlecore CPUs (double and single precision), in CUDA
(double and single) and in OpenGL (emulated double-single and single precision, only a
subset of the preconditioners).
• As a direct consequence, the addition of new hardware backends, e. g., for the Cell processor
by treating the SPEs as on-chip co-processors, or in OpenCL, is straightforward once the
kernels for a multigrid solver exist.
• Changes to FEAST reduce to a minimum, because the heterogeneities within the node and
hardware-specific details are fully encapsulated in the libcoproc library.
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• The CPU backend of the library enables mixed precision solvers also on the CPU, which
would require a vast amount of nontrivial modifications of FEAST otherwise.
• Admittedly, the porting of a scalar multigrid solver to new hardware architectures is chal-
lenging, each co-processor has its own associated programming model, fine-grained paral-
lelisation requirements, etc. In Chapter 5 we have presented the GPU case. The important
advantage of our minimally invasive approach (and of the modular, hierarchical solver struc-
ture in SCARC) is that as soon as such a scalar multigrid solver is available, it takes almost
no effort to transfer the acceleration to all applications built on top of FEAST.
We have evaluated our approach in terms of accuracy, performance, speedup and scalability
on various GPU-accelerated clusters, using the Poisson problem as an important building block,
and the two FEAST applications FEASTSOLID and FEASTFLOW, using only a subset of the sup-
ported functionality of these applications (linearised elasticity and stationary laminar flow). We
emphasise that from the point of view of this thesis, we only use these two applications, the author
of this thesis has neither implemented them nor contributed substantially to them.
Furthermore, special attention has been placed on mixed precision solvers on the CPU and the
GPU, because we know from our benchmark computations on a single subdomain in Chapter 5
that the mixed precision technique is always beneficial in terms of performance.
6.6.2. Accuracy
We have evaluated the accuracy of mixed precision two-layer SCARC solvers on the CPU and
the GPU. For all our tests, we achieve the same accuracy as if executing the solver entirely in
double precision, without sacrificing numerical performance. In other words, the mixed precision
schemes are always more efficient than their double precision counterparts.
In detail, we have performed the following tests: For the Poisson problem, we have used
right hand side data that leads to wrong results in single precision for a single subdomain already;
these tests are summarised in Section 6.3.2. The majority of our accuracy tests are carried out for
problems from linearised elasticity, cf. Section 6.4.2: We have prescribed analytical displacements
for a large-scale simulation on 64 compute nodes, for an overall problem size of half a billion
unknowns, and compared the computed results with an analytically known reference solution.
The cantilever beam configuration is a standard benchmark problem in linearised elasticity, its high
degree of domain anisotropy in conjunction with the large ratio between free Neumann boundary
and fixed Dirichlet boundary and the high level of refinement results in a very ill-conditioned
global system. Finally, we have examined local anisotropies of the underlying differential operator
by moving towards the incompressible limit. For the nonlinear Navier-Stokes problem, we have
measured the kinematic energy of the computed solutions for two different lid driven cavity and a
‘flow around a channel’ configuration, see Section 6.5.3.
6.6.3. Weak Scalability
In Section 6.3.4 and Section 6.4.3 we have demonstrated excellent weak scalability of the Poisson
and elasticity solvers, respectively. For the Poisson tests, we have used up to 160 nodes of an older
cluster installed at Los Alamos National Laboratory; a year later when the tests for the linearised
elasticity solver have been performed, 64 of these nodes were still available. The largest problem
sizes we have solved were more than 1.25 billion unknowns for Poisson, and over half a billion
for elasticity, corresponding to using as much memory per node as possible.
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6.6.4. Performance of Mixed Precision and Accelerated Two-Layer ScaRC Solvers
The tests corresponding to this summary are presented in Section 6.3.2, 6.3.3, 6.4.4 and Sec-
tion 6.5.4.
Mixed Precision on the CPU
Due to bandwidth considerations, the theoretical upper bound of efficiency improvements is a
factor of two. For the Poisson problem, we observe factors between 1.7 and 1.9, these factors are
slightly lower for the linearised elasticity and the laminar flow solver, because their acceleration
potential is lower: A smaller fraction of the total time to solution is spent in the scalar local solves,
we discuss this aspect below.
Due to the memory wall problem, the CPU solvers also do not scale well in the strong sense
when switching from a singlecore to a dualcore configuration. Multicore CPUs share the memory
bus between the cores, and we only observe a 40–50% increase in efficiency due to bus contention,
instead of the factor of two if the solvers were compute bound rather than memory bound.
GPU-Accelerated Solvers
The GPU-accelerated solver is more than eight times faster than an equivalent CPU solver execut-
ing entirely in double precision, and still 4.7 times faster than its mixed precision counterpart on
the CPU, for the Poisson problem. The speedup factors are smaller for the two other applications,
but still reach 3 and 2 for the elasticity solver, and between 1.3 and 2.7 for the laminar flow solver,
depending on the configuration.
The comparison against dualcore CPU variants is less favourable, and ‘unfair’ in the sense
that in our experimental setup, the CPU solvers benefit from strong scalability effects in the un-
accelerated portions of the code. This gives an unfair disadvantage to the GPU solvers: as we
only have one GPU per compute node in the clusters we used to evaluate our approach, we are re-
stricted to running the GPU experiments with only one MPI process per node, i. e., in a singlecore
configuration. In the current implementation of FEAST, it is impossible to benefit from the strong
scalability of the parts of the code that are not executed on the GPU. An ideal GPU cluster for our
applications includes one GPU per CPU core to maximise performance improvements.
Analysis
The question arises why these speedups are substantially lower than those we have measured on
a single subdomain, even when taking the bus transfers of right hand side data and iteration vec-
tors into account. Since we only accelerate portions of the entire solution scheme, the achievable
speedups are naturally limited, and the fraction of the time spent in these parts induces an upper
bound for the overall acceleration: Even when assuming infinite local acceleration in the acceler-
able fraction Racc ∈ [0,1] of the solver, the total speedup is at most 1/(1−Racc), For instance, if
3/4 of a given application can be accelerated, the speedup is bound by four.
The Poisson solver exhibits an acceleration potential close to 90%, which is already very good.
For the elasticity solver, still approximately 2/3 of the entire solution process can be accelerated,
this value is also comparatively high when taking into account that no changes to the application
code are necessary. For the nonlinear laminar flow problems, the fraction is 50–60%, because the
repeated assembly of linearised problems is not accelerated.
The main goal for future work is thus the design of solver schemes that exhibit an accelera-
tion potential well over 90%, on the application level and not only for model problems. In the
following, we discuss three different ideas how this goal can be achieved: We could implement
the entire (linear) two-layer SCARC solver on accelerator hardware, the two main current issues
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in this approach are the PCIe bottleneck and the fact that (at least) double precision is required
for the outer layer. The second idea is to experiment with alternative domain decomposition and
substructuring techniques that possibly concentrate more arithmetic work locally, it is however
unclear at this stage how such schemes would scale (computational aspect) and if they converge
grid-independently (numerical aspect). Finally, we could offload more components of the entire
solution scheme than only parts of the linear solves to accelerator hardware, for instance (parts of)
the assembly of system matrices. This also needs double precision, which is not an issue anymore
on newer hardware. The first two ideas require fundamental modifications to the existing FEAST
implementation, the last one is closest in spirit to our minimally invasive approach.
Future Work (I): Entire Linear Two-Layer ScaRC Solver
The outer layer of the SCARC solvers mandatorily requires native double precision support. On
GPUs, this is a relatively recent feature, see Section 3.2.5. We perform a small experiment to
assess if executing outer solvers on the device is feasible, despite the PCIe bottleneck (see Sec-
tion 6.2.1). To this end, we repeat the CUDA microbenchmarks from Section 5.3.3 on page 133
(high-end workstation, GeForce GTX 280), but this time include the transfer of 4M values to and
from the device into our timings. This amount corresponds to the data that is exchanged between
neighbouring subdomains of size M×M via MPI. The experiment is optimistic in the sense that
it does not include the efficient extraction of the boundary data from the one-dimensional data
layout, which we expect would slightly degrade performance further: A possible implementa-
tion that we have used successfully in the seismic wave propagation application [136] is to use





























































































































Figure 6.27: Microbenchmark results in double precision on the high-end test platform, on the
CPU (top left), on the GPU without PCIe transfers (top right) and on the GPU with PCIe transfers
of boundary data (bottom). All plots share the same legend, and the y-axis uses a logarithmic
scale.
Figure 6.27 depicts the MFLOP/s rates we measure for the CPU and for the GPU, with and
without the additional transfers of boundary data via PCIe (the two plots in the top row are repeated
from Figure 5.9 for easier reference). Figure 6.28 presents the same measurements in terms of
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speedup over the singlecore CPU variant.
The penalty induced by the bus transfers is constant for all four operations under consideration
because the amount of data is constant, so the impact in terms of slowdown varies. The defect
kernel is the most computationally intense one and consequently, the PCIe penalty is smallest,
the speedup over the CPU reduces from a factor of 30 to a factor of 27.5 for the largest problem
size under consideration. For the other kernels, the break-even point from which on the GPU
achieves a speedup over the CPU increases by at least one level of refinement when introducing
PCIe transfers corresponding to the boundary data. For the largest problem size, we measure
50%, 41%, 8% and 26% less speedup for the axpy, nrm2, defect and prolongate kernels,
respectively. In absolute numbers, the performance gains by the GPU are still large enough to
justify the execution of the outer solver(s) on the device, at least for refinement levels L = 9 and
L = 10. For medium and small problem sizes, the bottleneck introduced by the comparatively
narrow bus between host and device is too big. Since the outer solver in the SCARC scheme
always encompasses multiple levels, a thresholding technique similar to the one we introduced in





















































































Figure 6.28: Speedup of the GPU over the CPU without (left) and with PCIe transfers of boundary
data (right). Both plots share the same legend, and the y-axis uses a logarithmic scale.
One additional idea, which is however not possible in FEAST without a major restructuring of
its communication routines, is to overlap communication and computation as much as possible.
In the seismic wave propagation application that the author of this thesis contributed to [136], we
have been able to completely hide the additional latency of the PCIe bus by mesh colouring and the
use of non-blocking MPI, and this idea could be employed in FEAST as well. Along these lines,
we could also software-pipeline the different scalar subproblems by exploiting FEAST’s approach
to bring the treatment of nonscalar systems down to their scalar blocks, e. g., transfer the data
associated with the velocities in one direction while computing on the data associated with the
velocities in another direction, see Section 6.2.3.
Future Work (II): Alternative Domain Decomposition Techniques
In the domain decomposition approach realised in SCARC (cf. Section 2.3.2), it does not make
sense to solve the local problems exactly and thus to generate a more favourable ratio between
local and global work: Due to the elliptic nature of many problems we are concerned with, the
additional local work often does not lead to an improvement of the convergence behaviour of the
global scheme.
Alternative techniques that have been discussed during the initial design phase of SCARC [130]
are the so-called substructuring techniques of BPS and BPX type [35–37] that can be summarised
as non-overlapping domain decomposition with global coarse grid information. Since these tech-
nique have, at least in theory, a very favourable ratio of local to global work, revisiting them in
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future work might become necessary.
‘Optimal’ convergence rates are not the ultimate goal in practice. All schemes should scale
well in the weak and strong sense, and converge independently of the number of subdomains and
reasonably independent of the local mesh width, but a method that has slightly worse conver-
gence rates (that are independent of the number of subdomains) might very well be much faster in
practice.
Future Work (III): Assembly
For the nonlinear flow solver and for other (nonlinear) problems where the (repeated) assembly of
the system matrices and right hand sides requires a substantial fraction of the total time to solution,
a feasible idea is to execute not only (parts of) the linear solver on the device, but also (parts of)
the system assembly. This task requires co-processors that natively support double precision, such
as the latest generation of graphics processors. A lot of this work is trivially parallel on the level
of elements, but nonetheless, this task is challenging to implement efficiently. Filipovicˇ et al. [73]
and in particular Cecka et al. [47] have started to work on this problem, as well as Komatitsch
et al. [136]. These research efforts can be used as a starting point to integrate efficient assembly
routines on GPUs into FEAST in future work.
6.6.5. Critical Discussion in Terms of Future Scalability
Detailed measurements reveal that the local speedup, i. e., the speedup measured inside the ac-
celerable parts of the solution process, are very high for sufficiently large local problem sizes.
However, even a speedup by a factor of 25 in 90% of the code only translates to a total speedup
by a factor of eight. We have developed an analytical performance model that relates the acceler-
able fraction of the solver and the measured local acceleration, to predict the total speedup. Our
measured values are in close range to the predicted ones. Figure 6.8 on page 234 illustrates this
relation. An important consequence is that as soon as an imbalance between accelerable and fixed
components of a given code exists, it has a substantial impact. Even if the current limitation might
not be too large (only 10% of the code are ‘fixed’), it means that future increases of the local
speedup will at some point yield only diminishing returns. As GPUs are increasing performance
faster than CPUs and CPUs in turn faster than the interconnect, this is a practically relevant issue.
It is thus tantamount to increase the accelerable fraction of the code with techniques such as the
ones outlined in Section 6.6.4 as much as possible. Nonetheless, in the long run a well-balanced
interplay of the available hardware resources and software components is of utmost importance in
order to maintain future scalability and speedup with newer hardware generations.
Heterogenisation and Hybridisation of Resources
Hardware resources within a compute cluster are becoming increasingly heterogeneous. A GPU-
enhanced cluster is a current example, and can often include imbalances between the number of
CPU cores and the number of GPUs per node. The ultimate goal is thus to balance resource usage
as good as possible. Some tasks can only be performed efficiently on CPUs due to lack of fine-
grained parallelism or highly irregular memory access and communication patterns, some tasks
are better suited for accelerators. The CPU is always required, as accelerators are not expected
to include fast interconnect hardware (e. g., Infiniband) in the near future. There may be different
types of accelerators in each node. Furthermore, CPUs are becoming heterogeneous themselves
(non-uniform memory access, NUMA), and cores within the same chip may not be able to access
data that is located close to other cores as efficiently as their own data. This is a similar situation as
we face now, as one GPU cannot efficiently communicate with another one even in the same cluster
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node, the data has to travel twice through the PCIe bottleneck, and the CPU and main memory are
involved in these transfers. In summary, we are facing highly asymmetric performance, memory
and communication characteristics in a heterogeneous environment.
The current approach in FEAST is to assign one MPI process per CPU core (potentially leaving
other CPU cores in the same node idle due to memory bus contention), that eventually orchestrates
only the computations on an accelerator and performsMPI communication. We have demonstrated
that this approach introduces an unfair disadvantage on imbalanced heterogeneous nodes, at least
when only parts of the code are accelerated. One idea to alleviate this problem is to introduce a
hybrid parallelisation, i. e., to assign one MPI process per CPU or even per cluster node. Within
each node, parallelisation among the different resources can then be realised via manual threading
(pThreads on Linux systems, etc.). This approach has the potential to deliver more flexibility
within the node, but the performance benefits of such a hybrid three-level parallelism (see below)
are unclear at this point.
Furthermore, load balancing has to adaptively consider the heterogeneities, because (at least
in production environments) the resources a large job is scheduled to are not necessarily known a
priori.
Vision
Current and future computer systems employ parallelism on different scales, fine-grained par-
allelism within each processor (up to 30,000 concurrently executing threads in todays high-end
graphics processors), medium-grained parallelism within each cluster node (cores in a CPU, CPU
sockets in the node) and coarse-grained parallelism between the nodes in the cluster. The ultimate
goal of any software package that executes on such a cluster is an even scalability on all levels:
• strong scaling inside fine-grained parallel devices that increase the degree of parallelism
from one hardware generation to the next
• strong and weak scaling between resources with asymmetric improvements of performance
characteristics
• load balancing between the heterogeneous resources
• ‘classical’ weak scaling when all resources in a cluster are used
• ‘classical’ strong scaling when more and more resources in a cluster are used
These aspects embrace, in the author’s opinion, the most important challenges in the near and
medium future, and a lot of research efforts are required to reach this goal.





1.1. List of Symbols
a . . .z (continuous) scalar functions
ah . . .zh (discrete) scalar functions
a . . .z (continuous) vectors
A . . .Z (discrete) matrices
a . . .z (discrete) vectors




ai, j matrix element
ai vector element
x(k) vector in the k-th iteration




partial derivative with respect to the i-th variable
gradx := ∇x := (∂1x, . . . ,∂dx)
T gradient of a scalar function
divx := ∇ · x := ∂1x1 + . . .+∂dxd divergence of a vector function




:= r ·∇u directional derivative
R set of real numbers
||.|| norm
O(·) Landau symbol, asymptotic bound
Ω domain, bounded open set
Ωi subdomain
Γ domain boundary
n outer normal vector of Γ
x[i] restriction to subdomain
x(L) vector on refinement level L
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